KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

drcaduceus53@gmail.com on behalf of Jeff Womble [drcaduceus@live,com]
Tuesday, March 17, 20156:33 AM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Hey Joe closure

I wanted to ,vrite and express my opinion regarding this proposed closure. I am against this closure. I frequent
Moab solely for 4 wheeling as do many of my friends. I understand the rafters wanting to seek solitude. I am
seeking the same thing. Why are their desires more important than mine? What in don't like seeing the rafters?
Will you limit their use? This area should remain open for all to use.
Thank you for your consideration.
leffWomble
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

J. Cedar M. Farwell [J.Cedar.M.FarweI1.17@dartmouth.edu]
Tuesday, March 17, 20156:50 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Wilderness around Moab

Dear Grand County Council,

Moab - and Labyrinth Canyon in particular - need true wilderness protection. As a non-Utahan
with many friends and family in around Moab, I know the affect that natural places have on the Area.
The wilderness around Moab is the biggest draw to the place, so we should be protecting it, not
diminishing it. So Please, designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. Also, keep
the river corridor in Labyrinth quiet by closing three ATV and jeep trails that
run down to the river: Hey Joe, Hell Roaring, and "Dead Cow/The Tubes."
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Cedar Farwell
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Donham [nckdonham@gmail.com)
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:04 AM
couneil@grandcountyutah.net
Recommendation to Bishop PLI Process

Dearest Council: Please consider the City Council's recommendation to protect the Moab/Castle Valley
watershed by recommending that wilderness be designated in the La Sal Mountains. Thanks. Rick

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

Rick Donham [rickdonham@gmail.com]

To:

Tuesday, March 17,20158:07 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel

Subject:

Recommendation for Bishop PLI

Dear Council
Please Recommend some wilderness along the Green River in Labyrinth Canyon. This beautiful flat water
canyon needs to be protected for generations to come. Thanks. Rick
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tom Price [tom@allpowerlabs.com]
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:36 AM
Council
Re: Wilderness proposal

Nice of you to write, back, thanks!
> On Mar 17, 2015, at 7:14 AM, Council (council@grandcountyutah.net> wrote:
>
> Your email has been received. Thank you.
>
> Kaleigh welch
> Office CoordinatorlGrand County Council
> 125 E. Center Street, Moab, UT 84532
> 0:(435) 259-1346
> F:(435) 259-2574
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Tom Price [mailto:tom@allpowerlabs.com]
> Sent: Monday, March 16, 2015 1:07 PM
> To: council@grandcountyutah.net
> Subject: Wilderness proposal
>
> Please accept this additional voice in support of preserving Labyrinth
> Canyon as a wilderness area, off limits to ATVs, protecting the Arches
> view shed, and closing Westwater-Beaver Creek proposed wilderness to ATVs.
>
> -Lifelong Utahan, temporarily transplanted to California.
>
> Tom Price
> 801-712-5371
>
>
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Clif Koontz [cliftonkoontz@yahoO.coml
Tuesday, March 17, 20159:25 AM
cbaird@grandcountyutah.net: jhawks@grandcountyutah.net; trooperball@hotmaiLcom;
kballantyne1@grandcountyutah.net; Ijackson@grandcountyutah.net;
mmcgann@grandcountyutah.net; rpaxman@grandcountyutah.net;
etubbs@grandcountyutah.net
kaleig hwelch@grandcountyutah.net; rdillon@grandcountyutah.net;
dcarroll@grandcountyutah.net
clarifying NSO intent, securing trail access. and interpreting the volume of letters

Council Members,
Well that was another long, but important meeting.
I have three points that are somewhat technical, so let me apologize in advance.
First, I have no problem with NSO designation surrounding the Labyrinth tributaries, However, the
Moab Field Office has prohibited trails from being developed in NSO areas, even bicycle trails. This
policy would not have to apply in future, so long as you specify the intent. Therefore, when
recommending the NSO designation, please add a sentence about the fact that NSO refers to oil and
gas (or drilling and mining) activity, not to recreation planning.
Second, the outcome of the Big Flat Working Group produced the following point for most of the
recreation areas: "Follows 2008 Travel Management Plan (baseline)." I took "baseline" to mean that
access to the current routes was essentially guaranteed. Tonight you developed management
objectives which removed the "2008" date, which is fine. However you added "allow adjustments per
BLM I County consultation process for addition and deletion of roads," For one thing, you're probably
referring to trails as well as roads. More importantly, you're implying that the designated routes will be
given absolutely no more protection than they currently have,
This lack of security represent a huge problem for off-highway vehicle (OHV) riders as well as other
users of the current travel plan. While I sincerely appreciate the expansion of Dee Pass and Utah
Rims, your draft package includes closing some of the most scenic, rugged, and remote routes in the
whole county. More so, it includes designating brand-newwildemess. Even the new NCA and NRA's
with a non-motorized focus that will certainly place additional scrutiny on the existing OHV trails. Dee
Pass and Utah Rims could not offset these losses on their own. With so many gains for preservation
and conservation, a critical component of this proposal is providing additional security to the
remaining routes.
In case I haven't successfully conveyed my point about how 'protection' should apply to OHV access,
let me pose a question. Will the new wilderness areas and SITLA trade-in areas be subject to
"adjustments per BLM I County consultation process for addition and deletion"? Of course not. If
Wilderness or SITLA acquisitions could be undone by future BLM staff or council members, the
designation§i wouldn't be worth the paper that they're written on. Well, folks, the same thing applies to
trails. If you want to close some roads or trails, you need to secure access to the remaining ones.
This may sound unmanageable, but flexibility can be provided through language that allows the BLM I
County to temporarily close or permanently reroute as needed. It could also be accomplished through
providing a minimum mileage or no-net-Ioss policy. I'm not saying that it's your responsibility to work
out the details, However, you have repeatedly assured that only a few routes (like Tenmile and some
1

of the Dolores roads) would be closed, while all the other routes would remain open. Well I
respectfully ask you to back up that claim by documenting your intent to add new levels of protection
to the current OHV access.
Third, until tonight's meeting, I had no idea that the council was currently inviting letters from the
public, let alone inviting letters from non-residents, let alone tallying them as if they represent a
demographic poll of some kind. Thus far, I have discouraged non-resident OHV advocates from
weighing in. Even with resident OHV advocates, I only suggested attending the hearing because it's
the formal process that the council has presented. Taking your cue, I will start recommending that
people write to the council. Nevertheless I hope you will take the letter statistics with a grain of salt.

Thanks, Clif

executive director
Ride with Respect
435-259-8334 land
201-741-0361 cell
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rose Moonwaler [rzmoon@cruzio.com]
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 1:57 PM
'Council'
RE: Grand County Council

Thanks for confirming receipt!
Have a good day.
Rose

From: Council [mailto:council@grandcountyutah.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 17, 2015 7:15 AM
To: 'Rose Moonwater'
Subject: RE: Grand County Council
Your email has been received. Thank you.

DFHe! Cco:U)r"U,TC'IZ i GRAl\iD COUNTY COUNCIL
125 E (:[~-dER_ STRl:.Ei. I'.+:\,\i\ UT 8J;:i'~~2
O:(4:i5) 259,,1346
F:e~35) 259-2574

From: Rose Moonwater [mailto:rzmoon@cruzio.com]
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2015 4:17 PM
To: counci)@gIi'ln<;lcountyutah.net
Subject: Grand County Council
Dear Council Members:

I am a visitor to Moab and surrounding areas and also a property owner in Grand County. Moab, and Labyrinth
Canyon in particular, needs true wilderness protection and quiet places need to be protected now and for
future generations.
Also, I am asking you as council members to protect the Arches view shed by expanding the proposed National
Conservation Area (NCAl 4 miles east of Arches National Park and to designate wilderness in the La Sal
mountains. Every other county in the PLI process has recommended new Forest Service Wilderness, but the
Grand County Council has recommended zero. The council should recommended protecting the mountains
that frame Delicate Arch as wilderness.

These are areas we return to over and over, for the beauty and the quiet. The quality of these lands deserve
more protection.

Thank you,
Rose Z. Moonwater
1

103 Pace Lane
Castle Valley, UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DATL Braxton [datlbraxton@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 3:49 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
from London

Dear Council,
We are writing from London where we live overseas, but we often visit family in Moab, UT. It has come to our attention
that you are reviewing the various consideration regarding recreation land use in the area, particularly in Labyrinth
Canyon. We write to ask you to protect more of the wilderness area as true wilderness area - quiet space. free from
ATV noise.
Hopefully adding our voice matters to your considerations.
Kind regards,
Alicia and Dave Braxton
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Laura Cotts [cottsJ@emeritLsuu.edu]
Tuesday, March 17, 2015 8:58 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please protect wilderness and quiet

Dear Council,
I am a resident of Cedar City and a frequent visitor to Moab. I have brought at least three parties of friends to
Moab from the East Coast; in addition to spending money in the Moab area they and I come for wilderness
experience and for the quiet that they are unable to find in their home states.
As I am growing older, it is important to me that Labyrinth Canyon be designated as wilderness. It is a flat
water river that I can still kayak, and please, close off the ORV routes that access the river. While ORVs have a
place, Labyrinth Canyon should remain quiet and peaceful.
ORV use has ballooned and they seem to be almost everywhere. Please close the little used routes in the
wilderness study areas of Grand County so that the soils may be protected and so that I and my friends and
other foot and horse traffic may enjoy God's peace and quiet.
Finally please set aside wilderness areas in the wonderful LaSal mountains. The hunters on horseback can
benefit from the protected wildlife habitat and the drinking water so essential to that part ofthe state will remain
clean and available.
Thank you for your hard work, and for your consideration of my requests.
Laura Colts
Cedar City, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Savonen, Carol [carol.savonen@oregonstate.edul
Tuesday, March 17,201511:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
need wild areas

I retired 7 years ago. Since then, I have made 6 trips to Utah. All to experience solitude and quietness. TIle desert areas
of Labyrinth and other similar areas need to be off limits to ORVs. I think that milliOns of us would like to see you:

Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. Ar last week's council meeting, the council
recommended no wilderness for Labyrinth
despite it being one of the crown jewels of wilderness in
the American \Vest.
- Keep the river corridor in Labyrinth quiet by closing three ATV and jeep trails that !Un
down to the river: Hey Joe, Hell Roaring, and "Dead Cow/The Tubes." River rafters in Labyrinth
shouldn't have to listen to the whine of motorcycles along the banks of the Green River!
- Protect the Arches view shed by expanding the proposed National Conservation Area
(NCA) 4 miles east of Arches National Park.
- Designate areas to be managed as roadless areas v,rithin the NCA, following the "Daggett
County" model that has already been approved by our Congressional delegation.
- Close infrequently used routes in all proposed wilderness in Grand County, especially in the
\Vestwater-Beaver Creek proposed 'Wilderness on the eastern side of the county. There should be
places where Moab visitors can find quiet and get away from roads and the sounds of ATVs!
- Designate 'Wilderness in the La Sal mountains. Every other county in the PLI process has
recommended new Forest Service \'l/ilderness, but the Grand County Council has recommended zero.
The council should recommended protecting the mountains that frame Delicate Arch as wilderness.
Thank you.
The Silent Majority
Carol Savonen
Naturalist, science and garden writer
541-929-3021 H
541-609-0428 cell
Faculty Emeritus, Oregon State University
Oregon Flora Project, President, Advisory Board
Institute for Applied Ecology, Board of Directors
Great Old Broads for Wilderness, Willamette Broadband Leader
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ryan Mower [aqfs@aoLcom]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 6:55 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail closures

As a resident my whole life I respect Utahans great lands and full access to all. We all want
to protect and feel closures would limit many elderly and disabled from seeing such back
country beauty our state offers.
In addition to that, our small towns highly depend on tourist dollars. You look at Main
Street and businesses that supply everything from gifts, hotels and off-road rentals
including bicycle rentals and it would be a huge hit to Moabs economy. I visit Moab on
average 2 weeks out of the year for the utv rally and weekend recreation. As I am a guide, I
enjoy taking out of state residents to areas including top of the world, seven mile rim,
chicken corners, and many others.
I urge council members to talk to the tourists that come for recreation and have their voice
heard too. During the jeep safari and the "rally on the rocks" utv rally you will find many
visitors that cannot believe they could loose access. The council needs to realize without
access many will never see our back country. You can't take a disabled person to "top of the
world" without a wheeled vehicle.
Ryan Mower
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Usa Ceniceros [lisaceniceros@gmaiLccm]
Wednesday, March 18, 20158:47 AM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Public Comments

My name is Lisa Knight Ceniceros and I'm a 6th generation resident of Moab. My family settled this area and built
the roads and traiis that we all know and love. I stand before you tonight because I vehemently oppose the
recommendations of this Council regarding the Bishop Public Lands Initiative. Though I will concede that there may
be a couple of very small areas that may be ccnsidered true "wilderness", by and large the majority of the
recommendations that this Council has made thus far are inappropriate, self-serving, and short-sighted. With the
exception of Councilman Jackson, not a soul currently sitting on this council has any experience whatsoever
managing public lands and are wholly incompetent to make decisions or recommendations in this regard.
I do not support any new wilderness designations in Desolation and Labyrinth Canyons, the Book CliffS, Westwater
Canyon, Granite and Beaver Creeks, Behind the Rocks Wilderness Study Area, Arches National Park expansion,
Big Flat-particularly Hey Joe Canyon, watershed protection designation in the La Sal's, "viewsheds", Duma Point,
White Wash, Ten Mile Canyon, Gold Bar Rim, Negro Bill, the Colorado River, Dark Canyon, the Dolores River, Mill
Creek, North Fork Mill Creek, Professor Creek, Salt Wash, White and Green Rivers, Salt Creek, Mary Jane Canyon,
Fisher Towers, Mineral and Spring Canyons, Hell Roaring Canyon, and the Klondike Bluffs area. Furthermore, I do
not support the creation of national conservation or recreation areas, wilderness study areas, or wild and scenic
rivers designations in any of the above mentioned areas.
I am also absolutely disgusted that this council though it prudent to remove the language opposing the Antiquities
Act from their reccmmendations. What good does any of this do if the President flies in just long enough to destroy
our way of life with one fell swoop of his pen? In this scenario, no one has a voice and we all lose. It's a very realistic
threat.
This is not to say that I don't care about our environment Dr the area that we live in. Quite the ccntrary; I care a lot. I
was born and raised here. This is rny horne. I want to be able to continue sharing my heritage with my children and
carry on our family traditions. I want our lands to remain open and accessible to everyone, to every type of user,
In total these recommendations enccmpass approximately 1.3 million acres of the 2.2 million acres in Grand
County. Approximately 4.5% of the land in Grand County is held in the public and private sector. This means that
the remaining 95.5% of our lands are held by the Feds.
If these designations were to be approved in the Bishop Lands Bill, who's gOing to pay for it? The Feds are running
a deficit in the trillions of dollars that our nation seems to have no hope of paying back without drastic measures, so
how are they going to be able to pay for these new monuments, recreation, conservation, and wilderness areas? I
certainly don't want to pay any more taxes!
Is it even going to be the Feds who manage them or does the responsibility fall locally? What happens when we
experience the next sequestration? I'll tell you what happens: the Feds are going to put up massive barricades and
employ national parks officers to keep the public out of public lands!
This entire issue is fueled by segregation and fear mongering. There are too many assumptions being made and we
all know what happens when we make assumptions ... The only acceptable solution moving forward is to let
sleeping dogs lie. Do not reccmmend any new designations of wilderness, national conservation areas, national
recreation areas, wilderness study areas, national monuments, Dr the expansion of current national park borders. All
of these recommendations do nothing but prevent the use and exploration of our lands, which are the very
foundations of this great Nation. If you hippie-fabulous schmucks get everything you want in this initiative, then
what's next? Where does it end? I'll tell you where it ends: it doesn't, you'll just find a new spotted owl to chase.
1

Mary McGann's conduct last night was disgraceful, I lost count of how many times she rolled her eyes and acted
bored when people spoke that she disagreed with, This is the exact disrespect and ignorance that I touched on in
my last letter. She owes the public and apology!

Lisa Knight Ceniceros
6th Generation Resident of Moab
Mother to the 7th Generation
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandra Hinchman [shinchman@stlawu.edu]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 9:46 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Dear Council Members:
Thank you for last night's meeting on the fate of public lands in our beautiful county. My husband and I appreciated
your effort to promote civil discourse and to allow diverse constituencies a voice at the table.
In my view, the most vital objective of the Initiative is ecological: the protection of watersheds, the improvement of
air quality, and the maintenance of wildlife habitat. Therefore I would urge you to put ecological values ahead of both
economic interests and recreational interests. That would imply, in particular, a rollback of current fossil fuel extraction
(which is a bubble in any case) and a moratorium on the creation of new roads. As someone dismayed by the dramatic
deterioration of jeep trails (e.g., Amasa Back and the Moab Rim) that used to be relatively accessible even to
vehicles without fancy and expensive equipment, I believe that the rehabilitation of those trails would be the superior way
to enhance the backcountry experience of locals and visitors alike. New jeep trails are not needed.
With the expansion of tourism and mining in Grand County, it has become increasingly difficult to find quiet places to
enjoy the natural riches of our area. To that end, I support the eastward expansion of Arches National Park and the
designation of Labyrinth Canyon and its feeders as wilderness.
One final plea: bear in mind that all citizens of the county have an equal claim to representation. Whether individualS
were born here or elsewhere, whether their families have called Moab home for six generations, six years, or six months,
whether they are old or young, able-bodied or handicapped, well-off or struggling, their civic rights are on par. Contrary
to what many speakers implied at last night's meeting, no one is inherently "entitled" by virtue of any such circumstance.
Thanks for your time, and good luck in your deliberations.
Sincerely,
Sandra Hinchman
1171 North Kayenta Drive
Moab
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject;

Misty Adams [movingwest2008@yahoo,com]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 10:35 AM
Council; Rob,Bishop@maiLhouse,gov; Jason,Chafeltz@mail,house,gov
Fred Ferguson; ScottParker@maiLhouse,gov; Melissa.8ubbotin@maiLhouse,gov;
Wade,Garrett@maiLhouse,gov; Jennifer,Scott@mail,house,gov;
Casey,Snyder@maiLhouse,gov; Colton,Miles@maiLhouse,gov; garyherbert@utah,gov;
jasonharding@utah,gov; mikemower@utah,gov; kathleenclarke@utah,gov;
codystewart@utah,gov; alanmatheson@utah,gov; dhinkins@le,utah,gov
Follow up from last evenings Community Open House

Dear Council Members, Representative Robert Bishop, and Jason Chafettz,
I first want to thank you for your hard work over the last week. No matter the outcome, no one can
deny that you have been working very hard to come to some recommendations for our county, That
being said, I want to continue to express, that I do not agree with the recommendations from the
current council. Further, I would like to state that I do not believe leaving out language removing the
Red Rock Heritage Act from our county is a mistake. I feel this undermines all the hard work that you,
as a council have put in,
I am also including my speech from last night below, Thank you for the opportunity to speak, and
because there was so much going on, I hope you will review my views again.
Thank you,
Misty Adams - Moab, Utah

My name is Misty Adams, and I am a transplant to Moab and Grand County. In the 6
years I have been here I heard and seen the blatant disregard of the heritage, and
history of this area. I have heard the stories of the locals, their grandparents, their
cousins, and friends. This beautiful, remote, and lovely place has a rich and amazing
history.

All of that being said, I understand that times change, There are hundreds of
thousands visitors to our beautiful area each year, they each come for their own
reasons. Some seeking easily found solitude, some seeking the thrill of a jeeping
adventure, or a rappel down a cliff side. We are now a tourist destination with a wide
range of activities for every level of ability, and need. This is an amazing, and wild
place, Wonderful to visit, hard to live in.

I woJ:k a full time, un-benefited job for 8 months out of the year. I then take
unemployment for four months, When I sign up for unemployment, all I have to say is
that I live in Moab. Their response is "oh, yes, we'll take off the job hunt requirements."
I am 40 years old with decent work experience, and education. My husband is a fifth
year teacher, making barely over $34000 dollars a year with a double bachelor. Thank
1

goodness we do not have kids, we would never be able to make ends meet. We are
lucky to own the home we are in. If we tried to purchase that same home today, we
could not afford to. But you see, I love living here. I love the old timers, the kids, the
town. I love the wild vistas, and trails.

I would also love to see families making ends meet, not relying on foodstamps, and
unemployment. Parents able to find good, fulltime, year round, benefited jobs.
By allowing SITLA trade in, in areas that can supply oil, gas, and potash. By allowing
this county to receive some real income. We can provide jobs, and benefits to many
residents.

Some of you may know my husband, some of you may not, but he has a disability
called CMT. This disability makes it impossible for him to hike, walk, raft, climb. He is
limited to motorized recreation. lVIost of the council has voted to make wilderness in
areas that don't qualify as wilderness. Maybe you don't understand what wilderness is.
The dictionary definition of wilderness is:

1. a tract or region uncultivated and uninhabited by human beings
2. an area essentially undisturbed by human activity
3. an empty or pathless area or region

You are recommending "building wilderness" in areas that don't qualify; you will
potentially be closing roads down that are the only access that people, like my
husband, have to these areas. I was told in a council meeting "He can see it from the
Cherry Stems" You are basically thinking selfishly, not allowing a significant portion of
people from ever seeing areas that they currently have access to . For reference: 13.3
million Americans used a wheelchair or assistive mobility device.

I am beginning to believe this kind of inaccessibility is your goal. But, you must
understand: These lands do not just belong to you. They belong to every person here,
and the federal lands to every person in America.

I have been to the council meetings, you continue to say that you will "only" clo_se non
Jeep Safari roads. Well, good on you, but there are other beautiful, and less used
roads that we don't want to see closed either!
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I am also frustrated with constantly hearing what SUWA, or Red Rock Heritage Act, or
The Grand Canyon Trust recommends. They are organizations, they should not have a
say. We as the residents of Grand County should be able to decide what to do with our
lands without these organizations determining what is best for a community they do not
live in.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

shupebj [shupebj@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 18,201510:51 AM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
Public lands

I am writing this from my phone so I'll keep this short I want to voice my opinion on closing lands. My family
has been in the Moab valley sense the first pioneers came in the valley. My blood runs very deep there. We
have used and enjoyed those lands forever. To have what we would call out sides come in and take those rights
away is mind blowing. Impeachment is a very real possibility and will be something many will fight to make
happen. Taking away people's ability to feed and support there families is unthinkable. I agree the lands should
be protected but not to this extreme. I think we can think of a better solution and work together to do so. Let's
not cause a huge fight. Don't dig your hills in. You are elected to represent the voice of the county. All I ask is
that you listen and not just push your agenda. Have an open mind and keep looking for better solutions. Don't
just shut things down.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Casey Brewer [casey.b.brewer@gmail.coml
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 1:11 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative
GrandCountyPublicLands.pdf

Please submit the attached file for council consideration with regard to the Public Lands Initiative.
Thank you!
-Casey Brewer
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

k Juenger [kjmoab@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 1:28 PM
CQuncil@grandcountyutah.net
Final Recommendation for Wilderness and Off-road Designations

Dear County Council:
I was not able to attend the public meeting last night regarding the public lands process, but I wanted to express
my opinion through email.
First of all, thank you for putting so much energy into your planning and decision-making process and for being
so available to the public! This is such an important issue and, as you know, your final decision will affect this
area for generations to come.
At this point, I do not feel that our area could possible have "too much wilderness" left after all of the roads and
trails have been designated. Just in the past fifteen years I have seen such an increase in mountain biking trails
and ATVImotorcycle routes that I wonder if I ",ill ever again be able to get away from people by hiking or
boating...so wilderness designation doesn't make me feel we are "locking up" lands, just making a few semiwild places we can save for the future. One tiny section of the river doesn't seem likc too much to ask for, nor
docs closing Class D roads in wilderness that should have been closed years ago.
As far as the National Conservation Areas go, I applaud you for carefully planning which important areas need
this designation. I would like to see even more area set aside to protect the Arches National Park and
Canyonlands viewsheds. Also, let's get going and set up roadless areas within the NCA. .. what better time than
the present?
Keep up the hard work .. .l'm sure it is easy to get tired and bogged down during this difficult process. There are
those of us out here who REALL,Y appreciate your efforts!
Sincerely,
Kathleen Juenger
2725 Old City Park Road
Moab, Utah 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

To:

Pam and Quent Baker [2pnqbaker@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 18, 20152:14 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

Subject:

Bishop Proposa I

Sent:

Dear County Council Members,
I was at the meeting about the Bishop Land Proposal last night and was very disturbed with the bullying I saw
occur. I have been a resident of Moab since 2001. I am a member of the Sierra Club. I am a member of
SUWA. 1 am a member of the Grand Canyon Trust. I also own a jeep and have traveled many roads that are
now closed.
Unfortunately, this is not 1950. Things have changed in Moab, and the one most impacting us is the same thing
impacting the state of Utah, and our entire nation: population growth. We have many more people now. We
have to manage this explosion of people. I moved here because of clean air, dark night skies, relative quiet,
drinkable water, spectacular vistas, etc. These are basic survival needs. We need to keep our air clean and
water unpolluted. This requires some hard choices and I applaud the progress you have made so far.
In order to achieve the goals of clean air and water, I agree that the Book Cliffs Highway should not be built.
We need wilderness and watershed protection. The Antiquities Act has done nothing but good for our area and
the state of Utah and the communities that exist ncar National Monuments. Please continue on the path you are
presently on as our future depends on it.
Sincerely,
Pamela Baker
1950 Roadrunner Hill
Moab, UT 84532
2pnqbakerw.gmail.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill Rau [brau30@yahoo.comJ
Wednesday, March 18,20152:32 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Appreciation for difficult work

Dear Grand county council member,
Thank you for the difficult and creative work you've done to assure that
the lands of Grand county are protected for future generations. That was
the message offered by 90% of letter writers when initial asked by the
council in 2014, That also was the message sent by voters in last
November's election. It continues to be the message to send to washington,
DC.

In particular, I wish to thank you for the important decisions made to
date:
•
•
•
•
•

closing routes in and through delicate environmental areas
stopping the Book cliffs highway (a major achievement)
protecting wilderness and the watersheds of Moab and Castle valley
creating a National Conservation Area, and
opposing an Antiquities Act exemption.

These are important and balanced achievements for the future of public
lands.
I urge you to continue to support these and other designations for public
lands in Grand County in the final recommendations to congressman Bishop.
sincerely,
Bill Rau, ph . D.
HC 64 Box 3612
castle Valley, UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

William Ingalls [wvingalls@gmaiLcomJ
Wednesday, March 18, 20154:06 PM
ccuncil@grandcountyutah.net
PLI

Hard it is to believe that after four decades of development threats, not one acre of the La Sal Mountains, those
islands in the sky surrounded by a sea of desert, have not received any Wilderness protections, The Mountains
not only compliment the red rock desert below but feed perennial streams in every direction, attracting hikers to
Negro Bill, Mill Creek, and Beaver Creek Canyons.
Remote, rugged and intact the entire region retains the feel of primeval v,ilderness though oil and gas
exploration and logging have left their marks on the range. The peaks dominate every vista, peek into every
photograph loom above cliff wall and canyon rim. There are excellent opportunities for for fishing and hunting,
Mill, Beaver and Granite Creeks all contain trout.
The La Sal's provide summer range for large herds of deer and elk. Popular among hunters it is also one of the
most productive cougar and bear units in the state. High mountain peaks, abundant water, excellent recreational
opportunities, diverse wildlife populations and still the La Sals go under appreciated.
No Wilderness for Labyrinth Canyon? One of the last great wild rivers in the West? Only a blind man could
miss it's scenic and primitive character, Others marvel at it's geological and archeological wonders. "There is an
exquisite charm in our ride today down this beautiful canyon," wrote the first explorer John Wesley Powell a
eentury and a half ago. The soaring sandstone walls, mirror-smooth water and radiant gold light have delighted
river runners ever since.
The river corridor in Labyrinth Canyon should be kept quiet to protect the wilderness experience of those folks
paying to run the canyon. Hey Joe, Hell Roaring and Dead Cow ATV and jeep trails should be closed or
managed to protect river and wilderness values .
.A.reas in Grand County need to be designated as and managed as Roadless Areas in proposed NCA's.
Infrequently used routes need closing in the Westwater- Beaver Creek uuits.
Thank you for listening, William Ingalls, Vernal, Utah.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Gilbert Ceniceros [gil@marengiLcomJ
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 5:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public Land Comment

Hello,
As a former resident of the Moab area, and relative of current residents, I would like to add my voice to those who are
opposing additional restrictions on motorized travel on Public Lands.
I agree that people need to act responsibly when traveling off road, and take care of the environment, however, to
simply deny access to everyone who wants to enjoy OUR lands via motorized vehicles, is ridiculous and short-sighted,
Not only does Moab rely on tourism and mining for its existence, but the Grand County area is truly a natural wonder
that needs to be seen and enjoyed by as many people as possible.
I understand that conservationists and environmentalists have concerns about harming the "natural" aspects of our
environment, but guess what, WE are also part of our environment. People also have a right to exist and live and explore
in our country, and to continue to try to take that right away, cowing to those activists who think that only hikers and
bikers should be able to enjoy this land, is WRONG.
Please resist the urge to fall in with these so-called "do-gooders", and keep our Public Lands open for ALL to enjoy.
Thank you.
Sincerely
Gilbert C Ceniceros
Mannington, WV
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Trevor Jentzsch [trevorjentzsch@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 8:23 PM
rob.bishop@maiLhouse.gov; jason.chafettz@maiLhouse.gov; garyherbert@utah.gov;
mikemower@utah.gov; kathleenclarke@utah.gov; cOdystewart@utah.gov;
alanmatheson@utah.gov; dhinkins@le.utah.gov; council@grandcountyutah.net
trevorjentzsch@gmail.com
Public Lands Initiative, Moab

To whom it may concern,
I am writing do express my concern for the proposed initiative that would close -100 acres of
public land tails to off road use. This deeply concerns me as an avid outdoor enthusiasts. I
have enjoyed the beautiful of Moab and the surrounding wilderness for years. I have seen

areas of the great State of Utah that are all but impossible to see without the use a four
wheel drive vehicles or other OHV's.
These lands do indeed need to be protected and managed in a way that will preserve their
beauty and use for future generations. However, I am very concerned that closes them down to
off road use will make enjoying them impossible for our future generations. Some of these
ares are completely inaccessable without the use of OHV use. I have visited White Rim trail
in Canyonlands, and nearly every other surrounding trail over the years and have enjoyed the
peace and solitude these trail offer.
would like to strongly make my voice heard against this initiative. We can, and must find a
better way to preserve these trails for our current use and for our future generations. I
believe focusing our efforts on Tread Lightly and Leave No Trace principles will drastically
improve the preservation and continued use of these lands.
I

have helped with many Forest Service project and clean up efforts to help preserve and
sustain our wilderness lands. I am convinces that through education we can make a greater
impact on preserving and maintaining our public lands.

I

Moab thrives off the year around tourism of outdoor recreation and the closer of -100 acres
of trails would see their economy move in the wrong direction.
Please add my voice in opposition to any proposed land proposals that wold close access to
our beautiful wilderness.
Sincerely,
Trevor Jentsch
Sandy, Ut 84094
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:

Karl Breitenbach [karLbreitenbach@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 18, 20158:25 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

Dear Gran County council members

I really love nature. When I think of what brought me to Utah to establish my practice it was the wild places in
which I could immerse myself in nature. I would like to encourage you to maintain a representative amount of true
wilderness where tourists like me and others from around the world will flock to observe and enjoy nature. Please
protect much of the river canyons from motorized travel and development

Karl L Breitenbach, MD
2136 S. 500 W.
Vernal, UT 84078
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Crystal Sims [crystalsims@frontiernet.net]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 8:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Lands

The lands are for the people! Quit closing our roads and limiting our rights! Vote no on the public lands
initiative.
Derek and Crystal Sims
S5!nt from Yahoo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Imtoutfitters@frontiemet.net
Wednesday, March 18, 20158:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Grand County/Bishop Land Bill
Grand County.docx

My name is Mark A Thayn 22 year resident of Moab and business owner, I have attached a letter of
my feelings towards the Bishop land bill.
Sincerly
Mark A Thayn
Thayn Enterprises Inc.

1

Grand County
The recommendations this Council is making are far beyond a balanced approach for Grand County
relative to the Public Lands Initiative proposed by Congressman Bishop, Apparently this is what a
land plan looks like when the Sierra Club, SUWA and the Grand Canyon Trust are in the majority of
a County Council. There is nothing resembling balance with the massive lands lock ups you've
proposed for wilderness, National Conservation Areas, National Recreation Areas, and watershed
protection zones,
These will ultimately lead to loss of access with road and trail closures, and loss of access for other
types of natural resource development so important to the long term health and diversity of our
economy, Our economy and history were built on access to and use of all our resources, The roads
built into our county are the very basis of our thriving recreation and tourism economy, It's difficult to
understand why you now think restricting this access will be good for that economy,
Recommending wilderness in the eastern Bookcliffs, over areas of existing leases and roads in the
middle of decade's old prodUCing oil and gas fields, defies logic, Recommending wilderness in the
entire eastern section of our county, which will shut down roads and trails used by the grazing
industry for the last 150 years, and more recently by recreationists, defies logic, Recommending
watershed protection areas without any hint of current or future threats to that watershed, defies
logic, Recommending hundreds of thousands of acres for a National Conservation Area on all
county lands east of Moab, which would straddle lands managed by two separate federal land
management agencies, defies logic, Recommending hundreds of thousands of acres for a National
Recreation Area in the western portion of our county, resulting in the shutting down a popular Jeep
Safari route, and a trial in Ten Mile Canyon which has been used for hundreds of years with no
apparent destruction of the canyon, defies logic,
So again, it's very apparent the majority of you are in fact not working for the benefit of all the
citizens in this County, but rather just those citizens who work for and volunteer for the three extreme
environmental organizations that seem to be in control of this County, This is a farce and an insult to
the residents who have lived and worked here for generations. This will not go unnoticed. This could
very well result in recall petitions, and boycotts of any businesses in the County who support such
extreme measures,
We will now be forced to work with our legislative delegation and the Governor's office to bring some
modicum of balance to what goes into the final Congressional proposal since it's apparent you're no
longer working for the citizens of Grand County. We recognize the beauty of our lands and the value
of our recreation and tourism industry and understand the need for a reasonable amount of
conservation of some of the unroaded areas, But you've chosen to go far beyond that, to a point
where it's highly likely there will be

long-te~m

effects on that industry by severely limiting access into

areas our tourists come to see, And this in addition to virtually destroying our ability to access, use
and supplement our economy with the responsible use of our other natural resources, You should be
ashamed,

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mobad [gomobad@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 18, 2015 9:59 PM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
MAPN@yahoogroups.com
Public Hearing on land use

I was unable to attend the meeting due a very ill relative out of state. I am not sure of the
outcome. I urge the council to continue in direction of conserving and preserving as much
wild land as possible. Regardless of the attendance or lack of attendance by special
interest groups at the P.H. The direction the majority took in withdrawing from the 6CIC IS
STILL THE DESIRE OF THE MAJORITY OF RESIDENTS IN GRAND GOUNTY. I believe you still have the
majority behind you because the majority of us aren't off road or ATV types that's willing to
despoil our back yard for special interests. The appearance of a 1m. turnout by the
environmental! progressive supporters is due to the belief that as a majority you were
committed to continue in a direction that was promised in the last election and didn't
realize the issue wasn't as settled as many thought. Attendance by any group at one P.H. is
not indicative of public sentiment.
John Hartley
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christopher Allen [callen1@sjsd.org)
Wednesday, March 18,201511:52 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Please stop restricting us.

Hello, my name is Chris Allen. I am an avid outdoorsman that is in favor of land
conservation. I am a river runner in the summertime, cattle rancher year round, live in Moab
off and on. I currently teach school in Montezuma Creek. I love this county that I live in.
However, I feel that we have gone a bit overboard and need to stop putting so many
restrictions on land that can be enjoyed. I am NOT in favor of any new restrictions on land
use. Please stop restricting people more and more from using our own public land. Please let
me know if you have any question on where I stand. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Chris Allen
Sincerely,
Chris Allen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue sternberg [sue@suesternberg.com]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 8:06 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Support for your hard work

I just wanted to say that as a resident of Grand County I support this council in their
efforts to protect the land and keep our lands safe from destruction.
Anything I can do to help I will. Please know that there are many people like me who support
your vision.
Sue Sternberg
Mill Canyon Rd

www.GreatDogProductions.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Albey M Reiner [areiner@cns.umass.edu]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 8:30 AM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
thank you

To the County Council,
Thank you for the very hard work that you have been doing to achieve balance on many
contentious issues as you prepare Grand County's recommendations to the Bishop committee.
We fervently hope that you will achieve the goals of protecting wilderness and the watershed,
preventing an exemption to the Antiquities Act, preventing a Book Cliffs highway, and
limiting motor routes and minerals development in sensitive areas (especially along Labyrinth
Canyon) .
Your mature co-working as a Council is very impressive in an atmosphere tending to
polarization. We were appalled by the behavior of community members at Tuesday night's
meeting.
Sincerely,
Albey Reiner and Alicia Landman-Reiner
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sarah Stock [bewarasarah@gmail.comJ
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:04 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Bishop Process

Dear Council Members,
I do apologize for being unable to attend the public hearing on Tuesday. I heard the right wing were being
bullies.
Please take stronger action to protect our valuable and vulnerable wilderness areas. Don't let the belligerent
bellows of a dying culture (ignorant rednecks that "Don't care about the watershed" or believe in climate
change) make you forget the overwhelming support that you have gotten thus far. Grand County people elected
you to stand up against the right wing's asinine arguments and make logical decisions. Also, please remember
that whatever well thought out compromised version of the maps you send to Bishop, they are going to
compromise even more on them, SO BE STRONG! You are supported with our votes and with thousands of
comments about these issues over the course of the last six months.
Lynn,what is in it for you?
In Labryinth:
- Designate the areas it is calling "NSOs" as true wilderness. They are not the same thing. The road density in
the Labyrinth area is way too high. Designating wilderness here would close a small percentage of the unused
or redundant roads and move us toward a more balanced travel plan.
-

Prohibit potash leasing and development. Scenery and recreation should take precedence over fertilizer.

-

Close an old mining route to Hey Joe along the river for the entire year.

-

Close Hell Roaring to motorized use.

-

Close the upper portion of Mineral Canyon to motorized use.

-Close the "Dead Cow/Tubes" motorcycle route, to protect the quiet of the river corridor.
Eastofl91:
- Expand the NCA to protect the Arches view shed. This means moving the NCA boundary about four miles
to the east.
- Designate areas to be managed as roadless areas within the NCA, following Daggett County model and as
already approved by our Congressional delegation
- Designate Class Bs and cherry stem popular class D roads, and close the rest~ Class D roads are usually
unrnaintained routes that are mostly relicts left from old mining exploration or old seismic explorations. If they
ever receive any maintenance it must come from the county general fund and not from the county's portion of
gas taxes. The routes have little or no legal basis.
The council seems reluctant to close class D routes in wilderness, but they need to do it. There are plenty of
1

places to jeep and ride ATV s in Grand County. There needs to be some quiet places where we can go to get
away from roads and vehicle noise.
Thank you very much for your dedication to this process.
Sarah Stock

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

jefeclapp@comcast.net
Thursday, March 19,20159:12 AM
council@grandcountyulah,nel
please forward to council members & thanks I

Dear Council Members,
My wife and I live in Portal Vista in Moab and have a rental property at Orchard Condos. We own a
four wheel drive vehicle which we use to access remote areas via established roads. We hike often,
know extensive parts of the area backcountry and I frequently ride a mountain bike, also on
established trails and roads.
This week, we were in Salt Lake City doing business and handling year-end tax preparation with our
CPA, so we missed your council meeting. We heard from friends that the meeting was poorly
attended by people who want to see balance maintained with regards to environmental protections,
human powered sports access and motorized vehicle guidelines in the area now under study for the
Bishop Proposal. We also heard that council members were confronted by a loud, rude and
demanding group of off-road folks who want to drive where they want, when they want, and for any
reason.
Prior to this meeting, a number of you were disposed to provide a common-sense recommendation
which recognizes the need to protect parts of the great wildemess area in in canyon country and to
insulate them from invasive activities that degrade this wilderness. There are now thousands of miles
where I can drive my truck and ride my mountain bike. I do not demand or need access to anYWhere I
want to go based on any sense of entitlement or ideological position. It doesn't matter where my
parents were born or when I arrived in Moab. It's actually much more simple that that. It's about
establishing a relevant policy given today's challenges.
There are many off-road folks who share the road and who are polite and respectful of others and the
area they drive in. There are others who are not. Democracy is not founded on the "he who yells
loudest gets his way" principal. This behavior doesn't mean their position is right or reasonable. It just
means they don't respect a civil discourse in a community which will always have some divisions on
all issues. We live in a changing world, and you are in the uncomfortable position of having to
consider this as you establish policies for all us of. History shows some people just get stUck in the
past Some will simply wake up tomorrow angry no matter what you do.
Please stick to your guns and find the balance you are seeking to establish. Wilderness is wilderness,
and some of it is worth protecting.
Thank you for your time, energies and consideration.
Best Regards,
Jeff Clapp
282 Riversands Dr.
Moab, Ut 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

beth.malloy@comcast.net
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:26 AM
counciJ@grandcountyutah.net
Please Protect the areas around Moab

Dear Council Members,
Thank you for all your hard work. I am writing to ask you to please protect the land around the Moab
area from overuse. We need to protect these areas now for us and future generations. If we use and
abuse all that we have now, nothing will be left for the children of the future.

Please:
Protect our watershed and air quality by not allowing any more drilling or fracting to occur.
Please limit ATV and ORV use so that those who want to enjoy quiet can. Just like smoking
cigarettes effects all those around, so does the noise of these types of vehicles.
Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness
Close infrequently used routes in all proposed wilderness in Grand County. You've already
recommended protecting some of these areas as wilderness, but we need to close routes within the
boundaries.

Thank you very much for you consideration,
8eth Malloy

282 Riversands Rd
Moab, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Janece Winder [orangeinaworldofgray@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:40 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
NO New Wilderness Designations

Dear Councilwoman Tubbs,
Please stop trying to tum our great outdoors into a museum. Even if you could block off all human contact to
these areas, the elements and time will erode them, AND they won't be able to be enjoyed.
Moab and the surrounding areas are a beautiful place, I grew up there, and still like to visit often. I know that
it is a much busier place thau 30 years ago, but it's because so many of us have gone out and shown the world
what we love and told them to come and see it to.
Out great outdoors are MEANT to be USED and ENJOYED, NOT blocked off. We don't need more
Wilderness Designations, we need more responsible education for those who want to visit. We don't need more
restrictions, we need more freedoms to be able to enjoy these unique and beautiful locales and the ability to
share that enjoyment with others.
Stop listening to those who have never and probably will never be a part of the community, except to close it
off to those people who ARE. Just because they have a lot of money to throw around does not mean that groups
like SUWA, Sierra Club, and Grand Canyon Trust have the BEST INTEREST in mind for our community.
Listen to your community! They don't want more restrictions and designations so they get pushed off of trails
and out of beautiful vistas they have been visiting for years, hecause someone who's only ever seen a
photograph has more money to throw around.
So, please, just stop. Stop trying to cut us off from everything that we love and love doing in our beautiful bit
of the country.
-Janece (Holyoak) Winder
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Timothy Byers [tlb2020@emerytelcom.net]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:42 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Land Use

Dear Grand County Commissioners,
As a citizen of Utah and someone who frequently travels to Moab to work and play I want to let you know I appreciate your
work on land use issues, particularly on closing routes, stopping the Book Cliffs highway, protecting wilderness and the
watershed, creating an NCA, and opposing an Antiquities Act exemption, You have worked towards achieving a balanced
approach to land use in Grand County.

I understand you came under loud and unruly criticism from a vocal minority representing motorized users of public land. I just
want you to know they do not represent all public land users.
Sincerely,
Tmothy L. Byers, MD
Price, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Drake Taylor [Inanddrake@yahoo.com}
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:49 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Fw:PLI

To the Grand County Council Members:
Thank you for all of your hard work on the PLI. A few weeks ago I had the oDDortunity to go Capital Hill
with a few other business owners from Moab. We met with Rob Bishop and Jason Chaffetz and many
others who are concerned about the makeup of the PLI.
It was a very interesting and educational trip for me. It became very apparent to me that many very
intelligent people in Washington DC really care about the PLI and want to see it work out to everyone's
benefit. That being said, almost everyone agreed that there really are certain areas that make sense to
recreate with motors, certain areas that make sense to recreate without motors, certain areas that make
sense for oil and gas extraction, and certain areas that make sense for conservation.
Many of these areas however do not make sense for multiple use. For example, the Big Flat area is the
gateway to our National Parks: the mineral leases in this area should not be renewed once they expire,
and there should be no more mineral leases granted in this area. The same goes for the Gemini Bridges
area. These areas are too important for the future of the recreation industry.
The Fisher Towers and the Mary Jane areas should be an NCA managed as a roadless area.
The Labyrinth area of the Green river should not be a motorized area and should be left quiet for the
boaters.
The Arches view shed area needs to be protected by expanding the the proposed NCA 4 miles to the
east of Arches National Park.
I am not completely against motorized travel nor gas and oil extraction, but I do not work, or partake in
either of these activities, so I can give no suggestions as to where would be the best place to promote
these types of activities.
Thank you for listening to my opinion,
Drake Taylor
498 Rosetree Lane
Moab
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brooke Williams [brookus426@gmail.coml
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:51 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Wilderness

Dear Council members,
First, thank you for your service and your willingness to 'hear' all voices concerning this important issue. I
understand that last night's meeting (I'm traveling and couId not attend) was very energetic, to say the least.
It seems that much of the conflict over this issue is based on motorized recreation. In the past I've surveyed
'roads' in Grand County and discovered that a) many of designated routes either don't go anywhere or don't
actually exist; b) many that do exist provide needed access to scenic and wild resources that are important to
county residents and tourists; c) that the radical motor proponents believe that officially 'closing' any routes
suggests that closing 'all' routes is the next logical step.

I might be wrong, but I sense that bringing together reasonable representatives of both sides of this 'roads vs
routes' issue, a map that is acceptable to both sides, could be created.
Again, thank you for your service.
Brooke Williams, Castle Valley

Brooke Williams
Great West Institute
"In Atlantis and Hesperides, the ancients had their own Great West, enveloped in mystery and poetry... " Thoreau
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jodie Hugentobler Oodie@moabchambercom]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 11 :01 AM
kaleighwelch@grandcountyutah.net
Forward -comments from Moab visitor

The following comments were sent to the chamber. FYI
Jodie
We have been coming to Moab at least once a year and sometimes more for the past 13 years. We are right now
preparing for our tenth Jeep Safari In addition, we pass through Moab as we travel to Albuquerque at least twice each
year. Over the years we have spent money on motels, camp grounds, dining out, buying groceries, gasoline, beer, cold
drinks, propane, clothing, mechanics, and other things. We have decided that we will not spend any of our hard earned
money at any business that support the Southern Utah Wildemess Association (SUWA) or their agenda, to include a
Greater Canyonlands monument or closing down any ORV routes. Feel free to pass this e-mail on to your members.

This emaii W<:1S santon behalf Qf Moab CbamOerofCommerce by ChamberM2ster, 24400SmileyRDSte.4,Nisswa, MN 5646B.T:) t;nsubscribe click
here. If you !~ave qttestlol1S 0:- comments concernir:g thi£ ematl or ChamberMaster Services in genef31, please contact us 0, smaE at
;?YQQ9Jt@~,rJll.~!~Qf1m~.~.t(~f,9.Qm·

ChamberMssier is a registereci trademark of M~croNet Incorporated.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alexandra Allen [allie.winder@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 11 :32 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Conservation Issues

As a person born and raised in Southeastern Utah, I have grown up loving the area in which I live. I love the
sunsets, and how they make the sandstone even more colorful, and I love the wide open spaces with all the
wildlife. I also love being able to enjoy that without someone breathing down my neck, or being worried that I
might be breaking a law by stepping somewhere I shouldn't. I truly believe that this land needs to be protected,
however, not to the extent that no one is able to truly enjoy it. Can we find a compromise, somewhere, please?
Let's not continue to force new restrictions on the citizens ofthis amazing country. Perhaps, instead of adding
more and more restrictions, we should focus more on education, and teaching people how to take better care of
such beautiful country. I think everyone has the same goals - to protect where we live - but we all have
different ideas on how to do this. Taking away land from people is not a good solution, it is like taking away an
iPod away from a child because they don't know how to use it properly. That only makes more people mad.
I hope you will consider what my feelings are and where I stand on the situation. This land is my land, and I
will do anything to protect it. Just, please, don't take it away from me. I promise to respect it.
Thank you,
Alexandra Allen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

rita wechter [rsw@emerytelcom.net]
Thursday, March 19, 201511:41 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County's Grandeur

Honorable Council Members,
As a member of the Glen Canyon Group of the Sierra Club I'd like to thank. you for the steps you've
taken to protect the grandeur of Grand County, specifically your efforts

to stop the Book
Cliffs highway and to oppose the Antiquities Act exemption.

Also, as a resident of Carbon County, I'm especially appreciative of your
efforts to keep Grand County out of the ridiculous "Extraction is our
Future!" initiative embraced by other southeastern Utah counties.
As you know, our future is best-served by protecting our magnificent scenery and recreational
opportunities. Show me a community that continues to extract and destroy, and I'll show you a
place where no one wants to live or vacation!
Speaking of "destroy" I was dismayed to learn of the loud and angry motorized crowd at the public
hearing on Monday evening. The motorized community is well-served in Moab, with dozens of
places to go and hundreds of miles to ride.
Why should their "right" to plunder every last square inch of land supersede my "right" to enjoy
nature's beauty in solitude and peace? And why should they be able to continue to destroy valuable
habitat for desert plants and animals?
Please, when discussing your recommendation to Rep. Bishop for his land initiative, take into
account the many "quiet recreation" visitors to errand County, and the continued protection of
Grand County's unique environment for their enjoyment.
Sincerely,
Rita Wechter
Price, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Beddoes [jasongb69@yahoo,coml
Thursday, March 19, 2015 12:20 AM
council@grandcounlyulah,nel
Land Use

I am Jason Beddoes.! was born here in Moab. I have family ties here back more generations than I know, I have three children that I try
to set a good example for. We use our public lands for hunting, fishing, camping, jeeping and hiking. I don't make a living off our public
lands. Nor do I work in the tourist business, But J believe 100% that if we continue to close lands, it will effect more than just the tourist
industry, If there is no tourist industry, there is a huge local job loss, A huge job loss means less tax base, As decreased sales, property
and Hotel Occupancy taxes. A lot of those tax dollars pay for jobs that are not tourist related, Teachers, law enforcement, city and
county workers city and county offices, Oh and recently over $190,000 for tourist advertizing, (according to county records),
I also challenge you to investigate the correlation between the lack of affordable housing in Grand County and the Federal Government
keeping our public lands from being sold to Utahn's so that land prices sky rocket. Also Utahn's pay property tax, It is my understanding
that the Federal Government has sOme shady formula Ihat leis Ihem pay a small, small, fraction of property tax. More private property
means that more people get a piece of land to calilheir own, And more moneys for educators and law enforcement How many of
people in those two fields have quit and moved away because Ihey cannol find affordable housing in Grand County? I feel that locally
we need less government overreach, not more, ~ least with BLM property a citizen can go to a local office and obtain a permil to use
our public lands. With wilderness and walershed areas it is my understanding that you have to go all the way to Washington DC to even
ask.
I hope someone reads this leller and actually considers my point of view.
Thank You
Jason Beddoes
1123 Red Sands RD
Moab UT, 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cole Knighton [rxJ65092@yahoo.comJ
Thursday, March 19,201512:22 PM
councJl@grandcounlyutah.net
Rep. Rob Bishop's Public Lands Initiative

Thank you for holding a public hearing on the proposal for Rob Bishops Public Land Initiative.
I live in northem Utah. I have 3 boys under the age of 7. If you ask them if they want to go to
Disneyland or Moab for vacation their answer everytime is MOAB. We come to the area atleast three
times a year spending nearly a week each time we come.
If you follow recomendations brom Rob Bishop you are starling the process of cutting the throught of
money to your county.
When we come to town we hike, bike, jeep and rapell. What is the reason to close down area's to
motorized access and calling it wildemess?
If I want to come see these areas and they are off limits to motofized vehicles since it is labeled
wildemess well that means leave my bikes home and jeep home ......welll will stay home.
How many others will feel this way? A lot! How will that affect your budgets? Is SUWA Of any of the
other organizations going to step in and help you with the budget short fall like tourism will? NOPE.
Please reconsider any decision that limits access to public land .... after all we are all Mr. and Mrs.
Public so you are limiting access TO ALL.
You may want to consider extending the public input duration from ending 3/24/2015 and end it after
the Jeep Safari so more people can have a chance to voice thier opionion.
Sincerely,
Cole Knighton, Logan UT resident

1

KaLeigh Welch
Todd Gardner [tgardner@paclficstaircom]
Thursday, March 19,201512:41 PM
'council@grandcountyutah.net'
land closures

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Hello Council Members,

My name is Todd Gardner and I with my family live in Salem Oregon. One of our family traditions is to let one of our
three boys pick a destination to travel to for our summer vacation. This year my youngest son picked Moab Utah after
watching a commercial on TV. We all talked about it and decided to buy a Jeep, take our mountain bikes, and book
hotel reservations for this year's fun.
We plan on a few self-guided jeep excursions and a guided mountain bike trip ... we also plan on visiting the other
attractions your area has to offer... as well as spend some hard earned money at local businesses, restaurants, hotels,
and parks. After talking with a few friends, they also have decided to come with us... we are looking forward to a great
trip.
Sadly I understand that there could be land closures that could severely affect what we get to see of your area, and
when we can get to see it.. The United States once was a "Free Country" and the land belonged to all of us.... Sure laws
need to be passed so future generations can enjoy the same things our parents and grandparents, and those who came
before them did. But sometimes laws only help one group... sometimes there are bad laws... sometimes a law can have
such a negative affect that it can hurt every generation from now on.
Closing an entire area or limiting travel to certain areas that have been open for generations is wrong.
If your area is closed for use this summer, sadly we'll find somewhere else to go or something else to see, and
unfortunately someone else will be receiving the money we planned on spending in your county. But much worse is the
fact that if your land is closed to recreation, people who aren't even born yet will only see your hills and scenery in
books or old internet pictures .. the business will dry up and Moab will become a place that "used to be" ...
I urge you to make the right decision and keep the area and land open for the general public to use responsibly and to
enjoy long after my family has gone.
Thank you,
Todd Gardner and Family

Todd Gardner I Production manager
.ti@rdner@padficstair.com : www.pacificstair.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

marcia lendick [mlendick@gmaiLcom]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 1:04 AM
council@grandcountyutah,nel
final thoughts on the PLI

To members of the Grand County Council:
My name is Marcia Tendick, I have called Grand County home for 19 years and have grown to love this place more than any
other place I have lived in the United States, I love the rural, small-town nature and the beautiful canyons, deserts, rivers and
mountains, Because I care about Ihis place and now have grandchildren growing up here, it has become important to me to
protect it for the future,
I attended the last of the public hearings on Tuesday, March 17", Because I had written several letters to you in the past,
I didn'l think I needed to speak al the hearing, However, it became clear that many people were speaking again repeating what
their concerns were in the past, so I wish I had spoken also, It saddens me to hear so many of the local residents droning on
about their desire to keep Grand County from having anymore wilderness, for desiring no roads be closed and to be able to
drive their off road vehicles where ever they choose, with no thought about preservation for the future, I was particularly
blindsided by their expressed desire NOT to protect the watersheds for this county! I think it is important to look at all the public
input on the Bishop Process going back many months, and include both written and verbal comments for balance,
I do hope that the rude, insulting and hateful rhetoric you were subject to at that meeting does not influence you to consider their
position the dominant one in the county, Much of what I heard was heated and ugly, but there was little in the way of meaningful
understanding of what is at stake, Whatever you decide to include in your proposal to Rep, Bishop will impact Moab for years to
come, It will be important to weigh the content of the comments you have received, I applaud you for saying no to the Book Cliffs
Highway, I hope that idea has been put to rest for good!
The following recommendations from the Grand Canyon Trust which I support are:
• Designate wilderness in the La Sal Mountains. Every other county in the PLI process has recommended new
Forest Service wilderness, but the Grand County Council has recommended zero, The council must recommend
wilderness protection for the mountains that frame Delicate Arch and provide clean drinking water to Moab and
Castle Valley,
• Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness, It is the only flat water red rock wilderness river run in the
American West.
• Keep the river corridor In Labyrinth quiet by closing three ATV and jeep trails that run down to the river: Hey
Joe, Hell Roaring, and "Dead Cawffhe Tubes," The serene wilderness experience of river runners in Labyrinth
should be protected from the roar of motorcycles along the banks of Ihe Green River.
• Protect the views of Arches National Park by expanding the proposed National Conservation Area (NCAl 4
miles east of the National Park,
• Designate areas to be managed as "roadless areas" within the proposed NCA following the "Daggett County
model" already approved by our Congressional delegation,
• Close infrequently used routes in ali proposed wilderness in Grand County, espeCially in the WestwaterBeaver Creek proposed wilderness on the easlern side of the county, There should be places where Moab visitors
can find quiet and get away from roads and the sounds of off-road vehicles,
There were some very nasty and unnecessary remarks at the meeting regarding the input of groups like SUWA, the Sierra Club
and the Grand Canyon Trust Each of those entities has done very careful research and has the interest of not just the people of
Grand County, but of all those who enjoy this beautiful place now and will in the future, Grand County is a part of the United
States and the land that has been set aside here by federal decisions over the years is for all the people of the United States,
We may be the fortunate residents but we are also the guardians and protectors of this special place and should appreciate and
honor that sacred trust.
1

Thank you for all your work in parsing the many issues and opinions.
Marcia Tendick
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject;

Kelly Oliver [ko,therapy@gmaiLcomj
Thursday, March 19,20151:05 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Locals must need voices too,

Hello, my name is James Oliver.
I am a 5th generation Moabite. My family has call this land home for generations, using its resources to
maintain our livelyhood, provide food for our families, recreation, and providing a safe haven to raise our
children in a beautiful piece of the world in an amazing community. I personally rely totally on the natural
resources to provide for my family without the influence of tourism. My concerns have gro""TI exponentially
since the recent elections, and proposals implemented in my community. There's got to be a way to make
everyone, (including the locals) in these times of change happy. There is a way way to coexist, and there
shouldn't be one side of the fence. Our community, relying on tourism as much as it does, has been progressing
for years 'I'.'ithout the need of all the regulations being proposed. It's got to stop. The agenda of people who
clearly don't care about others will eventually create a massive uproar. I don't understand where, or why this
happening, but we, the people who founded this land and have occupied it for decades upon decades are are
getting fed up.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

dirtbikesmith@yahoo.com
Thursday, March 19, 20151:10 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land closures

To whom it may concern,
Please keep Moab off road trails open. The majority of wheelers are respectful of the land and we do our best to
clean up after those who are not. My husband and I travel from Colorado every year to enjoy hiking, climbing,
dirt biking and wheeling in your great state Now in April we will be headed to Moab with our 2 I month old son
and we can't wait to show him all that moab has to offer.
Thanks for your time!
Mellisa Smith
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bastian, Sandy (F) [Sandy.Bastian@marriott.com]
Thursday, March 19,20151:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
FW: Forward -comments from Moab visitor

Good Afternoon,
Please share this with all the county council members, I think that we need to look at ways to address this
persons concerns. Our guests are coming from all over the world and love Moab because of the diversity of activities
that can be experienced here. We need to ensure that we are meeting the needs ofthose who want to Jeep, bike, hike,
live and work in Grand County and not just tie up the land so only a few individuals will be able to enjoy it.
Thanks for your time and effort,
Sandy Bastian
From: Jodie Hugentobler [mailto:jodie@moabchamber,com]
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 11:01 AM
To: Bastian, Sandy (F)
Subject: Forward -comments from Moab visitor

The following comments were sent to the chamber. FYI
Jodie
We have been coming to Moab at least once a year and sometimes more for the past 13 years. We are right now
preparing for our tenth Jeep Safari. In addition, we pass through Moab as we travel to Albuquerque at least twice each
year. Over the years we have spent money on motels, camp grounds, dining out, buying groceries, gasoline, beer, cold
drinks, propane, clothing, mechanics, and other things. We have decided that we will not spend any of our hard earned
money at any business that support the Southern Utah Wilderness Association (SUWA) or their agenda, to include a
Greater Canyonlands monument or closing down any ORV routes. Feel free to pass this e-mail on to your members.

This f!mai! was S8[it 0:1 behalf of l'tbab Chamber of COriimerC0 t)y CriomberiVlastN, 24400 Smiiey RD Ste 4, Nisswa, MN 56.4G8,To unsubscritJe click
here. If YOll nave questions Of comments concerning this emaii or CharnberMaster services in gen~;raL piease c()ntact us by emai! at
,supoort@cflambe i TTiBstef,COm·
Cr1d.l;lberfv1aster is a refl;stered tr"demark of MiCfoNet Incorporated
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Moen [pmoen70@live,comj
Thursday, March 19, 2015 2:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Motorized vehicle use trails

I come to Utah every year with three friends to mountain bike AND to ride our dual sport bikes. We have been
doing this on a regular basis for the last six years and now I hear that you may close many of the trails currently
available for kotorized vehicles. We have already plannrd our trip there for this coming August. Do I need to
plan my trip to include Moab or do I need to change my plans to do my riding in the Montrose and Telluride
arwas of Colorado instead? I would like to know ahead of time so r can potentially change our hotel room
reservations without taking a penalty for canceling my reservations.
This idea seems very shortsighted by the council as I know that the great majority of the income for the Moab
locals is generated by tourism. I can just imagine the negative impact this will have on the local economy and
that it will force the closure of some local businesses. r hope that if the council decides to move ahead with this
that it is only the livelihood of the council members that is negatively impacted.
Paul

Sent from the phone of:
Paul Moen
Consultant
Office Machine Consultants
3624 Blackhawk Road
Rock Island, IL 61201
309.781.7948
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

ryan anderson [kumquatry@hotmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 20152:17 PM
Attached Image
1116_001.pdf

This image might interest you.
Thank you for your service and the very difficult work you do. I am so sorry for the meanness and vitriolic
attacks that are waged against you.
Sincerely,
Ryan Anderson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rebecca Love [becc.love@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 20152:39 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop land proposals

Council members,
I am appalled by the report I read in the paper about the council's public hearing this week.
I live here, worked here until I became disabled, own a home and pay taxes. My voiee is as legitimate as
anyone else's.
It is in the best interests of the future of Grand County to forbid motorized access in the three canyons that
drain into the Green River as it runs through Labyrinth Canyon.
It is essential to maintaining the character of Arches National Park to limit extraction industry activities east
of the park border.
For all our futures it is imperative that we protect our watershed in the La Sals. I support a watershed specific
series of restrictions identical to those that protect Salt Lake City's water in the Wasatch Mountains.
Ten Mile Canyon should be closed to motorized traffic. It is too valuable a resource and contains too many
cultural artifacts to allow motorized usc.
I do not want any exceptions to the Antiquities Act.
I refused to be subsumed into some "silent majority". I am offended by the behavior and manner of the
OHV lobby that parrots insinuations of "not local" and "extremist". Please do not be cowed by this well
organized group that dares to claim to speak for the disabled and "freedom". The display reported in both the
Moab Sun and the Times Independent speaks of the very same "outside interests" and "extremism" that they use
to discredit people who value the land and our quality of life.
Rebecca Love MD
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Lamson [coloradodualsporter@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 20153:29 PM
cauncil@grandcauntyutah.net
Trail Closures

Hello,
I would simply like to voice my opposition to the closure of any trails or public lands in or around :Moab. My
wife and I regularly visit Moab and enjoy riding our Dual Sport :Motorcycles there. We normally pay for hotels,
eat out at local restaurants and support local businesses because we love being there and want to see it remain
the great place it is. Every argument the Liberals come up with to close down our trails are easily combated
with common sense. Keep :Moab thriving and allow us to continue doing what we love in a place that we love.
Don't give in to the ridiculous reasoning these people are trying to use to protect public land from the public.
Thanks,
Jeff Lamson
AKA ColoradoDualSport - https://www.voutube.com/user/coloradodualsport
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julianne Waters [julianneinmoab@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 3:43 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Vote of Support

Dear Current Council Members,
I would like to personally thank the Council for taking on the difficult balancing act you're currently engaged in
regarding protecting the fmite and precious land and water resources that make up Grand County, Thank you
for taking the heat and doing what's Right in the long run, not bending to pressure to make the expedient and
'popular' (at least in Utah) choices of putting these resources at risk. As we know, there's a LOT more to life
than money.
I'm always amazed when short-term thinking takes over and we forget that we don't owu the land but are merely
Stewards, hopefully leaving a better place for our kids and grandkids. This will only happen through people
standing up and saying Enough is Enough. I feel it's high time we have voiees of reason who carefully consider
not only the blatantly obvious but also the more subtle and less obvious ramifications that could result from
moving too quickly.
I want to add an additional Thank You. I have lived in Moab for over 20 years and for the first time ever, I
don't cringe when reading the County Council minutes. Ihanks for that!
In Solidarity,
Julianne Waters
"We cannot seek achievement for ourselves and forget about progress and prosperity for our community.,,,,,Our ambmans must be
broad?,n..Qfjqh to include the aspirations and needs of others for their sakes and for our Qvm." Cesar Chavez
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thea Nordling [theakn@frontiernet.net]
Thursday, March 19,20154:30 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Public Lands Initiative Meeting

Dear Council Members,
We were appalled at the rude, disruptive behavior of the mob of bullies at Tuesday's public hearing on the
Public Lands Initiative, They spewed a lot of fear, hatred, ignoranee and paranoia, but offered little of real
substanee, You eertainly did not deserve the disrespeet and insults they dished out Please know that we
appreciate the intelligence, courage and fortitude you are giving to this daunting task.
Thank you especially for defeating, once more, the effort to push through the Bookcliffs energy corridor. Carry
on with your best efforts to protect our watershed, air, and quiet open space. We are behind you!
With respect and admiration,
Thea Nordling and JoOO Covey
1996 Highland Drive
Moab UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerimy@wildwestguns.com
Thursday, March 19, 2015 5:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

To whom it may concern,
I'm writing to voice my concern of the proposed closure of public lands to motorized vehicles and other
recreational usage. I currently live in Las Vegas, NV but I was born right there in Beautiful Moab, Utah at Allen Memorial
hospital. I have lived in and love the area profoundly and look forward to the many trips I get to return home. I strongly
feel that proceeding with this closure is a very poor choice on your part!!! Recreational use of that land has been a huge
economical boost to your county. Going through with this closure would be the equivalent of cutting off your own hand
to save yourself the work! I am sure you do not need me or anyone else to tell you or show you how much those offroad trails bring to your small community! When almost %50 of your economy comes from one specific group you
should be doing the best you can to keep that group returning rather than even considering the choice of upsetting
them. As a Businessman myself I can tell you that you will not be in business long, and let's face it Government is
nothing more than business nowadays, if you upset your biggest clients.
Environmentalist don't care for the land, all they want to do is shut it down to ease their own distressed conscience. I
have been on hundreds of off-roading trips with large and small groups and on every single one of those trips I
personally witness off-roaders cleaning and repairing roads and recreational areas as they go, I have never ever seen any
environmental group out cleaning trash or repairing fence on any trails in all my time on them. Off-roaders and
outdoorsmen and women are the stewards of the land and no one loves the land more than those that use it. Be smart
here Grand County, protect those means at which you live by. Don't let your tenure as a councilmember be known for
cutting off the counties hand!

With all due respect!
Jerimy West
Wild West Guns, Las Vegas
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

lohmanrulh [Iohmanrulh@gmail.comj
Thursday, March 19, 20157:23 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Moab

Please keep Moab open to off road vehicles. My fiance and I spent a week in your beautiful state enjoying areas
of Moab we never would have gotten to see if it wasn't for the off road vehicles, Between us and our friends we
probably spent 10,000 dollars at least for the week we spent there. What a shame. I don't see us doing that again
without access to the joys off riding the off road vehicles. Please keep it open. Ruth Lohman

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Monica Hopkins [mnthopkins@gmail.comj
Thursday, March 19, 20157:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closing Moab

I'm writing to ask you not to close Moab. I am from Iowa and have been in Moab riding a dirt
bike and a UTV. We have gone there 5-10 times. We (a group of 15-20) people go on a riding
trip at least once a year. Moab is definitely the most beautiful place we have ridden. We
spend 5-7 days there. While there we frequent many of your businesses. I'm guessing we spend
anywhere from $500-2eee depending if we rent a condo or camp. we create a lot of revenue for
your community and we are not alone. Please don't take my favorite riding destination.
Monica Hopkins
1994 Keener Rd.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Pam and Quent Baker [2pnqbaker@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19,20157:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Proposal

Dear Grand County Council Members,
I am in support of your efforts and your plan for the Bishop Proposal. ] know that the plan is on target and
encourage you to stand your ground.
Most of the "5th generation group" that spoke at the meeting this past week are out oftouch "lith reality.
Comments from the latter group are self serving, short sighted and are focused on a past that will not be. They
do not understand that 2 million visitors will soon beeome 3 million visitors, etc. This kind of impact to the
environment must be managed to the best of our abilities.
Rational ehange is hard when one must deal with non-rational people. Group L (left) ..,. Group R (right) must =
Group C (compromise). To reaeh the best eompromise is a hard road.
I applaud you for the way you conducted the meeting this past week. Keep working for common ground and
when it is time to make the finial vote don't be bullied by any group. Make a decision that you can live with for
the rest of your lives.
Thaak you for your time and efforts to do the right thing!
Federal lands belong to all AMERICANS, not just to the "5th generation folks".
Sincerely,
Quentin Baker
17 year Moabite, 30 years canyonlands explorer and caretaker of this great land ... Sam Taylor told me that r
was a true Moabite.

Pam and Quent Baker
2pngbaker0;gmail.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Richard Webb [rcw1010@msn,comj
Monday, March 16,20158:16 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Labyrinth Canyon

I visit Moab often. To allow more ORV's into the natural confines of Labyrinth Canyon will ruin why I come to
visit. Please be sensitive to those of us who like quiet, pristine and picturesque adventures in the area.
Labyrinth Canyon should be designated as a Wilderness Area.
Thank you,
Richard Webb
Uberty UT 84310
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Karen Skelly [karen@karenskellyphoto,com]
Thursday, March 19,20158:28 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Moab UT

We live in Durango CO but come to Moab many times during the summer to hike, camp, and spend
money in the shops and restaurants. If the wilderness areas get opened up to atvs and other
destructive elements, we will go elsewhere. These wilderness areas must be protected for our
generation and all future generations to enjoy. These are the things we are asking for:
•

•

•

o

•

o

Designate wilderness in the La Sal Mountains. Every other county in the PLI process has

recommended new Forest Service wilderness, but the Grand County Council has recommended
zero. The council must recommend wilderness protection for the mountains that frame
Delicate Arch and provide clean drinking water to Moab and Castle Valley.
DeSignate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. At last week's council meeting, the
council recommended no wilderness for Labyrinth Canyon - despite it being the only flat
water redrock wilderness river run in the American West.
Keep the river corridor in Labyrinth quiet by closing three ATV and jeep trails that
run down to the river: Hey Joe, Hell Roaring, and "Dead Cow(The Tubes." The serene
wilderness experience of river runners in Labyrinth should be protected from the roar of
motorcycles along the banks of the Green River.
Protect the views of Arches National Park by expanding the proposed National
Conservation Area (NCA) 4 miles east of the National Park.
DeSignate areas to be managed as "roadless areas" within the proposed

NCA following the "Daggett County model" already approved by Utah's Congressional
delegation.
Close infrequently used routes in all proposed wilderness in Grand County, especially
in the Westwater-Beaver Creek proposed wilderness on the eastern side of the county. There
should be places where Moab visitors can find quiet and get away from roads and the sounds
of off-road vehicles.

Thanks, Karen Skelly
Certified Professional Photographer
Karen Skelly Photography
www.karenskellvphoto.com
970,884.5292
vv'Vv'W.fucebookcomlKarenSkellyPhotography
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jorden West [jordenwest32@icloud.com]
ThurSday, March 19,20158:49 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closure of trails

Personally it is a family tradition of mine to get the entire family ranging from Alaska to
Texas to Maine in one area to see everyone. If it wasn't for the trails of Moab I wouldn't
know what half of my relatives names even are. So please take this into thought do not close
trails.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

L Choplin [choplins@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19,20159:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comment on Proposed trail closure

Hello,
I live in Iowa. My family and several of our friends have vacationed in Moab UT many times. When we visit,
we normally travel in a group of six or more families. We have stayed in your hotels, rented condos and also
stayed at a few of the beautiful campgrounds. We eat at the wonderful Moab restaurants, we purchase fuel
and groceries while we are there. We travel to Moab for the primary purpose of motorcycle and UTV riding
on the many miles of off road trails.
So many of the amazing places that I have had the fortune of experiencing first hand are only accessible by
these off road trails. I'm so glad I have been able to experience the beautiful land in Moab. My husband first
visited with a group of friends on a motorcycle riding trip several years ago. He enjoyed it so much he wanted
to take me. Two years ago we returned with a group of 20 friends for a week long UTV riding trip. For that
trip we all rented condos and several in the group also rented UTVs for the week. Last year we returned again
with our children so they could experience this great adventure. Moab UT's amazing beauty continues to call
us to come visit. I look forward to many years of vacations for my family and generations to come.
I'm deeply saddened by the news stories regarding proposed trail closures to motorized vehicles. Most
recently I read an article about proposed trail closured in Grand County. I hope that the committees involved
in these studies will consider the full economic impact of such closures. I hope you realize how many tourism
dollars are spent in Utah because of these trails. Utah may be beautiful, but personally my family will have no
reason to vacation there if it wasn't for the off road trails.
Thank you for your consideration.
Lucy Choplin

5507 Young Rd,
Waterloo, IA 50701

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

jane [jwg39@comcastnet]
Thursday, March 19, 20159:52 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Labyrinth Canyon

Southeast Utah has been a favorite vacation spot for our family. We visit annually and have
brought friends from Belgium and France as well. Please vote to preserve the wild character
of these areas that make it such a tourist attraction for the state.
Thank you,
Jim and Jane Pettit
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Robyn Johnson [robylyn@etv,net]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 9:57 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Rep, Rob Bishop's Public Lands Initiative

Dear Council Members,
Let me introduce myself. My name is Robyn Johnson. I have lived in Moab for more than 40
years, I am a Grand county High School graduate, mother of Grand County High School graduates
and grandmother of graduates. I have been a teacher in this community for almost 15 years. I
have been a waitress, a maid, a clerk, and have had other jobs in this community. I've
enjoyed living and working in Moab most of my life and I have had the privilege of always
being employed when I needed to be. Unfortunately I don't think that my children, or my
grand children, or the children i teach will have that luxury. Moab does not have a
sustainable economy for the people that want to make a home here.
Just because I support energy development and public land access does not make me less of a
conservationist. I support land conservation. But too often environmental groups present a
false choice of land conservation OR development. It's not an either/or proposition. I
believe that development and conservation can co-exist. It is critical to take responsible
actions concerning this land initiative and not let your personal agenda drive your
decisions. Your are responsible for the families in this community. Your decisions and
recommendations are going to impact all of us. Please do not support recommendations for the
will prevent energy development, close roads and lock up lands. Especially just to provide a
"zen like" experience to a handful of people telling us that this is the only way to save the
planet for future generations. Moab needs to have a strong and stable economic base. And we
also need to be responsible stewards of our lands. Tourism alone cannot sustain us though.
Utah has huge amounts of state & Federal (Public) lands and very little private land. This
means that the tax base is very low; in Grand County 96% is public land or Indian
Reservation. We rely on the recreational AND mineral USe of these lands for our very
survival. The economic success of our community is deeply rooted in making sure we have
sustainable incomes for the families that live here. According to Headwaters Economics, The
Economic Value of Public Lands in Grand county, Utah; we have mOre than 1/3 of our families
have a member that works in a tourism and recreation business related to public lands, and
nearly 2/3 of local residents indicate that public lands are "extremely important" to their
business. Business are asking you to listen, citizens are asking you to listen, I am asking
you to listen. We do not support decisions to close off more public lands! I am asking the
council to listen to the voice of the people crying out for your support.
It is important for me to make responsible decisions about the community that I have lived in
for the last 40+ years. I do not take this responsibility lightly. I vote, I right letters
and I campaign for the things that are important to me and my family. I want to continue to
live in Moab and enjoy the amenities it has to offer for many more years to come. I hope I
can. I wish I could see some of my grandchildren able to pursue a livelihood here. I don't
think I'll be able to. I look forward to a peaceful retirement doing the things I love, but
I am saddened whenever I go out. I enjoy ATV riding but each time we go out I find one more
road closed, and one less trail that I used to enjoy has been taken from m~. I am
disappointed each time I leave the house and discover that my Moab is not what I grew up in.I know that things can not stay the same, but I am gravely concerned about the dwindling
aCCeSS to areas that were part of my childhood, as well as the lost economic opportunities
and luxuries that my children and grand children will neVer have.
I implore you to make a responsible recommendation on this initiative.
viability of Moab rests in your hands!
1

The economic

Robyn Johnson
robylyn@etv.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Brown [mbrown105@gmail.com]
Thursday, March 19, 2015 10:26 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

UTV

Hi My Name is Mark Bro'Wll
from 105 elk run st Elk Run Heights Iowa 50707
We have made 2 trips in the last 2 years and heading your way this summer!
We ride in about 8 ,'tates a year and have found Utah to be one OfOllI FAVORITE Places to ride!! We drive 18
hours to see your state and we would hate to see one of the Best places in the US be taken away!
Thanks for Listening!!

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert E. Rutkowski [r_e_rutkowski@attnetJ
Friday, March 20, 20154:53 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Recommendations for the Bishop Public Lands Initiative

Grand County Council
council@grandcountyutah.net
Re: Recommendations for the Bishop Public Lands Initiative
Thank for the workdone so far to achieve balance-Protecting wilderness in the Book Cliffs and the eastern portion of the
county (from Westwater to Beaver Creek), as well as in Mill Creek, Negro Bill, and Behind the Rocks.
Stopping the Book Cliffs Highway. Saying "no" to an Antiquities Act exemption in Grand County. Protecting the watershed
and Colorado River Corridor with a National Conservation Area.
But take the next steps by: Recommending true wilderness in Labyrinth Canyon;
Closing 71 miles of Class D routes in the Big Triangle-Beaver Creek proposed wilderness.
Thank you for the opportunity to bring these remarks to your attention.
Yours Sincerely,
Robert E. Rutkowski
2527 Faxon Court
Topeka, Kansas 66605-2086
PIF: 1 785 379-9671
E-mail: r_erutkowski@att.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Todd King [toddking77@yahoo.com)
Friday, March 20, 2015 8:17 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
10 mile wash

I appose any closures that to trails that allready exist especially washes these are the one place that
cleans itself up washes and sand dunes, they have allready closed the little sand dunes close to
dripping springs never have gotten an explanation? old roads and trails that exist should remain ive
been in this area since the 70 s helped with the jeep posse on the dubinky still run desert races the
only thing that has changed is all the garbage signs and fences in the area that have been washed
away down stream many times and the trail markers from one year to the next cause the wash
changes and washes out sections and people have recieved tickets for being off the trail in a wash
the next year the trail changes really poor managed and i cant believe this council would even be
remotely considering this i camp in this area couple times a year with 10 mile closed probly be done
with the area. thanks lets do the right thing keep washes and dunes open and be responsible with
our roads and trails we have again thanks.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ellis, Ryan [Ryan.Ellis@Williams.com]
Friday, March 20, 2015 8:24 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
lands bill

To whom it may concern ,
As a lifelong resident of Moab I urge you to keep all lands open. Do not let special interest groups take from public use
for their own agendas. Keep land open.
Thank you
Ryan Ellis

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jenn Petrusha [petrusha1206@gmaH.com]
Friday, March 20, 2015 9:23 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Regarding Trail Closure
Chamber letter.docx

Please see attached :)

Steve & Jenn Petrusha

"May your trails be crooked, winding, lonesome, dangerous,
leading to the most amazing view. May your mountains rise
into and above the clouds."
-Edward Abbey

1

March 20, 2015
To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing in response to the potential closure of more off-road areas. Growing up we came to Moab so many
times it felt like home. Then I had a few chances to actually live there, which solidilled it in my heart as 'home'. I want
to protect my 'home' for over-use, over-development, and land abuse BUT there is a balanced way to do that without
the various 'usage factions' coming to bloody blows. The economy relies on visitation; there is no way around that
Each group that comes to visit the gem that is Moab contributes to that, whether it is full size off-road, ATVJUTV, bike,
boat or feet. The trick is learning to educate and not eliminate usage.
I am someone who is a full-size off-roader as well as a boater and part time hiker. [ appreciate the ability to do
them all in one area. [strive to protect the land and to educate as [ go. We have spent years bringing high school kids
down teaching them how to off-road carefully and responsibly and [ am pleased to say that as we have stayed in touch
overthe years, they are still carrying that out! The two clubs that I am part of, Red Rock 4wheelers and Moab Friends
for Wheeling all work very hard to help maintain proper usage and balance as well as protecting, maintaining and
improving the land that we use. They proactively maintdin trails that others haven't taken care of so we can keep
protecting it
Sadly, there will never be a world where we can trust everyone to behave as they should and use their heads
at all times. But to limit or restrict access to one particular group that works so hard to maintain it, would be wrong.
There are those of us who can't make an epic hike back to see the beauty that is out there. I agree there are some areas
that are too delicate to let a vehicle back to, but there is no reason to block off ones that can be used and respected.
When I am on the river, I wish it could just be me. I don't want to see other groups, but it's unrealistic to demand I get
the river to myself right? When I am hiking, I definitely don't want to run into hordes of people but it's a public trail, I
can't tell them all to leave. Closing trails is the same concept.
I hope you will take these words into consideration in your discussion ofthese matters.

Sincerely,

Jenn Petrusha
Grantsville, Ut

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Nancy Kurtz [nancyslarjive@gmail.comJ
Friday, March 20, 2015 10:08 AM
Grand County
Don't back down

Dear Councilmembers,
Democracy is not a perfect system by its very nature.
good thing.

It allows everyone a voice, which is a

It can be messy though. And if you're sitting up there putting your time and effort in, It
can be daunting. Sometimes, it is tempting to react to those who shout the loudest.
Many of Us could not make the meeting the other night. Some of us, myself included, didn't
wish to attend after the meeting last spring, which indicated a division in this county that
was difficult for me to witness. The anti-conservation crowd, especially, was so partisan it
was at times brutal to the other side. There is no way to deal with someone who does nothing
but shout insults at you. I understand the tone of this meeting was even worse than that.
What a shame that people cannot find the humanity to comport themselves in a better way.
The Public Lands Initiative has revealed a kind of culture war here, with the teams, it would
seem, close to equally divided.
I appeal to your innermost attachment and allegiance to what is right.
We must not let the temporary promise of financial gain from industrial and extractive use of
the land dictate land use policy. We simply must find other ways out of our economic
dilemma. I don't know what the answers are to the economic piece, although there is ample
evidence that a recreation economy has been beneficial for Moab and Grand County. I hear
people crying out that they feel unhappy and deprived and need more ways to make money.
It's not very pretty, though, when they blame their suffering on others who have good
intentions and are trying to do the right thing for the planet.
I commend you for holding ground on the antiquities act and the road through the Bookcliffs.
We need Greater Canyonlands National Monument, and to eliminate that possibility through an
Antiquities Act exemption would be horrible for Moab. The road through the Bookcliffs, oh,
of course, you made the right call. It is a demonstrably terrible idea. I believe in my
heart of hearts that even those who put it on the roster know it's a terrible idea and slyly
put it out there as a possible sacrificial lamb. So please don't be diverted from your task
or think that you owe anyone anything at this point:
Labyrinth Canyon needs true wilderness designation or at least a conservation set-aside so it
won't be plundered by destructive vehicular traffic.
The watershed and Colorado River Corridor must be protected.
Our waterways and aquifer are at stake. Both the amount of water available and the quality
of that water is threatened by drilling and mining.
Our health is at stake. Our air quality is already suffering from what is ongoing and not
adequately monitored. We are creating impactful activity in the wild lands and are not able
to keep up with the necessary monitoring, and this is tragic.
1

There is not enough of the Red Rock Wilderness proposal being honored at this point. This is
our chance to take a stand and designate as much wilderness as possible. It is hard enough
to have any mining, drilling, or industry at all accompanying our beautiful wild places,
please don't be persuaded to give even more of it away in the name of compromise. There is no
compromising with some, they want it all. This is an impossible nightmare that has been
dressed up as a possible dream, the emperor isn't wearing any clothes, and it's time to wake
up.
The electorate that told you in November it wants things like quietude and clean air and
water unfortunately was not adequately represented at the meeting last week. I know it is
hard for you absent a crowd, but please know we are out here and behind the progress you have
made. And thank you for being there for us.
This is a time to take a stand.
there.

Please do not back down.

Sincerely,
Nancy Kurtz
139 Arches Drive
Moab, UT

Nancy Kurtz
nancystarjive@gmail.com
435-259-0734
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Thanks to you, we're getting

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Linn DeNesti [linndenesti@gmail.comJ
Friday, March 20, 201510:29 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Recommendations for Bishop Public Lands Initiative

Dear Grand County Council,
I am not at all surprised that a very vocal off-road portion of the community has spoken in favor of more roads
through wilderness areas and far less protection for the grand landscape of our county. Please do not allow
yourselves to be intimidated by loud voices that intend to intimidate. Everyone who lives here needs to
understand that our children grandchildren, great grandchildren, and beyond (if we don't destroy the place first)
will inherit a landscape that no longer supports them in ANY way if we don't take steps to care for it now.
I deeply appreciate that the Council is seriously considering all possibilities, but J believe that if one side has to
compromise, so does the other. It is in your hands to bring about the best solution for all the citizens, and in
doing so, future generations need to be considered, not just for the short term economic gain of drilling and
extraction, but for having a place to live that hasn't been plundered by a greedy few and a few who use loud
voices and extreme demands to get what they want.
I am sick of people like me being labeled as "environmentalists" in such a way that it is a stigma. I care about
the environment and the air we breathe and water we drink. I do not understand how pcople who want to
"dispose" of our public lands through irresponsible over-use do not care about these things as well. I work. I
brought a business to Moab. I pay taxes. I own a home. And I am very concerned about our precious resources
and the lack of care some seem to have for them.
Thank you for all of the work you've done so far - it is a huge effort and took courage to change the course of
the Council for the better. I urge you to please recommend Labyrinth Canyon as a true wilderness area, though,
as I believe this to be an important part of our County's recreation offerings ... a truly unique environment
where one can unplug and feel humbled by this place where we live. I also urge you to consider what I believe
is one of the most crucial issues: protection of our watershed in the LaSals. Our county, one day, will find itself
in a water crisis. Our most precious resource is being squandered because there are no conservation efforts in
place. This has to be considered before it is too late.
I appreciate being able to voice my concerns this way. My skin is very thin and I could not attend the meeting
because it is so upsetting to me to see such division. When one throws ALL politics aside, and ALL rhetoric on
BOTH sides of the "isle", I can bet that we all tUndamentally want many of the same things: The ability to make
a living, to have clean air and water, to have food, to be able to visit places we love in whatever way we like to
travel. But these things can only be available for all through real compromise that's not locked into a political
party's theme or rant of the day, and with a mind toward protection of the landscape.
Keep up the good work. It is difficult and I admire the spine it takes to do it.
Respectfully,

Linn DeNesti
linndent:~ti,t:()m

linndenesti(a;gmail.com
1

PO Box 1029
Moab UT 84532
206-226-6995
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Marc & Judi [marcjudi@frontiernet.net]
Friday, March 20, 201511:50AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Bill Initiative
Say No to New Leasing in the Labyrinth Canyon Area.doc

Dear Council,
For the public record, I've attached a copy of my remarks at the public hearing Tuesday night. Thank you for
giving me the opportunity to speak before you.
Marc Thomas
827 N. Palisade Drive
Moab, UT 84532
435-259-3603 (home)
435-210-0807 (cell)

DearCounciIMembe~:

My focus, as it's been all along, remains the Labyrinth Canyon area north of
Canyonlands National Park between the Green River and Hwy 313/Dubinky
Well Rd. I see the council struggling with how to best protect this area from
future drilling and mining by a piecemeal approach a river setback here, No
Surface Occupancies here, there, and everywhere, no SITLA trade-in leases
into the top lands between the area's four major canyons. To me, it's a sign
that several of the council members are struggling with or very lukewarm
about allowing future mineral leasing in this area whatsoever.
At this point, the only argument still on the table about permitting new
leasing near these canyons seems to be money - in particular, the mineral
lease money received by the county, regardless of how much it may fluctuate
annually.
I submit that when it comes to the stewardship of these public lands so near
our two national parks, money is not a good enough reason. It's not good
enough to ensure our air quality or water table, it's not good enough to
prevent conflicts between all other user types, it's not good enough to
appease the hundreds of resident voices that have urged you over the past
year to recommend managing these lands with more protection.
Science now says that the vegetation on undeveloped public lands is our best
defense against carbon dioxide emissions; at the same time, it protects
wildlife habitat and biodiversity, giving plants and animals time and space to
adapt to man-made climate change. The flip side is that new drilling for oil
will only exacerbate global warming. Undeveloped public lands are our best
climate defense; new oil pads, pipelines, and tanker trucks not so much.
Were you to recommend the issuance of no new mineral leases between
Mineral and Ten Mile Canyons and from the Green River to Hwy 313/
Dubinky Well Rd., it would not only be good for the land and our climate, but
also gratifying to many of your constituents. I urge you one last time to
dispense with half measures and, while still honoring existing leases, free this
area from any impacts from future leasing. To do so will make history, the
kind of history that will be celebrated around the world because of the Moab
brand.
Whenever I've formally addressed the council, you've always been very civil
in hearing me out. I thank you for that and for all the hard work you've put
in to come up with your land use recommendations for Congressman Bishop.
Thank you,
Marc Thomas
827 Palisade Drive
Moab, UT 84532

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Darcey Brown [darcey@frontiernel. net)
Friday, March 20,201512:21 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Land Proposal

Dear members of the Council;
Thank you for opening the process to those in the conservation community who were excluded
from the initial process. Many of those non motorized groups offered compromise plans to try
to meet other user group "needs", but most of us felt that more land should have been set
aside for wilderness. It is very difficult to find places in Grand County without roads where
one can get away from the roar of UTV's, ATV's, dirt bikes, and jeeps. And now with scenic
helicopter tours and ultralight planes, it is even more difficult to find quiet solitude. It
is also extremely important to protect our water sources. Colorado cities near Moab have
already had toxin issues with their drinking water due to gas drilling. And as so many have
tried to point out, the lands being discussed belong to ALL Americans not just fifth
generation Moab residents. The nation and future generations have a stake in seeing that
those lands are protected and well cared for. Thank you for working so hard and long on this
process.
Darcey Brown
2931 E. Bench Rd
Moab, UT 84532
435-259-6118
435-26e-2373
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

kgalyean@etv,net
Friday, March 20,201512:50 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net

I very rarely comment to public officials, it takes issues of deep concern to me to move me
to do so. Such is the case with my appreciation of your acts to protect the wilderness of the
Book Cliffs and support the Antiquities Act. Thank you.

I now ask you to protect the Big Triangle-Beaver Creek area with closure of Class D routes.
Thank you, again.

Ken Galyean
814 Mt. View Dr
Mab, UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Christina Sloan [sloan@thesloanlawfirm.com]
Friday, March 20, 2015 12:56 PM
Council
Letter to County/Bishop comments

Dear County Council:
I own a small business with three employees (who are paid living wages+) with a variety of clients in the
greater Moab area. A large majority of my Clients and their businesses depend, directly or indirectly, on our
diverse recreational opportunities, clean air, and open vistas that make Moab famous to make a living. The
interests of my Clients and their businesses are diverse and include both motorized and non-motorized
recreation outfitters, guides, and shops; retail businesses; real estate developers, hoteliers, and owners of small
lodging establislunents of all types; and conservation/education organizations. My Clients desire balanced
protection of our public lands - conservation and wilderness designations where appropriate and recreational
opporttmity where reasonable.
I appreciate the County Council's efforts over the last three months to host open and inclusive workshops to
revise the County's recommendations on the Bishop public lands initiative. The County published public
notices regarding the workshops and invited all entities interested in presenting maps and information for
consideration to the County Council. In response, the oil and gas industry, motorized recreation groups, nonmotorized recreation groups, watershed groups, and environmental groups all had an equal opportunity to
participate.
The Council's resulting recommendations include a balance of open ORV routes, surface and non-surface
drilling on Big Flat, wilderness protection, recreational area designations, , and watershed protection.
The County Councilmembers, especially Lynn Jackson, Chris Baird, and Liz Tubbs, as well as County residents
have invested an incredible amount oftime and effort in this deliberative process. It is impossible to make
everyone happy, but the compromises incorporated by the County into the final recommendations are
reasonable and protect our unique and strong recreation economy, which is vital to Moab's future.
I commend the County Council for ajob well done.
Christina R. Sloan, Esq.
The Sloan Law Firm, PLLC
76 South Main Street, Suite 1
Moab, UT 84532
435.259.9940, work
970.309.2995, cell
The information contained in this e-mail message is protected by the ATTORNEY CLIENT AND/OR THE
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT PRIVILEGES. It is intended only for the use of the individual named above, and the
~privileges are not waived by virtue of this having been sent bye-mail. If the person actually receiving this email message or any 2ther reader is not the named recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver
it to the named recipient, any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by telephone, and
permanently delete the message. Should you have any questions, please contact The Sloan Law Firm, PLLC at

435.259.9940.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kurtis Messmer [donkeylips87@gmail.comJ
Friday, March 20, 2015 5:06 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Public Lands Protection

Dear County Council Members,
I am writing to provide feedbaek on the public lands protection bill. I do not support roping off more public
land. I have not had the chance to visit Moab yet. Vehicles have literally been named after Moab. Not only
would local economy likely suffer so would the countries economy. Moab has been the epitome of the offroad
community. And like many, I am a responsible offroader. You won't see me or my friends out destroying or
trashing the land. I can assure you that we love the land just as much as those that \vant to save it, we just show
it a different way. Less than 1% of the Earth's surface is paved. Why do we need to continually rope off new
areas? Please consider the impact this would have and the restrictions it would impose.
Sincerely,
Kurtis Messmer
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Norman Kirk [normanjklrk@hotmail.com]
Saturday, March 21, 2015 7:01 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Thank you and support for recommending true wilderness in Labyrinth Canyon and closing 71
miles of Class D routes in the Big Triangle-Beaver Creek proposed wilderness,

Many thanks for recognizing the need for a balanced approach to public land use. It is more and more difficult
for those of us who love the silence of the desert to find the absence of motorized travel. I support your
initiatives -

•
•

•
•
•

The work you have done so far to achieve balance.
Protecting wilderness in the Book Cliffs and the eastern portion of the county (from
Westwater to Beaver Creek), as well as in Mill Creek, Negro Bill, and Behind the
Rocks,
Stopping the Book Cliffs Highway.
Saying "no" to an Antiquities Act exemption in Grand County.
Protecting the watershed and Colorado River Corridor with a National Conservation
Area.

I would further encourage •
,.

Recommending true wilderness in Labyrinth Canyon.
Closing 71 miles of Class D routes in the Big Triangle-Beaver Creek proposed wilderness
Thank you for your kind consideration!
Sincerely,
Norman Kirk
970-214-4034
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Cameo [cameo.torres@aggiemail.usu.edu]
Saturday, March 21, 2015 11:40 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
My apologies. GC PLl Public meeting.

My apologies, I made a copy and paste error in my first email, You can disregard it if you'd
like as this one is an easier read.
Dear Council Members,
This email is a follow-up to the public hearing that occurred on Tuesday March 17. I was
one of the many faces gazing upon you as person after person stood up and spoke for or
against the additional designation and regulation, of our public lands. I was also one of the
MANY that stood for Mr. Dan Mick when asked, and standing I remain. There wasn't anything
said at that meeting that made me falter in this decision, in fact if anything the things
said only solidified my feelings more.
Like the many that came before you that night and spoke, Moab has been my lifelong home
and the home of generations before me, and thus far my two children. My heritage ties back to
the Wilcox's who helped settle this valley. My family has ranching, herding, mining and
drilling running all through the limbs of our family tree. So these areas and many of these
roads that would be shut down and "reclaimed" for the PLI would be, in many ways, like trying
to erase lines from a history book. Other people may see "an old [mining] road" and grimace
at the "scar on the land" but me, I see history, I see family, I see Moab, I see home.
I also share the same fear that was mentioned, what happens to this land when the
Government has another shut down? They lock us out completely then! And lets face it, the way
our National debt is, that's a very real possibility. So why not keep our lands, our control,
our equity in OUR hands? Please do not give it away based on unfounded sciences and
unrealistic ideals. Please change your recommendations and say no to the Public Lands
Initiative and or any other National designation of OUR lands.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Cameo Woodruff Torres
Fifth Generation Resident.
Sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Glen Richardson [gerengr@gmail.com]
Sunday, March 22, 2015 10:23 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Land Use Proposal

Dear Council :Members:
On March 9 I sent a message that read as follows:
"As you consider land use recommendations for the Afoab area 1 would simply ask that you respect the wishes
of the entire population. We are clearly a diverse community with opinions and desires as diverse as we are as
a people.
In my opinion it would be wrong to represent the wishes of any single faction while ignoring the others. It
appears to me that compromise will be required on all side for the end solution to be equitable. While 1 am
certain that with compromise will come dissatisfaction, better that coriflicting parties each give a little than for
one to "win" while all others "lose n.
While the majority has the power to force their position, in our form ofgovernment all ofthe people are to be
represented.
Thank you for your service. "
Due to illness I was unable to attend the most recent public meeting at the Grand Center, but I have heard
personal accounts of the meeting as well as new articles. Based upon the tumout at that meeting, and the views
presented, it should be abundantly clear that there is a very strong sentiment for continued motorized recreation
in the Moab area. Compared to well funded national organizations representing the desire for greatly expanded
wildemess areas, the motorized recreation community is at best fragmented and loosely organized. That does
not mean there is any less passion, just a less organized effort to channel tile message.
As a concerned citizen of the area, I would once again request that you consider the desires of your local
constituents, even if they are sometimes in opposition to your personal beliefs. Your role as representatives of
the people must include representation of all.
Any reduction in miles of trails in wildemess designated areas should be offset Vvith increased miles of trails in
other areas. A net reduction in the total is unacceptable.
I would also request language in your proposal that would block the creation of a National Monument. As you
are no doubt aware, when National Monuments are created, only after the fact of the designation is the
management plan for the Monument area developed. Creation of a National Monument is like \\!TIting a blank
check with the real plan for the land to be determined later at the Federal rather than local level. _
Thank you for your consideration. I am sure creation of the your proposal document has been a daunting task.
Glen Richardson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sue deVall [sdev.cv@gmaiLcomJ
Sunday, March 22, 201511:12 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Thank you

I want to thank all the members of the Council who have gotten us out of the 7CC, said no to the Book Cliffs
hydrocarbon highway and stood up for the Antiquities Act.
Sue deVall
84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Roxy Whalley [roxywrites2@live.com]
Sunday, March 22, 2015 11 :23 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public Lands Initiative bill - In Support Of - For Public Record

From: roxywrites2@live.com
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2015 11:51 AM
To: !;9uncil@grandcountvutah.net
Subject: March 16th Meeting of Grand County Council

Dear Grand County Council,

Grand County Council held regarding its recommendations for the Bishop Public Lands
Initiative.
This email is to show my support FOR the "Public Lands
Initiative" bill.

I wish to express my support of the Southern Utah
Wilderness Alliance, and their suggestions below of what
should be done to protect certain areas in the Moab area,
I am a nature lover, photographer, writer and hiker, I spend
months at a time in the desert surrounding the Moab area, I
am respectful of the land, and of others who are camping in
the same areas, I seek solitude and silence, and the
company of nature and its wildlife, I love to explore the canyons and seek OUI their natural beauty. When the road
ends, I put on my hiking boots, and I walk, When I leave the dirt road behind I don't expect to hear the sound of
OHV's coming down a trail, driving over slickrock off road, or sometimes down a canyon that motorized vehicles
have been banned from. (OHV's will actually tear down fences or find ways around them) I don't expect to see
OHV tire tracks cutting through the sand, the cryptobiotic soil, and crushing all the plants in their path, When
OHV's trails expand further and further into the wilderness, it is inevitable that some of them will break the rules
and go off trail. I see it repeatedly, and it breaks my heart,
When I am sitting in a canyon listening to a wren Sing, and a group of OHV's are withm a mile or three or
sometimes even ten-miles of my spot, I can hear them. FranklY, it ruins my day, my hike, my serenity. If it disturbs
me, it has to disturb the wildlife
I know that OHV riders have the right to share the land the same as anyone else, but when I hike, I do not disturb
them the way they distllfb my silence, and the silence of others who are there for similar reasons, My footsteps
carefully placed, do not do nearly as much damage. As more and more trails are built for OHV's, I find I have to
1

drive further and further into the desert to find solitude. Everyone has the right to share public lands, but what of
those who seek quiet. Don't they have the right to silence?
And when I'm camping and a group of OHV's decide to camp nearby, my camping experience is pretty much
ruined. They often drive by repeatedly, tearing up and down the road at all hours, churning up clouds of dust, and
the noise can be unbearable.
We need to set aside areas wilderness areas that are preserved for the future. Areas that are of such beauty as
Labyrinth Canyon, and areas with waterways need to be protected from noise pollution, gasoline pollution, and
the other types of pollution that often come with motorized vehicles, such as trash, beer cans, cigarette butts and
so on. There are plenty of OHV trails in Utah, Utah does not need even ONE more, and many of those that are
already established need to be removed, or turned into hiking trails.
Here's what I'rn in support of Grand County Council doing on Monday:
•

Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. At last week's Council rneeting, the Council recornrnended no
wilderness for Labyrinth -

•

despite it being one of the crown jewels of wilderness in the Arnerican West.

Keep the river corridor in Labyrinth quiet by closing three ATV and jeep trails that run down to the river: Hey Joe,
Hell Roaring, and "Dead Cow/The Tubes." River rafters in Labyrinth shouldn't have to listen to the whine of
motorcycles along the banks of the Green River! Nor should hikers and lovers of nature,

•

Close infrequently used routes in all proposed wilderness in Grand County, especially in the Westwater-Beaver
Creek proposed wilderness on the eastern side of Grand County. The Council has already recommended
protecting these areas as wilderness, but they need to close routes within the boundaries. There should be
places where Moab visitors can find quiet and get away from roads and the sounds of ATVs!

Thank you for hearing my input on this, I hope you will do the right thing. Way too much of the desert has been
ruined already, please let's save what there is left.
Regards,
Roxy Whalley
RoxyWrites2@live.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kevin Walker [k23walker@gmail.com] on behalf of Kevin Walker [kevin@canyon23.net]
Sunday, March 22, 2015 9:28 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Proposed wilderness which straddles state and county lines

Dear County Council members,
This email is a follow-up to remarks I made at the recent public hearing, I want to draw
your attention to three proposed wilderness areas which straddle state and/or county lines:
Hunters Canyon, Renegade Point, and Hells Hole.
I suspect that these three areas slipped though the cracks because of the split
jurisdictions. I think that in all three cases there are few, if any, conflicts with other
uses. Also, in all three cases, very similar adjacent or nearby areas are proposed for
wilderness in the Grand County PLI recommendation.
The Hunters Canyon proposed wilderness area covers lower Hunters Canyon and its side canyons.
The area is split roughly in half by the San Juan county line. This area is separated from
the Behind the Rocks proposed wilderness by a jeep/bike trail. I can't think of any existing
or proposed uses which would conflict with wilderness designation. It would be crazy not to
recommend this area for wilderness.
Renegade Point straddles the Colorado state line in the Dolores triangle. It's adjacent to
other areas that Grand County is recommending for wilderness. I can't think of any reason to
recommend all the other Dolores Triangle areas (Big Triangle, Granite Creek, Beaver Creek,
Westwater) and not also recommend Renegade Point. I assume the absence of Renegade Point
from the County's recommendation was inadvertent and not deliberate. DeSignating wilderness
here would close one minor jeep trail (similar to other Dolores Triangle proposed wilderness
areas). I know of no other conflicts.
Hell's Hole straddles the Colorado state line and Uintah County line in the NE corner of
Grand County, Like the other eastern Book Cliffs that Grand County is recommending for
wilderness, this area is nearly 100% pristine. There are no conflicts with motorized routes.
There are (obviously) no active gas wells within the proposed wilderness. There are two
reclaimed (abandoned) drill pads along the southern boundary of the area. All the reasons in
favor of recommending wilderness for the eastern Book Cliffs areas (Mexico Point etc.) apply
equally well here,
I was about to write that I hope the County Council reconsiders these areas, but I suspect
they were never really considered in the first place, so "reconsider" is not quite the right
word. In any case, I urge the Council to recommend these areas for wilderness.
Kevin Walker
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kalen Jones [kalen@withgaia.com]
Monday. March 23, 2015 10: 17 AM
Council
PLI road committee
GCC roadcommittee. pdf

Dear Council Members;
Please see my attached letter for some insights based on my experience with a previous citizen's committee
attempting to resolve public lands roads issues.
Thank you,
Kalen Jones

Grand County Council

March 23, 2015

125 East Center St.
Moab, UT 84532
Re: Travel Planning
Dear Council Members;
Thank you for your ongoing work on the Pli. I understand that you may be considering
convening a citizens' committee to develop a plan for which, if any, roads to close as part of
the PLI process. I was a member of such an entity in the mid-90's; convened by the Grand
County CouncIl to try to resolve the issue of balancIng road density, conservation, and
motorized and qUiet recreation. We failed to make any progress on the issue despite
months of work, although I certainly found it informative in regards to the interests of
other individuals, groups, and the Road Dept. In the event you decide to convene a
committee I have a few recommendations. Here's where I think the previous process went
astray:

1.

Anyone could join. The group was unwieldy large and dominated by ideologues.

2.

We spent too long deciding on a name, and decision-making process that most felt

3.

We didn't have the resources (technical and facilitative) we needed to navigate

couldn't exclude their interests. We chose consensus.
such a difficult subject.
If you do choose to attempt this method to develop a road recommendation, the following
might improve the odds of success:
1.

Limit the committee size to that necessary to include all major interests, and
choose pragmatiC individuals.

2.

Define the deliverables of the committee as specifically and narrowly as possible.

3.

Provide a professional, impartial facilitator who themselves understands the issues.

4.

Provide adequate mapping support.

5.

Choose whether the committee is developing their own recommendations, OR
vetting those ofthe Councilor a planner (as was done during the recent County
General Plan revision). I think the later was useful for the General Plan process to
draw out specific 'hot buttons', without burdening a volunteer citizen's committee
with the significant time commitment of developing a viable transportation plan.

Again, thank you for your dedicated service, and your consideration of my comments,

Kalen Jones
900 Kane Creek
Moab, UT 84532

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Leta Vaughn [riveratO@hotmail.comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 12:08 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative Comments
PLI Comments 3_23_15.pdf

Attached is a letter expressing our comments on the Public Lands Initiative.
the attached letter as part of the public comment on this initiative.
Thank you,
Leta Vaughn and Mary Beth Fitzburgh
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please include

Mary Beth Fitzburgh and
Leta Vaughn
HC64 Box 2502
Castle Valley, lJtah 84532

March 23,2015
Grand County Council
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re. Public Comments

Congressman Bishop's Proposed Public Lands Initiative

Dear County Council,
I greatly appreciate the Council's recent review and reeommendations regarding the Public
Lands Initiative. Your willingness to consider a wide range of viewpoints and bring to the table
those groups and individuals whose opinions were previously discounted by the County Council
in 20 J4, is admirable. There is great value in your efforts to find common ground and balance for
our County.
The three alternatives created last year did not reflect the majority of constituent's views as
documented in citizen's letters on this proposal and as made evident through the last County
elections. I commend the current County Council for their thoughtful consideration and the
work done so far to achieve balance, in particular:
• Protecting wildcmess in the Book Cliffs and the eastern portion of the county (from Westwater
to Beaver Creek), as well as in Mill Creek, Negro Bill, and Behind the Rocks.
• Stopping the Book Cliffs Highway.
• Saying "no" to an Antiquities Act exemption in Grand County.
• Protecting the watershed and Colorado River Corridor with a National Conservation Area.

In addition, I would like to see greater protection j~)r Labyrinth Canyon anu respectfl111y ask thaI
the Coundl consider recommending true wilderness for Labyrinth Canyon.
I cannot stress enough the importance of proteciing the unique and sensitive nature of the
Colorado and Green rZiver corridors. There are very few rivers in the country that offer such
pristine and minimally developed natural beauty. providing a rarc and cxtrao[rlinary environllwnt
for rafters and boaters.

Newly recommended protections for the Moab and Castle Valley aquifers are suppol1ed in the
following sections oflhe Grand County General Plan, which was created throngh extensive aud
broad public participation:
Chapter 3: Vision, Goals and Strategies
3,2 Vision: Ecology, Water, And Air
Comprehensive management of aquifers and watersheds ensures plenty of high-quality water. Landowners, land
managers, local governments, and waler and sewer service providers work in partnership to manage watersheds
to maintain or enhance water quality and quantity for current and future generations.

Goal 1- Mitigate potential risks to the drinking-water supply.
Strategy D - Protect against contamination of the Glen Canyon and Castle Valley aquifers by hazardous
materials with land use standards and procedures that align with state and federal water¥quaiity regulations
designed to mobilize state and federal water-quality enforcement
Strategy G - Municipalities, water districts and public water supplierS are encouraged to work in partnership
with the agencies that govern land use In tlleir drinking watersheds to enact agreements for long-term watershed
managemem,

Om local economy is primarily driven by tourism and recreation. Recent updates to the
Ileadwaters Economic Study (htltLilhea(!w<!lersecol]omics.org!laJldireportsL~c()nomic-grand
counlv) show tbat not only are 47% ofjohs in Grand County in the tomism and recreation sector,
but thaI employment growth in other sectors and ~d(litional economic benefits are closely linked
to "Grand County's picLUresqne and high-profile public lands····and the ellvironmental and
recreational amenities they provide." Increases in tourism and recreation jobs in Grand County
are directly connected to popularion growth, an increase in per capila income, and economic
growth in health care, construction, and other sectors, all of which provide stability to the local
economy. The update abo "tates, "Ncarly 2/3 oflocal residents indicate that public lands are
'extremely important' to their business."
Tourist visitation to Grand COUl11Y contillU~S to increase dramatically and so docs the impact to
om public lands. With this increased llse comes the need for well planned protection, It is our
responsibility to protec,! our home and scenic flS>et, that make the quality of life and our
livelihoods possible in Grand County.
Thank for all you C110rt5 to truly protect this very special place, for those that come to visit and
for those Ibat consid.er it home.
Sincerely,

MillY Beth Fitzburgh and Leta Vaughn

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mary Tiger Keogh [mtigerkeogh@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 1:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Public Lands Initiative

Dear County Council Members, Thanks for taking email input in regards to this Jmportant work you are undertaking,

I wanllo lei you know thai I support prolecting the grealest amount of public lands possible in our dear Grand County Including protection for
the Green River Corridor, BIG buffer zones around Arches National Park and Canyonlands National Park, strong watershed protection for Ihe
source of the waters that feed our aquifer, greater protection of Grand County lands from fracking and mineral extraction and please make sure

that you include Ihe Antiquities Act! It would be fine wilh me if as much land as possible could be designated as Wilderness Area. There will
always be enough spaces left for all the biking, jooping, UTV-ing, etc. (with management) one needs to do outsrde of Wilderness areas.
The prosperous future for Grand County is in recreation, not the extracHon industry, and we need to do everything we can to save our most
precious resources (lands, rivers and views) for generations of citizens to come (and Visitors) to manage and enjoy. The extraction industry has
a very dim future and has never provided this area with prosperity in a sustainable way. A few fat cats have gotten rich off our mineral
resources, but our humble citizens have never been able to really sustain a viable lifestyle in that industry for enough years to call it a career,

nor as a means 10 support a family. For Pete's sake, I cant tell you how many children I went 10 school with here in the 60's who wore
outgrown masking taped shoes (no socks, even in winter) to school, and not just for a week or two ~ for years (their bread Winners were miners

or mill workers)1
To support a recreation economy, the travel industry can be enhanced (and needs to be regulated by the Council) to require a much higher
minimum wage so that aU families in Moab can live with prosperity. Then, we'll no longer need to subsidize the employers who aren't paying
living wages ($15 - $20Ihr. minimum) by supplying their workers with housing and food help' everyone should be able to provide a decent roof
over their heads when they work full time. It can be donel
Thanks for your time and I wish you well in your collaborative decision.

Sincerely,
M. Tiger Keogh
801-541-7314
2850 Old City Park Rd.
Moab, UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sara Melnicoff [melnicoff5@hotmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 2:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
I support wilderness with every fiber of my being.

Dear Members of the Grand County Council,
I regret deeply my absence at the last meeting. I was terribly sad to hear that it was marred by rudeness. I
think I would have had a hard time at a meeting like that but I thank you for your patience and good will to all.
I am so relieved to hear that you have protected wilderness areas like my beloved Mill Creek, as well as NBili
and Behind the Rocks. The watershed protection you've recommended is life saving. In fact, every single inch
that can be protected and preserved is a gjft of a healthier planet for the generations down the line, as well as
habitat for the wildlife, plants, soils and insects that inhabit these areas.
Please continue your good work by including true wilderness for Labyrinth Canyon and by closing the class D
roads in the proposed wilderness.
Thank you for your time and attention to my email.
Sincerely,
Sara Melnicoff
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rover Pederson [roverflooring@yahoo.comj
Monday, March 23, 20154:18 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. Being a visitor to Grand County for many years in the past
and hopefully many years in the future, to recreate responsibly on motorized vehicles, I hope you will make OHV travel a
continued option. Seeing how motorized vehicles originally opened and accessed the current trails that have been closed
all ready or to be closed, you should follow the intent of motorized users; to keep a thriving community thriving with it's
users. Proven fact that motorized users are gaining respect and creating a more educated user group, to keep our access
open.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety.
I hope you see a need for recreation, not only NON- motorized, (THEY DO NOT SPEND MONEY.. .!),
Please look at the BIG picture of the economy and recreational opportunities you will be losing for Grand and surrounding
communities!
Sincerely,

Rover, Jack, Cooper and Ivy Pederson
ACTIVE Responsible Motorized Users
Memberships in;

AMA
SCORR.
CORCS
TENDERFOOT TRACK CLUB
RMXA
AZTEC FAMILY RACEWAY
THUNDER VALLEY

COHVCO
BIRC
EMail: roverfiooring@yahoo.com
Mail Address: P.O. Box 5933
Breckenridge, CO 80424
Cell: (970) 470-3766
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Paniagua [paul.paniagua59@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 20154:37 PM
couneil@grandcountyutah.net
Saving Moab's OHV Trails

To the Honorable Grand County Council:
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I have personally spent several weeks with my family in this area enjoying the OHV opportunities available to
everyone.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, eqnivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components ofthe system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Respectfully,
Paul Paniagua
2050 West F St.
Napa, CA 94558
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Ross [peteross0502@hotmaiLcom]
Monday, March 23, 20154:41 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

] oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travcl plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codif'y" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
] support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. ] do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
pUblic safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permancnt, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land rnsnaging agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposalnccds to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Pete
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Doug Mac [doug@macdesignltd.comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:49 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PlI)

Council Members,
Thank you for taking the time to listen to my concerns. The best weekends of my life are spent with
my wife and son traveling back country trails and roads in our Jeep and on our ATV's, We absolutely
love the beautiful state of Utah.

I oppose Grand Connty's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that ELM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand Connty's "management objectives" are vague and usc undefIned tenninology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thanks,
Doug

MacDermid

2650 E. Mohawk Lane
Suite 152
Phoenix, AZ 85050
Phone (602) 482-7215
1

Fax (602) 482-7216

www.macdesignltd.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Peterson [kk6ofk@verizon.netJ
Monday, March 23, 20154:50 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

Grand County Council,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's
new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing
or restricting public aCCeSS to a designated route for purposes of resourCe protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish altemate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what
type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape ConselValion System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior 10 manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the componenls of Ihe syslem were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recrealional uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preselVed.

Jay Peterson
36313 Cherrywood Dr.
Yucaipa, CA 92399

(909) 790·0971
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mitch Egusquiza [mlelaw@msn.comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 4:52 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PlI)

oppose the Grand Canyon proposal to close existing trails and roads. I can advise that the
citizens who travel to your area are for the opportunities that have existed in the past to
ride. They spend a lot of money in the local communities and I would assume that is somewhat
beneficial to those communities. Closing ones favorite area to ride will only result in those
who regularly travel hundreds of miles no reason to continue to visit your great State.
I

Sent from my iPad

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bruce Smith [bsmith@alpineenterprisesinc.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Please do not close any of the trails and roads without study and user input.
I make regular trips to the Moab area on bicycles and motorcycles and would like to continue to do so.
Less roads and trails means less money that I will spend at local businesses.
Thank you!
Bruce Smith, PLS
Alpine Enterprises Inc.
Shipping: 280 Rivers St. E., Lower Level
Mail: PO Box 2037
Ketchum, ID 83340-2037
Ok: 208-727-1988
Cell:208-720-3042
fax: 208-727-1987
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

david Cutler [skymasler02a@gmail.com)
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Don't let this misguided plan to limit Moab riding proceed. 50 years in 2015 will be my goal
David Cutler
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

David [dgarbs@fastmail.comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:27 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
I oppose Grand County's Public Lands Initiative to close roads and trails. (Utah)

Hello,
1 oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify"
the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
1 support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
On a personal note, I enjoy these areas responsibly. I have many great memories with family
and friends in the areas concerned. I actively volunteer for trail cleanup and maintenance. I
have worked through local clubs in coordination with BlM and other authorities to create
signage, trail fencing and other cleanup activities so we can all enjoy these routes now and
in the future. It would be a significant loss if this public lands initiative were to pass.
Thank you for listening to my objection to the Grand County's proposal to close roads and
trails.
David Garbs I dgarbs@fastmail.com
777 Washington Street #P-2, Denver CO, 88283
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

R. W. Roberts [kingkozy@gmaiLcom]
Monday, March 23, 20155:28 PM
council@9randcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand Countis proposaJ to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new

recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an ~CA, can and should "codify" the
CUfrent management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of Hno net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wis.h to preclude rederalland managers from temporarily closing or
restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure

becomes pennanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated route, the
land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of
management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landseape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the
Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that
special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses:, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved.

Regina Roberts

Valley Center, CA 92082
Frequent Moab user and stay and spend a great deal of money in Moab.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

cnjparker@commspeed.net
Monday, March 23, 20155:34 PM
PLI
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative
parker.jpg

I am a 74 year old who cant hike any longer, my jeep is only method of getting into
outdoors, KEEP OUR TRAILS OPEN PLEASE

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subje<:t:

kenlg@emerylelcom,net
Monday, March 23, 20155:39 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,nel
Save Moab's Trails!

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thank you,
Kent Gilbert
Price, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Del Albright Ijeepndel@goldrush.com]
Monday, March 23,20155:47 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Del Albright; Glen Zumwalt; 'Don Amador'; Todd Ocker!
Grand County PLI Official Comments from Del Albright

Dear Council,
Please accept this letter from me letting you know how much I oppose all the road and
trail closures that will occur with the current version of the Public Lands Initiative (PLI),
Please do not let this happen for the following reasons:

1. I recreate and travel in and around Moab and Grand County a couple times a year
for extensive trips and jeeping adventures; I spend money and support the county
businesses. I also write articles for magazines and blogs that help bring tourist
money to your County.

2. We don't need the closures and restrictions of the PLI because we can work with
(minus a few exceptions) the BLM travel plan for the area. Agreed, the BLM is not
perfect; but there seems to be some agreement between local stakeholders that
we work with the BLM planning process.

3. Legislation, even a designation such as NCA can and should codify the current
management as a baseline; additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.

4. We can use the concept of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes and make
sure people have a place to play and spend money in Grand County.

5. The County's management objectives are vague and need to outline better exactly
what the County is looking fOL .. especially when it comes to OHV recreation and
protecting existing roads and trails.
Part of what I do in my capacity as a Recreation Advocate is teach people the right way
to be involved in government, and the right way to recreate responsibly. Grand County
has many opportunities for outdoor motorized recreation that will be nearly destroyed by
the PLI. Please do not let this happen.
Thank you,
Del
Del Albright
Director of Operations, BlueRibbon Coalition www.BlueRibbonCoalition.org
2014 Inductee, Off-Road Motorsports Hall of Fame (www.ormhof.org)
Founding Trail Boss, Friends of the Rubicon www.rubiconfriends.com
life Member, BRC and CA4WDC
1

Find Del on Facebook here
Find BRC on Facebook here.
Contact Del at jeepndel@goldrush.com or del@delalbright.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To!
Subject:

Moabkiley [moabkiley@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:55 PM
GC Council Email
PLI

As I've soid before pleose protect these lands to the fullest. The lond, the wildlife &
wotersheds deserve complete ond total protection.
Kiley Miller
Moab
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Info at PillowfJex [peteuga@yahoo.comj
Monday, March 23, 2015 5:58 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Helio,
I am a Grand County home owner and as such, I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads
and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational
travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA,
can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized
via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thanks
Pete Edmondson
3862 Desert Willow Cir
Unit 6A8
Moab, UT 84523
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan McDowell [moabsuz@gmaJicom]
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:10 PM
councJl@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Plan Input

Dear County Council,
I'm sorry you seem to be hammered by folks from all sides of the land Use Issues. Please don't take it
personally as we all know you are just trying your best to do what is right and that is different for everyone.
Just please remember that this land in not a renewable resource and that the land belongs to ALL the people
in the USA, not just the old folks of Moab. The County has the responsibility to protect it for future
generations of the people who were here 50 years ago as well as those who are yet to come. The beauty of
the canyons and cliffs are unique and irreplaceable, The Rock Art and Ruins protected by the Antiquities Act
must be preserved! I'm in favor of expanding the protection to the Greater Canyonlands Area as a National
Monument which has more flexibility than either a Park or Wilderness. Any expansion of Oil and Gas and
Potash Mining in that area risks increased obnoxious traffic for tourists and is hazardous to our water quality
and quantity. Taking oil and gas from beneath the earth could cause early collapse of the very arches and cliffs
we find so beautiful. Potash mining inevitably will destroy the very beauty we all love. Let's not kill the
golden goose.
I'm glad you decided not to try to take over ownership of the Sand Flats Area. The land belongs to all of us
and the liability of it does, too. The cost of handling a wildfire out there is not something Grand County wants
to take on. Let the BLM be the deep pocket in any liability law suits.
Unlike the Sierra Club, I am in favor of letting the Oil Companies spend their money to build a road down the
Bookcliffs as long as it isn't Sego Canyon. Many of our current roads were initially built by the mining
companies. When llived in Vernal I sure wanted a better road to make it easier to visit my mother in Moab.
However, I realize that until the oil companies give up drilling the truck traffic will make it an undesirable road
to drive. Just make sure to protect our watershed from any fracking.
Speaking of transportation, please vote to hurry up and expand the airport. It's not just for tourists. I am
flying to Salt Lake City tomorrow to visit my daughter. Moab people have relatives in Utah not Colorado. I
don't want to fly to Denver which is often weathered in. I don't want to fly on a tiny plane. I am willing to pay
for a new runway. I certainly pay enough property taxes for Utah schools and have never had a kid in any
Utah school.
The idea of the train is a good one. Given the choice of airplane, bus or train, I would pick the train to take me
to Salt Lake City. So would the friend I recently asked. I know Amtrak will take me from Grand Junction or
Green River, but it does it in the middle of the night, which is an Inappropriate time. Please help promote the
train idea.
Thanks for taking the abuse from alJ sides. County Council Membership is a tough job, but remember it's
important to stand for what is right in the long run.
Sincerely,
Susan McDowell 435-260-8097
1

2208 Rio Verde
Moab, Utah 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

badhog1@aol.com
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:26 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. 'Tbere seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation sueh as an NCA, can and should "codifY the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

J support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource proteetion or
public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifieally: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
I am planning a trip to Moab for this spring. I would be extremely disappointed to have the recreational area
closed or limited to where I could explore responsibly. J will be watching this proposal carefully when I am
planning on where to spend my recreational dollars. Thank you for your time, Ryan Lynch, Hudson Wisconsin.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Strate [stratez@yahoo.com]
Monday, March 23, 20156:30 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails

Please do not let this happen. One of my dreams has always been to visit Moab with my family and
enjoy the many trails open to people there. I live in Michigan where the Forestry Service has
eliminated almost all vehicle access in the National Forests here, It is a shame that this has
happened and I hate to see it anywhere else.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. SpeCifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Regards.
DaVid Strate
2790 Cranbrook Ave.
Muskegon. Mi 49445
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Bob Aiken [rca1@Xpressweb<comj
Monday, March 23, 20156:31 PM
council@grandcounlyutah<net
closer of trails in Grand county!!!

: I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection
or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary
closure impairs established access and use nomlally provided by the designated route, the land managing
ageney shaH establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establislunent of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects
the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be
given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including ORV recreation, must be
protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
I fell that the government should let the states handle the land in there state!!! The trails should be left open for
all to use, by closing the trails you are restriction the use to only those that are able to hike and have the time to
stay out for longer periods of time.
The motorized groups are a Big Assct to the county and spend a lot of money on equipment, supplies and
lodging, also Gas.
I an1 opposed to any closing of trails, and development of wilderness areas
Robert Aiken
144N. Main
Kanab Utah
rcal@kanab.net
435-644-3216

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

camcom-hd [camcom2012-hd@yahoo.com]
Monday, March 23, 20156:32 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Oppostion to Grand County's proposal to close native surface roads and trails

Grand County Council,
I visit Grand County every few years, and spend a thousand dollars in your county on every visit One of the biggest
attractions to me is the wonder of the back-country areas and native surface roads & trails on which I can responsibly
operate my vehicle. My friends & I stay in local motels, dine at famous local restaurants and purchase other local services.
We plan to visit this year too, staying in Moab or nearby.
But if word gets out to the average recreational visitor that Utah is now closing roads and trails, I fear it could irreparably
harm one of southwest's Utah's source of income & economic engines.
So I am in opposition to Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
However I support the concept of no-net-Ioss for recreational travel routes. Indeed, federal land managers will need to
temporarily close or restrict access to a deSignated route for resource protection or public safety. If a closure becomes
permanent or lengthy, the land managing agency should establish alternate access equivalent to the deSignated route.
It appears Grand County's objectives may be arbitrary & capricious. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type
of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System tells the
Secretary of the Interior how to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which these resources designated.
Special attention must be given to the specific management intent, such as recreational uses, including OHV access.
Access to existing public lands, roads and trails must be protected.
Thanks & Sincerely,
Paul

cc: Rep. Bishop c/o J. Newhall
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karl Jacobson [kjacobson@ecoact.org]
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:40 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Land Initiative Input

To whom it may concern:
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders
that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an
NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning
and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety,
Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established
access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Karl Jacobson I Energy Efficiency SpeCialist
lEED AP Operations and Maintenance
Rightlights I SVEW
EcologyAction I EcoAct,org
Direct (650) 213.2814 I Main (650) 210,8547

I Fax (650) 210,9953

kjacobson@ecoactorg
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave and Pam [daveandpam@comcastnetJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 6:57 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated foute, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Pam and 'Dave Cantre[[
.Manteca, Ca[if 95336
209-923-0328
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill Sherwood [cwsherwood@sbcglobaLnet]
Monday, March 23, 2015 7:13 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Bill Sherwood
Membership Director
Two Trackers Four Wheel Drive Club Inc.
P.O. Box 88063
Kentwood, MI49518
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Paul [pameamma@yahoo.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 7:19 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
John.newhall@mail.house.gov
Oppostion to Grand County's proposal to close native surface roads and trails

Grand County Council,
I visit Grand County every few years, and spend a thousand dollars in your county on every visit One of the biggest
attractions to me is the wonder of the back-country areas and native surface roads & trails on which I can responsibly
operate my vehicle. My friends & I stay in local motels, dine at famous local restaurants and purchase other local seNices.
We plan to visit this year too, staying in Moab or nearby.
But if word gets out to the average recreational visitor that Utah is now closing roads and trails, I fear it could irreparably
harm one of southeast's Utah's source of income & economic engines.
So I am in opposition to Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA
However I support the concept of no-net-Ioss for recreational travel routes. Indeed, federal land managers will need to
temporarily close or restrict access to a designated route for resource protection or public safety. If a closure becomes
permanent or lengthy, the land managing agency should establish alternate access equivalent to the designated route.
It appears Grand County's objectives may be arbitrary & capricious. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type
of management the County desires. For example the establishment of the National Landscape ConseNation System tells
the Secretary of the Interior how to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which these resources
deSignated. Special attention must be given to the specific management intent, such as recreational uses, including OHV
access. Access to existing public lands, roads and trails must be protected.
Thanks & Sincerely,
Paul
cc: Rep. Bishop c/o J. Newhall
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

phwinslow@juno,com
Monday, March 23, 20157:42 PM
council@grandccuntyutah,net; john,newhali@mail,house,gov
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Sirs:
For the last 15 years my children, grandchildren, my friends and I have enjoyed the many
single track, two track and dirt roads in and around Moab using off road motorcycles. We now
learn that there are several proposals to close these wonderful areas we have been riding in.
We have always been careful not to leave any trash are to harm any part of this wild and
beautiful country .. We ask that you will use your influence to not carry out these closure
plans. This land belongs to us ordinary citizens and it provides many hours of recreation
for all of us who take care of it and want to preserve its current use for future Americans.
Thank you,
Paul Winslow
Spokane, WA

Fast, Secure, NetZero 4G Mobile Broadband. Try it.
http://www.netzero.net/?refcd=NZINTISP0512T4GOUT2
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject;

Corey Foy [foysltltransport@gmaiLcomj
Monday, March 23,20157:46 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLl)

I do not support the PLI quite frankly I I'm tired of seeing trails and areas around Moab closed. Its a fact that if
these areas and trails are closed it is very llkely that know one will see these areas again. There are plenty of
areas in this vast desert that people can go and not be bothered by someone. My family was some of the first
settlers in Moab my grandfather always tought me how to respect the land but also use it. OHV people care
about the beauty of the land more then any environmentalists ever will. The problem is it never stops the
environmental groups just want to keep closing more and more of are land and have been one of the biggest
reasons that Moab trails are crowded when you close trails and areas you start pushing more and more people in
one acra and cause over use situation...
Thanks
Corey Foy

435-260-8427
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Tretter [ricktret@pacbell.net]
Monday, March 23, 2015 7:52 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I am vehemently opposed to Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. BLM's new
recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as
an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish altemate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thank you.
Richard Tretter
St. George, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bhaider65 . [farmerhead@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23,20157:59 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PlI)

I am from North Dakota and onl y vacation in Utah to enjoy these trails. I oppose Grand County's proposal to
e10se roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational
travel plan is, ,'lith a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an N CA, can and
should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to pree1ude federal land managers
from tempornrily e10sing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objeetives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you,
Brett Haider

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dan Taber [unixmandt@gmaiLcomJ
Monday, March 23,20158:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails

I am an avid user of the Moab trails, and a member of Stay the Trail organization
who advocates proper use of a 4 wheel drive vehicle in a way that leaves little impact on the land.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of
the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and
trails preserved.
Daniel Taber
Longmont Colorado
"Remember not only to say the right thing in the right place, but far more difficult still, to leave unsaid the
wrong thing at the tempting moment."
-Benjamin Franklin-
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Devin Carter [devin_carter@verizon.net]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To whom it may concern,
] oppose Grand Counly's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
] support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. ] do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline whal type of management the County desires. The establishment ofthe National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically; recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Devin Carter
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ber & charlotte knight [charber@frontiernet.net]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:19 PM
County Council
Land Management

Dear Council Members,
I am concerned about proposed closures of roads to motorized traffic, either total or seasonal. We already closed
roads with the current BLM RMP - roughly a thousand miles, as I recall it. As a New-Mexico-based friend whom I met in
the market today observed, we are putting more and more people on fewer and fewer roads, and it shows. Actually, I
believe that most of the BLM closures were appropriate because those roads were either redundant or little value.
It is not appropriate, however, to ban motorized land travel, such as in Labyrinth Canyon, during the most desirable
travel season. For one thing, the county "B" road descending into Spring Canyon and Hey Joe is dowright dangerous
with mud or snow (as is the road that serves the Hellroaring Canyon road -- and the Mineral Bottom take-out for boaters).
For another, some us savor the warm canyon views with the top down, the doors off, and the windshield down.
Nor is it appropriate for most roads in the Dolores River area. These roads offer spectacular scenery that is rather
different than the local Moab area. They are less-used than the more-famous roads, probably because it is a longer driver
(even longer hike). Hurray! Motorized users like the sensation of being alone, too. My wife and I, accompanied by a
friend in another Jeep, just toured the Sevenmile Mesa area on a beautiful Sunday (3/22/15). Road conditions were a bit
challenging in places, but, as hikers know, having to work for it makes a good view even more rewarding. I was reminded
of a group camping trip that lied years ago, when I dubbed a high cliffside area the "Dolores-River-Overlook Overlook."
That view includes the Dolores River canyon and the county road to the "Dolores River Overlook" as well as a spur road
that is "on the chopping block." We were surprised at how many vehicle tracks we saw so early in the season, but we
saw no other person during the six hours it took to drive thirty miles of the trip.
Ber Knight, Moab

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

GH [gh-one@excite,comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:23 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public Lands Initiative

Regarding Grand County's Public Lands Initiative
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes.

OHV recreation must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Thank you,
Grant Hampe
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nick Vleisides [nvleisides@yahoo.com]
Monday, March 23, 20158:28 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Use

Greetings. Even though I live in California I frequent my public lands around the Moab area and Utah in general as
an avid off road recreationalist. I have brought my family and have joined dozens of friends year after year. My son
and I rode the length of Utah ... almost 900 miles ... mostly off road. What a special occasion. We love all the roads
and trails open to us and we respect the land we use. I oppose the Grand County's proposal to close roads and
trai/s. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. legislation, even as designations such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning an NEPA. I support the idea of
"no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing
or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection of public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated rout. Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and uses
undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specificelly outline what type of management the County desires.
The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This
requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. SpeCifically: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved. It is vitally important you handle decision
making with due process, public input and reasonable due diligence dependent on facts. Thank you.

Nick Vleisides
Community Chaplain Resources
www.communitychaplainresources.org
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer c [magellanjenn@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Keep the roads open!

My family and I just returned home less than 24 hours ago from a great week exploring Moab! We
are great outdoorsmen and love taking our jeeps out to see all the back country that many do not
get to see. We are looking at buying a house in Moab to use for a vacation home and within the next
few years move there full time, The area is our favorite place to go and brings us so much peace
and tranquility.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Jennifer Childs

530-321-0060
California
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dee Gardiner [dee.gardiner@gmail.comj
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab area trail closure

To Whom It May Concern,
I understand there is another movement to close more trails in the Moab and White Wash areas. Our family has
enjoyed dirt biking and ATV riding in these areas for many years, and we have many fond memories as a
family.
Over the years I have seen more and more areas closed to motorized travel, and many of the closures make no
sense to me. The sport is growing in popularity, but the number of open trails is decreasing. This means that
the trails which remain open are over used.
Rather than closing more existing trails, tax payers should have opportunities to enj oy new trails built in a
responsible way.
I understand that Hey Joe Canyon is one trail being considered for closure. Once again, this makes no sense to
me. There is historical significance in that area and it should remain open for people to enjoy.
Dead Cow Wash is another family favorite trail. I understand the need to protect the area, but riding down a
wash that gets washed clean after every rain storm makes no sense. This is one of the premiere trails in the area
and it would be extremely sad and disappointing if it were closed.
Please do all that can be done to keep these areas open. Furthermore, please work with responsible clubs and
organizations such as Ride With Respect to build and open new trails.
Thank you for your consideration.

Dee Gardiner
"If it isn't simple, it isn't right"
dee.gardiner@gmail.com
801-944-0439
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ron mcdoneli [ronmc@sonic.net]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:36 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Dear Grand County Council,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restrieting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pennanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) direets the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Thank you for your consideration,
Ron McDonell

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Irma Richardson [irmacarol@me.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:42 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Land Use Issues

To whom It May Concern:
I am a lifelong photographer and made my first visit to Moab in 1985. It was love at first
sight, and my husband and I came back at least once a year till 2012 when we finally moved to
Moab and built our home here. We love the scenery and while we could have chosen to retire
almost anywhere we chose Moab.
We enjoy Jeeping the trails in the area for the experience of being in the outdoors, and the
jeep gives us access to areas we can photograph that are not accessible by typical car.
My husband enjoys the opportunity to do more serious rock crawling with his Jeep as well. We
share the trails with hikers and bikers and have no conflict with any group as we are all
enjoying the surroundings in our own way.
News of proposed road and trail closures is concerning. We would not want backcountry areas
to be accessible only to those who are physically able to hike the long distances required to
get here. Motorized travel is a necessity for many.
My request is that the number of miles of existing trails be maintained so that generations
to come can enjoy the access we do today.
Sincerely,
Irma Richardson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mick Sweeney [ljmick1999@gmail.ccm]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:44 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

To \\Ino it may Concern,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
s1akeholders !bat BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
es1ablish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objeetives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
spe<:ifieally outline what IYpe of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landseape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary ofthe Interior to manage lands in a manner !bat protects the
values for which the components ofthe system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, mus1 be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Mick Sweeney

"What the mind can conceive and believe it can achieve"
Napoleon Hill
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Eric Cahill [ericjcahill22@gmaiLcom]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:54 PM
cou nCil@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Road Closure Considerations

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails where gates will lock perfectly good travel lanes that
allows access to public lands. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new
recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes where temporary closures to protect wild life
make sense but permanent closure of a road is unacceptable to me.

Eric Cahill
Hurricane l.JT
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KaLeigh Welch

To:

Deb Wilson [dwilson829@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23. 2015 8:59 PM
council@grandcountyulah.nel

Subject:

GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

From:
Sent:

I wish to add my thoughts to the discussion about Grand County Public Lands. In addition to
the comments below, I would like to say how much I have enjoyed experiencing this part of the
United States, as a place of recreation to use my off-road vehicles, biking, and hiking.
My husband and I have made many trips to Moab over the last 15 years.
We've lived in Kansas, Texas, and Washington state and made trips from all three. We come to
recreate and support the local economy, as long as visit with life long friends. It's
important to maintain as well as expand our recreational access, for all user groups, to
these very special lands. Public access to public land is crucial.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established acceSS
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thank you for your time in reading my email and comments regarding this very important issue.
Sincerely,
Deb Wilson
Kent, WA
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Mcintire [dsmcintire@q.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:02 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comment - Grand County Public Lands Initiative

Dear Grand County Council Members
I must ask why you have discarded all the work by the prior Council and are proposing additional restrictions on off-road
recreation? Tons of effort was put in and a proposal drafted. Your recent draft retains some good things, but takes away
some of the best trails that are available to off-road motorcycling. I have not yet had the pleasure of riding everything your
most recent proposal talks about closing, so I can't comment on them. However, I have ridden Dead Cow, Hey Joe and
what remains open of Ten Mile Wash. Dead Cow and Hey Joe are both absolute gems and are among the best I've ever
ridden. There is likely nothing in the world quite like Dead Cow and Hey Joe's scenery is simply fantastic. To close them
in favor of river runners would be a major injustice. Labrynth Canyon is about 50 miles long and our trails only impact
about a dozen miles of it. Also, river runners have 50 miles of Stillwater Canyon just a little further down in Canyonlands
National Park. Why is the current 'balance' (which overwhelmingly favors them) not acceptable?
Also, the entire process that Representative Bishop was after was to create security for the future of the remaining trails.
Your most recent proposal doesn't provide that.
The Moab area is a world class destination, but if you remove our ability to come recreate, your economy will suffer. My
friends and I also mountain bike, float/paddle and rock climb in addition to numerous other outdoor pursuits. We love the
area, but will find other places to go if you eliminate our ability to have fun there.
The entire business of Presidents creating National Monuments has gotten out of hand. I've written President Obama
about it, but likely to no avail. If the Council could take some action to prevent further land in Utah from being needlessly
locked up via Presidential decree or other legislative action, I think us and future generations will be better off. If the
practice is not stopped, there will be no land left to responsibly enjoy ... other than perhaps via hiking, and we all don't like
to only do that.
Back to off-road recreations. This is a very valuable activity to my son and I. It gets us outside for some good healthy
exercise and provides us incredible bonding experiences. What is better than kicking back after a good dinner on the grill
and reminiscing about an awesome day of riding while enjoying the spectacular view of the heavens and watching
shooting stars and satellites crossing overhead? Due to my replaced knee, I can no longer ride mountain bikes with him
like I used to, but I can still ride my dirt bike, so this is our primary activity. Please do not further reduce our ability to ride.
We suffered a major loss of trails about 7 years ago, and can't afford any more losses. I support the concept of no net
loss for recreational travel routes and I understand the the BLM's new travel plan is, with a few exceptions, pretty good.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely
David S Mci ntire
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Busy Bee's [busybeescleaning@hotmaiLcom]
Monday, March 23, 2015 8:01 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection Of
publie safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length ofthe temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a maaner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Kacey Smith
POB 585 Winter Park, CO 80482
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Dale [mr.gregdale@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:09 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

itsreallymeJ [jjustj@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:19 PM
council@grandccuntyutah.net
moab area closures comment!

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than by the ones you did do.
So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover,1I
- Mark Twain
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KaLeigh Welch
From;
Sent;

eric probasco [eprobe2002@yahoo.com]
Monday, March 23. 20159:19 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To:
Subject:

Dear folks at Grand County Council;
My friends at Blue Ribbon Coalition tell me your Public Lands Initiative plan would recommend the closure of
100 miles of roads in Grand County. They say you may recommend morc closures in the future.
I enjoy J eeping in Grand County in and around Moab. I will be taking my son on the upcoming Jeep Safari
there. We will be buying fuel and provisions in town. We will be spending money in your businesses.
I can't understand why you would want to close some of the roads I've enjoyed exploring, including those in
Hey Joe Canyon and Hell Roaring Canyon.
The federal government has been busy closing roads throughout southern Utah, including many historic routes
that actually belong to the people of Utah and the public at large. Why would you want to add to that list of road
closures?
I hope that you will reconsider your stance on the closures of public roads and that you will fight to keep the
routes the BLM has not gotten around to closing open to off-road recreationists.
Yours,

Christian Eric Probasco
(435)

www.

851-6485

co. com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Chris R [flachris001@comcast.net]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:22 PM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Grant County Public Lands Initiative

Dear Council,
Please consider responsible OHV use in the upcoming vote on the Public Lands Initiative. I understand the public
pressure to close areas to OHV use but Utah has always had a progressive outlook on public land use taking in many
factors. It would be unfortunate to lose some of the most beautiful areas in the United States to reasonable public
access. As you're well aware it benefits the area economically and promotes growth. You have a rare jewel in Grant
County, please keep it open for responsible OHV use. Once lost, rarely do these types of decisions rarely ever get
changed. Once lost, lost forever.
Regards,
Christian Rominger
10112 Mogollon Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
505-404-0797
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Martin Clan [tmartin59@msn.comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:22 PM
council@gl1lndcounlyulah,nel
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PU8L1C LANDS INITIATIVE

When will enough be enough? How many trail closures will make you people happy?
Less than twenty-four hours prior to a public hearing on the matter, you change the proposal and remove
measures that would have secured long-tenn OHV access. You provided no time for the OHV community to
analyze and assess the proposal. You show contempt to the opinions of others. You show no respect to the
efforts made by parties to this matter.
Why this underhanded action to handicap our right to have a say in this matter? Is this your definition of
representative government?
These areas have a long history of OHV use. OHV use is the most publically popular use of this resource. It
makes no sense to continue to restrict and reduce access to the taxpayers who use this area the most. Your
actions are just another example of a small minority using government power to create private playgrounds for
themselves and their o\vn acti vities. Shame on you.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" thc current management as a haseline. Additional uses ,
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
Sincerely,
Tim Martin
Boise, Idaho.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clint Brown [azbrown@cableone.net]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative Proposal

Dear Council Members:
I am an Arizona native and 42 year resident. I typically eI\ioy trips to the Moab area to cnjoy my sport of
choice, dirt bike riding. I also regularly mountain bike, kayak and quad ride and have enjoyed all of lhose spors
in lhe Moab and Goblin Valley area. My family is spending a week in Canyonlands in October oflhis year, and
I ",ill be bringing my motorcycles to enjoy lhe amazing trails surrounding the Moab area
I am greatly disappointed to learn of your intention to recommend to Rep. Ron Bishop the closure of some 200
miles of currently legal motorized routes in the Moab area. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders lhat BLM's new recreational travel plan is, "'ith a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be aulhorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. Should temporary closures of existing routes by
put in effect, and if lhe closure becomes permanent, or lhe length of the temporary closure impairs established
access and use normally provided by lhe designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate
access, equivalent to that provided by lhe designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management lhe County desires. The establishment oflhe National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components oflhe system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including 0 BV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Please reconsider your proposed recommendations to Rep. Bishop to fairly maintain established motorized
recreation routes.

RegardsClint A. Brown, Esq.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Bruce [bruceandingrid@hotmail.comj
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:31 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Closing trails to off road vehicles

I would like to add my support to those who would like to keep trails open.
I come to Moab to Jeep yearly for about 30 days. I thought that this area was off road friendly and not like
California where they seem to want everyone to live in condos. in the city and not use the off road trails.
Please keep the trails open in this great area.
Thanks
Ingrid Enyeart Bruce Enyeart
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rob Meredith [cruiserr@live.com]
Monday. March 23, 2015 936 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCSJ directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Sent from Windows Mail
Rob Meredith

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Nathan Whitney [profdoorkicker@hotmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Use.

Grand County Councilmen and women,
As a resident of Grand County I am trying to comprehend what you are trying to accomplish with
the proposed land usage that is being voted on. I cannot for the life of me understand what you are trying to
do. First there is not enough industry in the county to sustain us as a population on it's own. But this is
augmented by our income from tourism. The tourists, jeepers, bikers, ATV riders, hikers and photographers,
use our trails and roads to experience this area of the world. By closing down trails not only will you effectively
shut down the access people have come to expect in that area, and set a precedent. This precedent will be
used to close more and more trails and/or roads to the eventual conclusion that there will be few if any access
left to our tourist industry let alone our locals. I think you individuals need to choose whether you want this
area to be used for industry, tourism or both. But either way the access to the land will need to be there.

Sincerely Nathan Whitney

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Moore [ricmor@cox.net]
Monday. March 23, 2015 9:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Grand County Council,
I am writing to oppose the Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. While I live in southern California I have
have been vacationing in Moab for at least a week every year for over 20 years, I along with thousands of other back
country explorers come there for the outstanding off highway trails. As a group we provide Moab and Grand County a
major economic boost, I am sure they would feel the loss if major or even minor trails are closed. It seems to me the BlM
has done an effective job in managing the trails and I support most of the BlM's new recreational travel plan.
PubliC lands need to be open for use by the public, not closed to the public!
Thank you for considering my views.
Sincerely,
Rick Moore
601 EI Monte Rd.
EI Cajon, CA. 92020
ricmor@cox.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

dee murphy [momagna@yahoo.com]
Monday. March 23, 20159:51 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closing Moab Trails ...... PLEASE do not do this!

Good Morning All,
Although I live in California I am an avid rider and have travelled to Utah numerous times just to ride your wonderful trails.
Here in California we have so many people (literally) that those in "charge" have decided that OHVing is not conducive to
anyone. Of course they filiI to fully understand that many people LOVE to ride OHVs.

1 am completely shocked and disappointed that you have decided to close more OHV land. I travel over three states to ride in
Utah, I have brought my two daughters with me since they were babies to ride the fabulous trails in many parts of Utah. We
have ridden as a family, in events. while Geocaching and have been lucky enough to make friends and are planning on moving
to Utah in a few years.
I spend a lot of money in gasoline, food, treasures, visiting museums and historical areas in Utah and do so since the climate for
OHVers is so wonderful. I have friends here in California that (ravel and meet us i Utah even having a group that came out
num bering 26 people all riders. I find it incomprehensible that anyone in these times would want to CLOSE land down and
keep people from using their own public land. Has anyone actually realized how much money is brought into Moab, Utah and
the outlying areas JUST because of OHVers? We are pretty happy to spend lots of hard earned dollars On staying in Utah,
purchasing food, drinks, supplies and such each and evcry year.
We have an area here in California that unfortunately was closed in 2008. The towns nearest to Clear Creek have lost
MILLIONS each and every year. Businesses closed, people stopped coming and although Clear Creek is still all BLM public
land no one is allowed to use the 70,000 acres. My children will never be legally allowed to ride there and the capital losses
especially now sinee 2008 caused the towns and counties to lose thousands and thousands of dollars (tax revenue) lost How
will these dollars be made up as I see it they will not be made up mare businesses will close, taxes into the general fund will dry
up, all the surrounding areas will require more and more government subsidies and for what?
Do not close more land. make the land and trails accessible to those who own it the American people. If you do not save the
areas and keep them open then who will? What will those who come to recreate do? They will not come any longer and your
police, fire, school and roads will all suffer. I can assure you that closing dovm public land is NOT the answer and the only
option is to keep the trails open and invite people like me and my friends to come recreale, spend money and have a great time.
NEVER trust the BLM when (hey say temporary it IS NOT!!! Just come check Clear Creek and see how the temporary closure
has now turned into a 7 year closure and the financial losses are NEVER a consideration for the BLM because no matter what
the BLM is always paid by the people of America no matter what.
Imagine if the ice cream store in town never has ice cream will anyone stop in to purchase anything else??? NO ifthere is no
incentive to come into the business then there are NO businesses'
Keep the trails open and viable for all. Not everyone is a rotten apple most LOVE to ride and LOVE Utah' I have numerous
guides and books On trail riding in Utah and imagine if I do (I am a Mom) how many men who ride also cOme 1,000 miles just
to ride in Utah. Keep the trails open and accessible!
Thank You
Dee Murphy
PO Box 700027
San Jose, CA 95129
408-899-6456
momagna@yahoo.com

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Belfast [mabelfast@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:52 PM
Council@GrandCountyUtah,Net
Moab Trail Access and Closures

Hi, just wanted to say we all love coming out to ride the area and hope it would remain open as is or even more
trails added, I like to putt around on my motorcycle, not much of a hiker anymore at my age, (56) and closing
vehicle aecess just puts it completely off limits for me, getting ready to take a trip out right now, thanks, Mark
A Belfast

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Alex Ernst [aleKernstO@gmaiLcom]
Monday, March 23, 2015 9:55 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@maiLhouse.gov
Do not close Moab roads and trails

Dear Council Members:

It has come to my attention that there is a Draft PLI plan for the Moab, Utah area, finalized with minimal time
to give stakeholders adequate opportunity to review, in which the council is proposing for over 100 miles of
roads and trails to be closed to public access, and perhaps more in the future. This decision is counter to the
council's collaboration with backcountry enthusiasts and organizational participation throughout the process
leading up to the surprise re-wTite of the final draft PLI plan.
The Moab OHV trail system is a world-renowned destination, a high-ranking bucket-list item for trailmotorcycling enthusiasts near and far, like myself. Grand County stands to dispose of a dream and squash
tourism from these enthusiasts. I would be extremely disappointed to be crossing Moab of my to-do-before-Idie list, which I would have to do if many of the historic routes are closed.
Please carefully reconsider the content of the Draft PLI plan. What purpose do closures serve? Is it a narrow and
emotional reaction, not fact-based nor representative of the broader interest? Does closure fit into proper
management of public lands? Reducing the public'S access to public lands is not a good prescription, but good
proactive management practices is one. If any reasonable concerns having to do with OHV access can be
addressed through proper management, then propose that-- closure does not meet goals of recreation values and
often does not meet conservation goals.
Thank you for your consideration of my input in this matter.

Alex Ernst
5983 E. Playwright St.
Boise, Idaho 83716
CC: Rep. Rob Bishop, Rep. Mike Simpson (ID-2)
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bradley Martin [bradsm1@me.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 10:10 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

As a disabled veteran that gave 23 years form my country, I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and
trails. There seems 10 be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pelmanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. 'Ine proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

MSgt Bradley S. Martin, USAF (ret)

Sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ashley pedersen [ashleydawnpedersen@gmail.com]
Monday, March 23, 2015 10:25 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terruinology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rex Nemo [hlypps@gmaiLcomj
Monday, March 23, 2015 10:44 PM
council@grandcountyutah.oet
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

As a backpacker as well as a dirtbike rider, I do not want any more OHV trail closures in the Grand County
Area. A better balance between recreational and other uses must be struck.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via plauning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Regards,
Heidi Lypps
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

hwy20_000 [hwy204@gmaiLcom]
Monday, March 23, 2015 11 :04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

As avid motor sports recreationists, we oppose any road closing! We have recreated in your state

and enjoy its beauty! Existing roads and trails for motorized vehicles should be keep open and many
more added!
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated
Randy Norton
53227 Ferndale Rd
Milton Freewater OR 97862
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ben Ferguson [me@theferg.com)
Monday, March 23, 2015 11 :41 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exeeptions, aeceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current 1l1l.lnagement as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Ben Ferguson
Provo, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Brian A [bunnyboot@gmail.comJ
Monday, March 23, 2015 11 :49 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
proposed Public Lands Initiative (PLI) plan

23 March 2015
To: Grand County Council:
RE: proposed Public Lands Initiative (PlI) plan
Thank you for taking the considerations of trail users across the nation for trail
considerations in your back yard. I have used trails in the proposed closure area by foot,
bike and Jeep since 2002. Though I now live in Alaska, I vacation in the Moab area due to the
incredible recreation opportunities there. Much of the new plan has been broadcast via social
media by those who live in Grand County. It seems there is a move to close many areas of
access that will impact locals and distant users alike for no particular reason. We, as
American's, deserve and rightly demand equal, respectful access to recreation areas in the
great United States.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" a re vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Again, thank you for your time,
Brian Accola
Fairbanks, Alaska
Secretary Arctic Off road
Secretary Fairbanks Northstar Borough Trails Advisory Commission Avid outdoor recreator
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Marieneparson [twoinajeep@frontier.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:07 AM
CounciJ@GrandCountyUlah.Net
Land use

The close of any trails roads or ohv trails is wrong I have 8 families that visit here
because of the many different places we can go. And not just our family but look at all the
other people that come to moab that would affect. You should increase the amount of roads and
trails. The people have a wright to see the country.
Sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Marleneparson [lwoinajeep@fronlier.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:13 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Nel
Hey joe canyon

The noise in Hey Joe canyon very little the river runners don't have room to complane so it
should not be closed •..
sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marcus A Richards [marcus,richards@expertreaction.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:35 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Road and trail closure

I oppose tJTand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, ",ith a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the eurrent management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and usc normally provided by thc designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management o~iectives" are vague and use undefined tenninology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the component~ of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Marcus Richards

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Fitch [wheelerbob@msn.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:13 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baselinc. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA
Robert (outdoor enthusiast)

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Larry Neathery [lneathery@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24,.20154:26 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Public Lands Initiative

I recently became aware of the Councils proposal for Grand County Public Lands Initiative. As a long time
visitor to the Moab area (20 plus years) I encourage you to refrain from closing established OHV trails used by
mountain bikes and motorcycles.
I support legislation that is of net benefit to all users of your unique county but not the exclusion of specifie
groups. I've ridden many of the proposed closed trails and they are a draw to return visits to the Moab area. I
plan on a two week trip this May and will make use of Sand Flats, a float on the Colorado Ihru Westwater
Canyon and driving some easy 4WD roads. My wife and I will be introducing my Sister and Husband to Moab's
wonders.
While this trip will not he an off road trip for me I plan on another trip thi s fall for off road motorcycling. My
group obeys all signage and find posted trails a benefit not a deterrent. But keeping existing trails open and
include long term security to Class D roads and OHV trails.

Thank you.

Larry ~eathery
Cell 816-729-0513
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

trflynn@frontiernet.net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:13 AM
Council@GrandCountyutah.net
Off Road Trail Closures

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

trflynn@fmntiemetnet
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:23 AM
Council@Grandccunlyulah.nel
Off Road Trail Closures

I am very disturbed at the proposed closure, restrictions, and limitations of off road trails
in and around Moab.
I lived there for eleven years and now come back in the summer to recreate. My recreation is
mostly off road motorcycling. I moved there for that reason and continue to come back
because the opportunity to pursue my hobby is found no where else in the U.S. like Moab.
In the last 15 years we have lost a lot of areas we rode on and now this looks like a real
big land grab. I would like you to reconsider these sweeping changes and with proper
management these trails can be sustained indefinitely.
Thank you
Terry Flynn
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Walsh [joewalsh1210@yahoo.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:09 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County Public lands Access

Dear Public Lands team,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an ~CA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planuing and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
With concern,
Joe Walsh'
13435 Tuscalee Way
Draper, DT 84020

Sent from my iPad

1

KaLeigh Welch
Dr. Mark F. Delaney [mark.delaney@tassc.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:10 AM
co uncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Dear Sirs,

I have been a regular user of the public lands and trails throughout the Moab area for many years. As a
younger man I regularly partook of the incredible biking and hiking that your area has to offer. But as I have
gotten older, thanks to the difficulties of aging, I can no longer reap those biking and hiking rewards as I once
did. My family and I still camp, but we have taken to using our full-size 4-wheel drive vehicles to challenge
ourselves on the many local trails. I believe this is the case for thousands if not 10's of thousands of visitors to
Grand county. In our later years the elderly of this country should not be kept from availing ourselves of the
use of public lands, and yet making trails non-motorized does just that and discriminates against a large
segment of the population. Significant restrictions are everywhere already with study areas and such. While I
understand the need for some of this, clearly some people would completely shut off many middle aged and
elderly people from traveling over the public's existing trails, and this latest PLI would close more and set the
stage for still more. This is wrong and unfair to a large segment of the public! In fact disabled people
especially, probably have a lawsuit argument, when it comes to insisting on keeping trails open for the
purpose of their OHV travel.
I was just over in Moab a couple weeks ago staying in my favorite RV park and hitting the trails for a few days.
I heard that a number of local businesses had signed petitions for OHV closures and I was struck at how that is
like cutting your own economic throat. OHV people are the monetary life-blood of Grand County from what I
can see. I can assure you I will NOT be using the businesses that are backing any closures.
I am writing this to you to let you know that I don't back any closures to anyone regardless of age and
circumstances, And, I further support the protection of all existing trails from future OHV closure. Remember
that a huge part of the attraction and wonderment that is Moab is its diversity of activities, age groups and
economic status. Don't start discriminating against any of those!
Sincerely,
~

';1,

1)~. DMD,CAPT USPHS (Ret)

(505) 259-1443
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Clark Collins [clark.collins@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24. 2015 6:36 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PlI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net 1055" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Clark L. Collins

1643 Surprise Valley Rd.
Pocatello, ID 83201

Sent from Windows Mail
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

thephenx@aol.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:54 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Your decision to close part of MOABs legendary world renown off-road trails saddens me. The
off-road community drives a lot of industry> local infusion of capitol> and are often times
the only ones out maintaining the land.
To threaten all of that would seem to be a huge mistake. Protect our access to our public
land> before there isn't any way left to enjoy it.
Scott Raflo

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

anagama@comcast.net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:00 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sincerely,
James Bingham
Ridgway, Colorado

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

rwalters4@comcast.net
Tuesday, March 24, 20157:04 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.housegov
Grand County Council - Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sincerely,
Robert Walters
Chesapeake Jeep Club
Elkton, MD 21921

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Howard White [jkcanvas@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:07 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
SAVE MOAB'S TRAILS

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

RI
Will

KaLeigh Welch

To:

jcoulure123@gmail.com
Tuesday, March 24, 20157:09 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net

Subject:

GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

From:

Sent:

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner
that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that
speCial attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
My wife and I are planning our retirement to the Utah area based on the availability of trail for OHV's. This
is our passion and feel that closer of these trails would not be good for us and future individuals to enjoy
this wonderful area and all that it has to offer.
Thank You for your time.
John Couture

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brad [2coldnpagosa@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7: 10 AM
Council@GrandCounlyUtah.Net
Utah OHV access

To whom it may concern,
As a responsible OHV advocate I ask for your hclp in me following:
Please ensure Our Public Lands are left open to all those mat enjoy mese lands, including OHV users!
As a nearby resident of Colorado I find myself visiting your beautiful state multiple times a year to enjoy the
unique landscape and OHV opportunities. I buy food, I buy gasoline, I rent lodging and enjoy dining in Utah
restaurants. Most of all the landscape and terrain that Utah offers is not found elsewhere!
I happily pay my OHV license each year in order to help protect the Public's ability to recreate in mese lands.
As more and more folks look to OHV's for their memod of escape and as more of us age, we find me ATV, the
4x4, the dirt bike or the Side by Side as our method of getting out to experience me land to which you live.
Please speak for all of us when considering tough decisions rcgarding Public Lands and their access to alL
Sincerely,
Brad Carey
1018 S Pagosa Blvd
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
970-769-1763c

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent;
To:
Subject:

James Fortune Uamiesan@fortuneelevatorconsultants<com)
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:16 AM
council@grandcountyutahnet
Save MOAB OHV trails

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails <There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable<
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline< Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Signed,
Jamie Fortune
Long time Moab OHV user
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

James Kluza [james@kluza.orgj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:22 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Opposition ofT rail Closures

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thanks,
James Kluza
210.748.6136

james@kluza.org

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Rasmussen [drasmo@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:26 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Grand County Council:
[ have just been made aware of a plan to close many miles of roads and trails in Grand County to OHV use,
many of which I enjoy with friends and family. We travel from Davis County and even farther to be in a
beutiful area. We respect current trail closures and do everything we can to preserve the trail and the
surrounding environment. These trips have served to strengthen our personal relationships and our resolve to
preserve our natural surroundings.
I strongly oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails and ask yon to please consider the
thousands of responsible ORV riders who enjoy visiting the areas in your proposaL Ihere are many who would
not be able to hike the distance in order to experience the wonder in the landscape and explore the many miles
of canyons and washes, especially in the White Wash and Dead Cow Loop areas.
Please consider the suggestions of the Blue Ribbon Coalition and other ORV clubs who are responsibly trying
to keep trails open. I am aligned with their vision and mission to come up with a plan that will preserve the
sensitive environment while keeping roads and trail~ open to OHV use.
Thank you,
Dave Rasmussen
1068 S Kays Drive
Kaysville, UT 84037
801-544-3741

1

KaLeigh Welch
From;

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kimberly Call [kcbountyboyz452@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:36 AM
Council
One More Letter From Grand County

Good Morning!
While I wish this were one of hundreds of thousands ofletters from people who believe the same as I do, I
know that isn't reality. People like me are working every day to build a legacy, the only one we will leave to the
world after we are gone ..... our families.
So, people like me don't have much time to write letters to people in government though we know it is
important, even critical. Heaven knows we try, between the hours of2 AM and 11 PM, to squeeze in a few
minutes to pay attention to what is going on in the political arena. The few hours not allocated to earning a
wage and running a household, as you well know, we spend trying to sleep.
I've already sent my share ofletters about the Bishop PLI. 1 am not happy with any of it, as I've said before. 1
think I understand the process is a necessary 'evil' because our federal government has gotten out of control and
abuses the Antiquities Act and uses it to threaten states and counties to do what the administration wants them
to do ..... to give up more and more land to federal eontrol. In the past, people like me wouldn't pay any attention
to any of this because we are so busy building our legacies, our families.
Fortunately for us and for our county and country, people like us have come to understand how all this is
affecting our families. This political activity is going to shut down access to the land which is our inheritance
and extremely limit our means of providing the necessities of life for our families. People like me don't approve
of what's going on with the creation of 'trade-offs' like NCA's, NRA's, and wilderness designations in order to
prevent a monument. Unfortunately, understanding what is going on and writing letters, by people like me,
doesn't seem to really matter. The process goes forward in spite of us and we are beginning to resign ourselves
to the thoughts that we may need to sell our homes and move or rent out bedrooms in what looks to become a
one-industry economy in our county.
Most people like me are trying to squeeze in time during the day to think about what we should do with our
lives when this is all said and done. In fact, we're kind of compelled to think about it alot. What ",ill happen to
our fan1ilies, OllI only legacy, when we can't access the land we live on, our inheritance? How will we make a
living?
People like me aren't big on maps and all the tecbnical stuff involved in the PLI process. We know you don't
have time to actually read what we say, anyway. So we do alot of thinking and planning about what to do after
this is all over. In fact, if you rate letters like mine on the Grand County Thoughtful Scale, ours would most
likely be off your charts.
Thanks for what you're trying to do,
Kim Call
Moab, Utah

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Trevor LaBorde [mtnsandrivers@yahoo.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:49 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
OHVaccess

Dear Commissioners,
I am writing to you to state that I am against the proposals for closing or seasonal closures on OHV
trails in the area. Places like Hey Joe, the areas around Labyrinth, Bookcliffs, etc.
The seasonal closures for trails around Labyrinth seems odd, since it sounds like it is to reduce noise,
yet motor rigs run those stretches ...
Reducing the number of trails will inevitably crowd the remaining trails more. This doesn't seem like a
wise move.
I am concerned because we visit Moab a lot. We are a multi sport family, so when we visit, we usually
have bikes, raft, atvs and dirtbikes. We visit probably 5-10 times per year, sometimes for weeks at a
time. Please consider that as you push to alienate the crowd that brings the most $$ into the area.
With the mining gone, or greatly diminished, pushing out a lot of the tourist dollars because groups
felt alienated, won't be a positive thing.
I am not stating that as a threat, as I understand you need to cater to all sides, but I don't see this as
a good thing for the long run.
Can you look into opening more trails elsewhere to offset this? More motorized singletrack options
would be great! What about up on Fisher Mesa? That one singletrack there along the rim would be a
good candidate, it is hardly used. Make some loops out of it. Opening the Mag 7 trails has helped pull
some people back who you were losing to the Fruita trails, maybe do something similar for motorized
singletrack,in an area of its own?
Please consider some of these thoughts.
I appreciate your efforts in managing these wonderful lands!
Trevor LaBorde
PO Box 1813
Telluride, CO 81435

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Corey Bloom [corey.traveling@gmail,com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:56 AM
council@grandcountyulah,net
Do NOT CLOSE MOAB Trails

To Whom It May Concern:
STOP and THINK !II I have been coming to UTAH for decades and using the TRAILS responsibly. I
want my children and grandchildren to to the same.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sincerely,
Corey Bloom

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alan Longshore [Alan.Longshore@ulah.edu]
Tuesday, March 24,20157:57 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Council;
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Alan Longshore
4196 Westlake Ave
West Valley City, UT. 84120
801-969-7504
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ryan McFarland [ryan@striderbikes.com]
Tuesday. March 24. 2015 8:00 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Moab public access

To Whom It May Concern:
I'd like to express my support for open access to the amazing public lands in the Moab, UTarea. I am from South Dakota
but have traveled to Moab on numerous occasions to enjoy the outdoor activities in the area and have more trips
planned for the future. I ride both mountain bikes and dirt bikes and each offers a unique experience in that area. I
would really love to see the area left open to mountain biking and motorized off road usage. Both of my sons, 12 and 8
years old, have looked at my photos from the area and can't wait until they are a little bigger and they can go on one of
these adventures with me. Please keep the access open! ;-)
Stride On!
Ryan McFarland, Founder/Chief Enthusiast
Strider Sports Int'l, Inc.
www.StriderBikes.com
2221 N. Plaza Drive
Rapid City, SD 57702
Ph. 605-342-0266
Cell 605-381-3234

Join our Community. See what the world bas to say about Strider.

The information contained in this a-mail is confidential and if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copy,
distribution or other use of this information is prohibited.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

al nash [chiquitas1mom@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:01 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Just letting you folks know that I oppose the closing of ANY roads or trails in Grand County, and I will not vote
for anyone who is in favor of this action, but will seek to replace you as soon as
possible.

Sincerely,
Al Nash

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

William Provost [wiliprovost@yahoo.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:11 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@maiLhouse.gov
Regarding the proposal of closing OHV trails in the Moab area

I like to go off-roading with my 15 year old son, it's an activity that we both enjoy
together. It gives us a chance to see natural beauty, and aCCeSS places that otherwise we
would never see. We get the chance to go places ... that aren't man-made, or artificial. I'm
not going green hippie here, but there's something to be said for getting away from concrete
and steel, and no finer vehicle to do it in than a 4 wheel drive. We can hike in and out, but
the time constraints really hold you back when you work for a living.
The thing is, we live in Maryland. Maryland is a beautiful state, with a wide variety of
natural places to go to, from beaches on the eastern shore, to the hilly and wooded Catoctin
Mountain. In Maryland, there are no public lands available for OHV access. None. When my son
and I go off-road, we usually got to Pennsylvania, or occasionally private land with
permission in Maryland. Before We moved here last year, we lived in Florida, and got to go
enjoy public lands set aside for responsible, safe use. Mainly in the Ocala National forest.
So I understand what it's like to have public land set aside for the public to use. And now i
understand what it's like not to,
Moab, and the area is a definitive destination for off road enthusiasts. It's one of
those iconic places that many of US hope to go to. It's in books, magazines, online articles,
and spoken about by other enthusiasts. It's always been a dream of mine to take my son there,
and experience it in person. Now, it appears that the possibility of this may go away before
we're given the chance. I urge you to consider the impact on what is a rather large and
enthusiastic group of hobbyists, both local and non, before making a hasty decision that
could lead to the eventual closure of this area to the public. As always, once a privilege
has been removed, it is seldom returned.
Regards,
Will Provost

All the comments below this paragraph are just cut and paste, you've read them before. I
agree with them, but my real reasons are all above ..
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via
planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a
designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however,
that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing
agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
1

establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of
the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of
the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific
management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be
protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kimberly Call [kcbountyboyz452@gmail.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:11 AM
undisclosed-recipients:
Now Is The Time To Speak Out Against More Wilderness!

This is a personal email to the New council, thanking its members for:

• The work they've done so far does not achieve BALANCEI8
•

i

Do not aJ locate more wilderness in tlJe Book Cliffs and the eastern portion of the county (from
Weshvater to Beaver Creek), as well as in Mill Creek, Negro Bill, and Behind the Rocks.

• Do not stop the Book Clift's Highway.
• Say "Yes" to an Antiquities Act exemption in Grand COlmty.
• Do not allow restrictions on the watershed and Colorado River Con-idol' with a National
Conservation Area.
also politely urge you to take the next steps by:

•

Foregoing designating true wilderness in Labyrinth Canyon;

•

Allowing access to 71 miles of Class 0 routes in the Big 'frial1gJe-Beaver Creek proposed
wilderness.

Thank you.
Kim Call
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lee Merwin [Ieemerwin@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:15 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Public Lands are Public

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an N CA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and :t-;'EPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travcl routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes perruanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use norrually provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equi valent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outl inc what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Having been to Moab just this past year, i feel it would be a shame to close anything that hasn't been through
the well established NEPA process. I still have visions of the canyons in my head".!n a good way. Thaaks for
listening.
Lee Merwin
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Kincart [mkincart@klim,comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:21 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah,Nel
Trail closures

To whom it may concern.
Hello my name is Mark Kincart. I am in charge of Motorcycle promotions and New Business
Development at Klim. Klim is a subsidiary of Polaris Industries. Prior to that I worked at
Tucker Rocky a large distributer to the Power Sports segment. I understand the pressures that
both sides face. I do however also believe that it's not as simple as environmental groups
against the powered outdoor recreation groups. We both know that both bring substantial
revenue into natures back yard allover the country. I believe a much larger problem exist
for government agencies to manage these outdoor areas. The increase of participating public
in outdoor powered activities simply out strips the ability from a man power and financial
standpoint to continue. I believe it's time for private industry to step in and help managing
agencies financially with the funding of public access and management. The power sports
companies need to take a hard look in the mirror and understand that the money used to
sponsor a rider could be used instead to sponsor a department that manages off highway trail
systems. In other words we need to work with your agencies not against them. I'm open to any
ideas that you might have. Please feel free to call my cell below to discuss.
MARK KINCART
Motorcycle Promotions
602-369-1143
Sent from I phone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Don Helsel (lhebansheeman@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 20158:22 AM
council@grandcounlyutah,nel
Utah Land Use Legislation

I o~~cse Grand CCl.nty's proposal to close roads and tr<:>hs, There seems to be consensus arnong many local staKeholders trli)t BU'fs rew recreat10nal
travel t:lan IS, with a few exceptions, acCt;:ptablc_ legislation, even a designation such as an NeA, can <me 81'ould "codify" the current management as a
baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the 'Idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel metes. I do not wish to preClude f'ederal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting
pUblic access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or pUbliC safety, Provided, ~oweverl tllat if the closure becomes permanent, or
the fength of the temporary e!osure Impairs established access and use nor'llaUy provided by t;'Je designated route, the land managing agency shan
estab!ish alternate access, equlvalert to that proviaed by the designated route.
Grand county's "management objectives" are vague arlO use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline wh.)t type of
management the County desires, The estao;jshmel"t of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Inter;or to
manage iapds In a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated, Th:s requ:res that s.:JeC:'al attention be
given to the specific ma~lagement intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreat:on, must be protected ard existing :-:::ads and trai:s
preservea.
Don Heise)
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Newhouse [mtnewhouse@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:26 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Land Initiative

Dearest Council,
I travel from Montana to the Moab area at least once a year in my Jeep to enjoy the numerous OHV/Jeep
trails and roads that your county has to offer. While in your county, I spend several thousand dollars supporting
local businesses. Dollars that add to your tax base and local economy. I recently learned of the Council's
proposal to close over 100 miles of roads, including seasonal closures on Hey Joe Canyon, Hell Roaring
Canyon, and Dead Cow Loop, along with the complete closure of the 10 Mile Wash Road. Closures in the
Dolores area are also listed in your proposal, along with the addition of thousands of acres of wilderness (areas
that have never been in a Wilderness Study Area to begin with). I urge the Council to reconsider their proposal
for the multiple road closures and restrictions. The Moab area is a mecca ofOHV/Jeep use, and the Council's
actions will severely impact not only those opportunities, but will impact YOUR local economy by forcing the
thousands upon thousands ofOHV/Jeepers to take their money elsewhere (IE: St. George, UT). Please do not
allow these proposed road closures to become law. Please take into serious consideration the MILLIONS of
dollars that OHV/Jeep users have brought into your county's economy.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Michael Newhouse
1140 Saddle Bill Road
HelenaMT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ed Surowiec [esurowiec@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20158:31 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Closures to OHV's

Dear Council "vlembers,
Please consider fewer trail closures, and more long-term security for the remaining trails in Grand County. It
concerns me to hear of the proposed primitive road and trail closures. I've grown up riding and hiking in the
area both alone and with my family. I love to vacation in Moab and the surrounding area. Now that I am
becoming less physically capable, an OHV helps me to continue to enjoy the wilderness. The idea that I "ill no
longer be able to enjoy many of the areas I used to frequent, due to closures, very much saddens me. On top of
these proposed closures, there is no security for the future of the remaining OIlV trails.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Ed Surowiec
Sierra Vista, AZ

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mark - Gmail [modette@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20158:31 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Grand County Closing 100 Miles of Trails

To whom it concerns,
I don't understand why the OHV users get the shaft all the time but the BLM will allow the
MTB'ers to poach land, make a trail and then down the road it's given to them and made legal.
Maybe we need to start to take a page out of their playbook! I'm trying to figure out how
closing stuff protects it! In that I mean you must not be an OHV enthusist because generally
as you close more and more area/s people then start to say F it and make trails or ignore
trail closure signs or even remove them.
These trails already exist so nothing is being hurt by keeping them.
Seriously the river rafters out of all the miles they raft have an issue with a few miles of
road next to a river! The issue doe snot lay with the OHV crowd but with the mental
instability of those rafters if that is their biggest complaint. I've ridden Tenmile wash a
few times, don't see an issue and it sure didn't seem like it had any traffic to me ... but
what do I know on a Saturday during Easter Jeep Safari and didn't see one other sole going in
or out.
I bet these proposed closures are trying to fix a problem that does not exist, reminds be of
the new BLM rule on Electric Bicycles and trails.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
I used to be for 'Stay the Trail', and all that good stuff but these continued closures make
me say F it and I'll be enjoying a LOT of your areas for a long time to come no matter your
verdict. I used to hear this by lot's of guys and I would say "but we need to respect the
laws and rules" and they would tell me "as soon as they stop closing stuff they will" ... as I
get older I now understand what they are talking about. I have NEVER seen a Ranger while out
in Moab. I don't think you all realize the vastness of t~e land. Good luck enforcing these
closures.

Mark
1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Mike Reimer [cmreimer@hotmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:36 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Please don't close roads to ORV's

Dear Representative and Council Members:
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Mike Reimer

253-606-9752 cell
253-863-8191 work

1

KaLeigh Welch
Slaughter, Kevin [Kevin.Slaughter@huber.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:38 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

To whom it may concern,
We as a collective community practice tread lightly and always respect the natural resources that we use,
whether it be a trail, a steam, a river or a forest. We have very few places that we can enjoy and explore. My family use
trails as well as our rivers and bays, we are avid fisherman and trail riders. These resources belong to all Americans and
should be available to all of us at all times, I know personally that my-self and my family always look out for our precious
resources and we will callout those that are irresponsible and notify the proper authorities if we cannot handle the
problem. It is imperative that the United States Government, our elected officials and out public servants keep these
areas and all areas open and accessible to everyone that wants to use and enjoy them now and for future generations.
Our fore fathers had the ability to see and to create laws and regulations (our Constitution) so that our rights are never
infringed upon. I vote and my entire family votes and we will defend our right using this right!

Sincerely a registered voter!
Kevin P. Slaughter
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mike Caldwell [mikecaldweIl306@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24,20158:41 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative (PLI) plan

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
My family is a frequent user of the trail systems around the Moab, Grand County area and I support
the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated,
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent, Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved,
Thanks you for your consideration
Mike Caldwell

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mike Gasman [mjgasman@hirep.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:46 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Hello,
I am writing to express for my concerns about the new upcoming proposal to close access to public lands near the MOAB
area to A TV and off road vehicles. Please, please to not consider this. My family has been coming to the MOAB area for
our summer vacation for years and enjoy your area beyond explanation. These and all the trails in your area are the
absolute most beautiful and historic in the United States. We travel from Wisconsin yearly and that is not a short drive but
it is worth every crack in the road. The beauty of the land, history of the land, natural landscapes, amazing vistas,
Colorado River and the list goes on and on describing why your area is like no other. You have local clubs and users
educating and maintaining the trails which is outstanding and I respect all that volunteer. This should allow the trails to
look the same or better in the future. We do not come there to destroy your beautiful area we come to enjoy it's beauty
while leaving nothing behind but smiles. Again, please do not close access to these or any areas as they should remain
open for all to enjoy including my family and future grandchildren. I sure am looking forward to exposing them to the
MOAB area. Please don't deny them or anyone this amazing opportunity.
Thank you for hearing me out,
Mike Gasman
W3008 Sunshine Road
Freedom, WI 54130
920-585-6836

Michael]. Gasman
Planning Concepts, Inc.
Securities offered thru Harbour Investments, Inc.

Securities licensed in WI, MI, CA
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john watson [john_norma@verizon.netj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:51 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Trail closures in the Moab, Utah area

I was informed, by email, of your intended closure of over one hundred miles of trails in the Moab,
Utah area. Annually, we drive from Southern California to Moab, Utah for a week of off roading in our
'66 Ford Bronco and '99 Jeep Cherokee. While there in that week we spend a large amount of
money with the local business for food, fuel, lodging, and other "this' and that's". By removing trails
available to us as off roaders you are jeopardizing the very existence of a lot of the local merchants
who depend on tourists for their lively hood. Make no mistake we off roaders ARE tourists and we
spend a LOT of money in the community of Moab, Utah as well as other Utah cities just getting there.
I urge you to re-think your position on these trail closures.
John Watson
14226 Amethyst Rd.
Victorville, Ca 92392
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Weirick [gngweirick@msn.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:58 AM
council@grandccuntyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Please oppose Moab land grab and road closures?

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length ofthe
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that prOVided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Greg Weirick
Concerned US citizen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dr Aaron Ilk [drilk@believuespine_comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:03 AM
council@grandcountyutah_net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To whom it may conccrn
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus anlong many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, aceeptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via pi arming and NEPA
1 support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routcs. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public saiety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
errand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated_ This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intcnt Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Jeep owner and offroad enthusiast,
Aaron Ilk
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rusty [rusty51662@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:04 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative

Grand County Council,
Although I am not a resident of the state of Utah, I enjoy the many activities that it has to offer especially the
diverse area such as Moab. For the past two years a group (15-20 people) from our local Idaho ATV Club come
to Moab to ride and support the local economy. As I am sure you are aware the motorized community spends
large amount of money towards recreation.
These areas being considered for closure are PUBLIC LANDS, and should be treated as such, it shouldn't be
just for the benefit of a certain user, but to all users regardless of their interest
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety as required on a specific basis, not just carte blanch because. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the
County desires and the time period for which it will act upon these desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention
be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be
protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

vir
Charles Faircloth
President, Mountain Home ATV Club, Inc.
208-371-1274
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

brad@developmentsolutions.co on behalf of Brad Petersen [brad2765@gmaiLcomJ
Tuesday, March 24,20159:04 AM
council@grandcountyulah.nel; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

Council and Representatives~
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new
recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation sLlch as an NCA~ can and shml~d "codifyl! the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of uno net foss'! for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or
restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure
becomes permanent, Or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route~ the
land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminoiogy. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of
management the Counly desires. The establishment of the l'ational Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the
Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires th<lt
special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved,
j

:Y1uch of what Grand County has to offer, would never been seen by the majority of the pubJic if this kind of action takes place and as word
gets out, much of what fuels the economy of Grand County would slowly fade away. 1 have enjoyed being able to get back to areas not
easily accessible by foot or non-motorized traveL There are very few that have the timel' the drive or the abiliry to even attempt to ger back to
many of these areas. I sincerely ask that :you reconsider this decision and listen to the people the use the land rather than the special intere~1
groups that are dead set on taking away our rights to use the land that is ours. I would bel that the 99 percent of those involved ill these
spedal interest groups never intend an lIsing the land themselves~ after their agenda has been satisfied. T appreciate your consideration on
this matter and I hope and pray you do what it rakes to prevent it from happening.
Sincerely,
Brad Petersen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

DZRZ [shopz@leather-n-lace.info]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:08 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Proposed Grand Counly Road Closures

Up until very recently, outdoor groups such as the Blue Ribbon Coalition, Ride with Respect, Moab Friendsfor-Wheel in, & the Red Rock 4-Wheelers have been actively participating in putting together a plan to resolve
public lands issues in Grand COUllty. As anyone who owns any sort of OHV or Jeep is aware, Moab is THE
mecca for 4-wheeling in the U.S. Although I am personally of the belief that public lands, by its very nature,
should be available for use by ALL the public, politicians at every level find it necessary to legislate & regulate
everything. That aside, my understanding is that the plan had been moving along in a reasonable direction.
Now we receive that, less than twenty-four hours prior to a public hearing, the new Council removed measures
for securing long-term OHV access, and submitted it to Representative Bishop before the affected groups even
had an opportunity to look at it. This non-transparent action by the Council changed the draft plan to inclUde
the closure of over 100 miles of roads and trails. These include eliminating 10 Mile Wash Road, and seasonal
closures on Hell Roaring Canyon, Dead Cow Loop, & Hey Joe Canyon. Additionally, the Council is requesting
designation of new Wilderness in the Dolores River & Book Cliffs -- to the tune of thousands of acres. These
areas had not even been designated Wilderness Study Areas previously~
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, and the way they have chosen to attempt to "sneak"
major changes into legislation that had been worked on by interested patties on all sides ofthe issue. These
groups, working with the BLM, have said BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should categorize the current management
as a baseline, with proposed additional uses authorized via future planning (which would include public input).
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. Although Federal land matlagers are allowed to
temporarily close or restrict public access to a designated route for resource protection or public safety, if the
closure becomes permanent -- or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use
normally provided by that designated route _. there should be alternate access provided that is equivalent to the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague & indefinite, and their proposal fails to furnish specifics on
what type of management the County desires. The National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) grants the
Secretary of the Interior the ability to manage lands in a manner that protecL, the values for which the
components of the system were designated, including OHV recreation. This intent must be protected, and
existing roads and trails preserved for all citizens, not just a select group.
Sincerely,
Renee Zittel
Box Elder, SD
Yuma 4x4 Club member
North Ranch (AZ) Outdoor Group member
Past & hopefully continued visitor to Moab

1
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joy Howell [hatrockinn@gmaiLcomj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:10 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
BLM Road Closures
1962 Eisenhower Reportpdf

Dear Council Members,
I not only oppose the closure of roads on any of our public 'Trust' land, I also deny the fake authority and/or
jurisdiction of any agency outside of Congress to do so. It is the responsibility of our elected ofIicials to
maintain & understand the Oath they took to our unchanging Constitution and demand the federal government
turn over unallocated lands within the state to the state as promised. All of our obligations have been met so
that this may happen as has happened for states that came before us so we may be sovereign & have 'equal
footing' in these United Slates of America. Anything less is not 'united'.
This is not something that can be 'compromised'.
It should be known that Utah has not ceded any of the trust land to the United States at any time as required for
the United States to take title, including any National Parks or Monuments.
The BLM and Forest Service have outlived their purpose and do not have the authority nor the jurisdiction over
these lands as they are a Code 4 jurisdiction (attached an explanation of this ...something every citizen should
understand) .
If we have any hope to preserve our Nation we must retain local control of our resources.
Most Sincerely,
Joy Howell
Mexican Hat, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Roche [smjroche@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:13 AM
Council
Letter re Public Lands initiative

Dear members of Grand County Council,
Thank you for scrving our County ,md especially for your thorough and balanced exploration and analysis
of options for your recommendations to US Represcntative Bishop's Public Lands Initiative.
I want you to know how much this voter appreciates the decisions you've reached, especially on protecting
our watersheds, protecting vV'ilderness in the Book Cliffs and in areas to the east of Moab, creating a
National Conservation Area to help protect the Colorado River corridor, and rejecting both a Book Cliffs
Highway and an exemption from tbe Antiquities Act.
1 am in awc ofthe huge amounts of energy you've already expended in making tilOse decisions. And r also
respectlhlly ask you to officially protect Labyrinth Canyon as wilderness. r have studied its significance and
believe it must be as fully protected as possible.
Many admiring thanks to all of you.
Sincerely,
Susan Roche
HC 64 Box 3612
Castle Valley, UT 84532
smjroche@yahoo.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

bernhard [bwilsenach@gmaiLcomj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:19 AM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Moab Closures

To Whom It May Concern:
It has been brought to my attention that there appears to be additional trail closures in the
Moab area for motorized OHV vehicles.
I have been visiting the Moab area for the past 20 years and have been able to enjoy the
beauty of the area. I find it fortunate to be able to visit and enjoy the area, especially
with my Dirtbike that allow me to access beautiful areas that are out of reach unless I have
weeks of time on hands to explore. I also have friend that are older and without a motorized
vehicle they are unable to access areas.
I feel that organizations like Ride With Respect and Rocky Mountain Adventure Riders promote
the non destructive and respectful use of the area, trails and amenities.
Furthermore I do spend a significant amount of money in Moab and feel that I support the
local economy. In addition my son is 10 years old and would like for him to enjoy the same
experiences when he gets older in Moab.
Thank you for keeping our trails open.
Bernhard Wilsenach
2425 Robin Song Court
Castle Rock, CO 80109

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thomas Hundtoft [hundtoft@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:23 AM
cou nciJ@grandcountyutah.net
Road and Trail Closures.

Why are you only listening to SUWA? Do you understand what closing some of the best trails around
will do to the local economy. Stop pandering to SUWA and the rest of the extreme environmentalist.
One day you will wake up old and want to drive out to that place you so enjoyed today and realize
that you can't spend time there because you no longer can drive to it. Wilderness can be enjoyed via
vehicles too. Stop proposing the closure of trails and roads!!!
Frequent visitor,
Thomas Hundtoft
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Hubler Oeffreyhubler@verizon.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:21 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes penn anent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined tenninology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
I had plans to bring my 8 and 11 year old children out there this summer from Maryland to see the
beautiful natural wonders. I am for responsible use and hope it will still be possible to see some of it
when we arrive.
Best Regards,
Jeff
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brandon Hooks [bhooks21@yahoo.com]
Tuesday. March 24, 2015 9:27 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Larry Roberts [budsandys@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:28 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhalJ@mail.house.gov
Grand County's Draft Plan

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There is no need to eliminate 10 Mile Wash Road and have seasonal
closures on Hey Joe Canyon, Hell Roaring Canyon, or Dead Cow Loop.
Thank you, Larry Roberts ... Filer, Idaho
~!!"9~H!!1~h:~.@gI!tl!i l,cQIT!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tom Freier [gperx4@att.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:30 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

The Grand County Council has identified over 100 miles of road closures in its proposed Public Lands
Initiative CPU) plan to be submitted to Representative Rob Bishop. This proposal is scheduled to be
voted on by the end of the month, so the final draft will actually be worked on prior to March 31st,
2015. We would our public lands to be left open to the public.
Thank you
Tom Freier
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Scott Maas [smaas@citlink.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 20159:33 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Hello Grand County:
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of
the National landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and
trails preserved,
I have been an off-highway-vehicle (OHV) visitor to your area in the past and hope to visit your
area again soon!

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments for you upcoming decision.
Scott Maas
10 Renae Drive
Susanville, CA 96130
530-260-0991
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Renee Troutt [renee@insuremoab.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:39 AM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Rob.bishop@mail.house.gov; Jason.chafettz@mail.housse.gov
Bishop Lands Proposal
Doc1.docx

Please see attached.
rJlfnee 'Troutt,

(1C-CLSW.
Central Utah Insurance Agency, LLC

170 East 100 South
Moab, Ut 84532
435'259'5981 ph
435"259'5457 fax

renee@insuremoab.com
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03/24/2015
Grand County Council
Re: Bishop Lands Proposal
I write to you today because I oppose the recommendations of this Council regarding the Bishop Public
Lands Initiative. I typically keep my views to myself but no longer feel that I can. I fear the actions of
the new council, and the effects they may have on our community.

I am concerned that wilderness

designations will not only affect many local businesses, but our way of life in Moab.
I do not support any new wilderness areas. I am disappointed that this council would like to remove the
language opposing the Antiquities Act from their recommendations. What good does any of this do?
We as citizens would have no voice and we all will lose. This threat is very realistic.
I do care about our environment and this beautiful area that we live in. My family made Moab home
when I was in high school some 25 years ago. I am invested in this community. I have raised my
children here. This is my home. I want to be able to continue recreating in our backyard and would like
my children to be able to do the same. I want our lands to remain open and accessible to everyone, to
all types of users. The Council should NOT recommend the closure of established roads and trails on
public lands for the Public Lands Initiative. These roads and trails are important to the long-term health
and diversity of our economy, as well as contribute to the outdoor lifestyle county residents have
enjoyed for decades. The council has an obligation to ALL citizens to approach every decision you make
on behalf of Grand County with an open mind, selfless intentions, and selfless motives.
I beg of this Council not to recommend any new designations of wilderness, national conservation areas,
national monuments, or expanded National Park borders. All of these recommendations do nothing but
prevent the use and exploration of our lands, which are the very foundations of this great Nation.
Sincerely,
Renee Troutt
Moab, Ut

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

cdduncan1974. [clintd1@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20159:41 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Utah Landgrab

I as an OHV user highly oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline.
Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA therefore skirting around the usual means and ways
these matters are handled.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. We have seen what the term "temporary" means to these types of laws, They are full of loopholes and can
hurt an already existing town that thrives on tourism for its main source of revenue. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
prOVided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the
specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved.
My hope is that a meaningful and lasting agreement can be made that is equitable to BOTH sides.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

stephen boehmer@comcast.net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:42 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
proposed Public Lands Initiative

We spend various days/weeks recreating in Utah's Grand County and would hate to see any of it
closed to OHV use.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Stephen Boehmer
stephenboehmer@comcast.net

303-905-4235
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KaLeigh Welch
David Ignatew [dignatew@dljdesign.comj
Tuesday, March 24,20159:46 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail closures

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

To whom it may concern,
I have been going to Moab for over 20 years to mountain bike, ride dirt bikes, camp, hike and just enjoy the beauty of
the place. Having an action to close trails to most of these uses is not what I would consider an action to protect the
place but to eliminate certain users and that is just not right. Most people that I have seen in my years using the trails
use them with respect, motorcycles, bicycles and hikers and to limit who can actually use the trails and have access to
this land is not something that I support. The lands are there for the people, to enjoy, and with all due respect, the
government officials have no right to take away the use of these great places to the very people that put them in office
to represent their wants and wishes. Please do not close these trails to OHV users. These closures could set a precedent
for future closures and soon the great west that people want to explore will be off limits, protected from the people and
that would be a tragedy in my opinion.
Thank you for reading this.

Dave Ig natew, RLA I PrinCipal i Vice President

D'fJDESIGN
Ai~;(';i-irrEC

f'Ufil<

I PL:\0;~lNG I u\'-:DSC/q>t: li,F:C!
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Boulder, Colorado I Atlanta, Georgia

T 303.443.7533 F ~JKL443,75341 www.dtldesigncom
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jon Adams Oonadams520@gmail.comj
Tuesday. March 24, 2015 9:49 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. PrOVided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hubert Walker [dhwalker@uwf,eduJ
Tuesday, March 24, 20159:53 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via plauning and l\1EPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public saIety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifieally outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a mauner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved. I have Traveled to Utah from north FI. Twice to ride trails, and hope to
do so again in the future, Please leave these opportunities available for the future. sincerely Dan Walker
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

thomas.alysia@gmail.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 955 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Bishop Public Lands Initiative

I am writing to let you know that I strongly oppose the council's recommendations regarding the Bishops Public Lands Initiative. Keep
our roads open for public use! What good is beauty if it cannot be enjoyed? Don't damage the fragile economy with unreasonable

restrictions.
Thank you.
Alysia Weeks Thomas
Sent from my T -Mobile 4G LTE device
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matthew Bradley [matthewrbradley@gmaiJ.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:57 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to Giose roads and trails. There seems to be consensLis among many
local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation sllch as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily cfosing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided. however, that if the dosure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated

route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation Systern (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands ill a
manner that protects the values for which the cornponents of the system were deSignated. This requires
that speciai attention be given to the speCific management intent Specifically recreaiiona! uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathey McNeely [kalheymcneely@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:58 AM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Congressman Bishop' Proposed Land Bill Initiative

Dear Grand county Council:
I am very disappointed with the decisions you are making in regards to Grand County!
The work you've done so far does not achieve any BALANCE and will be devastating to our
community economically and recreationally!
Do NOT propose the LaSal Mountains in Grand County as a NCA!
It is a recreational area, and it is already protected by the U.S.
Forest Service. Castle Valley's watershed is already protected. The EPA, who is definitely
more knowledgeable than you, has stated that Castle Valley has sole access to their aquifer.
If they have concerns, maybe the state should come in and check their septic systems to see
if they are leaching into their wells! The Upper Willow Basin private properties are not eVen
in their watershed. Your statement:
"Elimination of large point sources of pollution," is to ambiguous and vague. There is NO
guarantee that your proposals for the NCA will stay in place over time. It would make more
sense to only propose no leasing or mineral development. The LaSal Mountains fits a
Recreational Area NOT a National Conservation Area. Please reconsider your proposal.
Say YES to an Antiquities Act exemption in Grand County! We do not need all of our
county locked up in a Greater Canyonlands Monument!
Do Not close down any more roads or trails! BLM, SIT LA, Forest Service,
environmental groups, and my husband, Jerry McNeely (former council member for 8 years),
already worked together and agreed on certain road closures. We've already closed down
approximately 2500 miles of roads in Grand County. NO MORE!
The Fisher Towers, Fisher Point, and Mary Jane Canyon areas do not fit the
definition of wilderness areas. It would make more sense to propose their designation as
National Recreation Areas.
Do NOT propose any more wilderness in the Book Cliffs. The only areas I would agree
to propose as wilderness, IF they fit the wilderness definition, are Negro Bill Canyon,
Millcreek Canyon, and Behind the Rocks. It DOESN'T make sense to close down existing roads
and trails, then designate it as wilderness.
Please quit pandering to national/regional/local environmental groups and "locking"
our county up! In the long run, it will "lock" out a majority of people for a few (healthy
and rich) to enjoy our beautiful county! You are NOT saving it for MY grandchildren and
great grandchildren! I t will be saved for the "elite!"
Wake up and do what is right! Your proposals will be devastating to our community
economically and recreationally!
Sincerely,
Kathey McNeely
Local, 3rd generation
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gianne Fosse [gianne@insuremoab.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:00 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
jason.chafeettz@maiLhouse.gov
Bishop Lands Proposal
2015_03_24_09_37_21.pdf

Please see the attached letter regarding this subject.
Best Regards,
Gianne Fosse
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03/24/2015
Grand County Council

RE: Bishop lands Proposal
I am a lifelong resident of Moab and would like to give my input regarding the
Bishop Lands Proposal being considered by the Grand County Council. As a child
and into adulthood we were always involved in recreation in our beautiful county.
We went down many trails in search of the perfect stone, the perfect shade tree
to place our campsite and enjoy the beauty. We grew up with respect for the
land and a deep regard for the long term care of it. However, I am deeply
opposed to the shutting down of trails around our area, these are trails that
enable all to be able to experience the grandeur of our countryl I implore you to
reconsider and remember you were elected to see all view points and not go into
plans with a selfish agenda in mind. These are all of our lands and everyone
should be able to enjoy it!

~~~
Gianne Fosse

Moab, Utah

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

cody stoddard [codystoddard@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:15 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiave

To whom it may concern,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pernlanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type ofmanagement the County desires. The establishment ofthe National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the speeifk management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Cody Stoddard
435-760-5580
codystoddard(ijjgmail.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ted B [farmerted1@yahoo,comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:17 AM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PLI)

I am a off-highway recreational user from Southern California. This is a sport I love. A love of the outdoors that
I share with my family and brings us together with other families that enjoy OHV use here in California, as well
as in other states including Utah and the Moab trail system.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
puhlic safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal nceds to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a mamler that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you Theodore C. Braxhoofden

Sent from my iPhone

I

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lane Trujillo [Janetrujillo@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:23 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Keep Moab Open!

To whom it may concern
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

-Lane Trujillo

Lane Tn~iilo
970-310-0779
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Pat [pat_waite@hotmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:27 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable.
Legislation, even a deSignation such as an NCA, can and should "codify"
the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the county desires. The establishment
of the National landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that speCial attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
I have made several trips to Grand County to enjoy the variety of OHV trails there. I have
many choices as to where to spend my recreational time and money. Please do not diminish the
attractiveness of the Moab area by reducing the amount of trail options available to me.
Thank you for your time in this matter.
Pat Waite
San Jose, CA
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

John Garner ligarner2015@gmaiLcomJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:28 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand Connty's "management objectives" are vague and use nndefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including ORV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely ... .Iolm Garner
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matthew Pancake [mjcake@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:29 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
This Land was made for you and me! Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative
(PLI)

Dear and wise council members,
Woody Guthrie said it best. "This land is your land this land is our land."
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
publie safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the ~ational Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OllV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Matthew Pancake

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kenneth Broyles [aog9354@yahoo.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 201510:29 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation., even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that iftlle closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand COUllty'S "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Wilbur [mw9730@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:30 AM
ccuncil@grandcountyutah.net
public land

Vote to keep public lands open to motorized recreation
Mike Wilbur
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

brad ito [bito@slanford.edu]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:36 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab 4x4 access

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close 4x4 roads and trails at Moab. I support the "no
net loss" of trails for recreational vehicles, Grand County's "management objectives" are
vague and use undefined terminology. Recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be
protected and existing roads and trails preserved. Closing OHV routes is discriminatory to
persons with limited mobility such as the elderly, veterans with war injuries and persons
with disabilities that prevent them from accessing the wonderful land in and around Moab.
Please do not close any OHV trails and protect the access rights for all Americans to this
valuable resource.
Brad Ito
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Susan Jo Baumann [pholobu9_sjb@yahoo.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 201510:37 AM
cou ncil@grandcounlyutah.net
Closing OHV Trails
Goblin ValleL898.JPG; Goblin ValleL496.JPG; Sep 19 Moab Area_34.JPG; Sep 19 Moab
Area_336.JPG

To the Grand County Council:
I am concerned about the closing of over 100 miles of OHV trails in Grand county. I belong to an ATV club in Colorado, and
in 2013 we came to Grand county to ride for over ten days. Some of us have campers, and others stayed in cabins. We rode in
the area of Goblin Valley State Park and then moved to the Moab area. In both areas we had over a dozen machines with more
than fifteen riders. Both of these areas are so different than where we ride here in Colorado, and we brought back such
awesome memories.
Our club consists of mostly retired, semi retired or over 60 year old riders. We either are not into hiking, or physically cannot
hike into the back country to get to see these out ofthe way areas of our country. Our OHVs are our way to see Temple
Mountain or Lone Warrior Bluffand all the other beautiful backcountry areas of your beautiJill state. To be in the area where
Madame Curry got her minerals for her cancer studies was a thrill for me. I can remember learning about her when I was a
child, and then to actaully be in that area was pretty cool.
We have been talking about coming to the area again as a club, and several of us will come back just as a couple or family ride.
Some of our members stayed in Green River on the way, either in campgrounds or motels, filled up at gas stations, and
purchased groceries for our stay. We even had a couple of the guys playa round of golf. Many souvenirs were also purchased
for grand kids or for ourselves as keepsakes, we ate in Moab at some of the restaurants, and took a river cruise.
My husband worked in westem Utah for a year, and we have talked about coming back to ride again. He drove over to Goblin
Valley to meet us and ride with us for a day, but didn't have the time to stay and see the whole area. I would love to bring him
back and show him all the neat places we road in Grand county, but if you close these trails, he won't be able to see these
awesome places.
Please reconsider closing these trails. From what we saw in the campgrounds and people we met on the trails, Grand county is
a popular destination for OHVers from all over the country and we bring a lot of money into your county and the state of Utah.
I have attached some photos I took on our trip, and would love to add others to my collection on a future ride. Thank you for
listening, and hope to see you in Grand county ifl come again to ride.

Life is like a camera ...
Focus on what's imp011ant, Capture the good times,
Develop from the negatives, And if things don't \vork out.
Take another sllot

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

sgiffordtx [sgiffordtx@gmail.com)
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:40 AM
Council@GrandCounlyUlah.Net
OHVand Environmental cooperation

Dear Council,
I am an environmentalist I am also an avid onv enthusiast. I am a strong proponent of minimizing our impact
on the earth, and doing what we can to support and sustain a healthy ecosystem. I recycle; I support sustainable
farming methods; my primary vehicle, which I use for commuting, gets over 50mpg.
I also have a life-long passion for experiencing our great country via OHV vehicles. I have visited and stayed in
Moab twice in the last lew years. I have been able to use my motorcycle to travel to/through remote areas of
magnificent southern Utah, enjoying the incredible beauty of that area.
I don't believe that sound environmental policies and responsible OHV use are contradictions. I believe we can
take steps that protect our environment, while also retaining and encouraging the ability for individuals and
families to enjoy the great outdoors via motorized and non-motorized vehicles. A primary reason that I, my
family, and many of my friends travel to Utah is because of the opportunity it provides us to connect with vast
remote areas of nature. Areas we would never be able to see and experience without our ORV vehicles.
I encourage you to take the difficult but reasonable steps to support continued, responsible ORV use. I believe
the best results are achieved when active, positive collaboration is encouraged between local land managers,
environment groups, and onv groups. Any actions that would result in a significant reduction in available
ORV trails would have a huge and unnecessary negative impact on many people that visit Utah, as well as on
the local economy and residents.
(I am looking forward to my week-long Moab visit coming up in a few weeks!)

Sincerely,
Seldon Gifford
Wylie, TX

KaLeigh Welch
Tyler Thompson [Tyler,Thompson@BrickmanGroup.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:41 AM
council@grandcountyulah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helio,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan iS I
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a
designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which
the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be
given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
My family and I travel to Moab once or twice a year. I have two young boys who are getting ready to ride. I want to
show them how to responsibly ride the trails I have ridden.
Thanks,

Tyler Thompson

I Operations Manager

15558 E Hinsdale Circle Suite B
Office (303) 369-5440

I Centennial, CO 80112

I Mobile (720) 732-7460 I Fax (303) 369-5521

BRICKMAN
Our Purpose: Inspiring people. Nurturing landscapes.
Our Values: Trust. Honesty. Respect • Teamwork. Excellence
www.brickman.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

michael~ames@mindspring.com

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:43 AM
council@grandcountyutah~net

Public Lands

Please keep our public lands open to all the public, it amazes me that in the land of the
free we have to spend so much time & effort to fight government intrusion of our freedoms.
I would ask that you consider the impact these actions would have on the thousands of people
that travel to this area to enjoy all that it has to offer. What good are beautiful areas if
they aren't available to enjoy by everybody? Thank you for your consideration. Michael Ames
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Charity Mathenia [CMathenia@helblingbenefits.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:44 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders
that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an
NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning
and NEPAI support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Charity Mothenia Benefit Specialist
)(HELBLING
PHONE: 200-165-2620
FAX: 208-160-9521

"As a caring team we promise to apply our industry knowledge and innovative solutions to protect the financial and human wellbeing
of our valued customers!11
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sale use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, useJ disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are

not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.

~ Think Green! Don't print this ,,-mail unless it's necessaryl
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steve Taylor [alphacompgeek@msn.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:45 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Helio,
I am opposed to Grand County's current proposal to dose roads and trails specifically to OHV use. I believe that the
process of creating this proposal did not indude thorough input from all affected groups, let alone any Scientific study of
actual impacts of motorized recreation. Personally, I have not traveled to and enjoyed the recreational opportunities of
this area, but I would like to someday, and I would especially like to ensure that those recreational opportunities still
exist in the future for future generations. If there are large scale closures implemented now and no protection against
further restrictions in the future, the economy of Grand County would definitely be affected in an adverse way, since
recreational visits would certainly plummet.
Please reconsider.
Thank you.
Steve Taylor
11953 N Emerald Dr
Hayden, Idaho 83835
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brad Bradley Manti [bbradley@mantLcomJ
Tuesday. March 24, 2015 10:47 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Wow ... So glad I found out about this early. I was planing a corporate retreat for the Moab area. Saved me a lot
of embarrassment until this is settled. We'll look somewhere else.

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established aceess and use normally provided by the designated route, the land maunging agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a mauner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
tom nicholson [ten.elect@verizon.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:48 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Members of the Grand County Council;

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is. with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even

a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the currenl management as a

baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated roule for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided. however, that if the closure becomes permanent. or
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands ill a
manner that protects the
for which the cornponents olthe system were deSignated. This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses. including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Tom Nicholson
13881 Elliott pi
Garden Grove, CA 92844
7148978737 land line
7144213089 eel
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

kell,christophersen@daimler,com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:49 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Grand County's Draft Plan Revision" Further Revision Required!

Dear Council Members,
I recently heard ofthe late changes to the PlI draft that is to be submitted to Representative Bishop shortly, I am very
disappointed to see late changes that have such negative impacts to a particuiar user group that has been involved in
the entire planning process, the OHV users.
I am scheduled to vacation all the way from Oregon at which time I will enjoy the trail system as an OHV enthusiast, As
part of this trip we will be supporting the local economy through the purchase of fuel, food and access permits, Please
consider how the local economy will be impacted ifthere is a continual reduction to the availability of certain user·
groups to recreate in this area, especially user groups that studies have shown have a large impact on the local
economies,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily dosing or restricting pubiic access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Thanks,
Kell Christophersen

!fyou
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

BrokerDon [brokerdon@gmaiLcomJ
Tuesday, March 24,201510:52 AM
counci I@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Honorable Grand County Council members,
Our family has been mountain biking, rock climbing, and back country camping & exploring in our
Jeep in Grand County for decades.

We strongly oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trai:s, There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
We support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminoiogy, The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of t'le
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) dil'ects the Secretary of the Intel'jor to manage
values for which the components of the system were designated,
lands in a manner that protects
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and traiis
preserved,

Don & Lori Paul
14 Tuscan Blue
Newport Coast, CA 92657-1643

(714) 900-2950

Google voice
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Geoff Dyer [geoff.dyer@callcorp.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:54 AM
council@grandccuntyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for whieh the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thanks,
Geoff Dyer
16 Bareback Road
Farmington, UT 84025
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Settle [brian_settle@att.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:55 AM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Opposed to Grand County's Proporal

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation
such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be autihorized via
planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing.or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety.
Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established
access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) directs the Secretary of tihe Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thank you,
Brian Settle
614-390-7697
brian settle@att.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Wayne Bennett [waynelbennett@charter.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:59 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Maintaining Multiple Use

Grand County is a beautiful area with wondrous recreational opportunities. Please insure we
can ALL continue to enjoy by continuing multiple use policies and maintaining local control.
please do NOT restrict motorized access any further. Please do NOT allow the creation of any
more wilderness. Please do NOT allow any moe Federal management.
Looking forward to continued enjoyment of vacations in Moab.
Thanks,
Wayne Bennett
Grand Island, NE
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

julien leger [julien,leger@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24,201510:59 AM
council@grandcounlyutah,net; john,newhall@maiLhouse,gov
HELP SAVE MOAB'S TRAILS - Opposition Julien Leger

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, \vith a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a ba<;eline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length ofthe temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of tile National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you for your consideration,

Julien Leger
Service technician I Automation specialist
Technicien de service I Specialiste en automatisa1ion,
Millwright journeyman I Compagnion Electromecanicien
Instrument technician journeyman I Compagnion en instrumentation et contrale,
Electricien journeyman I Compagnion electricien Classe C hors construction
*redseal*

+1-514-823-7502 (Cell)
Julien,leger@gmaiLcom

Confidentiality Note:
This e-mail including any attachment may contain confidential and privileged information, If you have received it by
mistake please notify us by reply e-mail and then delete this e-mail and any attachment from your system. Thank you!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

m35a22ton [m35a22ton@aol.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :01 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Good day to you all,
As an avid user of public lands for off roading and camping I wish to express my disappointed with the Grand
County Council siting 100 miles of potential road closures in the Public Lands Initiative.
I along my family, mother and father and my brother with his kids have respectfully used this area for 30+
years.
This should be reconsidered in good faith v,-ith time for public comment. Take time to consider the impact to
local business and the loss of the wonderful area to the public if closed.
Best re gards

William Weaver
5623359817
Postle Industries

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

adam. voss@hyattcom
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :01 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders
that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. legislation, even a designation such as an
NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning
and NEPA
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National landscape Conservation
System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically; recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sincerely,
Adam Voss

The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of the recipient named
above, and may be legally privileged and exempt from disclosure under applicable law" If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please resend it to the sender and delete the original
message and copy of it from your computer system" Opinions, conclusions and other information in this message that do
not relate to our official business should be understood as neither given nor endorsed by the company.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Pace [hellhoundgarage@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,2015 11 :03 AM
council@grandcountyutah,nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that spedal attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
I travel to Utah several times a year, including Moab at least once a year to enjoy the spectacular trails that area
has to offer
David Pace

Sent from my iPad

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Eric Long [Iong_ej@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 ;03 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically; recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Good tidings.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jusun Christensen [juslinc177@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :07 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
COMMENTS ON GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

For whom it may concem,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner
that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that
special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, INCLUDING
Off Highway Vehicle recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Justin Christensen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael O'Nele [monele1@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :09 AM
CQuncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Hi AIL I just wanted to let the council know how important it is to me a a regular visitor to have access to trails. I plan to make my fourth
trip to the Moab area this coming June and am bringing a few friends. I cannot express how much I enjoy the Moab area and being
able to drive back to some of the most spectacular scenery in the country. I sincerely hope that you will keep all of the existing trails
open, and the short time I I have to visit means driving is the best means to see the sights. Mountain biking is also a great way to see
the area, but I am not a highly skilled rider and much of the terrain is beyond my capability as I am not 20 years old anymore. I am a
responsible land user who does not drove off trails, who picks up any trash I see (which luckily has been very little) and will gladly
lecture anyone who looks like they might even think about abusing our trail access. The vast majority of people who love these trails
are the same as me; responsible citizens. Please don't lei a few non-users who really don't know the off-roading community spoil our
enjoyment
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel roules. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing
or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish altemate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
From my reading of the current proposal concerning Public Lands Initiative, Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and
use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects
the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific
management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Please take action to preserve existing use of trails. I love Ihe Moab area and plan to return many limes. Any reduction of trails is
going to affect my desire to return, especially if the intent is an on-going reduction of trail access. Please consider all of us that come
visit and love the area when making your decision.
Thank you,

Michael O'Nele
991 Patterson CV
Memphis, TN
38111
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

snadworny@attnet
Tuesday, March 24, 201511:10AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreationa: travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safely. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of Ihe temporary closure impairs estabiished access and use normally provided by the designated
route, Ihe land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated rOlile.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
10 specifically outline what type of management tbe County desires. The establishment of the National

Landscape COI;servation System (NLCS) directs the Secreta!"! of the Interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated< This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: r",rT""tio""j uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
GV4W club member
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Hagizadegan [scotth@ignisis.co]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:13 AM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Please don't shut down trails - Moab

Hello,
This will be my first time visiting and am bringing my 8yr old daughter and two nephews. We view this as a
once in a lifetime trip to experience the beauty of Moab. If not for this event it's unlikely that we'd make this I
week long vacation.

I believe in being responsible with protecting the land as does the folks in our Jeep group but its esssential for
this to remain open for generations to experience this place which is what ultimately will lead future generations
to know the importance of preserving areas like this.
Thank you,

Scott Hagizadegan
Vice President of Sales
scotth@ignisis.co
800-549-6626 work
800-554-0081 fax

IGNISIS
Always up. Always fast
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jeff Lohry [flaminbeanie@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 201511:21 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Council,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, acceptable. legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via
planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establiSh
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand county's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thank You,
Jeff lohry
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alan Yordy [frimairusawest@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:22 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Help Save Moab's Trails
Moabs Trail Closers. pdf

See attached, Thanks
Alan Yordy
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Please look at this, we need to save our trails!!!!!
1oppose Grand Countis proposal to ciese roads and trails, There seems to be

consen[-iUS among fnwlY !oca: stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travej plan
is, \tvith a fO'>i"i exceptions, acceptable. Legis!atlon, even a designation such as an
NCr\, can and should "cDdify'l the current inanagement as 8. basejine, Additional
uses cDuk! be 9uthorlzecJ via planning and NEPA.

! support the idea (yF "nc net loss" fOf recreatiDnal travel

routE~s 1 do not \iVlsh to

tD a designated route for purpose::} of resource protection or puofic safety_ Provid!2CL
hOWeVi!L thaT if the closure becomes perrtlanent, or the length of the temporary
CinSU(2 irnpairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated
route, the ~anct rnana.ging agency shaH estabHsh sttornat2 a;.':;cess, eCjuiv3fent to thai

provided by the designated Flute,
Grand County's lIrnanagernent objectives'] Bre vague and use
(j f3s!res,

undenr(i~fj lerTf1inUiC)(N.

The est2lt'Hshrnent of the National L.andscape CC1ns0rvation System {NLCS)

directs the Secret'1:.lry of !:he Interior to man2~je fand(~ in a (nanner that protects the

values for Ilifhich the COfYlpon(:;ni:s of the system \tvsre dt.~~:;jgnated, ThlS
SP{OC:i2:

attentjc:n be

fz,crsationai uses,

Thanks,
Alan Yordy
3412 E. Miner Ave.
Stockton, CA. 95205
Joaquin Jeepers Club

that

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Malcolm Plessinger [malcolmpless@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 201511:27 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Concemed Former Resident Against Wilderness Areas and Trail Closures

I currently reside in California, making about 6 trips a year to Moab to enjoy the great four wheel drive opportunities,
but lived in Moab during my college years because of the open access to four wheel recreation.
I ask that you vote to not to shut down anymore trails, create any more wilderness, or any more federal protection of
our lands. I agree that we have a beautiful area, but we need to keep the management at the local level.
Thank you for your time,

Malcolm Plessinger
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

t r [cjatheart@yahoo,com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:25 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I am a frequent Moab area visilor and feel compelled 100 write to you today to express my opposition to Grand County's latest proposal
to close roads and trails, Local stakeholders seem to agree that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable, Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, AddITional
uses could then be authorized via proper planning and in adherence with NEPA
I strongly support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety with the
express understanding that if the closure needs to become permanent, or the duration of the temporary closure impairs established
legitimate access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the closed deSignated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefned or poorly defined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County, and County residents, desires, The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs Ihe Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated, This reqUires that speelal attention be given to the specific management intent
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected which requires that existing roads and trails be
preserved,
Thank you for your kind attention to my concerns
Terry Rust
118 Beryl
Los Alamos, NM 87544

5054125319
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shaun Bartelson [sbartelson@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,201511 :33 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Jeep Trails

Dear County Council Members,
I am only a visitor to the beautiful area you call home. I am an avid hiker, biker, jeeper, hunter and fisherman, I
also consider myself a conservationist. I realize the need to protect places and resources to a certain extent, in
order to preserve these beautiful places and natural inhabitants for years to come. But I do not agree with the
proposed trail closures. The main reason I have been drawn to the Moab area is because of the avaiabilty of
mix use systems along with all of the natural beauty. There's no place like it, please keep it this way.
Thanks,
Shaun Bartelson
Winona, MN
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

M J DOS EN [dosen9704@msn.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:34 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Land restrictions

Grand County is a beautiful area with a lot of wonderful opportunities. Please insure that everyone can
continue to enjoy it by continuing multiple use policies. Please do not restrict motorized access any further
or allow of any more wilderness. Federal management had enough control.
Thanks,
Mike Dosen
This will my my 18th year for a visit to Moab! We love Moab.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

BEITY MUNSON [ranchotaj@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:35 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

To Whom It May Concern:
Moab is famous worldwide for many kinds of recreation, not only DRV riding and mountain biking.
Listen to the people who know it and love it, and have studied responsible land use.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that ELM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a
baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

Betty Munson
4880
BonanzaRd
Johnson Valley CA 92285
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Morganthall [dmorganthall@comcastnet]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :46 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Council Members,
I would first like to thank you for taking the time to read my comments and opinions related to the
PLI. I have traveled across the country, making stops along the way to both drive and hike in some
of the most prominent and well known Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) and National/State recreation
areas. My next destination is Moab, UT. You may not know this, but Moab is among the most
revered locations in the OHV community and tens of thousands of OHV enthusiasts from all over the
world make travel plans every year to enjoy the beauty which it holds.
I personally have been involved in the off road hobby for 18 years, my first memories behind the
wheel included the Assateague National Seashore off the coast of Maryland. Since those days my
destinations have become more distant, traveling many places just to find the perfect place to take a
single photograph. Other times it's to "Chase Race Cars" on the dry lake beds or through the natural
canyons that scatter the United States. To me it's the adventure of finding some of the most
beautiful scenery that my eyes have ever fallen upon, then telling others about it so that they too
may one day enjoy the views which change with every passing day ... No matter how many times I go
somewhere, there's always something that's leaves me wondering what the next trip will show me.
Through the preservation efforts of Natural Resources Police, the Bureau of Land Management,
numerous agencies and organizations (Private and Government), and VOLUNTEERS from within the
OHV community these lands are able to remain open for the enjoyment of all who "find" them.
That said, I oppose Grand County's proposal to close additional roads and trails within the system.
There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan
is "acceptable". I am here to tell you that it is NOT. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA,
can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline and NOT further restrict access.
I do, however, support the idea of "no net loss" for recreationaljOHV travel routes. The OHV
community is always eager to expand the areas which we can travel, always being mindful of our
"Tread Lightly" principles. What that means is that the Off Road community bands together to protect
the lands which we have been granted access to through the hard work of volunteers and the
understanding of informed policy makers such as yourselves. More information about the Tread
Lightly organization can be found here: http://trefldJJghtly.org/about-us/whgt:We-do/
Much like many other Off Road enthusiasts I understand that TEMPORARY access restrictions are
sometimes necessary, We all understand that the Earth changes her landscape in ways that we
cannot control, we strive to improve habitats for the wildlife which share the trails we drive, and we
always try to leave the land in a condition that's cleaner than we found it. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety, but rather would suggest that in doing so they solicit
the supplemental manpower and resources required to help improve the conditions that lead to the
temporary closures in the first place, I can say without reservation that the Off Road community, as
a whole, is/are some of the most environmentally minded and diverse individuals that you can ever
have the pleasure of meeting.

When it becomes necessary to close off portions of the land we are granted access to, we ask that
the restrictions be limited and the areas of temporary closure be kept to a minimum, Furthermore we
ask that if a closure becomes permanent, or that if the length of the temporary closure exceeds a few
days, that the land managing agency work with the OHV Community to establish alternate access
that's equivalent to that which must be closed, We in the OHV community are the second greatest
resource available to those charged with preserving the landscape, the actual land itself being the
first!
It's my opinion that Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined
terminology, I would ask that the council members work to specifically outline what type of
management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for
which the components of the system were designated, these lands were designated as OHV areas
and we strive to keep them as such, This will require special attention to be given to the specific
management intent, implementation, and regulation, The designated access for recreational uses,
including OHV recreation, MUST be protected and existing roads and trails preserved for generations
to come,

I thank you for your time and am hopeful that you will work with those of us who also wish to
preserve the beauty of OUR lands throughout The United States of America,

Best Regards,
Dave Morganthall
Off-Road Enthusiast
443,992,8775 - cell
410.329,8065 office / 410.329,8066 fax
Mailing Address:
SO Greenmeadow Drive
Timonium, MD 21093
CONFIDE.~TJAUTY NOTICE: rhis e-mail, including attachments, may indude toofidential and/or proprietary information, and may be used only by the person or entity
to which it Is addressed. ff the reader of this e-mail IS not the intended recipient or his or he:- authorized agent, the reader is hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this e-maIl is prohIbited, If you have received thIS e-mail in error, please notify the sender by replying to this mesSage and delete this e~mall
immediately.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Brad [bradsm1@aoLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11:47 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Trail closures

I discovered the beauty of Utah back in 1998 when I was in the Air Force stationed in
Colorado. I brought my daughter here when she was a child. We started driving the trails and
exploring the beautiful back roads. This has been our only vacation destination since then
and try to get to Moab at least two times per year. My daughter, who is a recent college
graduate, has grown to love the Utah and lives to return here every year.
If trails start to close, and this land starts to be unavailable for us to use, we will
unfortunately have to move on to another state for our vacations.
Being a disabled veteran, I cannot hike or ride a bike. Moab is the perfect area for me to be
able to explore and see the beauty that the west has to offer. If you take away the tourism
that Moab has to offer, the town will just turn in to a deserted truck stop.
Thank you for your time.
Bradley S. Martin
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Neal [steve.neal@comcastnet]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :59 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I was very confused to hear of your plans to close some of the roads/ trails that my family and I frequently use in Grand
County. Some of them are our favorites like 10 Mile and Dead Cow. It would it would have a large impact as to where
we choose to recreate in the future if these were closed. They seem to be well managed systems. I don't quite
understand why you would want to remove access to these areas to the majority of the public.
Please re-consider these plans.
Best regards,
Steve Neal and Family
American Fork, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

•

•
•
•

Alan [alruslici@comcas!.nell
Tuesday, March 24,201512:06 PM
Council@GrandCountyUlah.Nel
Moab land use.

I am writing to urge you to adopt the least restrictive regulations possible with regard to OHV use in the
Moab area. I take at least one OHV vacation per year, having visited Colorado, California, Nevada,
Hawaii, Georgia, Canada and Mexico, I would love to visit Utah in the future and enjoy the great riding
opportunities that exist there.
Sincerely,
Alan Rustici
North Stonington, CT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

nyoast [normyoast@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 201512:09 PM
Council@GrandCounlyUtah.Net
OHV

For years OHV use has been a huge part of the Grand County experience. ~uch of the trail systems there were
built by dirt bike riders.
OHV dollars help the economy, look in your hotel parking lots, The loss of ORV trails that are already
established is a waste. It will open it up to illegal trails also,
A way to ensure that the area ean handle the use is to open up some more roads/trails that will reduce the use on
some other trails, establishing loops that connect trails is also another option.
Other communities are building OHV systems to bring people in. Meeker Colorado is one example, They are
developing 100's of miles of track and trails
I havc brought my family to ~oab to ride dirt bike and ATVs for 20 years, We usually come out 2-3 times a
year,
With the continued loss of good riding, we are starting to look at new places that are OHV friendly, it seems at
times as if Grand County is moving away from that.
Please do not close more trails, look at opening some areas back up, building areas like the Sovereign system
Thanks for your time and all you do for your county and community
Norm Yoast
Craig Colorado
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mark Turner [MTurner@daystarweb.coml
Tuesday, March 24,201512:13 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Council,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLiI!1's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
Legislation, even a deSignation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shaH establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague
use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County
The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved,

Mark Turner
Chief Executive Officer
841 South 71 st Ave,
Phoenix, AZ 85043
MI1JID§r@pgystarWeb.com
623,907.0081 Ext. 471 Voice DID 623.215.0468
623,907.0088 Fax
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Sandgren [afab@live.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:15 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net; John Sandgren
Road & Trail Closures

I received a post today regarding the closure of many roads and trails in the Moab Utah
area. We travel to the Moab Utah area usually twice a year to ride the trail systems.
Last year in September there was a group of us (13) who made this trek. While there, we
stimulated Moab's economy by spending several thousands of dollars. My belief is that to
diminish your trail systems is a step which will hurt Moab's economy. Moab being a tourist
town has a small window to generate income and needs all the tourists and their dollars to
sustain their attraction. Please be a part of the solution, rather than a problem to keep
this area open and vibrant.

Tnank you,
Jonn Sandgren
Damascus, Oregon.
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KaLeigh Welch

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

moonie75@roadrunner.com
Tuesday, March 24, 201512:19 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhali@maiLhouse.gov
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's neW recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not l~ish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Brown [rickonthehook@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:20 PM
john.newhall@mail.house.gov; council@grandcountyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new reereational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal nccds to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ken Pepin [kennpepin@gmaitcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Hello,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a
designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which
the components of the system were deSignated. This requires that special attention be
given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Thank you for your time.
Ken pepin ..... and many other people who enjoy OHV Trails in Utah!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mitch Hammond [milchhammond64@gmaiLcomJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:24 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I have had the opportunity to experience Moab and the surrounding area with my son. This is a beautiful area
and fun to explore off road. This is a memory that we both cherish. J would hate to be one those" J remember
when you could explore that whole area unimpeded".

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and usc normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate acceSS, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined tenninology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs thc Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attcntion be givcn to
the specific management intent, Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV rccreation, must be protccted
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Mitch Hammond

Can't make it through the day? Back up and get a run at it
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KaLeigh Welch
Steve Graff [stevegraff12@hotmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:30 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net;john.newhall@mai1.house.gov
Do not close 10 Mile Wash Road and do not impose seasonal closures on Hey Joe Canyon,
Hell Roaring Canyon and Dead Cow Loop.
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valUES ~(!r which the 1.:,)11ljlon.;:nL'> of th.:: ,';YSK1:'1 \\';fC dtsign,u..;<.:.L i 11;:; r..:quirt:$ 1i~al ~fl~ciaj hU":fltton h~ given to iht ,.;pecillc nlUr;'ilgemenf int':HL Spi:citkally:
rt<:rearior.a! usc.;, inclm!mg OHV [~i,;[c:ati()n. mll:;:i bt' pn)tc::-<<7d and ::XiS1illg wads anti H',uis prcs.:,,'.:tt
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gvanmeter@cox.net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:31 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail closures

Please do not close the existing OHV trails or recommend wilderness for areas where roads
exist, I am a strong advocate of perserving wilderness in roadless areas, but using this as
a tool to close existing roads and trails is wrong and does not meet the original intent of
the law.
Please keep in mind that Jeep/4WD/OHV and MTB users are a major component of tourism in your
area. Do you really want to spot the flow of dollars into these areas?
Gary Van Meter
Carpinteria, Ca.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Scott Rousseau [srandsr@sbcglobal.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:31 PM
ccuncil@grandcountyutah,net
Grand County/Moab Trail System

Attention, Grand County Council;
As a lifelong motorized recreation enthusiast, I have enjoyed the existing trails in the Moab, Utah area, It has now been brought to my
attention that the Grand County Council is making recommendations to close a substantial portion of the existing trail structure,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close these roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that
BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and
should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing
or restricting public access to a designated roule for purposes of resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to specifically outline what
type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
deSignated, This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent SpeCifically; recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved,
Sincerely,
Scott Rousseau
585 Fayette Circle
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Telephone: 714-5()1-8751
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

jethro450 . Unabiz@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:32 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLl)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Along with the comments above, I highly oppose the closure of the Ten Mile Area. This has been a favorite
spot for my family for generations. Closing it would be a travesty.
Jed Muhlcstein
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jill Cheme [jill@jillchemehomes,com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:34 PM
council@grandcountyulah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses couid
be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined tenninology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to the
specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved,
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Leslie Roberts [lesliehaleroberts@hotmaiLcomj
Tuesday, March 24,201512:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
opposition to Grand County's road closure proposal

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, orthe length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Leslie H Roberts
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shawn Hansen [snhansen64@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24,2015 12:36 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.nel
Moab Trails

I have made mUltiple trips to Moab to enjoy the excellent trail system there. In fact, I just got home from a trip
to Moab Sunday and I have made plans to go again soon. I have recently heard that some of my favorite trails
are being considered for closure. If these trails are closed I would not want to visit the area and spend my
money there.
I support "no net 105s" for any recreational area. I do not support any public BLM or Forest Service trail
closure that restricts current access and use currently provided. If a closure to a portion of a trail is deemed
necessary to preserve habitat alternate access should be provided.
The current proposal need to specify what management the county desires and outline a plan to manage
the lands in a manner that protects the values of that system, specifically recreational use.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Shane Zimmerman [shaneczimmerman@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:36 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
SAVE MOAB'S TRAILS

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an N CA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components ofthe system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you,
Shane Zimmerman
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kevin Linsley [kevin@kplandscape.biz]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:39 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
please!

As a Utah local. I ask you to please stop shutting down our public trails! We urge you to leave this
responsibility to those at a local level. It is our right to govern our land. Thank you!
Kevin Linsley

Thanks,
Kevin Linsley
(801)510-7142
www.kplandscape.biz
Ilwww.facebook.comlkplandscape
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Joe Kling [joekling2004rubicon@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,2015 12:45 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Council Members,
I oppose Grand COlmty's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authori7~d via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the eomponents of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you for your eonsideration of our perspective.
Regards,
Joe Kling

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Arne Carlson (arne@desert-craftcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Closures

To Whom it may concern:
I am writing to urge you, as a fellow American to do everything in your power to oppose, resist, and fight
against any further land closures or restriction of any kind to OUR PUBLIC lands.
Restrictions to access to public lands are occurring systcmatically and at an alarming ratc. As I am sure you are
awarc, access to public lands were of key importance to the founders of our country and helped define their
view of liberty,
Please help keep America free for all of us!
Sincerely,
Arne Carlson,
Ramona,CA
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Maron [Robert@wolfmartininc.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; Rob.Bishop@mail.house.gov;
Jason.Chafettz@mail.house.gov; rguson@mail.house.gov; Scott.Parker@mail.house.gov;
Melissa.Subbotin@mail.house.gov; Wade.Garrett@mail.house.gov;
Jennifer.Scott@mail.house.gov; Casey.Snyder@mail.house.gov;
Colton.Miles@mail.house.gov; garyherbert@utah.gov; jasonharding@ulah.gov;
mikemower@utah.gov; kathleenclarke@utah.gov; codystewart@utah.gov;
alanmatheson@utah.gov; dhinkins@le.utah.gov
Public Lands Initiative

Dear Grand County Council and Representative Rob Bishop and Jason Chafettz,
First off, I strongly oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. I am writing this letter to urge you
to abandon any proposal that results in a "net-loss" for recreational travel routes.
Secondly, please do not designate any new wilderness areas in the Book Cliffs and Dolores River areas outside of the
existing Wilderness Study Areas. One point that I would like to make is just because an area is beautiful, scenic, or out of
the way, does not necessarily qualify it as a Wilderness Area. A perfect example of this is the Green River Corridor. There
are several roads along the banks of the Green River including Hey Joe Canyon Trail, 10 Mile Wash, Hell Roaring Canyon
Mineral Bottom and the Dead Cow loop. All these roads should be left open to mUltiple users and future generations to
be able to access, and enjoy this area. Wilderness designations take away the opportunity for those unable to hike, walk,
or successfully navigate a multi-day rafting trip from experiencing these areas; this act essentially disallows an entire
segment of our population from enjoying their public lands.
Third, Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values
for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific
management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and
trails preserved. The BLMs 2008 Resource Management Plan does an excellent job of providing guidance on what types
of activities are appropriate for this area, and as a result no new Wilderness, National Conservation Areas, or even
Nation Recreation Area should be deSignated. Current BlM regulations are more than sufficient in this heavily visited
area. Under no circumstances do I support any motorized or non-motorized roads or trails being shut down in this area.
Lastly, I am a long-time regular Canyonlands visitor who routinely travels 500+ miles each way with family and friends
from across the USA just to enjoy the beautiful scenery and amazing driving, biking, hiking, fishing and boating accessed
from existing Jeep trails. Please leave the remaining roads in your beautiful county for everyone including future
generations to enjoy.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Rob Martin

Rob Martin

Wolf Martin, Inc.
POB 880458
Steamboat Springs, CO 80488

Tel/Fax: 970.736.2319
1

Cell: 970.409.8575
Email: Robert@wolfmartininc.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

C Brown [kbrown4279@aol.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:50 PM
council@grandcountyutah"net
Moab Off Road Trail Closures

] am an avid off road rider who lives in Cedar CitYI Utah. I frequently go to Moab, UT to enjoy the many off road riding trails in that area, at

least 4 times a year. I am 46 years old, married and the mother of now 3 grown children/ I am very sadden to hear that you are trying to
dose riding areas, and even though some of these trails are not heavily used; it starts with closing some off then they want to close more
trails off, I do not go off trail and if r ever saw people abusing our traji systems I would be the first to report it. There is so much land and
beautiful scenery to see, that for some people, off road vehicles are the only way they will go out into the back country and see its beauty,
have met Young and Old people on the trails, enjoying off road riding, 1 have encounter 70 yr old couples out driving there own off road
vehicles and enjoying nature instead of just sitting around doing nothfng, This is a family sport that brings multi-generations of familles
together to enjoy the spectacular beauty of t·1oab and other off road areas.
I urge you to reconsider dOSing these areas off, there is plenty of wilderness and trails that is all ready off limits to off road vehicles, let uS
enjoy Moabs beauty as we have been for years, Off Road riding is a huge part of the Moab economy and if you start closing a few trails, I am
sure more wilf follow and it can't be good for the the owners of businesses that count on that income. Please don't let other people from other
states influence our states recreation areas, try to listen to the people who use these areas all the time.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BlM's new
recreational travel plan IS, with a few exceptions, acceptable. legislation, even a designation such as an NCA t can and should "codify" the
current management as a rtZlseline. Addltionalus€.s could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
r support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or
restricting pubUc access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety, Provided" however, that if the closure
becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route,
the land managing agency shall establish a{ternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" arE vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of
management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the
Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that
special attentIon be given to the specific management Intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
eXisting roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wiliiam/Angelae Gavin [william_angelae@hotmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:51 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please do not shut down areas of Grand County

To the county council;
I do not believe that shutting areas down is the correct path to take. Grand County is a beautiful area with
recreational opportunities for everyone and every ability. Please insure we can continue to enjoy them by
continuing multiple use policies and maintaining local control. Please do not restrict motorized access any
further. Areas and trails that are open should remain open and accessible to everyone. Our family loves to
come and enjoy the Moab area and if you limit areas to anyone group then you are asking us to no longer visit
and help the local economy.
Thank you so much for your time,
William, Angelae and Haylie Gavin
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kyle Jones [the1kyle@yahoo.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 12:56 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
land designation and ohv access

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thank you,
Kyle Jones
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jason Huckabay Uason@highsierra4x4.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:04 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I was saddened to hear that the council has brought forth a plan that would shut down OHV trails in the
MOAB area. As an annual visitor to this region, I come for the OHV trails and bring my family here to
enjoy the Moab experience. It's a long 900+ mile journey that isn't always a popular one with the family.
15 hours in a car is a big ask for a wife and kid. If the OHV trails weren't there, I wouldn't be either. I've
been the last three years in a row and would like to keep it on my allnual calendar of trips I take. My
family and I spend around $3500 each week we come to Moab. We usually rent a house or large condo,
consume about $600 worth of gas each trip in town, and support the grocery store and local eateries, We
always come home with a few new I-shirts. Twice I had a break down that resulted in spending weI! over
$1000 dollars at the local repair shop. All of this income to the local area is because of the OHV trails that
exist. While I know there are hundreds of miles of "other" trails still open, the removal of any Iriallimits
options. Each year we strive to see a few new trails as well as visit our favorltes. The more trails that are
removed, the fewer options we have going forward 'Nhich means the existing trails become crowded. If
the existing trails become too congested then the enjoyment of our trip is less and we are less likely to
return. What I am getting at, is its al! connected. You can't remove a single trail without impacting the
others. I'm sure my opinion is in line with thousands of otllers that visit this area annually,
I personally oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreationallravel pian is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I slipport the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily

dn'~i!1n

or restrictinrJ public access to a designated route for purposes

resource protection or public safety, Provided, however. thaI if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access

Lise normally provided by the deSignated

route, the land managing agency shall establish aiternate access, equivalent to tllat provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are va9ue and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specmcally outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation
(NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands ill a
manner that protects the
for which the components of the system were designated. This requires
1

that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recreationa! uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved,
Thanks,
Jason Huckabay, MBA
832-425-9696
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ken Ballard [gt500jeeper@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:06 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Use

Please keep land use open to ALL people and modes of transportation. I love the fuct that we have beautiful
wilderness areas and amazing places to hike, 4x4, horse ride all over Utah. I appreciate the wilderness areas
that we currently have. Hov.."ever, I am completely opposed to closing access to any more land. Please do not
support any new usage closures of any type.
I also dislike restricting access to a limited number of permits such as is being proposed for White Rim.
Respectfully,
Ken Ballard
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Max Womack [okbluemax88@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:09 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Closure Moab

I'm sure getting tired of all the land closures going on. I have found a way to put a stop to it.
As A taxpayer and offroader my plan would be simple,
Open all public land up to Oil Drilling, suck all the Oil they can get out.
Next put all Public lands up For Sale,
Take the Money and pay down the National Debt.
I know some businesses will have to shut down, and Government employees will lose jobs but thats just the way it is.
Ifthe taxpayers ean'l use the lands our tax dollars are going to for their upkeep, sell it all.
I'll take the money J spend on My RZR, Toy hauler,Diesel Truck,Diesel Fuel,lnsurance, camp grounds, land use permits, Tax's On all the

above and fly to the Bahama!s and Cancun Mexico a few times a year and not have to worry with all the problems we have in the good old
USA land afthe free.
Max Womack
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

David Lye [cookindu!ch@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:13 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Trail closures

To whom it may concern:
I love the Utah wilderness areas and especially the beauty that is ibuud in Southern Utah. My concern is I keep
hearing of trails being closed to Four Wheel Drive vehicles. Utah beauty should be accessible to all, and while
not handicapped, knee injuries greatly limit my access to many of these areas as per doctors orders. The only
way I can visit many of these areas is by Four Wheel Drive vehicles.
Control of our wilderness belongs to the people of Utah. And the people of Utah have the right to be able to use
our wilderness. Every time I hear of another area that has it's access to vehicles restricted I see one more area I
will never be able to visit.
Please do not close any more trails. I have purchased a vehicle to allow me to take my camera and visit more of
Utah's wilderness. Don't take that away from me.
Thanks
DavidA. Lye
American Fork, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sasha Pave [sasha@setthemfree.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:13 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
To

Rescue Green [flomonic@hotmaiLcomj
Tuesday, March 24, 20151:14 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

Whom It May Concern,

Regrading Grand County's PLI proposal to close existing roads and trails, I would like to add my voice to the
opposition. Roads and trails in this area have been enjoyed for many years, and most cases, decades by a variety
of users, including OHV. I do not live in Moab, but I visit often. I enjoy hiking, biking and Jeeping while I am
there. Moab has some of the best Jeep trails in the entire Country, and are a huge tourist draw for the local
economy. I know that, because I spend significantly more money up there when I am Jeeping, than when I am
hiking or biking. While I not not at all opposed to temporary road and trail closures for safety and management
reasons, I am vastly opposed to taking these trails away from the responsible, multi-modal use they have
enjoyed. Closing existing Roads and Trails, and creating more Wilderness doesn't fit the circumstances in this
case. Please consider every user of our Public Lands, and the local economy of Moab and vote to keep access
open to all users, and not just a select few.
Thank you very much for your time.

Monica battlett
Durango Colorado
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KaLeigh Welch
Melissa Fischer [mfischer@megadyne.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20151:19 PM
Council@GrandCounlyUlah.Net
Public Land's Proposal

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Greetings and thank you for your time,
I am writing to express my views and opinions regarding the public land proposal being considered by the council. I had
the privilege to address the council as a representative of the Moab Friends for Wheeling club and share our
recommendations as a user group here in Moab and Grand County. Although I think the council has made some forward
progress, I am disappointed with the following three areas:
1.

2.
3.

Closure of trails in the Dolores Triangle. If there is the ability and willingness to cherry pick certain roads and
preserve wilderness, why not all?
Seasonal closure and permanent closure of roads in the Labyrinth Canyon area. If boat traffic on the Green can
and will remain motorized, where is the so called "solitude"? Jet boat noise vs. Jeep noise?
No language preserving the existing roads and trails from the "next" round or protection from a National
Monument. This must be included orthere will be no security of our lands.

As I mentioned to the council in my introduction, I am a recent permanent resident of Grand County. My primary reason
for relocating to Grand County was the accessibility and number of motorized opportunities that are offered. My
husband and I bought a home here, we pay taxes here, and we vote here. Making the move to this county was difficult
and our work made accommodations for us. We have to regularly commute to Salt Lake City as a means for an income
but it was worth it to us to live here .
. We first visited in 1996 and made several trips to Moab. We have taken advantage of hotels, restaurants, rental
companies, the airport, campgrounds, grocery stores, gas stations, park fees, and many other services. Now that we own
a home, we use most services provided in Grand County, too many to list.
My love for Moab started before my love of OHV use. Now we have 2 Jeeps and 1 Samurai that we use for personal use
and as leaders and gunners for Easter Jeep Safari. I also hike, mountain bike, swim at the Aquatic Center, participate in
the Half Marathons and many other events. I know this county pretty well and have enjoyed exploring it to the fullest. I
have never had a problem seeking and finding solitude and there are lots of lands and areas to backpack and remotely
hike in. I agree that we need protection from a National Monument designation but not to the extent outlined by the
council, most of whom have never been to the areas in question. It may seem easy to close something down jf you've
never seen it but is it the best management by the council to do so? Absolutely not.
Do we need to moderate and make some compromise on the lands in Grand County? Perhaps but not at the loss of
access to historic areas. Please do the right thing and keep our trails open!
Thanks so much,

Melissa K. Fischer RN, MSN, CNOR
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kurt Brown [my05rubiconjeep@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:26 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail closers and federal wilderness lands

To the members of the Grand County Council...About the vote at the end of this month. Please consider what
you are voting on and vote no to closing more trails to OHV. As a Utah resident I feel we have enough
protected lands, we need to keep these trails open for people such as myself. 0 am 52, I have had four failed
back surgeries and for me the thought of seeing the back country of one of the most beautiful counties of out
state by bicycle or hiking is impossible. I would not return to the area, now I know my one person plus my wife
and daughter and the amount we spend in grand county would not hurt the local economy. But the Jeeping
community is large and I know for a fact there are thousands more like me. Middle aged unable to ride a bike or
hike. We don't come down there to tear up our Jeeps, we come to ride the trails as responsible as possible to see
the area and the many beautiful views .... .! urge you to please VOTE NO on the trail closures and wilderness
protection....
Thank you for your time.
Kurt Brown and family
Heber City, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lieffrey.r [jjeffrey .r@Zoho.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 20151:26 PM
Council@GrandCounlyUlah.Net
Grand County's proposal on Lands Initiative

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to express my hope that Grand County's proposal includes expanding OHV recreation areas,
Any proposal should be a net benefit for all forms of recreation, including motorized travel such as ATV,
and motorcycle trail riding.
It is concerning that the new Council has drafted significantly more losses to off-highway vehicle (OHV)
riders, while reducing most of the gains. Grand County's draft proposal to close up to one-hundred miles
of primitive roads and trails, including some of the best ones we have left, is a blow to recreationisls and
outdoor lovers. Without access and maintenance, these lands will deteriorate and fail to bring valuable
tourist dollars. Of particular concern to my family are the 15 miles around Labyrinth Canyon, and
proposed closures of the Dolores River area. Our family has enjoyed recreating in these areas for many
year and their loss would be unfortunate.
Of particular concern are the nD n roads, as they are the only ones that provide OHV riders with a 'trail'
type of opportunity. My family enjoys recreating on this type of trail, and they are becoming much too
rare.
Note that Jeep Safari routes, while very popular, constitute roughly one tenth of the available OHV trails
and graded roads. Grand County's draft proposal should include plans to expand OHV recreation areas to
encompass more of the current routes and to encourage building some new ones.
thank you,
Jeff Robeson and family,
1385 Fiddlers Canyon Rd.
Cedar City UT, 84721

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

MoabJeeper1 [moabjeeper1@gmail,comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:28 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Land access

To all concerned,
In the topic of access to public land, I think it is important to afford all those seeking access the privilege of
visiting these remote areas. Everyone should have equal rights to see the wondrous beauty that Utah provides.
"Everyone" includes the elderly, families with very young children, the disabled, and those that prefer a good
drive in the country, Please don't shut us out.
D. Shane Rose
Syracuse, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Juli & Paul [tatfam@charter.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom it May Concern!
"I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, acceptable.
legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify"
the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved."
Obviously the above is a canned response, but those of you who have the authority to
determine such rulings have a much more responsible job; to wade through the rhetoric and
find the truth of the matter. Being a non-resident but hopeful visitor to the area involved
I (we) would expect if these rulings force closure of available trails, WE WON'T BE
VISITING!!!! So there goes your tourist dollars. I can think of lots of things that you could
do to promote visitors, but sending them away by shutting down access is nonsense.
Our daughter recently moved to Colorado and we were planning on visiting while passing
through in the future, particularly your area. We await your decision.
Paul Tatman
Reno, NV.
tatfam@charter.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Carl Thomas [carl.f.thomas@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land use concerns.

Council members:
Please do not shut down any more trails, create any more wilderness areas or federally
protected land areas!
I am a resident of Michigan who comes to Moab for 2 weeks each year to participate as a
responsible trail official for Jeep Safari and enjoy the beautiful land that Utah offers. I
often bring several other families from Canada and Michigan with me to experience Moab and
the surrounding area. 2015 will be my 9th year in a row visiting Moab.
I believe the land should be managed locally by the BLM which does a fine job.
On a final note, I want my family and its future generations to be able to enjoy the land as
I have. Eliminating and restricting access does nothing to accomplish this.
Nobody really owns land. We all came from it and will all return to it some day.
for everyone to enjoy please.
Sincerely,
Carl Thomas
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kenny Schipper [kschippe@wlgore.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20151:37 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Please do not let any of the OHV trails or roads be closed. This is our favorite vacation
destination. Please uphold the original letter of the bill that would protect these
wonderful trails for our families and future generations.
Thank you,
Kenny Schipper
D&A Mechanical Engineer
W. L. Gore and Associates, Inc.
Kendrick Peak, Flagstaff, AZ
phone 928-864-3349
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Wesley Hunt [whunt@sjsd.org]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:41 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

March 24, 2015
Good morning,
Phil! Mueller who works in Moab at KCYN, and part of our extended family encouraged me to share my person concern
and request that you do not proceed with your road closures! Phill is aware of our family's respect of our spectacular
vistas and canyons. We are like Phill in that we are no longer able to carry a pack and walk to see this area. We must us
an OHV to enjoy this area. Our children and grandchildren come back home so they can have us take them on these
trails. Please respect our privilege to use these trails and help our children teach our grandchildren to always honor and
respect their heritage; this land of their Fathers!
I and my family do oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Sincerely
Wesley & Zola Hunt and Family
Blanding Utah
Cc:
Congressman Rob Bishop's Office
iohn.newhall@maiLhouse.gov
Congressman Jason Chaffetz
chaffetz. house .gov/ conta ct-m e/

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monica Tibbelts [monicacounless@holmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:44 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Leiter 10 Council

To the Grand County Council,
My name is Monica Tibbetts I am afifth generation Moab Resident.
After much care, consideration and thought, I want you to know that on a scale of 1 to 100. I
want you to know that I am JOO % Against Anymore Wilderness in the Grand County, Moab,
Utah and San Juan County Area!!!! We have been here a long time and we do stand for
Multiple Use Land. For all you progressives that think you are here to save us and lock up this
land forever, Go Back to where you came from!!
Your job as our Grand County Council is to listen to all sides of the issues and Not have an
agenda to close everything up to make wilderness and monuments to protect the land! We rely
on this whole beautiful areafor our economy. we have two beautiful National Parks and State
Parks that are already protected! I have worked hard to make a living in Moab for well
over 35 years, I stand up for what I believe and I have more of a right to speak my truth, more
so than any of the new transplants that have recently discovered Moab and Now feel motivated
to close up everything to protect it! My question is to "Who are they wanting to protect Our
Land From?" I can honestly say that My family has been living, working, and recreating in
Grand County for multiple generations and I stand Proud to say that I am Confident that We
have All Protected the Land Very Well ..... and intend to do so for Many, Many, Many more
Generations to Come! Thank You Very Much!!
lvly Three Sons rely on this multiple use area to make a living and I am against anymore
wilderness in Moab and Grand County. I believe that "NOW IS THE TIME TO SPEAK UP
FOR NO MORE WILDERNESS!! FOR GODS()"'AKE!
•

I VEHEMENTL Y OPPOSE ANY NEW DESIGNA TlON OF WILDERNESSS, WILDERNESS STUDY
AREAS, NATIONAL MONUMENTS, ROAD CLOSURES, OHV RESTRICTIONS, OR OTHERWISE
ANYWHERE IN GRAND COUNTY AND SAN JUAN COUNTIES!!

FYI This whole issue Makes My Blood Boil to say the least!
Say No to the Public Lands Initiative or any other National designation of Our
Lands.
• I want you{O know that We are Not the small vocal minority that are
intimated by the Transplants that are trying to lock up Our Land!! We will
fightfor our land and our rights!

•
•

•
1

•
•

Vote No, No, No, to More Wilderness!!
I Am Passionate about this because J Love Moab and our beautiful area that I choose to
Live, Work, raise my family and Recreate in.

•
•
•

Thank you for your time,
Monica Tibbetts
th
Proud to Be a 5 Generation Moab Resident

•
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mark [marklweaver@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20151:44 PM
Council@GrandCounlyUtah.Net
Comments on public lands proposal

To the Grand County Council,
My wife and I visit Moab and the surrounding areas at least once or twice every year. We enjoy mountain
biking, hiking and off-road motorcycling along with the occasional rafting trip. In my opinion, there is no
justification for the closures and restrictions in the county's proposal. In particular, we find the proposal to
close ten-mile wash to be a truly terrible idea. This area has been a popular riding destination for many
decades, and offers a truly unique scenic experience to motorcyclists. There are MANY such riparian washes
that are already closed to motorized vehicles, and available for the solitude of hikers and cyclists, and I don't
see any resource-based reason to close 10-mile wash too.
We also strongly object to the proposed seasonal closures of trails like the dead cow loop along the green
river. Yes, we enjoy quiet river solititude, but there is an awful lot of quiet river solitude available to us
without having to unduly restrict valuable recreational opportunities to others.
I strongly urge the new county council to honor the spirit of the agreements worked out in the previous
council's proposal.
Sincerely,
Mark Weaver
171 E Keswick ct
Kuna Idaho, 83634
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Weirick [gngweirick@msn.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:46 PM
Council
RE: Please oppose Moab land grab and road closures?

In Inyo County CA where I reside the Board of Supes is doing everything in its power to head off the Forest
Service from closing more and more roads around here!
Hard to imagine your fine County forgeting the folks who pioneered your area and their belief in freedom and
liberty.
Your demographics have probably changed pretty radically with the influx of my fellow californians who
hypocritically have to live out in nature, but scream bloody murder if someone with limited time wants to to
enjoy it in a motorized vehicle!
Please don't forget your counties demographic roots!
Greg Weirick
Concerned advocate for reasonable access to our public lands

From: council@grandcountyutah,net
To: gngweirici<@msn.com
Subject: RE: Please oppose Moab land grab and road closures?
Date: Tue, 24 Mar 2015 11:55:41 -0600
Your email has been received, Thank you,
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from: Greg Weirick [mailto:gnqweirick(filmsn,com]

Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:58 AM
To: {;;ouncil@qrandcountyutah,net; john.newhal!(filmail.house,gov

Subject: Please oppose Moab land grab and road closures?
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seem~to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. , do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
1

protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Greg Weirick
Concerned US citizen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

et93Yi@frontier.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:47 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closing of Access to Public Lands

Please do not further restrict access to our Public Lands, the existing roads, trails and paths. There
are enough Wilderness and other protected lands, that adding this, additional restricted access will
hurt your local economy and curtail the amount of visitors through your county. I have recreated there
in the past and plan on returning next year. Please do not follow through with this plan.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ed Tenney
Timber Tamer 4x4 Club President
PNW4WDA Region 1 Land Matters Representative

425-359-9975
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DAVID LOZUPONE [drlozupone@msn.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land use

Council
I am from Md. We come out to visit and offroad for several weeks twice a year. We do not like that you are
considering closing down areas that will close and limit access to some of the back roads and trails. This
happened several years ago on The Cape Hatteras National Seashore. People were able to get a federal judge
to close areas around where a specific bird is nesting. The argument was that they were only closing a mile or
two of 30 to 40 miles of beach. Unfortunately, these half mile closers limited access to over 25 miles of beach.
The local gov't and NPS. had put this off for over 20 years because of overall effect to the area. Unfortunately
a group of people were able to get a federal judge that new nothing about the area to protect a bird that was
not on the endangered list. This area relies on surf fisherman and vacationers for income. By limiting the
beach access the economy has taken a hard hit.
This is all because control of the beach was taken out of the control of the local government.
PLEASE think long and hard before allowing this to happen here in Utah.
Thank you for your time.
David Lozupone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

deven serr [deven7fh@yahoo.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 20151:55 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
More OHV closures!

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Debbie Sprunk [fourjay1954@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 1:58 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County

Grand County is a beautiful area with a lot of wonderful opportunities. Please insure that
everyone can continue to enjoy it by continuing multiple use policies. Please do not restrict motorized
access any further. Federal management had enough control.
Thanks,
Debbie Sprunk
This will my my 18th year for a visIT to Moab! We love Moab
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Adam George [adamgeorge25@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20152:05 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Moab land use

To whom it may concern,
Please keep Moab trails open to motor vehicles,
Growing up my dad and I never got along. We had a terrible relationship and didn't see eye
to eye on anything. My senior year of high school my dad bought a jeep. He and my mother
started taking weekend sight seeing trips to Moab. This caught my attention and he offered to
take me. Our relationship changed that weekend and we have been different ever since. Finding
the common bond of exploring your amazing town and surrounding areas changed my life, My dad
and I have been exploring and playing in Moab for sixteen years now and there is still more
to see. My dad is getting older and has bad ankles and neuropathy in his feet. He can't hike
or bike and needs his jeep to continue doing what has brought us together and like I said
there is still more to see.
I have kids of my own now and they love being in Moab. They love the hotel and campground
pools. They love the restaurants and shops. And they love seeing new things that the that
your beautiful landscape have to offer, Please help keep my family and others like us
together , and thanks for being part of saving my relationship with my dad.
P.S. The jeep and off-road community have an amazing amount of respect for the environment.
In the sixteen years of dOing this we have also spent a lot of time in the national parks. I
have seen far more disrespect on hocking trails then I ever have on jeep trails. There is
more garbage and littering on the hiking trails. On a jeep trail if you come upon someone
else on the trail you wait behind them until there is room to pass, staying on the trail! On
a hiking trail people just step off the trail and pass. Walk through arches you will see the
foot prints. Off road enthusiast are educated and they know they are under fire, they know
there is fight for the lands and they will do what is right to keep them open.
Thank you,
Adam George

Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Shannon [daveshann@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20152:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Greetings,
First off, I don't live in Utah, can't vote for (or against) you but being retired I do recreate in Moab 5-6 few
times a year. Living only 3 hours away it's my favorite destination for vacations to enjoy mountain biking,
hiking and hitting the trails with my Jeep. I firmly believe that closing trails, in a day and age when more and
more people are buying OHVs and learning the joys of exploring the backcountry is foolhardy at best.
Concentrating off highway vehicles in smaller and smaller areas is counterproductive and will lead to people
seeking other towns to spend their tourist dollars. Grand Junction and St George both have a plethora of trails
around them and so far restrictions have been minimal. In fact new trails have been opened in both areas
making them good destination spots.
Please don't let a small group of radical environmentalists dictate your town out of consideration when people
are deciding where to go to spend their hotel/camping/restaurant/fuellcurio/supplies dollars. Jeep Safari is but a
drop in the bucket when one considers all the tourist dollars spent by 4 wheeled enthusiasts. It's certainly the
most noticeable, both good and bad, but it is just a small part of the whole.
Thank You for your time
Dave Shannon
1118 Long Hollow Circle
Durango, CO
81301
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

lori@ioribird,net
Tuesday, March 24, 20152:08 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Moab Lands

Dear Council
I am writing to you today with the hopes of reminding you that you have a large
contingent of jeeps coming into your community next week.
Hundreds of jeeps will come into your community and each them will be spending
money on food, gas, motels, souvenirs, jeep rentals and repairs, rental of the arena,
campgrounds and the cost of what we spent to reserve our trails and the cost to travel
to Moab. As near as I can figure, we are spending upwards of $100,000,000, the vast
majority of which goes directly into all of your local business'.
It seems to me that it would be a monumental mistake to send the jeep safari to

another community, who I am sure would be thrilled to have this kind of income come
into their community. By keeping trails open to everyone, by allowing everyone to
enjoy the beauty of this amazing landscape, by being open to the diversity of those who
come into your community, you continue to benefit as well.
I look forward to meeting you all next Wednesday.

Lori Richardson Bird
Associate Broker
Help U Sell Legacy

C/801-508-4517
F/801-665-1342
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Gabriel [briansgabriel@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 2:13 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Hello,
I am Brian Gabriel and I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There
seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan
is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized
via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated, This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thanks
Brian Gabriel
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Boehmer, Stephen [sboehmer@taxops.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20152:16 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Grand County OHV

Every year my family and I spend time in Grand County, Utah recreating and spending large amounts of dollars on
hotels, food, supplies, and OHV parts and equipment. I would hate to see the trails closed since it would force my family
and I to recreate where the trails remain open.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Regards,

Stephen Boehmer
Phone: 720.227.0434
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Pool Ueremy-pool@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20152:24 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
road closures and more designation of wilderness area

To whom it may concern:
I am an avid lover of the outdoors and the beauty that the area around Moab has to offer. I spend countless
hours hiking and Jeeping in the area around Moab every year. I have been to Moab 3 times in the last 4
months. I have another trip planned the end of March and again the end of April. I want nothing more than
the protection of the beautiful area around the town but it can be done without the closure of existing roads
or more wilderness designation. PLEASE stop the closure of existing dirt roads and additional wilderness
designation! I am an associate member ofthe Red Rock 4 Wheelers, Moab Friends 4 Wheeling, The Utah 4
Wheel Drive Association and I am the President of Dirt Hedz Off Road Club. It is my belief that more
conservation and positive action for conservation can be done through public education than can be done
through closures. Thank you for your time.
Respectfully,
Jeremy Pool - Owner
Marble Slab Creamery #596
11585 S. District Main Dr. #700
South Jordan, Utah 84095
801-495-5337 -Store
801-414-3100-Cell
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

prsilliman. [prsilliman@gmail.com]
Tuesday. March 24. 2015 2:32 PM
cQuncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom it May Concern:
I live in California and have traveled extensively here, Oregon, Nevada and Utah. I love mountain biking and
motorcycle trail riding with my family and friends in the countryside. We love all the roads and trails open to
us and we respect the land we use. I oppose the Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems
to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even as designations such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
managemcnt as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning an NEPA. I support the idea of "no
net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily
closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection of public safety.
Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route the land managing agency shall establish
alternate aceess, equivalent to that provided by the designated rout. Grand County's "management objectives"
are vague and uses undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management
rhe County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a matmer that protects the values for which the components of the
system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including onv recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved. It is vitally important you handle decision making with due process, public input and reasonable due
diligence dependent on facts. Thank you.

Paul Silliman
925.588.3202
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeeprassic gmail Ueeprassic@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 2:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Don't close anymore lands to National Parks and Wilderness!

Grand County Council.
Our country is in a bad way where we keep closing our lands from the public. These lands are our lands, not the
Eastern environmentalist lands. Do not close one single more road! We do not need anymore ",~lderness or
federal mandates and protection that keep us from our lands. These are our lands and our roads!
Sincerely,
Marlin Sharp

Marlin Sharp
ieeorassic@qmail.com
540 N 675 E
Lindon UT 84042
801-874-8143 CL
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mark Kincart [mkincart@klim.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 2:39 PM
Council
Re: Trail closures

No worries feel free to call anytime. We would love to help.
MARK KINCART
Motorcycle Promotions
6132-369-1143
Sent from I phone
> On Mar 24, 21315, at 11:56 AM, Council <council@grandcountyutah.net> wrote:
>

> Your email has been received.

Thank you.

>

>
>
>
>
>

Kaleigh welch
Office CoordinatorlGrand County Council
125 E. Center Street, Moab, UT 84532
0:(435) 259-1346
F:(435) 259-2574

>

>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Mark Kincart [mailto:mkincart@klim.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 21315 8:21 AM
To: Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Subject: Trail closures

>

> To whom it may concern.
>

> Hello my name is Mark Kincart. I am in charge of Motorcycle promotions
> and New Business Development at Klim. Klim is a subsidiary of Polaris
> Industries. Prior to that I worked at Tucker Rocky a large distributer
> to the Power Sports segment. I understand the pressures that both
> sides face. I do however also believe that it's not as simple as
> environmental groups against the powered outdoor recreation groups. We
> both know that both bring substantial revenue into natures back yard
> allover the country. I believe a much larger problem exist for
> government agencies to manage these outdoor areas. The increase of
> participating public in outdoor powered activities simply out strips
> the ability from a man power and financial standpoint to continue. I
> believe it's time for private industry to step in and help managing
> agencies financially with the funding of public access and management.
> The power sports companies need to take a hard look in the mirror and
> understand that the money used to sponsor a rider could be used
> instead to sponsor a department that manages off highway trail
> systems. In other words we need to work with your agencies not against
- > them. I'm open to any ideas that you might have. Please feel free to call my cell below to
discuss.
>

>
>
>
>

MARK KINCART
Motorcycle Promotions
6132-369-1143
Sent from I phone
1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Heather Royston [healhercroyslon@gmaiLcomj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 2:52 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,nel; john.newhall@mail.house,gov
Grand Counly, UT Trail and Road Closures

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and shonld "codil'y" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Heather C. Royston
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

PAIGE GILLIN [paigegillin@icloud.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20152:57 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal

to close

roads and trails, My family has spent a number of years

vacationing in Utah and plan on SPENDING many more as long as we can access its' public :ands. We
have been enjoying its' beauty from the comfort of our Jeeps while treading lightly and leaving the state
better than when we arrived. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's
new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as
an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude fC-lderalland
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the deSignated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in

a

manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specificalfy: recreational uses, including
OHV reoreation, must be protected and existing roads and trais preserved
Thank you for your time concerning this matier.

Paige Gillin
Sacramento, California
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Info NMCC [info@northemmonochamber.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 3:15 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Importance:

High

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERNWe are writing today to voice our opposition to Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There is consensus
among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "COdify" the current management as a baseline.
Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
We support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent, Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sincerely,
Tim & Mary Fesko
110437 US Hwy 395
Coleville, CA 96107
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Allan Hanson [aUan.hanson@gmx.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 3:19 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Keep Moab trails openl!

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Best regards,
Allan Hanson
General Manager
California Funding Group, LLC
PO Box 19755
Las Vegas, NV 89132
P: (702.)562.-9700 F: (702.)435-9701
allan.hanson@qmx.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject;

craigster_ ar@yahoo.com
Tuesday. March 24.20153:18 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I have been to the Moab area several times and hope to return at every opportunity. Please do not restrict
access to public lands for responsible motorized recreation. The economic impact alone would be devastating.
The loss of access would be heart breaking.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCSj directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Sincerely, Craig Hodges
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rubicon4wheeler [rubicon4wheeler@gmail.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 3:25 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

Grand County Council,
I am writing to voice my opposition to Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. As a recreational
offroader and an employee of the Jeep aftermarket parts industry, I have strong interest in preserving the
public's access to public lands. I regularly visit the Moab, Utah area for backcountry Jeep exploration. I have
studied the progression of the Public Lands Initiative and would like to share my comments with you:
There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a
few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
The 100+ miles of multi-use trails that are proposed for immediate closure (and the unknown number of trails
that would be closed at a later date) goes against everything for which public land management agencies were
founded. With an incredible number of Wilderness Area acres already off-limits to all but specific elitist user
groups, and an ever-dwindling number of backcountry routes remaining open for all other users, the 10 Mile
Wash Road, Hey Joe Canyon, Hell Roaring Canyon and Dead Cow Loop are of extremely high value to OHV
recreationists.
Please do not allow these rights-of-way be taken away from the American public.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Beasley
3461-A Sanford St.
Concord, CA 94520
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Russ [rholbrook@pacetss.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 3:25 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Re: Public Lands Initiative
Dear Council:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the public lands initiative.
I write this letter hoping that it will be read and not just tossed out. I have concerns about what is trying to
transpire with regards to the off-highway routes that my family and I love. We travel to Moab and surrounding
areas including Moab, White Wash, San Rafael Swell and Castle Rock area minimally once a month from
Kaysville. My family enjoys spending time betweenjeeping and motorcycling in these areas and spend
thousands of dollars annually doing so.
I feel that the routes we cu.rrently enjoy should be preserved. I do understand that there must be some
compromise by all stakeholders in order to achieve a workable solution and that some OHV routes may be
closed. However, any routes that may be closed needs to be replaced with similar routes of equal or greater
length. When replacing these routes it is important to consider the type of route. There is a difference between
improved and unimproved dirt roads, rock-crawling trails, atv double tracks, and single track trails and all types
of trails are important to the respective users.
I also believe that NO new Wilderness areas should be created and that most areas being promoted for
Wilderness designation by various wilderness advocates such as South Utah Wilderness Alliance do not meet
the strict requirements outlined by law and if these lands are designated as Wilderness, would actually curtail
many of the recreations activities that are currently being enjoyed by my family and many others.
I believe that the current BLM Resource Management Plan is a good compromise between environmental
protection and recreation. Please give OHV recreation an equal consideration to other concerns in any new
public lands bill.
Thank you for your efforts and considerations.
Sincerely,
Russell Holbrook
(801)201-5891

confidentia/. J.f the reader of fhe me:;/$age is rial the. intended Teeipien!'- ar' en tJu:Nwri2·,·d
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Darryl sheets [darrylsheets1 @gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 3:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Crrand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and 1'iCPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pennanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Lastly, changing the proposal at the 11 th hour is underhanded and not in accordance with due process.

Darryl Sheets
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To;
Subject:
Attachments:

William Alspach [walspach@ci!y-woodlandpark.org)
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 3:42 PM
Council@grandcountyulah.net
Public Comment, Grand County Public Lands
Moab Grand County Letter.pdf

24 M.arch 2015

Council Chair Elizabeth Tubbs
Vice Council Chair Chris Baird
Council Member Jaylyn Hawks
Council Member Mary McGann
Council Member LYllil Jackson
Council Member Ken Ballantyne
Council Member Rory Paxman

Dear Honorable Grand County Council Members:

Please accept these comments into your public comment records encouraging YOll to help defend public access
to public lands via motorized and mechanized means, The Moab area has long been a destination for my family
to come to recreate and view the llluque landscapes and features of Grand County. We olten choose to recreate
in many different ways bur it seems when we choose to responsibly recreate via motorized means we are
increasingly met with closures or threats of closures to limit our access. As a retired military veteran, J am not
always able to embark upon the spectrum of activities and means of transportation that we could all participate
in during our youth, so I find myself tuming to motorized means a little more often these days. but not always.

I ask that you take actions and make decisions thaI support and encourage the use of diverse means of recreation
and travel and resist a call to limit and restrict your local citizens and visitors fi'om being able to travel by
motorized and mechanized ways to visit ALL of the attractions in the Moab and Grand County area. Each time
1 travel to Moab ami the surrounding areas, we visit for days at-a time, spending hundreds of dollars staying in
your accommodations, eating in your restaurants, making pmchases ii'om your busin~sses and purchasing fuel
and other necessities. As a resident of a similar, small. rural mountain community, J Imderstand the positive
impacts tourism can have upon om local ecollomies and the devastating impacts if that tourism .is curtailed even
in a small way by natural disasters, poor reputations, trail closures or other detraetors.

1

You have the opportunity to keep your county vibrant, active and growing economically by supporting the
activities that have made you and your citizens strong in the past. Those activities include the exciting and
expansive motorized recreation in ways that are just tmmatchable anywhere else in This country. I implore you
to protect trail access for the folks unable or lacking the mobility means to travel to places they would otherwise
never be able to see and experience the outdoors in ways they could never realize if their travel means and
opportunities were limited or restricted.
Please continue your support to maintain public access to public lands yia motorized and mechanized means
and I challenge you to expand those opportunities for the public to come and continue to enjoy your llllique
slice of the world, J hope each of you will continue to support your citizens and businesses, say "no" to the
ideas of a closed and cloistered communily and say "yes" to conserving trails just as we conserve other natural
resources,
Sincerely,
Bill Alspach
Woodland Park, CO
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24 March 2015
Council Chair Elizabeth Tubbs
Vice Council Chair Chris Baird
Council Member Jaylyn Hawks
Council Member Mary McGann
Council Member Lynn Jackson
Council Member Ken Ballantyne
Council Member Rory Paxman
Dear Honorable Grand County Council Members:
Please accept these comments into your public comment records encouraging you to help defend public
access to public lands via motorized and mechanized means. The Moab area has long been a
destination for my family to come to recreate and view the unique landscapes and features of Grand
County. We often choose to recreate in many different ways but it seems when we choose to
responsibly recreate via motorized means we are increasingly met with closures or threats of closures to
limit our access. As a retired military veteran, I am not always able to embark upon the spectrum of
activities and means of transportation that we could all participate in during our youth, so I find myself
turning to motorized means a little more often these days, but not always.
I ask that you take actions and make decisions that support and encourage the use of diverse means of
recreation and travel and resist a call to limit and restrict your local citizens and visitors from being able
to travel by motorized and mechanized ways to visit ALL of the attractions in the Moab and Grand
County area. Each time I travel to Moab and the surrounding areas, we visit for days at a time, spending
hundreds of dollars staying in your accommodations, eating in your restaurants, making purchases from
your businesses and purchasing fuel and other necessities. As a resident of a similar, small, rural
mountain community, I understand the positive impacts tourism can have upon our local economies and
the devastating impacts if that tourism is curtailed even in a small way by natural disasters, poor
reputations, trail closures or other detractors.
You have the opportunity to keep your county Vibrant, active and growing economically by supporting
the activities that have made you and your citizens strong in the past. Those activities include the
exciting and expansive motorized recreation in ways that are just un matchable anywhere else in this
country. I implore you to protect trail access for the folks unable or lacking the mobility means to travel
to places they would otherwise never be able to see and experience the outdoors in ways they could
never realize if their travel means and opportunities were limited or restricted.
Please continue your support to maintain public access to public lands via motorized and mechanized
means and I challenge you to expand those opportunities for the public to come and continue to enjoy
your unique slice of the world. I hope each of you will continue to support your citizens and businesses,
say "no" to the ideas of a closed and cloistered community and say "yes" to conserving trails just as we
conserve other natural resources.
Sincerely,
Bill Alspach
Woodland Park, CO

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Eric Smith [ericsmith@paragonrea,comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Please don't close OHV routes and roads. Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative
(PLI)

I have travelled all the way from Washington to Moab to ride the fantastic roads and trails.
Please don't close them and please respect the user groups and businesses that have put in a lot of time to work with
the council to develop a workable plan.
There is room for everyone out there lets keep it open.
Thank you.
Eric
Eric Smith
Paragon Real Estate Advisors
600 University St" Suite 2018
Seattle, WA 98101
Main 206.623.8880
Cell 206.200.8600
Direct 206,623,6077

Fax 206.623.7435
ericsmith@paragonrea.com
www.paragonrea.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Charles Pennington [crazyed4x4@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trails

To whom it may concern, My husband has traveled to Moab for the last few years with groups of people to
wheel the trails Moab has to offer. * I have been one time). They all stay in motels, eat out, gas up their vehicles
as well as spend in the shops. Its a Beautiful place. I would hate for any trails to be shut down. It is a beautiful
to.vn. We as a family look forward to returning.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mike Pollich [daamud@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Please do NOT close any trails in the Moab area.
This as been a motorized recreation vacation spot for me and my family for many years. It is such a beautiful
area, and would be a shame to keep this land from the motorized public. Not to mention, my family spends well
over $1,000 every time we enter your state.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kerry Simpson [kerry@rekluse.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20154:18 PM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
MOAB

I'm a big supporter of the moab Riding area as I travel there from northern Calf a lot to ride the awesome area. I go to
the local Eatery and shop the local shop. Also I always rent a cabin or Motel, I spend a lot of money in the local area
because of the motorcycle trails. Please keep all trails open for all to see ... Thanks for your support. Kerry Simpson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Harmon [tearitup95@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:20 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trails

Please consider no longer closing down our recreational trails. They are a great way for us to get together and
enjoy our beautiful state.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

dave warren [warrendavid95@yahoo.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel
routes.
I regally travel to Utah to recreate, but changes like these will keep my travel plans closer to home. It's all too rare
that new trails are opened, and all too common that existing trails are closed. I would think this would also have a
negative impact on local businesses In your state.
I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent,
or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the deSignated route,
the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the
specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
-David Warren
3719 S. Brigham Ave.
Meridian, ID 83642.
ATV rider
Mountain Biker
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Matthew Wang [matthewd.wang@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
public lands initiative

I am emailing in regards to the public lands initiative. Please do the right thing, and
protect our precious wilderness areas! Designate Labyrinth canyon as a true wilderness, and
close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas. Thank you for your time!
Matt Wang
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KaLeigh Welch
William Alspach [walspach@city-woodlandpark.orgJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:35 PM
Council
Re: Public Comment, Grand County Public Lands

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Thank you KaLeigh for acknowledging my e-mail!
Have a great day.
Bill Alspach

On Tue, Mar 24,2015 at 4:31 PM, Council <Q.llllllcil@grandcountyutah.net>\VTote:
Your email has been received, Thank you,

j

GRA"ID COUNTY COUNClL

2~)9-1-,:H-6

From: William Alspach [mailto:walspach@city-woodlandpark,orc]
Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 20153:42 PM
To: Council:OJgrandcountyutah,net
Subject: Public Comment, Grand County Public Lands

24 March 2015

Counci I Chair Elizabeth Tubbs
Vice Council Chair Chris Baird

Councill\·1embcr Jaylyn Hawks
COUl1ciJ lvlembcr Mary McGanll
i

Council Member Lynn Jackson
Council Member Ken BalJantyne
Council Member Rory Paxman

Dear Honorable Grand County Council :Vlembers:

Please accept these comments into yoW' public comment records encouraging you to belp defend public access
to public lands via motorized and mechanized means. The Moab area has long been a destination for my family
to come to recreate and view the unique landscapes and fcatmes of Grand County. We often choose to recreate
in many different ways but it seems when we choose to responsibly recreate via motorized means we are
increasingly met with closures or threats of closures to .Iimit our access. As a retired military veteran, I am not
ahvays able to embark upon the spcctmm of activities and means of transportation that we could all patiieipate
in during our youth, so I find mysclrturning to motorized means a little more often these days, but not always.
I ask that you take actions and make decisions that support and encourage the lise of diverse means of recreation
and travel and resist a call to limit and restrict your local citizens and visitors from being able to travel by
motorized atld mechanized ways to visit ALL of the attractions in the Moab and Grand County area. Each time
I travel to Moab and the surrounding areas, we visit for days at a time, spending hundreds of dollars staying in
your accommodations. eating in your restaurants, making purchases il'om your businesses and purchasing Itlel
and other necessities. As a resident of a similar, smail, rural mountain community. I understand tlle positive
.impacts tourism can have upon our local economies and the devastating impacts ifthat tourism is cUliailed even
in a small way by natural disasters, poor reputations, trail closures or other detractors
YOli have the opportunity 10 keep your COllity vibrant. active and growing economically by supporting the
activities that have made you and your citizens stTOng in the past. Those activities include the exciting anel
expansive motorized recreation in ways that at'C just unmatchable anywhere else in this country. I implore you
to protect trail access for the folks unable or lacking the mobility means to travel to places th.:y would otherwise
never be able to see and experience the outdoors in ways they could never realize if their travel me,ms and
opportlmities were limited or restricted.

Please cOlltinue your SUPp011 to maintain public access to public lands via motorized "nel mechanized means
and I challenge you to expand those oPPOliunitics for the public to come and conti nue to enjoy your unique
slice of the world. [hope each of you wi II continue to support your citizens and businesses. say "no" to the
ideas of a closed and cloistered community and say "yes" to conserving trails just as we conserve other natural
resources.
Sincerely,
Bill Alspach
Woodland Park, CO

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jfarley@johnefarley.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative bill

As someone who visits and spends money in your county, I wish to give input on Grand County's
recommendations to Representative Rob Bishop as part of the "Public Lands Initiative" bill.
I urge you to recommend the following:
1. Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness.
protection.

2.

This is a special area that needs this

Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.

3. Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation. While there
are some places that are OK for ORVs, there are many people who want to enjoy nature's beauty
in peace and quiet,
and many areas where ORVs create serious environmental hazards.
Hence, it is essential that strict limits be placed on these vehicles and on other activities
that have the potential to create environmental hazards and which interfere with the
abilities of visitors such as us to enjoy nature's beauty with peace and quiet.
Dr. John Farley
Pagosa Springs, CO

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Francois de la Giroday [mandf2@sbcglobaLnet]
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Wilderness Panning

To Whom II May Concern,
Please consider the enclosed actions:
• Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. So far, Ihe council has not proposed any wilderness protection for Labyrinth
Canyon - despite il being one of the crown jewels of wilderness in the American West
• Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.
• Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation,

Sincerely,
Francois de la Giroday
Sandy, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JACQUELYN GOELDNER Urgoeldner@mac.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:43 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Labrynth Canyon should be designated a wilderness area

Please keep the canyon pristine for now and future generations by designating it a wilderness
area!
Thank you,
Jacqui Goeldner
83 year old grandma
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Coley Phyllis [p.coley@utah.edu]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:44 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public lands initiative

the natural beauty and its attraction to visitors from Utah and abroad is extremely valuable.
In particular, my extended family and I have many times enjoyed the serenity of Labyrinth
Canyon. this is a breathtaking area - please close ATV access.
thank you
Phyllis Coley, Distinguished Professor
Department of Biology, University of Utah
257 South 1400 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 coleY@biology.utah.edu; 801-581-7088;
www.biology.utah.edu/coley/
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Bromley Uaybrom@saber.nelj
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand county's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify"
the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Jay Bromley

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

David Anderson [dave@wycofftravel.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public lands bill

Please remember that there are many people that visit our state looking for peace and solitude, as an avid motorcyclist,
Mt. biker and climber, there is plenty of room for all. Motorized sports do not seek the same quiet solitude that many
others have learned to appreciate and enjoy. Just walk around a bit with a motorcycle helmet on and you'll see why!
Please save large areas for non motorized sports, I bring many people to our great state for all kinds of reasons and
most prefer to experience the desert in peace and quiet.
David Anderson
President
Wycoff World Travel
Salt Lake City, Utah

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

pks@rof.net
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Labyrinth Canyon and Moab area

It only takes a moment to destroy what has taken thousands of years to create - reference
the Boy Scout "leaders" who thought they needed to make Goblin Valley safer."

Embrace that what Moab and Labyrinth Canyon have is found nowhere eise on earth. It is
unique and deserves to be protected as true nature wilderness as a quiet place now, and for
future generations.
Please:

•

•
•

Designate labyrinth Canyon as truE wilderness. So far, the council has not
proposed any wilderness protection for Labyrinth Canyon - despite it being one of the
crown jewels of wilderness in the American West.
Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand
County.
Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation,

As a neighbor to Utah, r often visit Moab and areas beyond. With the number of people visiting the
area, it is becoming more crucial to protect these places from people who would take them for
granted.
Thank you.
Pamela Schilling
598 Jacobs Place
Carbondale, CO 81623
pks@rof.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Bobb [mab1632@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:55 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I would like to address the proposed Public Lands Initiative (PU) plan to be submitted to Representative Rob
Bishop. I have been visiting Utah for many years, absorbing its rare beauty and stunning scenery. I and those
with me have always treated the area with respect and consideration. I fmd the proposed changes to ORV
access to these areas irresponsible and ill-considered. I request you reconsider these proposed road changes.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders
that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a designation such as an
NCA, can and should "codiN" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning
and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally prOVided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to speCifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically; recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Mark Bobb
Mabl[i32@grnail.com

1

KaLeigh Welch
Steven Thomas [steve@senergycx.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 4:57 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public access and local control of local land

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

To; Whom It May Concern. " .. The federalization of our State property takes away our
right to manage our own resources as the constitution intended, There are states in our
union! Those states were meant to govern their respective territories to the benefit of
the people living there. Wilderness cuts off access to all but the young and abled
population. I have run rivers, jeeped and camped these lands most of my life. The
federal government does not allocate the money to properly manage the lands they
have already seized, Please take a moment to read about this and respond. Our local
government should not control our land say no to the incompetent Feds!! Let's allocate
money for more DNR employees and create jobs. Then fine those who would break the
rules and trash the land. Most likely they are the outsiders who vote for the Federal land
grab! Those of us who live work and play here take care of it. I've seen numerous Jeep
clubs cleaning up after the abusers. Every time my crew camps somewhere we all go
looking for micro-trash. We give talks on conservation and soil erosion. We probably
work harder to maintain the areas than the Feds ever will because we appreciate it
more! I am 57 years old and I don't want to be shut out of my favorite places in the
latter years of my life. Please don't cut off my access, I vote for educate and supervise!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

David Grunwald [dgrunwal@genetics.utah.edu]
Tuesday, March 24, 20154:58 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
petitioning your good judgment

Dear Members of the Grand County Council I ask you to consider preserving labyrinth Canyon as a true wilderness area. It is a remarkable and precious place, and the
feelings of the place cannot be captured by some adventure elsewhere. It is unique in Utah.
Thank you for your consideration

David Jonah Grunwald
Professor of Human Genetics
University of Utah
15 North 2030 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Office: 801-581-6421

1146 N. Burnt Fork Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84108

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent;

To:
Subject:

hewittbrn@aoLcorn
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:00 PM
CQuncil@grandcountyutah,net
Labyrinth Canyon

Dear Council:
As a frequent visitor to Moab and the gorgeous, unique, and irreplaceable lands in Grand County, I urge you to protect
Labyrinth Canyon and designate it as a wilderness area. If it is destroyed by ORV trails and development, it is lost
forever. Many, many tourists like me come to your county to enjoy the wild lands",please keep them that way,
Sincerely,
Nancy Hewitt

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Issowits [sissowils@deervalley.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:00 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net; john,newhall@mail.house,gov
Please Stop Taking Away Recreation Lands

Dear Sir/Madame - I enjoy spending time with my family on OHV trails here in Utah. Please give
serious consideration for the actions currently being proposed and realize how many families this will
effect, There are many voices with similar sentiments and it is disturbing how this process and
inclusion has evolved. Please stop reducing the number of quality recreation experiences here in our
beloved state. I provide and support the following in my beliefs:
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thank you for your consideration and service for us Utahns.
Steve Issowits
steye@deervalley.com

435-640-9854

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Renninger [paulmrenninger@gmail.com)
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:03 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail use issue.

Dear Council,
I live in oregon and travel to your state a couple of times a year for recreation in your
county.
We stay about month a year and enjoy the area with our Jeep and have for years and always
felt welcomed there. I have been notified that you find the need for whatever reason to
close trails that have been in use for generations. Please reconsider so that my grandson can
enjoy that beauty the way I have.
Thanks for your time.
Paul Renninger
5133.559.1189

Sent on the fly-
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KaLeigh Welch
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phillips, Scott (EG Partner Business Manager) [scott.phillips2@hp.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20155:03 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Importance:

High

From:

Dear Council,
As a resident of Utah and as a frequent visitor to Grand County that goes back generations (We've had annual family
reunion campouts in the Chesler Park area of Canyonlands since my father was a boy); I am writing to you today to ask
that you please do not shut down any additional public roads, off road trails or create any additional wilderness or
federal protection areas for our lands. I am in full agreement with the council members that this is a spectacularly
beautiful area but the stewardship of these lands needs to be handled at the local level and not at the Federal leveL
The Moab area is home to recreational opportunities that are as diverse as the people who visit on an annual basis to
enjoy those opportunities. These include activities for those who are physically fit such as hiking, canyoneering and rock
climbing as well as activities as well as activities for those who are disabled or unable to physically reach some ofthe
most amazing destinations to be found in Grand County. My wife fits in the latter category. Prior to some very difficult
physical infirmities, she was very active and enjoyed numerous outdoor activities. Now the only way she can enjoy the
beauty and scenery of Utah is in a vehicle, be that a Jeep, 4x4, Side by side or ATV; these are the only means for her to
access locations that are "off the beaten path." And let's be honest, those are the real attractions which draw the
hundreds of thousands of visitors who come to Grand County. It's for the outdoor recreation away from urban areas.
Again, I urge you to please reconsider the recommendation in your Public Lands Initiative to close 100 miles of road. By
keeping trails open, you keep access open to everyone. Those who would like to hike still need access to areas where
they enjoy their preferred activity. The same goes for those who are canyoneering, rock climbing, mountain bike riding,
rafting, bird watching and numerous other activities. By keeping access open for everyone, by allowing the public the
opportunity to enjoy the beauty of a landscape that can quite literally not be found anywhere else on earth, you
maintain the ability to draw the large number of citizens and foreign tourists who come to enjoy the amazing beauty of
this unique landscape.
Thank you for your time in reading and considering my email.

Best Regards,
Scott Phillips
Partner Business Manager
Entel-prise Group
Scott.Phillips@hp.com

T 801-495-8286
M 801-232-4555
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Danny Youngwerth [danny@rekluse.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:04 PM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Moab OHV use

To whom it may concern,
My family, friends and I enjoy using OHV motorcycle single track, ATV and jeep trail in the Moab area. We would love to
continue enjoying these trails responsibly with our children and grandchildren in years to come. These trails are
overcrowded and I feel we need more motorcycle single track trail available to access deeper into the desert to remote
areas. Any further closures will overcrowd these trails even further making trails more dangerous, risking collisions. If
anything please consider opening new trail to motorcycle enthusiast.
Thank you

Danny Youngwerth

I Sales I Technical support

P: (866) 735-5873 ext 7081 F: 208-672-1318
E: danny@rekluse.com
12000 W. Franklin Rd.
Boise, 1083709 USA

4
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

"- [mboyd@boydracingonline.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:06 PM
Council@GrandCounlyUlah.Nel
Moab Area Trail Closures

To Whom It May Concern,
Hello, my name is Marc Boyd and I represent 8 other off road motorcycle enthusiast from Missouri that enjoy
coming to Moab every year. We all come as a group and stay for a week. We not only enjoy the offroad riding,
but enjoy the local people and other things that the area has to offer. Quite frankly however, we are there to ride
motorcycles on the trails that you are considering closing, and with out those trails, we would not be making the
15.5 hour and over 1000 mile drive to spend our hard earned money. We are not the only ones either. We sec
countless of fellow motorcyclist during the one week of the year that we are there. I know that there are many,
many others that go enjoy the beautiful scenery that Moab has to offer through out the entire year. I can't
imagine the impact that the local economy would take should these closings become official. I'm sure the local
merchants could tell you though.

I urge you to strongly consider the overall ramifications that the proposed closures would cause the local
economy. There are many other areas that we could choose to spend the week and ride that are not as far as
Moab, but we love the area so much we've continued to come back year after year.

Thank you,

Marc Boyd
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KaLeigh Welch
Sara Avery [sara.avery@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:11 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Please protect Labyrinth Canyon

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Dear Council Members,

I've spent some of my happiest time in Moab and its surroundings. I treasure our public lands for the peace
and quiet I experience there, like nowhere else in the world. So, I'm writing to ask you to please protect
Labyrinth Canyon by designating it as wilderness and by closing all unmaintained ORV routes within proposed
wilderness areas in Grand County. I'm glad that ORV users have places to play in the ways they love to, but
also want to see balance in Moab for those of us who value the tranquility that can only happen in real
wilderness. Please ensure that we all have places to enjoy the unique natural places in Grand County the way
we most want to.
Sincerely,
Sara Avery
Sara AVcry
Lafayette, CO
sara.avery@;gmai1.r.om

I +:1·303-489·2431
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ryandeesmith@gmail.com
Tuesday, March 24,20155:12 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Protect utahs wilderness!

Please protect Utah wilderness areas in Grand County next week. Once they are destroyed they are gone
forever!
Ryan Smith
Salt Lake City
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Pandya [Robert.Pandya@lndianMotorcycle.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:12 PM
counciJ@grandcountyutah.net
Land Closures

Hello, I'm writing as an enthusiast and representative many professionals working in the recreational motorsports
community. My daily work is as a PR representative for Indian Motorcycle and Victory Motorcycles through my firm:
Spokespeople lLC.
I'm a general enthusiast for all types of responsible motorized recreation - key word being responsible. I feel that
education is paramount for teaching sustainability and how that mixes with the needs for the local community. I have
taken many personal vacations to the Moab area, the last one being a couple years ago. In that time I spent plenty of
personal money On fuel, hotels, food and recreation collateral. In my profession, part of my responsibility is to plan and
execute media events that highlight a products positive qualities. In that role I work with professional media
representatives who I'm sure would agree that responsibility is a key message to manage land usage, and respect for
other users, the trails and the environment is important.
Should broad language and reactionary legislation lead this debate. I know that I would Simply no longer choose to host
events, vacation or participate in events in a state that cannot manage the right compromise for all users and visitors.
There are enforceable laws on the books for violations. There is a vast community of responsible off road enthusiasts
who will rally to educate and protect access to existing trails as well as assist officials with designating and maintaining
new trails to reduce overall impact.
These are public lands, and elimination of access by reasonable means would likely devastate many businesses and
stakeholders in the area. Please work with entities such as the AMA and the BRCto engage responsible off· road riders
and enthusiasts. Democracy is the art of compromise. please do not fail that critical goal.
Robert Pandya
Owner SpokesPeople LlC
(512) 630-3960

CONFIDENTIAL: The information contained in this email communication is confidential information intended
only for the use of the addressee. Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawfuL If you havc received this conmlUnication in error, please notify us immediately
by return email and destroy all copies of this communication, including all attachments.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Stuart Silloway [ssillow@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5: 13 PM
cou neil@grandeountyutah.net

As a frequent Moab visitor, I come for the unspoiled hiking and vistas. We stay in Moab, eat in Moab but will
avoid Moab if you do not protect this wonderful area.
Stuart Silloway
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Steve Roach [smroach@charter.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5: 13 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trails

To: Whom It May Concern .•••.

Wilderness cuts off access to all but the young and ablad population.
Numerous Jeep clubs clean the area. We work hard to maintain the areas!
I don't want to be shut out of my favorite places. Please don't cut off my access.
Thanks
Steve Roach
Concerned Four Wheel Drive Owner
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Stephen [Ieonarsc@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Labyrinth Canyon

Grand County Council,
This email is in support of wilderness designation for Labyrinth Canyon, or at least limit
its use to non motorized ORVs. Labyrinth is one if the most quiet and spectacular canyons in
Grand county.
I implore you to protect this diamond of nature for now, and for our future generations. They
deserve it.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration Kind regards Stephen Leonard Kamas, Utah.
Sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jonathan Verhoeven Ueverhoeven@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24,20155:19 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To whom it may concern,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel pian is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the curren! management as a
baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recrealional travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
deSignated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use lindefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, Including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
I enjoy visiting Grand County for the OHV variety,
JonaUlan Verhoeven

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Markus MQller [mark,a,mueller@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:21 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Labyrinth Canyon I closing all unmaintained ORV routes

Dear Grand County Council
As a frequent visitor of the Moab area, I bring friends and family from Europe here, They are fascinated what
the Moab area has to offer,
Please designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness and close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed
wilderness areas in Grand County. I think it is very important to create balance in the Moab area by protecting
places for quiet recreation.
Thank you
Markus Mueller
Eagle, CO 81631
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sam Wyngaarden Oeepdad13@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose (3rand County's proposal to ciose roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safely. Provided, however, that if the ciosure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary ciosure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency sl1all establish alternate access, equivalent to Ihat provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The pmposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specificaily: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Respectfully submitted,
Wishin' I was A"shin'

Sam R. Wyngaarden
39790 Green Meadow Road
Temecula, CA 92592-8335
Tourist dollars Matter ..
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rjfrey1@aol.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

i oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that Bl.M's new recreational travel pian is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
l.egislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specificaiiy: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, mList be pmlected and existing roads and trails preserved. Cordially, Ron Frey
California Four Wheel Drive Association member # 11396

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bruce [bruce@freejeeper.orgJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
public lands initiative

My family and 1 spend quite a bit oftime in the Moab area. We use a Jeep to explore the area. In the process ofthat
endeavor we spend money, sometimes lots of money, which 1 would guess is good for the economy of Moab. Moab and
the surrounding area should be accessible to everyone in a variety of ways, public land means access to all the public.
Closing roads and creating more wilderness prevents access for all. Wilderness study areas are a thinly disguised attempt
to create wilderness out of non wilderness. Therefore I strongly disagree with arlY plarl that will further limit access to
anYOrle.
No closure of arlY existirlg roads
No rlew wilderness
No rlew wilderness study areas
Irl gerleralleave the Moab arld the surrourldirlg area alone and leave it accessible to everYorle, rlO further restrictiorls.

Bruce Davidsorl
Pleasant Grove, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Prochoda [MProchoda@epmedcenter.ccm]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:30 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab I Labyrinth Canyon Wilderness Designation.

Dear Grand County Council Members:
I am writing you today to urge you to protect the quiet and solitude of the wilderness around Moab as a future legacy to
the people who love the outdoors and quite outdoor recreation. As an avid hiker, mountain biker, and river rafter, I
visit the Moab area on average 2-3 times per year despite living in Colorado, I spend my tourist dollars in Moab and
Utah while there, including the local hotels, restaurants, cycling and rafting stores, plus the services of professional
guides. I have seen an increase in ORV use over the years which I find quite disturbing. Living along the Colorado Front
Range, I have to endure the loud traffic and jet noises here every day. I travel to Moab, Arches, Canyonlands, and the
surrounding areas to escape this incessant noise and traffic, and to enjoy the pristine outdoors. The increasing ORV use
in Grand County is disturbing and may force me to reconsider spending my tourist dollars elsewhere. Please consider
designating gorgeous areas like Labyrinth Canyon as wilderness and not allow the further expansion of rampant (and
noisy) off-road vehicle use. There are already plenty of areas ORV users have available to them - areas which have
already been ruined for outdoor enthusiasts like myself, my family, and friends who enjoy the pristine solitude of wide
open spaces.
Thank you for your consideration,
Michael Prochoda, MD
Estes Park, CO
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

philip blevins [philblevins@comcastnetJ
Tuesday, March 24,20155:31 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Public Lands Initiative Bill

hi,
I love and visit Moab, Moab - and Labyrinth Canyon in particular - needs true wilderness protection and quiet places
need to be protected now and for future generations,
Please vote for:
•
•
•

Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness, II IS a Jewel.
Close all ullmaintailled ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County,
Creale balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreatIon,

thank you,
Philip Blevins
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jennifer and Dan [Larkspur@magnoliaroad,neIJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:32 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,nel
Labyrinth Canyon and Moab area

Dear Council Members,
My husband and I are residents of Colorado who travel to various locations in Utah for recreation, Our chosen
modes are primitive camping and hiking in remote areas, We enjoy exploring ruins, bird watching, and
studying Utah's plants and unique geology. We love solitude and silence,
I am writing to ask you please to do the following:

•
•

Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness,
Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.

•

Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places fiJr quiet recreation.

Thank you for your consideration,
Jennifer Stewart
Nederland, Colorado
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KaLeigh Welch
Ian Wade [ianwade@advenluresafety.org]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Council Members,
We just spent 4-days in Moab and enjoyed the National and State Parks around the area. It has obviously created a
vibrant economy in town.
I understand you are about to propose land uses under the Public Lands Initiative. My preference is to limit use by 4WD
and ORV to a few areas where they can create noise and dust without impacting other visitors.
Here are my suggestions: l>

Designate labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. So far, the council has not proposed any wilderness protection for
Labyrinth Canyon

despite it being one of the crown jewels of wilderness in the American West.

l>

Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.

»

Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.

Many Thanks,
Ian Wade
Ginger McKenna
2846 COBBLEMOOR LANE
SANDY UT 84093·1916
CELL: +1 801 560 1287
SKYPE: IAN.WADE
EMAIL: IANWADE@ADVENTURESAFETY.ORG
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Altman [chris@altonymous,com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5'39 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pelmanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by (fie
designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use ulldefined terminology, The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type af management the County desires, The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
in a
manner tfiat protects the values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires
that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved,

1

KaLeigh Welch
ROBERTBRAGG07@comcast.net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:41 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab's Trails

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Grand County, il,ltcntion: Public Lands

I oppose Grand Coumy's proposal to close roads and trails.l·here

s{~ems

to be consensus among many local

stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel pian is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the CUITent management as a baseline. Additional uses couid
be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" fix recrcillioml travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers I]'om
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated .-oute for purposes of resource protection or pubJtc
safety_ Provided, however, that if the closure becornes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and usc normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate

access~

equivalent to that prov'-idcd by thc designated routc.

Grand County's I1management objectives" are vague and use

un('Je'f~ned

terminology. 'fhe proposal needs to

specifically outline \-vhat type ofmanagenlcni the Counly desires, --r'he establishment of -the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to

values for which the

component~

speci'fic managenlcilt intent.

mHtlagl,;~

lands in a manner that protects the

of the SYSlern \A.-cre designated. -This requires that special aHention be given to the

Sp{~cificaHy:

recreational uses, including OHV recreation} must be protected and

existing roads and trails preserved.

l{obert Bragg
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scoll Zey [scottzey@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Labyrinth Canyon

The wilderness around Moab is a special and important place to me. I have spent a lot of time exploring the
canyons and enjoying the wilderness. I believe that the majestic and pristine beauty of these places in a
quintessential piece of the American Identity as a county. I hope that you will preserve this piece of the
American heritage by designating the Labyrinth Canyon Area as wilderness. Please protect the environment,
hiker's safety, and the silence by closing the unmaintained off road vehicle trails in wilderness area.
This issue means great deal to me and my family. Thank you for your stewardship.
Thanks,
ScottZey
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mary Parela [mcparela@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:50 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please keep the trails open!

Hi! I'm writing with concern to proposed changes to public land use. My husband and I first traveled to Moab in 2010 as a "bucket list" trip.
We fell in love with the area and have made the 3000 km (one way) trip every year to take part in Easter Jeep Safari. Our love of the area
and the event has led several of OUr friends Lo make the trip with us. We stay in Moab for 12 days, spending money on hotel, food, gas,
souvenirs, jeep parts, etc. This is the highlight of our year and we start eounting down the days to next year's event the minute we get home.
While I respect the intent of the proposed changes, I feel this is the wrong way to accomplish your goals. I would like to point out how
impressed I am with the Red Rock 4 Wheelers emphasis on preserving the lands we travel through and their tread lightly commitment. At
the start of each trail we are educated on the fragility of the environment we are travelling in and how important it is to respect the Jand.
Every participant is given a large garbage bag and encouraged to pack out everything, EVERYTHING!, we bring in as weB as to pick up
other people's trash while we're at it. They are committed to trail rehabilitation and maintenance and encourage others to help out.
I am passionate about education versuS punishment both in Moab and here at home where we actively take part in guarding the environment.
Closing public roads will not solve the issues you are experiencing, Discriminating against one group fur the sake of others encourages
divisive behaviour. 11's better if we all work together to protect the environment and leave a legacy for the next generation. Barring
motori:red vehicles from these public areas will exclude people like myself from seeing a beautiful, wild country, learning about your
wonderful area, as I am not able to hike for long distances or ride a bicycle for any distance. It makes me very sad to think there are people in
Moab who would deny me the experience of being out in the canyons and mountains. Moab is like no where else I have been and I can
honestly say I get a wonderful feeling of arriving home as we drive into town. How sad that there are others who would put their sense of
entitJernent before mine. We need to work together to protect, not point fingers and exclude.
Thank you for taking the time to listen to my opinions,
Mary Pareta
519-841-1538
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jenny Rhoades [rhoadessi@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:50 PM
council@grandccuntyulah.nel
Stop Motor Vehicle Land Closure

To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing in response to the potential closure of more off-road areas. I am someone who is a full-size offroader as well as a hiker. I love the outdoors whether it be from a motor vehicle or a hike. I strive to protect the
land and to educate as I go, to off-road carefully and responsibly.
To limit or restrict access to anyone particular user group would be wrong. Please do not shut down motor
vehicle trails, create any more wilderness, or any more federal protection of our lands. I agree that we have a
beautiful area, it should remain open for ALL to visit and experience. Please insure we can ALL continue to
enjoy by continuing multiple use policies
I hope you will take these words into consideration in your discussion of these matters.
Shad Rhoades
Santaquin, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Marvin Sandmire [snowboss@ubtanet.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:52 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
No Wilderness in Grand County

Dear Council,
We don't need more wilderness areas in Utah period. Wilderness shuts out the elderly that are not able to hike but still
would like to see an area. These areas should recreation only, no oil drilling, mining, and no developing as building of
any kind. Please don't shut us out!
Marvin Sandmire
Vernal, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathy English [kathy,english@gmail.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:54 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
protecting Utah's quiet places

strongly urge you to protect the wilderness in Utah.
peace and tranquility

I

My family and

that wilderness areas bring to an individual are priceless.
spiritual awareness in one's being.
Sincerely,
Kathy English
3919 Brockbank Drive

SLC, UT
84124
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I

love to hike.

They create a balance and

The

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Huston [ghuston@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 5:54 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails,

To the powers that b :
I have b en both a mechanized off highway vehicle
user (Jeeps and Off-Road Motorcycles i.
Dirtbi s) and a Mount in biker in the
ea
surrounding Moab UT as w 11 as many othe parts
of the country. Grand County Utah is (was?) one
of the 1 st places in the United States with
trails that one could spend years of thei life
discove ing and not get bored.
I saw many trails
closed in other parts 0
the country never to
reopen again to OHVs (Oc la NF in Florida, Clear
Creek in CA, and many in my own back yard in
Larimer County Colorado).
It would be sad to see
trails that people like me travel to from far
away be closed down. Moab's businesses survive
because people like me travel there and spend
their mon y in hotels and
staurants and
pay the occasional fine to the local
authoriti s. By closing
se trails peopl like
myself will be forced to r create in other places
and Grand County will loos out on revenu ; this
may force business to clos , or the local
government 0 raise taxes on the locals.
I oppose Grand_County's proposal to close roads
and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local s akeholders that BLM's new
recreational ravel plan is, with a few
68

exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codify" the current management as a baseline.
Additional us s could be authorized via planning
and NEPA.
I support th idea of "no net loss" for
recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily
closing or r st icting public acc ss to a
designated rout for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however,
that if the closu e becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impai s
established access and use normally provided by
the designated route, the land managing agency
shall establish alt rnate access, equivalent to
that provided by the designated rout .
Grand County's "man gement objectives"
vague
and use undefined terminology. The propos 1 needs
to specifically outline what type of management
the County desires.
establishment 0
the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS)
directs the Secreta y 0 the Interior to manage
lands in a manner th
protects the valu s for
which the components 0
the system were
designated. This requi s that special attention
be given to the speci ic management intent.
Sp cifically: recreational uses, including OHV
creation, must be prot cted and existing oads
and trails preserved.
~

Sin e ely,
69

Greg Huston
Lyons, CO
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andy Hoffmann [ahoffmann@sisna.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Labyrinth Canyon

Dear Grand Country Council Members,
I'm writing in behalf of designating Labyrinth Canyon as wilderness. I am a lifelong Utahn now living in Salt
Lake City who visits Grand Country no less than a dozen times a year to experience the quiet open spaces that
surround Moab. Labyrinth is a true western jewel that, if encroached upon by drilling or ATV use, will be much
diminished. I've experienced the quiet beauty of this canyon many times, so my letter is not about me. Every bit
of wilderness we save now will not only be appreciated by future generations, but might well be needed by
those who attempt to connect to the legacy of the west. There's plenty of development going on around the state,
around the world, that surely we don't need to develop our most sacred spaces.
Thanks for considering my thoughts.
Andy Hoffmann
962 E. Lowell Ave.
Salt Lake City, Ut 84102
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mary Paul [marypauldesign@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:06 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Please Protect Labyrinth Canyon!

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to express my strong support of designating Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. As a fourth
generation Utahn (my daughter a fifth) we have a long and deat history of vacationing in the atea and would be
devastated to see it not preserved with the respect and dignity it so greatly deserves. It is a critical piece of
wilderness in the atea's delicate ecosystem, provides tourism interest, and provides life-long opportunities for
exploration and learning,
In addition, I am also a strong suppOlter of closing all UNMAINTAINED ORV routes in the proposed
wilderness areas in Grand County. I am certainly not one to tell another how to enjoy their time in nature and I
understand this is an enjoyable activity for many, However, it is also not fair to those of US who ate trying to
enjoy the solace and quiet of the atea to be subject to the noise pollution, destruction of terrain and disruption of
wildlife.
I hope you will give my comments fair consideration and find solutions so that EVERYONE may enjoy their
time in these ateas.
Sincerely,
Maty Paul
(Member, Daughter of the Utah Pioneers)
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

dgreenawal@aol.com
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:07 PM
counci!@grandcountyutah.net.
Pending Recommendations

Honorable Council Members:
Although I am not a Grand County resident, I have been backpacking, hiking and canoeing almost annually in your
stunning region since the 1970's. I have also visited aliSO states which, I think, allows me to comment about how unique
your region is. As public officials you have the difficult taks of balancing a wide variety of competing interests and this
task is complicated by the fact that your area is a national treasure. You not only have to be responsive to the needs of
your direct constituents, but also aware that your decisions have national implications. Therefore, before you vote on your
recommendations re wildemess status for lands in your county to Rep. Bishop, I would ask you to consider the following:
I have canoed Labyrinth Canyon dozens of times as well as countless other waterways across the country. This canyon
is unique. It provided scenery and solitude on the water that is simply not available anywhere else. Each trip -spring,
summer and fall, it has been a different river. As such it richly deserved to be granted wilderness protection status.
Although I own and have operated a 4 wheel drive vehicle in your area, I firmly believe that the use of such vehicles
should be limited and restricted. Please note that I am NOT suggesting that all 4 wheel drive access be denied, but rather
that it be granted selectively and with thought to protecting large areas for non motorized access. I'm 68 and STILL want
to backpack, bicycle and canoe in this area without being subject to the roar and damage caused by 4 wheelers. Hence, I
would strongly recommend that you close ALL non-maintained roads in proposed wilderness areas to motorized traffic. I
believe that this recommendation strikes a reasonable balance between addressing the needs of 4 wheelers as well as
those who prefer more quiet and less disruptive modes of transportation.
As Moab has grown from a sleepy town in the 1970's into a bustling tourist destination, I think it is critical that your
decisions recognize that all Visitors regardless of their preferred mode of access, deserve an opportunity to enjoy the
amazing red rock country as they want to enjoy it. It is big enough to allow room for all of us to do what we love without
imposing on others. The economy of your area is increasingly driven by tourism and, as such, all visitors should be
welcome and find the experience they came to enjoy!
I deeply appreciate your thoughtful attention to this request!
Respectfu lIy.
Dr. G Dale Greenawald
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

jeannine duck (jeannine_duck@yahoo.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:08 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
saving the future

Please help protect the canyon. This area is very fragiJe and if i1 is destroyed can never be made
whole again
Thank you for your consideration
Jeannine Duck

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Walters [grumpyscoutii@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:08 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Landffrail closures

Gentlemen,

It is my opinion that any morc trail closures or designation of wilderness in any part of Utah, or any other
western state, is a disservice to your constituents as well as those who travel to your area for recreation or any
other purpose.
Moab is a mecca for many various types of outdoor recreation, and should place that at the top of the local
priority list. As an avid OHV supporter, I find it counter productive of you to alienate one of your best sources
of stable revenue during "tourist" sea~on. Many businesses in Moab depend on us for their livelihood, and
would be unable to recover from the loss of that customer base.
Additionally, some of us have a trip to Moab on our "bucket list, and will be greatly disappointed if we can't
come and enjoy all your area has to offer.
Please allow some balance in your deliberations, and try to arrive at a decision that takes all aspects of the
discussion into account. Letting one point of view outweigh the overall good of the community will, in the long
run, have many unpleasant consequences. I ask you to consider carefully before making your decision.
Respectfully,
Dave Walters
Tri Cities Peak Putters
Land Use Coordinator
Kennewick, WA
509-734-8694
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Phil Clark [desertphil@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20156'11 PM
counci I@grandcountyutah.net
Moab/labyrinth Canyon

Honorable Council,
I have visited southern Utah for the last 30 years and consider it 'God's Country. My visits happen at
least twice a year. I have been to Labyrinth Canyon and many other areas near Moab and Grand
County.
I urge you to:
-Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true widerness. It truly is one of the crown jewels of wilderness in
the American West.
-Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County and create
balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.
Sincerely,
Phil Clark
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melissao O'Donnal [huntinggirI1982@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:13 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Land Initiative

Dear council,
I strongly oppose any new designations of\-vilderness study areas, national monuments, road closures,
expansion of current national park borders or OHV restrictions anywhere in Grand and San Juan counties.
Please do not restrict motorized access any more than it already is!
I have grown up in Moab and I am currently raising my children here and I want them to enjoy all the things I
have which include 4 wheeling and exploring this beautiful country. We have plenty of designated wilderness
and national parks we don't need anymore. These roads and trails are not only important to OUf economy but
contribute to the outdoor lifestyle most of our county residents have enjoyed for years.

Melissa ODonnal

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Scotty Cox [scottc657@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:19 PM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
The Grand County Proposal

As a longtime visitor to Utah, with family living in St. George and Cedar City, I am writing
to you today to oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline.
Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Joseph S. Cox
15575 Laguna Ave

Lake Elsinore, CA
92530
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KaLeigh Welch
From;

Sent;
To;

Subject;
Attachments;

David D. Erley [dderley@frontiernel.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:21 PM
council@grandcountyutahnet
Bishop Public Lands Initiative
GrandCountyCounciILetter_2015_03_24.docx

Attached and in the text below. Thank you!
David D. Erley and
Yrma van der Steenstraeten
HC 64 Box 2902
Castle Valley, UT
84532
March 24,2015
Grand County Council
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re; Public Comments - Congressman Bishop's Proposed Public Lands Initiative
We are writing to submit final comments on the County's proposal to the Congressman Bishop. We support:
•

Large blocks of wilderness in the Book Cliffs as proposed

•

Elimination of the Book Cliffs Highway and transportation corridor as proposed

•
•

Large blocks of wilderness in the eastern part of the County in the Westwater, Dolores Triangle and Beaver
Creek areas as proposed
Wilderness designation for Negro Bill and Mill Creek Canyons as well as Behind the Rocks as proposed

•

Watershed Protection' for both Moab and Castle Valley as proposed through designation of a BLM and Forest
Service National Conservation Area which WOUld, importantly, also protect the Colorado River Corridor as
proposed

•

Reconciliation of the difficult land use problems at Big Flat with the use of a National Conservation area as
proposed

•

Elimination of any Antiquities Act clauses from the proposal

'Note: As Mayor of Castle Valley for 5+ years, I have discussed Grand County's drinking-water aquifers with every
expert in the field I have come across. All of them think we have great water resources for a desert community, but all of
them believe both of our drinking-water aquifers are vulnerable to contamination. In other words, anyone who is
opposed to your watershed protection proposal is in need of some real education on our system not clouded in polities.
Additionally, we recommend;
•

Wilderness designation for Labyrinth Canyon and it's tributary canyons; Tenmile, Spring, Hell Roaring and
Mineral Canyons

You have left appropriate areas for mineral development and at the same time recognized the world class
significance of the scenery and wilderness of Grand County. Additionally, and most significantly, your proposal
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would protect our drinking-water watersheds and economy in perpetuity. What person in their right mind would
oppose that?
Well done and a gigantic thank you!!!

David D. Erley

Vrma van der Steenstraeten
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David D. Erleyand
Yrma van der Steenstraeten
HC 64 Box 2902
Castle Valley, UT
84532
March 24, 2015
Grand County Council
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re: Public Comments - Congressman Bishop's Proposed Public Lands Initiative
We are writing to submit final comments on the County's proposal to the Congressman Bishop. We support:
•

large blocks of wilderness in the Book Cliffs as proposed

•

Elimination of the Book Cliffs Highway and transportation corridor as proposed

•

large blocks of wilderness in the eastern part of the County in the Westwater, Dolores Triangle and
Beaver Creek areas as proposed

•

Wilderness designation for Negro Bill and Mill Creek Canyons as well as Behind the Rocks as proposed

•

Watershed Protection' for both Moab and Castle Valley as proposed through designation of a BlM
and Forest Service National Conservation Area which would, importantly, also protect the Colorado
River Corridor as proposed

•

Reconciliation of the difficult land use problems at Big Flat with the use of a National Conservation
area as proposed

•

Elimination of any Antiquities Act clauses from the proposal

'Note: As Mayor of Castle Valley for 5+ years, I have discussed Grand County's drinking -water aquifers with
every expert in the field I have come across. All of them think we have great water resources for a desert
community, but all of them believe both of our drinking-water aquifers are vulnerable to contamination. In
other words, anyone who is opposed to your watershed protection proposal is in need of some real education
on our system not clouded in pOlitics.
Additionally, we recommend:
•

Wilderness designation for labyrinth Canyon and it's tributary canyons; Tenmile, Spring, Hell Roaring
and Mineral canyons

You have left appropriate areas for mineral development and at the same time recognized the world class
significance of the scenery and wilderness of Grand County. Additionally, and most Significantly, your
proposal would protect our drinking-water watersheds and economy in perpetuity. What person in their
right mind would oppose that?
Well done and a gigantiC thank you!!!

David D. Erley

Yrma van der Steenstraeten

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Debra Pearson [Debra.Pearson@coJapiata.co.us]
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:24 PM
council@grandcountyu!ah.ne!
i oppose this proposal !o close our public trails

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pennanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectiVes" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Debra Pearson
Durango, CO
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Pearson, Mark [pearson_m@fortlewis,edu]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:26 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Public lands should remain public

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such a..', an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude fedemlland managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically; recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Mark Pearson
Durango, CO
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Terry Simpson [Ierrysled@msn.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20156:28 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Iniliatlve (PLI)

there is too much non-motorized land now and I'm against more land being closed to motorized
recreation. terry simpson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Larry Long [cjparts4u@gmail.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:40 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Bill
Grand County Letter-doC)(; Grand County Letter.pdf
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11850 S. Highway 191, C-7
Moab, UT 84532
March 24,2015
Dear Grand County Council:
We relocated to Moab four years ago to take advantage of the off-road trails located here.
Although we are San Juan County residents, a large percentage of our income is spent in
Grand County. Hundreds of others have come here for the same reason, bringing income
to the local economy that would have been spent in another place or State. The off-road
community contributes immensely to the economy of the area.
We oppose any closure of existing roads and trails in Grand County.
Please consider the fact that organizations like SUWA and the Sierra Club have immense
budgets to influence the decision-making process. Local citizens have a zero-dollar
budget. Please listen closely to the citizens of Grand County. Families that have lived
here for five and six generations have done a great job of protecting our precious natural
resources to date. The majority of the Sierra Club have probably never seen or visited the
areas they wish to close. They completely misrepresent the off-road community.
We would prefer a more diverse economic base in Grand County. However, it is clear
tourism will continue to grow, attracting more and more visitors. Just look at the number
of hotels that are on the drawing board at the present time. A large number of those
visitors will be coming for a positive OHV experience. Trail closures will force more
users onto less trails leading to over-use. It is in the best interest of the OHV community
to see to it that this public resource is maintained in a sustainable manner for generations
to come.
Hey Joe Canyon and Labyrinth Canyon include the historical inscriptions left by the
French trapper, Denis Julien in 1836. The area is filled with historic mining history and
should be open for exploration by future generations.
SUMMARY:
We oppose:
1. Trail closures
2. Wilderness creation in any land that currently has roads
3. Creation of any National Monument or National Conservation Area
We support:
I. Banning oil or gas drill rigs that can be viewed from Delicate Arch or key
vistas in Arches and Canyonlands National Park
2. Creation of protected areas in the Book Cliffs providing all roads remain open
3. Future economic development and a job base that does not rely on tourism or
extraction industry
Thank you for taking the time to review this.
Larry Long

Sharon Long

Members of Moab-Friends-For-Wheelin and Red Rock 4 Wheelers

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

alm@du-call.com
Tuesday. March 24, 2015 6:44 PM
cou nCil@grandcountyutah.net
Labyrinth Canyon

Please help to create more sanctuaries in the Desert, we all need places to go and relax. People like me love the
red rock canyons and the rivers are an amazing part of those canyons.
Please help protecting Lab)Tinth Canyon and designate it as the rightful wilderness that it is!!!
Yours truly,
Alex Miller
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ben Laskye [honey160@frontiercom]
Tuesday, March 24, 20156:44 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Please don't dose Grand County roads and trails.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:,

Marylou [marylou.lopez@live.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

NO NO NO AND NO TO LOCKING UP OUR LANDS. VOTE NO TO MORE WILDERNESS.
35 years and counting living in Moab. VOTE NO!!!!
MARYLOU LOPEZ
MOAB, UTAH
Sent from my iPad
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MY VOTE SHOULD COUNT.

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Miller [davidmiller46@comcast.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:59 PM
COUNCIL@GRANDCOUNTYUTAH.NET
PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE BILL

As a frequent user of non-motorized access to remote places in the greater Moab/Grand County area I implore you to
designate Labyrinth Canyon as true Wilderness. Without this designation, I fear that we will lose a tremendous asset to
oil/gas development and to overuse by ORV travelers. Indeed all un maintained ORV routes in these areas should be
closed immediately to preserve the pristine nature and vast beauty that few areas in the United States can offer.
Keep it wild!

David Miller
davidmiller46@comcast.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Wayne Bennett [WayneLBennett@charter.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 6:59 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses,
including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Wayne Bennett
Grand Island, NE
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Sargent [sargentlaw@me.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20157:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

My family has been going to Moab since 1999. We always try to make at least part of Jeep Safari and another
trip each year. We also pass through Moab each time we travel to and from Albuquerque to visit family.
Through the years we have hiked, mountain biked, Jeeped and ridden ATVs on our public lands. As I ",Tite this
we are looking forward to traveling to Moab next week for our thirteenth Jeep Safari. \Vlrile in Moab we have
spent money on camp grounds, motels, dining out, groceries, cold drinks, camping equipment, auto parts, tires,
gasoline, propane, mechanics, A TV rentals, mountain bike rentals, and many other things that we hope has
supported the local economy.
I have just learned that you will be submitting a plan to Rep. Rob Bishop that would close over 100 miles of
existing roads and trails and that provides no protection of other roads and trails from future closure. This is
unacceptable. We support "no net loss" of recreational travel routes and cmIDot support any proposal that does
not protcct cxisting routes from future closure.

It seems that the off-road and mountain bike crowd pumps a huge amount of money into your community, and
it seems like this would be something you would enthusiastically support. Instead, it seems that you have caved
to pressure from groups such as SUWA. With the wilderness advocacy groups, it seems that "give and take"
means the recreational trail users do all the giving while they do all the taking. While public lands managers all
over the country are closing roads, 1 have never seen a wilderness area lose its classification. I have learned two
things about public lands. First, once a road or trail is closed, it will most likely never open again. Second, once
an area is declared wilderness, that area is forever closed to all but a select few.
I have studied the maps and find no Tea~on to close or limit any recreational travel routes. I urge you to rethink
your position. Also, please consider supporting future protection for all existing recreational travel routes.
While you may think that you have come up with a solid compromise, I can guarantee that SUWA and others
that share their extreme environmental agenda will not be satisfied. The next time the ELM revisits their travel
management plan these groups will be out in force lobbying for more restrictions and closures.
Thank you,
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Wells [johnemilee@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:05 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County land Proposal

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. SpeCifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

John Wells
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ani Knox [ani890@aol.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Wilderness

Dear Council,
please designate Labyrinth Canyon as \vilderness.
'For quiet recreation.
Thank you,
Ani Robertson
950 Williamstown Court
Park City, UT. 84098
Ani K. Robertson
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Also remove ORV use in these pristine areas

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ben Ferrier [arctic4wd@msn.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:18 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Craig Broadhurst [cbroadhurst62@att.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 20157:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Dear Council Members:

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Sincerely,

Craig Broadhurst
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

gina_k_nelson_2006 [gina_k_nelson_2006@yahoo,com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:26 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,nel
Opinion

I do not want to see anymore wilderness designations in Grand county, I go on record saying I am against any
land designations that will result in more road closures of any kind,
I do not approve of large money hungry environmental groups having input at our table, This is OUR
community, not yours or theirs.
It is close minded and one sided for the council to make the decisions for our community without our input.
Grand county residents only should have a voice on our lively hoods and our way of life,
My family has been here for generations, and we did not survive on nature conservancies alone, and neither will
our next generations to come.
I do not appreciate the direction the council is leading this county, ""ith a self serving agenda. You are here to
serve Grand County and it's people, honestly and fairly.
I am a Grand County resident, and my opinion is supposed to count.
Thank you for your time in advance,
Gina Winters
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ross Moe [rossmoesis@gmaiJ.comj
Tuesday, March 2.4, 2.0157:34 PM
Council@GrandCounlyUtah.Nel
comments on Public lands closure to OHV

Hi,
I live in Grand Junction and visit Moab probably 8 to 10 times a year to ride and work on the trails in that area.
I've been doing this for quite some time now and believe shutting down public land for OHV use will not
benefit the area.
I usually bring my motorcycle, mountain bike and hiking gear. Others in my family cannot ride mountain
bikes or hike a great deal oflength. By shutting down OHV it alienates members of my family that are not
fortunate enough to be able to be as active anymore. Therefore reducing the quality of time spent in the area and
probably having to go find someplace else to stay and enjoy our times outdoors together.
Please stop and think about how many trails have been closed to OHV compared to how much has been
opened. I understand that some trails need to be closed to OHV due to erosion and increase of use but no money
or initiative seems to be put into building new trails away from populated areas.
OHV groups will be singled out to a small area which will see extreme amOlmt of use and could potentially
giving way to nobody following signage because if you did follow the rules .. there won't even be able to ride in
the areas you have personally helped maintain over the years. It would be very difficult to police those actions
over the vast amount of land. Thanks for your time.
-Ross
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cliff and Kim Rourke [candk.rourke@verizon.netj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Grand County Council,
Please ensure that the management plans concerning Moab Utah's OHV routes keeps all existing routes open and
carries features for developing new OHV opportunities in the area,
An OHV friendly management plan will ensure access to back country loved by my wife and I, my children, Americans
with disabilities and, other enthusiastic OHV users.
Thank you,
Clifford Rourke
Lancaster CA
Happy Trails
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shelley Krehbiel [shelley@werocklive,coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:43 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To all Council Members:
Thank you for taking the time to review comments made by all in regards to the Public Lands Initiative,
My first trip to Moab was only five years ago, seems like a lifetime. I fell in love with the scenery and the
opportunities available to me, It has become our go-to for recreation. We can satisfy my husband's needs to
wheel and my needs to explore, We get to introduce all the resources and routes to our kids and grandkids.

It is with great pleasure that we spend our hard earned funds in your county, knowing that our motorized
lifestyle is appreciated and embraced, Our friends are respectful of others and encourage all sorts of outdoor
recreational opportunities, We hope that others will adopt the same inclusive attitude, Our public lands should
not exclude simply because one has chosen to recreate differently,
Thank you for considering my comments, please do your part to keep public lands open to the public,
/Shelley Krehbiel
208-220-2135
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

matt p [mattnkc74@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24,20157:52 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Utah Land Use

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and eXisting roads and trails
preserved.

Talk to ya later, Matt
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jack McGinnis [jack1150gs@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24,20157:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated,
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Melanie and Kevin Pfister [twistedpfisters@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:55 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
pending council vote

My wife and I have been coming to the Moab area since the early 1990s to mountain bike, hike, ski, and boat.
I know you are trying to find the right balance between motorized and non motorized, wilderness and
nonwilderness, locals' desires and uses and we visitors ("tourists"). So many beautiful and scenic areas are
being opened up to motorized recreation, oil and gas development, and other uses that forever change the
character of the experience, that I ask you to please preserve as much area as possible for those of us that
greatly value places that you can only get to by walking, running, biking, or paddling. These types of areas are
disappearing at an alarming rate, making the areas that are preserved all that more valuable to folks such as
ourselves. The counties that have the foresight and courage to preserve vast areas will being doing a great
service to current and future generations of locals and visitors alike.
Thank you for your consideration,
IS/Kevin and Melanie Pfister
Desert Lovers!!!
5UWA members
Cottonwood Heights, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ross Engle [Ross_Engle@comcast.netJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 7:56 PM
council@grandccuntyutah.net
Jeep trails in the Moab area

Please do not close more Jeep trails in the Moab area. Many miles of trails have already been closed by National Park
designation, Wilderness designation, and Wilderness Study designation. The land needs some protection and people
that only enjoy hiking and solitude need a place to go too, but enough is enough and those of us that enjoy responsible
multi-use ofthe back county also need a place to go. With the closing of more and more Jeep trails the recreational
vehicle community is being forced into a smaller and smaller area. Forcing a larger and larger community into a smaller
and smaller area has to be harder on the resource and provide a less enjoyable experience for all involved,
Sincerely,
Lloyd Ross Engle
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dmunk@rof.net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:02 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Protecting Labyrinth Canyon

Dear Commissioners,
I am a resident of western Colorado and a frequent visitor to Moab as well as eastern Utah.
In fact, I am visiting Moab for a week as I write this letter. Our family has been coming to
your town and region for nearly thirty years, and we have appreciated the balance and access
that your area provides. We do not participate in motorized recreation, but having been here
during Jeep Week and found it to be a tremendously well run event which really did not affect
our enjoyment of your area through hiking and mountain biking.
I urge you to continue your balanced management of your incredible region by preserving the
wild and secluded nature of this important portion of your wild lands. Non motorized use is a
reasonable restriction of this small segment of your immense landscape. We support
responsible uses and honoring the rules and regulations governing use.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Dave Munk
0: 970-963-7476
m: 970-379-9660
dmunk@rof. net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Burley [bjgayer@cox.netj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:12 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I've not yet been to Utah to ride AN's but it is certainly on my list ofto-do's. If you are planning to close 50
much of the trails, I can imagine that might be a consideration to not even come to Utah. We have several
trails here in Arkansas too, but it seems that too many congressional folks that don't ride AN's prefer to vote
to close public lands to AN riding. I would ask you to consider leaving as much open trails for outdoor
recreation as possible. This is not only a tax issue for all the ATV's sold, but local income from those that use
the trails, camp grounds, hotels, restaurants, etc, How can this not be considered? Thank you for your
consideration to keep the trails open, Burley Gayer, NWA ATV Riding Club, www.nwaatvrc.com.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rich Kramer [richkramer10@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:14 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Grand County Off Road Recreation

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, \"ith a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length ofthe temporary closure
impairs established access and use nOlmally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gerald Reese [greese9@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 20158:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan Is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Best Regards,
Gerald Reese

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

hnoel [hnoel@hnoel.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:25 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Labyrinth Canyon

Dear Council,
Our family, extended family, friends from other states, and fellow photographers enjoy, very
much, the many days we spend each year in the Moab area. We appreciate the manner in which
you have exercised your stewardship over the years. In as much as you will be deliberating on
recommendations concerning the Labyrinth Canyon area next week, please know that we feel it
is very important that this unique and beautiful area receive true wilderness protection. We
understand the impact that the ORV community has on the Moab area, and support the
accommodation of their recreation. We do believe that there are a wealth of good ORV trails
and areas in and around Grand County. With the increased vying for land use in this area, we
are very fearful that the beauty and magnificence is in danger of being eroded. Labyrinth
Canyon is an iconic area -- beloved by many many who visit here for quiet recreation. We
strongly encourage you to keep this in mind and to recommend that this canyon receive true
wilderness protection and that all unmaintained ORV trails in proposed wilderness areas be
closed to motorized traffic, so that we may also preserve places for quiet recreation.
With sincere regards,
Howard & Mary Noel
Layton, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alexandra Lozano [alex.lozano.m@gmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:41 PM
cou nci I@grandcountyutah.net
Please Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness

To Whom This May Concern.
Please keep Utah wild and undeveloped. Our tourist economy brings in more than $12 billion per year in consumer
spending and supports more than 112,000 jobs. Far outpacing our oil, gas, and mining industry.
I respectfully ask that you do everything in your power to designate Labyrinth Canyon as a true wilderness and close all maintained ORV routes in
proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.
Thank you.
Alexandra Folmer
450 crestview Dr.
Park City, Utab 84098

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

wolfylee@yahoo.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

We do not agree with any OHV closures. I live, vote, and spend recreation money in Utah.
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael K [specialkrat797@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:54 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

One of my favorite trails is the Dead Cow Loop and use 10 Mile Road to get to and from the OHV trails in that area. I visit
this area at least once a year if not twice a year and wish to continue to use the public lands and trails in this area.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation
such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via
planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety.
Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established
access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System
(NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Michael Krattli
Arvada, CO
Utah OHV permit holder for five years

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Barbara [bergperson@bajabb.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 8:56 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
wilderness

I would like to voice my support for making the beautiful Labrinyth Canyon a wilderness area. There are so few
places where Utahns and visitors from around the world can appreciate the rocky beauty of our state. It brings
in tourist dollars but also brings peace to people who want to get away from noise and dust (such as ATVs) and
just appreciate this wonderful planet we inhabit. Let us take care of it. Thank you, Barbara Bergman
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Dale Znamenacek [zzanddz@gmail.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:03 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
PLI comments

Moab City Council,
I urge you to reconsider your proposed closure of trails in the Moab area as part of Representative Bishop's
Public Lands Initiatives. Moab's diversity of opportunities for motorized recreation is what has been bringing
my family and I back to Moab again and again for the past 18 years.
For 10 of those years, we often visited Moab for week-long vacations, where we would spend money on hotel,
restaurants, groceries, gift shops, gas stations, and other local businesses. 8 years ago, we moved to the Grand
Junction, CO area, and now consider ourselves neighbors of Moab. The trails in the Dolores River area are
closer to our house than they are to Moab and it is an area we enjoy exploring. A number of old roads cross the
Colorado-Utah border and are favorites with our local jeep club. We also make more frequent trips to Moab
now and frequent local businesses on each trip.
As you know, the BLM did extensive analysis of routes within the Moab field office area not that long ago. As
their analysis did not show reason to close these routes down, it appears arbitrary that the city council is now
considering such a recommendation. Utah has enough land locked up in wilderness designation, wilderness
study areas, and restrictive national monuments and parks. It is time to stop trying to create wilderness out of
areas that don't meet the criteria. It is time to consider the economic future of Utah, and well-planned motorized
trail systems with diverse opportunities are important to Utah's economy. They are what entices my Colorado
family to visit our neighbor.
Sincerely,
Dale Znamenacek
Fruita, CO
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Brett Davis [maverick4x4@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house,gov; jason.chaffetz@mail.house.gov;
Fred,Ferguson@mail.house.gov
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

Dear Grand County Council,

My family and I enjoy traveling to the Moab area several times eaeh year to enjoy the many world class
recreational opportunities available there. We enjoy hiking in the national parks, jeeping and biking the
surrounding roads, and rafting Westwater Canyon. We have been visiting Moab for decades, and our children
have grown up with a love for Moab.

We also participate in the Jeep Safari each year and spend time leading and helping on the trail rides. We
encourage Tread Lightly principles and responsible use of vehicles in the backcountry. Our trail etiquette
instruction and driving suggestions may be the only formal backcountry driving "training" that some people will
ever receIve.

I oppose Grand Connty's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" tlle current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude tederalland managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection Of
public safety. However, if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefIned terminology. The proposal needs to
specifIcally outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specifIc management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including OIlV recreation, must be
protected and existiug roads and trails preserved.
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Best regards,
Brett Davis
Draper, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wilcox Uwilcox28@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:11 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County PLI proposed OHV road closures

Being a California resident, it is costly and time consuming to travel, but I often choose Utah for my OHV activites.
Representative Rob Bishop is being lobbied heavily by environmental interests to close over 100 miles of existing OHV
ungraded roads. I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment ofthe National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary ofthe Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sincerely,
John C Wilcox
P.o. Box 134
La Grange, Ca 95329
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Momper [brian.momper@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24,20159:11 PM
council@grandccuntyulah.net
Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Dear Council,

As an avid outdoorsmen and person who has and uses extreme respect for the natural beauty, wildlife and
resources while in the Moab area, I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a tew exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codity" the current management as
a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and usc normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent, Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

A balance needs to be formed in order for all things to work and there certainly seems to be a movement away
from that balance with this draft,
A II the best,
Brian
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Terry Thomas [tthomas@xmission.comj
Tuesday, March 24,20159:12 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Upcomign Council Vote

Dear Grand County Council,
My name is Terry Thomas, I visit and stay in Moab multiple times during each year.
I am favor of stronger wilderness protections. The Moab - and Labyrinth Canyon in particular (one of the
crown jewels of wilderness in the American West) - needs true wilderness protection. These quiet places
need to be protected now and for future generations.
March 31st can be an historic day for many generations of Utah citizens and for Moab and the surrounding
area.
What you as a council decide is going to have a direct impact on what Moab is like in the years to come.
Please consider these actions:
Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness.
Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.
Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.
Thank you for your consideration.
Terry Thomas
1840 Stallion Lane
Salt Lake City, Ut. 84116
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

condor@kanab,net
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:14 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Visiting greater Moab

Dear Grand County Council Members,
I have visited Moab and it's wonderful surrounding lands for over 3S years, I've seen the impacts both good
and not so good from it's resurgence from the dismal post-uranium boom days, I've always enjoyed Moab,
but even more so the sandstone formations, Colorado and Green rivers and canyons one could find some
solace in, However, these quiet, soul nurturing places are increasingly rare there and need to be preserved
and protected. labyrinth Canyon and other unique settings should not be sacrificed now when their value to
this and future generations in keeping places away from the maddening crowds is so great. I am 68 years old,
own an ATV, but walk wherever and whenever I can. Help me to continue to do that in Grand County.
Thank you, Jeff Frey, Kanab, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kevin Bowden [kevbowden82@icloud.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:17 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Classic Letter 2
Classic Letter 2.pdf; ATT00112.txt
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Dear Grand County Council,
So I have lived here in Moab for thirty rnro years minus the one I moved to Denver
out of high school and was drawn right back .... Guess I'm a sucker for red rocks and
raging rivers and breathtaking mountains that are all crammed in this small area. I also
love the freedom I have always felt here rather I am hunting, four wheeling, hiking,
swimming or rafting and what ever other kind of adventure I feel like going on. My life
here has been quite enjoyable. Lately though I am sensing my freedoms are becoming
limited more and more I am noticing trail and road closed signs everywhere I look
although they generally only pertain to "motorized" use only. And don't get me wrong I
like to hike as much as the next person but sometimes I like to drive to where I want to
hike from it was always fun to go to the end of some random road or trail the take off
hiking always gave me the middle of no where feel when I maybe only had a couple
hours to do so. It was some years ago in 2008 or so that much of this happened I felt like
we compromised then but now am feeling like that was just the beginning of a greater
agenda that is being pursued by the many progressives that are moving into the area and
calling themselves locals. They worry so much about what they think every one else
should be doing that I think most of them forgot where came from. I remember where I
come from and it is here for many generations my family has lived here but I still don't fee
like that gives me the right to push my agenda on everyone else. The people I agree ",ith
on this dispute are no trying to change things they simply wish things to be left the way we
know and love them the way it has existed for generations and has not hurt anybody.
These new proposals potentially affect the livelihood of many people I know. So no this is
not about a bunch of rednecks want to tear up the environment it is about people's lives
and families that depend on this land to make there living no everyone has a trust fund to
fall back on. Some of us greatly depend on the money from tourism much of which
involves motorized travel. I'm not that great at this sort of thing I don't Facebook or
anything but hopefully someone reads this letter gets a little insight from it. I am fourth
generation local maybe more and I know those who established this town would dislike
the direction it is heading And with you guys as our county leaders I hope you put
personal agendas behind a consider the direction you are steering us.
Sincerely Kevin Bowden

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick & Chris Vetter [4vetlers@cox.net]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:20 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I have traveled and enjoyed the Moab's trails and hope they remain open and accessible for future generations.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders
that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an
NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning
and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thankyou,
Christine Vetter

1582 N. Broadway
Escondido, CA 92026
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

bowcamp [bowcamp@frontiernetnet]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:24 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
PLI

To the County Council,
I was one of the lucky ones to not only have been born and raised in this EPIC place, but to also have had both
parents born and raised here as welL Like so many others in this town, I have seen Moab grow from the tOV\Il1
that didn't even have it's weather listed on the evening news, to now being one of the most popular vacation
destinations. Everyone wants to see the place we are fortunate enough to call home.
While I agree that there has to be land management to maintain our backyard, I am strongly opposed to the
Public Land Initiative being proposed. I feel like allowing for new roads and trails to be built is something to
worry about, but closing existing ones that we have all enjoyed our entire lives is not only disheartening, but
will also be a huge hit to many of our Ii velihoods.
My dad has made a living for over 30 years here in the film industry. I too, am now lucky enough to follow in
his footsteps. Ninety-nine percent of films made in Moab are done outside. They film here for the landscape.
My family has worked very hard to make sure this couId happen and continue to happen. The way that works
is RESPECT of the land. In most cases we leave the area filmed in cleaner and with less trace of footprint than
when we started. My dad has helped implement programs along with the BLM to take care of our land. I have
raked, swept and re-seeded acres ofland in my lifetime, ensuring that these crews "leave no trace". For as long
as I can remember I have traveled roads like Shafer Trail and Mineral Bottom. First with my parents, and now
on my own. These roads and trails are very popular film locations. The film indusrty brings a huge amount of
money to this Community and State eaeh year. Closing the proposed roads and creating the proposed
wilderness areas will be a huge hit to the film industry. I say this because I feel it is important to know that it is
not just jeepers who are opposed. It is not just the jeeping industry who will feel the impact of closing more of
our land. It is not just a small minority who strongly opposes the PLI. This will effect all of us.
This is 01JR HOME AND OUR LAND. The true "locals" The ones who were born here and then chose to
stay here. We love this this place, and we have been respecting the land for decades. We may have been quite
for too long, but not anymore.
I didn't choose to stay in my hometown to have it closed off to my kids and generations to come. I stayed here
because I want to raise my children in the place I love and appreciate. The place that takes my breath away
every single time I drive down one of it's dirt roads. My kids should be able to grow up and do the same.
I urge you, please listen to the voices of Grand County. I think you will find there is a strong MAJORlTY of us
who do not want to give up any more.
Thank You for Your time,
Crystal Bowden
Moab Resident
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Michael Hare [michaelhare99@holmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:30 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Protect Labyrinth Canyon and Moab

I live in Colorado and our family has visited Moab and the surrounding area many, many times over the past
decades.
I urge you to:

•

•

Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. So far, the council has not proposed any wilderness
protection for Labyrinth Canyon - despite it being one of the crown jewels of wilderness in the
American West.
Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.

We visit the area for its natural beauty and happily spend our tourist dollars in the Moab area. And we'd love
to keep doing so for decades to come.

Thank you.

Michael Hare
Denver, CO
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Langan [pwi@pyramid.net]
Tuesday, March 24. 2015 9:41 PM
council@grandcountyutah,nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA,
can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses could
be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support thc idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes.l do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access
to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary
closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route,
the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided
by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology.
The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County
desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS)
directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that
special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational
uses, including ORV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

I live in Nevada, but have been a frequent visitor to the state of Utah for many years.
Regards,
James Langan
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sara Michl [smichl@Colorado.EDU]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:45 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Please PROTECT as wilderness

Dear Commissioners,
Our friends and we adore the re rock country of Utah, and we so enjoy quietly hiking in the wildemess quality
areas around Moab. But it is not always easy to escape the noise and sights and smells ofORVs and dirt bikes,
nor is it easy to ignore the sad devastation they often leave behind.
Please PROTECT as precious wildemess the beautiful canyon country in your region. It is a gift that you have
the power and the privilege to preserve and pass on to generations yet to come.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

tomgree@gmail.com
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:49 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
preserve Labyrinth Canyon

There are so few quiet and pristine places in the world. Please preserve Labyrinth canyon.
People come from allover the world to see Utah. It is amazing how many people I have met from other
countries who list Utah as their favorite destination. It is good for them and good for Utah!
Thank you,
Molly and Tom Greene,
Utah natives and proud of it!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dee McNenny [dmcnenny@msn.comj
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 9:49 PM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.net
Grand County Public Lands Initiative

24 March 2015
I am a 54 yr old US Army veteran and a Grand County resident and I have lived full time in Moab since 2012. I
jeep, bike, and hike and do so throughout the year. I am a disabled veteran and am very lucky that I can
continue to be physically active. My access to this county's beautiful backcountry is more limited to my jeep
than it was when I first visited Moab in 1991 and will be more constrained to motorized travel as my disability
and old injuries increasingly limit my biking and hiking as time goes by.
I believe my input should mean more to the Grand County Council than any number of form letters and emails
sent from out-of-area persons and organizations who are trying to influence the decisions made by my
county's government. I liken their attempts to affect the process here in Grand County to people from Europe
attempting to dictate US national policy by swamping Congress and the Senate with emails. We would think
that was ridiculous, wouldn't we? And we'd be irritated if it worked on our lawmakers, wouldn't we!
In this letter I state my support for retaining motorized and mechanized access to all existing trails in Grand
County. In particular, I support retaining year round vehicle access to Hey Joe Canyon, Hell Roaring Canyon, 10
Mile Wash, Dome Plateau, Polar Mesa, Fisher Mesa, Beaver Mesa, and the Dolores River Triangle.
It is my position that any decision to close motorized access to Labyrinth Canyon should be voted on by the
public only after motorized boat traffic has been banned on the Green River. Rafters and others encounter
rare vehicle traffic on Hey Joe for a fraction of their river trip (10%); the other 90% of their journey is already
road free. And therefore motor free ... EXCEPT for motorized watercraft such as jet tour boats, which go up and
down many miles ofthe Green River several times a day all season long. It is telling that rafters haven't
complained about the motor traffic and amount of noise and human activity at Mineral Bottom. Undoubtedly
because they need that takeout/put in to remain open - to them! River runners complaining about land based
vehicles are clearly using a specious argument that if successful can then be used to shut down airplane tours,
helicopter tours, and access to many other roads and trails wherever they can argue motorized and
mechanized vehicles 'ruin the solitude' of members of a particular user group.
With all the Wilderness and Wilderness Study Areas extant in Grand County, I argue that users wishing
solitude have many choices on where they can find it, without trying to deny recreational opportunities to
other user groups.
In answer to the stance of SUWA and similar organizations that 'only 71 miles of trail' are under consideration
for closing, I point out that since 2008 the only user group which has coosistently lost miles of roads and trails
for recreation is the motorized group. They say we aren't interested in compromising and their
representatives tell the media that we are 'acting like crybabies' over losing only 71 more miles of trails/roads.
The fact is that we have lost 2500 miles of trails to date and we are tired of giving up our trails so they can be
turned into trails for other user groups or simply left untraveled, with no one accessing them or the views and
Utah history that can be found along them.
10

I support limiting resource extraction (drilling and mining) in areas where the consensus is that watershed
protection is threatened, as well as in very specific areas where iconic landmarks and views would be
permanently spoiled by industry, I would want any such protected areas to be clearly marked and put up for
public discussion and votes over a reasonable period of time, not just enacted autocratically by one sitting
council.
I support a National Recreation Area, if anything must be requested at all, for Grand County, not a National
Conservation Area. I support guarantees that no more OHV routes, trails, or roads will be put on the political
chopping block in Grand County. In lieu of an NRA, I support a State Recreation Area that would expand on
what we already have at Sand Flats.
The BLM in Grand County has done and will continue to do a better job of juggling all the needs and issues of
multiple use on its lands than anyone else and I would like to see their RMP supported by Grand County and
used as a baseline for the County's land management plan.
To go one step beyond just trying to keep what we have now in roads and trails, I would be elated if the
County Council asked in their Initiative that the Behind The Rocks WSA be eliminated and that the land within
its boundaries be returned to the public domain, kept free of cattle and mineral extraction leases and opened
to use by all recreational user groups. In return, I would not oppose the creation of wilderness in all other
currently designated WSAs in Grand County.
Lastly, I am utterly opposed to the creation of a National Monument in Grand County, whether that proposed
as The Greater Canyonlands National Monument or any other, and urge the County to put language in
whatever proposal it makes to Rep. Bishop to ensure that no National Monument will ever be created in
Grand County.
Thank you for your public service and for conSidering my input.
Sincerely,
Deirdre F. McNenny
1261 N Hwy 191
Moab, UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject;

Brian Shaw [shawb1@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24,201510:02 PM
counci1@grandcountyulah.nel
Public Lands in Grand County

To the members of the Grand County Council,
I am writing to voice my concerns about the threats to close roads and to create more wilderness areas in Grand County.
As a former resident of Moab, and a graduate of Grand County High School, I grew up being able to explore the public
lands that Grand County is 50 blessed to have. I went camping all over in the back country, I have hiked many many trails,
jeeped and biked many roads on BLM, Forest Service, and National Park lands and have greatly enjoyed the vistas and
serenity regardless of mine or anyone else's mode of transportation. I am a little biased toward the Forest Service, since
my father was the Ranger of the Moab district for about ten years.
I understand the concerns that people have about potential misuse and abuse of certain areas, but closing them off to all
but a select group of people that are physically able, and have the time, to hike twenty to thirty miles to enjoy them is
discriminatory. I don't understand how a motorized vehicle ruins the "viewshed" anymore than a large group of people
does. I want to be able to enjoy my public lands, just as you do, for the rest if my life, not just as long as I can physically
hike twenty to thirty miles.
There are many other ways to protect the land, other than by closing roads, or designating wilderness areas. You can
enforce the laws already on the books. You can encourage, and educate. all land users to be better stewards of the land,
and to stop abuse, or alert the authorities when they see abuse happening. Those that will abuse the land are the minority
of land users.
I ask that you please put aside the agenda of special interest groups and listen to your own citizens, all of them.
There is no need to close roads or designate more new wilderness areas.
Thank-you for your time,
Brian Shaw.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Loraine Brandl [lbrandl@xmission.comJ
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:06 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Wilderness

Expires:

Monday, June 22, 2015 12:00 AM

•

Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. So far, the council has not proposed any wilderness
protection for Labyrinth Canyon -

despite it being one of the crown jewels of wilderness In the American West

•

Close all unmalntalned ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County,

•

Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.

Remembering Dick Webster, who died on Mt Tuk In a landslide, Please honor his love for Moab surroundings: preserve
true wilderness.
Loraine Brandt
Salt Lake City, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

lauraine@xmission.com
Tuesday, March 24, 201510:10 PM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
Labyrinth Canyon

To Whom It May Concern:
I am 75 and have the great pleasure of recollecting a long float trip down Labyrinth Canyon
and reveling in the quiet and beauty of this place. Please protect it for me and ban noisy,
smelly Off Road Vehicles.
Lauraine Stephen
4953 Eastridge Ln

SLC UT 84117
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Denver & Dita Miller [d_millers@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:22 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Trail closures

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the va:ues for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Denver & Dila Miller
D Millers@yahoo.com

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

C. Russell [cmountainspirit@hotmail.coml
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 10:36 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
keeping the peace & quiet

I had planned to attend the last council meeting but due to issues with my back, I knew I couldn't sit long
enough to stay through it. I heard that it was pretty loud and all the noise was coming from the ORV people.
Ifthat's the case, they demonstrated why they need to keep to the trails already allowed to them. I think that
they may need new trails, but they need to be in places hikers, bikers, & horses are not. I know many of them
ride respectfully and follow all the rules ... but most prefer to race, see how far they can make their vehicle
climb on one thing and then jump to another, etc. and don't care about the wildlife or nature in their way, and
their vehicles make a lot of noise and exhaust. I understand that type of activity is fun but also destructive.
They should have large areas where they can play without ruining special places and things .... until the
electric ORV is invented. I hope you don't let them and all the folks that don't live here keep you from doing
what you think is right and the reason we voted for you. It's the quiet that so many people that come here
crave. Just to hear the wind, the Ravens, the brush rattling in the breeze and the smells of the sage, pinion's
etc. is very special and needs to be preserved.
Sincerely,
Charlene Russell
Moab, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

brndave [brndave@rocketmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11 :05 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail recommendations

I completely disagree ",,'ith the councils recommendations please let the land be managed at a local level.

4

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Brimley [brimleydave@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 201511:08 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Area Land Management

To Whom It May Concern:
I'm writing in as a concerned citizen. I'm local to Salt Lake, but frequent Moab several times a year. Over the
last decade or so, I have watched the land use battle rage on and on. Often times in horror. I am an avid Jeeper
that is very concerned about what is happening to our trails. It would appear that the general consensus to land
mismanagement or misuse I guess would be a better term, is to shut the trails down to any and all mechanized
travel. This is a huge mistake! Turning an area into wilderness essentially closes it to everyone! MO;1 people
aren't going to want to hike 50 miles to see something. Please put more effort into educating the general
population about proper land use and trail etiquette! I know that whenever I see people off trail, it makes me
pretty angry. We need to work together to educate those that don't know.
I will say this in closing. If the trails around Moab continue to close down, Moab will cease to exist.
Jeepers/offroaders are what keep 'vIoab alive. 2 national parks, a state park and floating a river are not going to
be enough to sustain 'vIoab. Period.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kind regards,

Dave Brimley
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Nancy Orr [orrxylla@gmaiLcom]
Tuesday, March 24, 2015 11; 18 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Thank you

Dear County Council:
Thank you for your efforts in wrangling the many and varied opinions of the citizens of Grand County in
regards to the Bishop Lands Initiative proposaL While it may seem to be a thankless job where all you hear are
negative comments, be aware that we appreciate your willingness to tackle this thorny issue. You have all done
the "give-and-take" dance of trying to compromise on a subject which stirs the emotions of all concerned, and it
must be trying at times.
I especially appreciate that you are recommending to protect wilderness in the Book Cliffs and other areas such
as Mill Creek and Negro Bill, and to oppose the Book Cliffs highway. A recommendation for a National
Conservation Area to protect our watershed and the Colorado River Corridor is also well appreciated, as well as
not attempting to tamper with the Antiquities Act in Grand County.
Please continue your hard work in formulating recommendations which balance our need for preservation with
our desire for improving economic health. I admire your sacrifices in the undertaking of this endeavor - best of
luck in dealing with the numerous strong opinions which are lobbed your way, and know that you are making a
positive difference for the current and future citizens of Grand County.
Regards,
Nancy Orr
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KaLeigh Welch
From;

Sent:
To:
Subject:

angela mckelvey [ridiculousfailh@outlook.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20156:53 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; joh n. newhall@mail.house.gov
Utah Land Use Legislation

My family has lived in Moab, Utah, since it was first settled, My mother was born, raised, and still
lives in Grand County. I am a 1983 graduate of Grand County High who regularly travels over from
Colorado Springs time and time again to enjoy the land I've known and loved since birth. In all those
years and all those generations, my family has always enjoyed hiking, picnicking and other
adventures along the many Grand County trails--specifically Hey Joe Canyon--and we have always
treated the [and with the respect it deserves by leaving nothing behind and taking nothing but
pictures. Many family members from my Stocks and Knight ancestors still live in Grand County
today, and all of us enjoy the ability to come visit the land that calls us back time and time again.
Closing established roads and trails to future generations is an absolute travesty. When I think back
to the many Knight family reunions and our four-wheel drive adventures, I know there are so many
members of my family that could never have traveled these areas if not for OHVs. Closing such
popular trails wil[ only lead to remaining open trails being over-burdened by the adventurers who will
never stop coming to God's playground to play.

I implore you to put a stop to this travesty!!

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many [ocal stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the [and managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to speeifheally outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation S)LStem (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
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Respectfully,
Angela McKelvey

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Dunkel [streamliner02@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25,20156:55 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@maithouse.gov
OHVaccess

It is a sad note that use of otT road trails by four wheelers will be extremely limited or removed by the actions of
your government actions. Looks like I will not be coming to your county or state to spend my money and enjoy
four wheeling with my 1973 CJ-5 Jeep or my 1968 Jeepster convertible. Think about it
Your loss
Robert Dunkel
6610 Charles Rd.
Westerville, Ohio 43082-9029
(614) 891-2639
streamliner02@gmail.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Arlin Sittler [arlinsittler@redrockcustoms.ca]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 6:57 AM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Council recommendations

Please do not shut down anymore trails. My family drives 30 hours one way from Canada each year to enjoy
your area in our Jeep.
Sent from my Sony XperiaTM smartphone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake White [cjalvr@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20157:22 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please Keep The Land Open

To whom it may concern,
My name is Jake White and I live in Madison, AL (just outside of Huntsville).
Last may, my wife and our 5 year old son loaded up and drove all the way to Moab in May.
lbe travel there took three days. We spent 5 days in and around Moab enjoying the area, the trails that are open
for anyone to enjoy while participating in an annual event that our Jeep club (The Scrambler Owners
Association) put on. It was an awesome experience. However, we didn't come anywhere close to seeing all
there is to see and exploring all that there is to explore. We were amazed at just how much open land there was
out there. We want to come back and explore more. We loved it. That openness, that FREEDOM was why we
loved it so much. Thcre's very little truly open land in our great country East of the Mississippi River. You
have something there that you should strongly consider keeping. It's called freedom. Freedom to go where you
like, explore, see new places, without restriction. Of course, there are some rules, guidelines folks should
adhere to but to truly be able to get out and just explore is an awesome thing. To lose that would be a terrible
thing. For one, this family from North Alabama would go elsewhere in the future to try and find a similar
freedom somewhere else. With that goes our hard-eamed money that would go towards accommodations, food,
fuel, t -shirts that we take home and wear around the Southeast advertising for the very town and region you
have been elected to manage. So please, consider my plea. Our now 6 year old son asked just yesterday when
we would go back to Moab? Out of the mouths of babes.
Don't block access to freedom.
Jake \Vhitc
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'
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KaLeigh Welch
Jake White [cj8Ivr@yahoo.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:03 AM
Council
Re: Please Keep The Land Open

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

From: Council <counCil@grandcountvutah.net>
To: 'Jake White' <cj8Ivr@Vahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:58 AM
Subject: RE: Please Keep The Land Open

Your email has been received. Thank you.

KL w..

I

-tfiee,oordinator ,rand,ounty,ouncil
125 E. Center Street, Moab, UT 84532
0:(435) 259·1346
F:(435) 259·2574

From: Jake White [maillo:cj8Ivr@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 7:22 AM
To: council@grandcounlyutah.net
Subject: Please Keep The Land Open
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jason Fullmer Oasonfullmer@hotmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:04 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closing roads and trails

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's
new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation. even a designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing
or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route. the land managing agency shall establish altemate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what'
type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special atlention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation. must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
-Jason Fullmer
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erik Demkowicz [erik_demkowicz@msn,coml
Wednesday, March 25,20158:09 AM
council@grandcountyutah,nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, ,vith a fe", exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not ",ish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, ho",ever, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for ",hich the components of the system "'ere
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jonathan Franson [jonathanfranson@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:11 AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Moab Land Use

To Whom it May Concern,
I am an avid hiker, backpacker, and in general a lover of nature. I like most people who live here, feel very
passionately about the great care and stewardship we share to keep the places we love to enjoy, as we love
them. However, I feel the most recent push to close the doors to motorized vehicles in areas of Moab, will have
the opposite affect on the area and community.
I believe the intentions are understandable, but misguided. The people who take the time to travel to Moab, and
have a genuine American overland expedition, even for a day, will leave there will a greater sense of joy and
ownership of the environment they are apart of. Moab brings people from all over the country and likely the
world because of the idea of the Southwestern Safari.
There are very few people who set out on these trials that do not have care or concern for their upkeep and
maintenance. I, like most others, hate to see the trash and impact of people in the environment; but I have seen
more litter and impact on common hiking trails than any vehicle access trail.
I ask you to keep Moab open to vehicle travel, and continue to plan the seeds of caring for Utah's land in all the
new corners, There are other steps which can be taken to mitigate the impact that are reasonable, and achieve
greater effects, but shutting the door on people from the beauty of the lands is not the right way.
Jonathan Franson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brady Van MaIre [brady1@vanmatreconstruction.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:11 AM
'council@grandcountyutah.ner
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Van Matre Construction, LLC.
(303)668·2222 (mobile)
(303) 664·1264 (office)
104 E Simpson 5t
lafayette, CO 80026
bragyl@vanmatreconstruction.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

See Farms [seefarms870@hotmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:15AM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Utah Land use Legislation

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Brian See
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

steve schlueter [ob1jeeper@yahoo.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:19 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Grand County roads & trail proposed closures

To the honorable members of Grand County Supervisors, and the honorable representative Bishop,
Because of the stunning scenery, and the friendly atmosphere in the Moab area and surroundings, I am a frequent
visitor to the public lands, roads, & trails, which are being considered for closure. As such, I am opposed to Grand
County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's
new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a deSignation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establish ment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the
specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thank you for your time and conSideration,
Steve Schlueter
Wickenburg, AZ

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan Edmondson [susanpillowflex@yahoo.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:22 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Greetings, I oppose Grand County's proposal to close toads and trails in the Moab area under
the proposed Public Lands Initiative.
Our family travels form Georgia to Grand County on a regular basis to enjoy the wonder of
this beautiful land, please keep it open,
Respectfully,
Susan Edmondson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Heather Dowd [heather.dowd@jmmech.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:28 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
No to Bishop Public Lands Initiative

I strongly believe one ofthe things that makes Moab great is the opportunity we have here to use our public lands.
The use of those public lands comes in many forms. I love hiking and riding 4-wheelers and motorcycles. My family and
I are always
Respectful of the land. I do not feel limiting the use of these public lands will preserve them I believe it will just ruin our
opportunity
To enjoy them, and that is what makes Moab great and like no other place on earth.
I say no to the Council's recommendation regarding the Bishop Public Lands Initiative.
Thanks,
Heather Dowd
Born, raised and current resident of Moab
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Anne Cambridge [ACambridge@pusdatsa.org]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:28 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Jordan
Please preserve the quiet spaces.

Just a quick e-mail asking you to consider making Labyrinth canyon a true wilderness and
limiting ORV routes in grand county. I enjoy hiking and the quiet spaces please preserve
these for visitors like me and my family.
Thanks for you time.
Anne Cambridge
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Karl Warnick [warnick@ee.byu,edu]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:31 AM
Council@GrandCounlyUlah.Net
Dead Cow I Hey Joe I Ten Mile Wash

Dear Grand County Council,
I'm writing to express my feelings about the possibility of OHV trail closures in the Ten
Mile Wash area. I understand that the plan may be to restrict travel in these areas to reduce
noise for river rafters and protect wildlife. These are valid issues, and I support
environmental protection generally. I participate in trail maintenance projects and do my
part to give back.
However, these trails are some of the best remaining rides in Utah and it's sad that we try
so hard to support responsible trail maintenance but continue to see OHV accessible areas
shrink every year. My children aren't able to enjoy the trails that we've been able to ride
in years past. Please, please modify the plan to keep these trails open for OHV.
Given how many trails have closed elsewhere around the state, it would be wonderful if new
trails could be opened in the area or some of the closed trails at Ten Mile could be
reopened.
Best regards,
Karl Warnick
Karl F. Warnick
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Brigham Young University
459 Clyde Building
Provo, UT 84602
(801) 422-1732
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carol Reimann [rboysinmt@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:33 AM
council@grandcounlyulah,nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I am writing in opposition to the road closures in Grand Co. My family and friends often
destination vacation to the Moab area. That means we stay in hotels, eat in restaurants,
shop stores, and gas stations. While I understand temporary closures to protect resources.
I am opposed to permanent, or long term closures that limit access to areas without alternate
routes. Thank you. Lloyd, Carol, Derrick, and Micah Reimann, Shepherd, MT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tim Jacks [jaxwerxllc@icloud.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:33 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.

Tim Jacks
Jax Werx lle
72('),3(')8.6675
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

yon iaccio (yoniaccio@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:35 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Hello council members of Grand County Utah. My name is Yon laccio. I am taking time now to express my concerns over terminating or limiting the use of roads

and trails for ohv in your area.
The Utah desart and MOab IS one of my most favorite places to ride my dirtbike. ! come, have a great time, and spend money in your ealeries and Shops. It seems
to me, no matter what your activity is, someone ot group is trying to shut it down, Mouniainbikers are being threatened by trail closures. Climbers are restricted by
hammerless rules in Canyonlands. The supposedly most evil group of them all, ohv users, gets there established trails taken away. As an American, whO' loves
and cherishes this great land, I strongly dislike my fun zones taken away.
The Jand is for the people to use, responsibly, and to not abuse it. Council members, please don't take this land from us.
Thank you
Yon laccio
243 Gordon Creek rd.
Boulder CO 80302

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

shawnandjodytravelin@yahoo.com
Wednesday, March 25, 20158:35 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Dear Grand County Council Members,

We are writing to Thank you for all of your recent efforts to achieve balance in your efforts to protect the
wilderness. Your decisions to protect the Eastern Bookcliffs, Millcreek, Negro Bill and Behind the Rocks, saying
NO to the Antiquities Act exemption and protecting the watershed and Colorado River corridor are
commendable.
We recently moved from Moab after 13 years and part of our decision to leave involved the promotion and
growth of ATV's everywhere in Grand County. We continue to value our time in Moab as the best place we
have ever lived.
We would like to urge you to continue to protect Grand County Wilderness by closing the 71 miles of Class D
routes in the proposed Big Triangle-Beaver Creek wilderness.
Thank you for your consideration.
Shawn and Jody Ellis
Cortez, Colorado

Sent from Windows Mail
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jennifer Blum [Jennifer.Blum@atsol.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:36 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
HELP SAVE MOAB'S TRAILS

Hello my name is Jen and I am a member of the Copperstate4Wheelers club in Phoenix
AZ. Our club and a couple of others, work with the US Forestry service to volunteer our
time, to explore, maintain and sign trails in the Tonto National Forest. We understand
that the Forestry service cannot maintain all the trails, so in an effort to keep them
open, our clubs have committed and signed an agreements to volunteer our efforts to
help with maintenance on the trails in the forest. The off-roading community is a very
tight network all over the country.
I assume that off-road clubs in the Moab area are either already involved in a program
like ours, or would be willing to start one. All the off-roaders I know are very respectful
of the trails we all enjoy, we recently came across a member of a different off road club
in Phoenix. They went camping and left all their trash. That person was identified,
exploded on a social media site, everyone knows their face, name and rig. It has been
recommend to strip that persons club membership.
Please do not close the trails, word in AZ is that Utah is the place to go, even better than
the Rubicon Trail in California. I have been saving for almost two year to go to Moab for
a week's vacation and run all the trails. My off-road club now has an event planned for
Oct. 2015.
We have experienced some challenges during the 2 years of saving, my son has had
some brain issues and I am currently recovering from neck surgery. The upcoming Moab
trip has kept my spirits high. Please don't close the trails. I am pretty sure my situation
just explained is not unique, maybe the details might be, but going to Moab and driving
the trails are more important to wheelers in Arizona, more than you will ever know.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a
designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the deSignated route} the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
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Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which
the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be
given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Many thanks,
Jennifer Blum [ Applications Support Analyst II
American Traffic Solutions, Inc.
1330 West Southern Avenue, Suite 101 I Tempe, AZ 85282
T 480-596-4755 i C 480-529·6412
Jennifer.Blum@atsoLcom i www.atsoLcom I wwwRoadSafetvCameras.com I www.PlatePass.com
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KaLeigh Welch
Deanna Franco [deanna@8030realty.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:37 AM
Council
Re: Opposition to Road & Trail Closures

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thank you!!!

On Wed, Mar 25,2015 at 7:57 AM, Council <council@grandcountYUtah.net>wrote:
Your emai has been received. Tnank you.

FIC},

'C'R

GRAND COUNTY COUNCIL

0:(£5) 259-1346
1:(435) 259-2574

From: Deanna Franco [mailto:de<l[lna@8030realty.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20156:22 AM
To: council@grandcountyutah.net
Subject: Opposition to Road & Trail Closures

Sent:

Dear Grand County Council,
As an outdoor enthusiast and lover of all Grand County has to offer, r strongly oppose Grand
County's proposal to close roads aFtd trails. I have been coming to the area since 2006 from Colorado
to mountain bike, hike and dirtbike. These are some of the best trails in the Country and I'm so
grateful to have them so close. It would be a tragedy to close trails that have been enjoyed by so
many.
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There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan
is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the speCific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Thank you for your consideration!!
Respectfully,
Deanna Franco
Boulder & Vail Colorado

.. .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ........................... ................. ......... ........ .

...................

~

•••••••••••••••

~

••• u

••••••••••

~

•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~

Deanna Franco 720.422.5131 mobile:: Licensed Real Estate Broker, REALTOR@ :: BROKER/OWNER
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kristin Stephens [vstargirI1@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:45 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
HELP SAVE MOAB'S TRAILS

To whom it may concern,
Actually it concerns all of us. Please do not take away the trails in Moab, UT. We cannot lose even one more
trail. Every year more and more are taken away in the name of "Saving" them for future generations or for
"Wildlife". There are several groups and clubs and indiViduals that work very hard to keep the trails clean and
keep others from straying off the trail. We do our part every time we ride the trails, we pick up trash, we
confront and control others that don't know or abide by the rules. We do not ask for a lot. Compared to the
amount of property there really is for "the future Generations" or "wild life", we have access to a VERY small
amount of land. Please I beg you Do NOT make it smaller.
Kristin Stephens
Avid Off Roader and Moab lover
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

camaralak@aol.com
Wednesday, March 25,20158:48 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
land

Your Govemment doesn't have the right to regulate or restrict my access to anywhere in Grand County, Furthermore,
why wouldn't you want to share this stunning li!rea with others so that they may enjoy it It is an unfair and selfish act on
your part and urge you to not take this action, My husband and I spent some time there last July and saw the beauty first
hand and would absolutely hate it if this area was closed or restricted!
Best Regards
Nancy Camara
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Zempel, Todd L CIV NORAD-USNC J2 (US) (todd.l.zempei.civ@mail.mil]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 8:55 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
(U) Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
I strongly support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I am fine with
federal land managers temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route
for purposes of resource protection or public safety - PROVIDED, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Thank you for hearing and considering my position.
Best Regards,
Todd Zempel
719-237-9165

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Scott Roberts [scottroberts33@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 20158:58 AM
council@grandccuntyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or thc length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretaty of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Respectfully,
Scott Roberts

8

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Charles Hanna [chaliengerrt70@hotmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25,20158:59 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Public lands

I am not in favor of the public lands becoming off limits to those who wish to enjoy the
lands as they wish.
Thank

you.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

TYLER WELCH [tlar9@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:01 AM
Council
Bishop lands

To whom it may concern
To designate so much land as WCA, LCA or WSA it is very intimidating. I don't believe that we understand
the repercussions of making such a decision. It may seem like a good Idea right now but could be ehallenging
for future generations.
Many people are worried about the roads in these areas and in Grand County's recommendation for
management there is no protection for existing roads. The recommendations state "RMP Travel Management
Plan (baseline); allow adjustments per BLMiCounty consultation process for additions or deletions of roads."
I believe if these areas are to become as purposed it gives the idea of road closers all the more legitimacy. We
can manage these areas without these designations.

R\S
Tyler Welch

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ken Carter [custom4x4dotcom@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:01 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Please DO NOT CLOSE any Trails in MOAB

I have read what I can find on reasons why to close any trails in MOAB and I can not find any good info to
close them. If you have some please pass the info along but I strongly oppose Grand County's proposal to close
roads and trails.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that ifthe closure becomes permanent, or the length ofthe temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Please do not brush off this email but please DO NOT VOTE to close any trails in MOAB .. My Family drives
from North Carolina across the country to be able to enjoy the natural environment, the sites, etc .. we love this
place and there is no other place like it in the USA. Closing this without actually defining why anyone thinks
there is a need is wrong and in no way should be allowed
Again Please vote against closing this wonderful land to the public ..
Ken Carter
Raleigh, NC
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

M.Karen Buchanan [matategirl@gmail.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:01 AM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
Mellisa.Subbotin@mail.house.gov; Wade.Garrett@mail.house.gov;
Jennifer.Scolt@mail.house.gov; Casey.Snyder@mail.house.gov;
Colton.Miles@mail.house.gov; mikemower@utah.gov; kalhleenclarke@utah.gov;
dhinkins@utah.gov
Plilelter FI Karen Buchanan
Karen Stilson Letter to all concerned.docx

I submit this letter for your consideration.
thank you
Karen Buchanan
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letter to all concerned
I have been following the new council's review and recommendation process regarding Rob Bishop's
lands initiative. I agree that if we must move to secure these lands the local population should have
input regarding that process. I have several concerns. The council's recommendations should be
considered with two important facts in mind. (l)They are not land managers. (2) Their representation of
us is unduly influenced by large environmental non-profits. These organizations are not local entities
and I do not understand the councils desire to represent them as such.

My own desire is for the

county to retain as much control over local land as possible. This method was here in 1952 when my
family moved here during the uranium boom. It has worked for many years and I see no reason for
change. If for political reasons we must do something then I would suggest that we stay with Bishops
proposal #2 or 3 at best. The new council seems to see this as a golden opportunity to lay claim to as
much federally controlled land as possible. They want to use it to shut down access to places people
have been using for years. There may be some locals who desire this, but not many. Is that not who the
council represents, locals - not SUWA, Nature conservancy and Sierra Club. Bogus local groups formed
so that they could also influence the council.

No more road closures and no more designations then

what is allowed in Prop #3. Also, I would like to add that if this bill is passed it should include language
prohibiting the Antiquities Act from ever being used in Utah. This act is a terrible thing and reminds me
of communist rule. I 'am a longtime resident of Moab with much family history in Grand County and I
hope to see a future here with a diverse economy not just tourism as that provides mostly low paying
service type jobs. If Families are to stay here and prosper we need more industry, not more tourism.
Keep All Roads Open
Thank you: Karen Stilson Buchanan

Kaleigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To;
Subject:

p_mfeltman [fel!3451@belisouth.netJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:02 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PlI)

As a frequent visitor to Utah for recreational purposes, I was disappointed to learn of the recent
issues threatening my access to Utah's public lands.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan Is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
eqUivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establiShment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Mike Feltman
Wake County, North Carolina
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ginny Carlson [ginny@wyn.orgJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:02 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
land use

To: Grand County Council
Dare: March 25, 2015
Thank you for your many hours and hard work on the very important issue of land use in Grand county. Please protect large
contiguous areas of the beautiful acreage we have in Grand County from "roads everywhere" and the extraction industry which comes,
extracts, leaves, and the land has heen changed forever.
I urge you to designate all existing Wilderness Study Areas (WSA's) as wilderness. In addition, include Labyrinth Canyon as true
wilderness.
QUiet users need protection for the land, in addition, our children and grand children deserve the ability to explore portions of Grand
County out of the sound zone of the loud ATV's and motorcycles.
Thank you,
Virginia Carlson, a Grand County resident
3136 Far Country
Moab, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susan [sdietrichrn@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:03 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Urgent! Protect Labyrinth Canyon & Moab area!!!

Please follow SUWA's recommendations and:

• Designate Labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. So far, the council has not
proposed any wilderness protection for Labyrinth Canyon - despite it being one of
the crown jewels of wilderness in the American West.
• Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand
Co un ty •
• Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.
Thank you,
Susan Dietrich Schneider
La Junta, Colorado
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

Joe Stein [joe@besawrealty.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20159:08 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To:

Subject:
To whom it may concern,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Regards,

Joe Stein
Real Estate Professional
Besaw & Associates Realty, LTD
2700 Vernon Drive
Green Bay, WI 54304

Joe@besawrealty.com
Direct: 920-393-1403
Fax: 920-393-1404

2700 VERNON DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54304

920.338.8(}80
\VWW.BESAWREALTY.COM
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

•

•

aaron [moeandshauna@hotmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:09 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Letter to Council

To the Grand County Council,
Our names are Aaron & Shauna Lavery We have been Moab Residents and worked in the
tourist industry since 1980.
After much care, consideration and thought, we want you to know that on a scale of 1 to 100,
We want you to know that we are 100 % Against Anymore Wilderness in the Grand County,
Moab, Utah and San Juan County Area!!!! We have lived here a long time and we do stand for
Multiple Use Land. For all you progressives that think you are here to save us and lock up this
land forever, Go Back to where you came from!!
Your job as our Grand County Council is to listen to all sides of the issues and Not have an
agenda to close everything up to make wilderness and monuments to protect the land! We rely
on this whole beautiful area for our economy, we have two beautiful National Parks and State
Parks that are already protected! We have worked hard to make a living in Moab for many
years, we stand up for what we believe and feel we have more of a right to speak our truth,
more so than any of the special interest groups that have recently discovered Moab and Now
feel motivated to close up everything to protect it! Don't they realize that they are trying to
lock up the land from everyone including themselves and future generations, Once its locked up
it will never be opened up again. We have 5 grandsons and want them to experience the
beauty of our backyard, if they want to jeep, bike, hunt, camp, all of their rights will be taken
away once it becomes wilderness. We are fighting for our grandsons!!!! Also what about all of
our future generations that might need to make a living off the land! It's not fair to lock up any
more land period.......... ,... We don't need more wilderness!!! My question is to "Who are they
wanting to protect Our Land From?" I can honestly say that My family has been living,
working, and recreating in Grand County for a very long time and we are Proud to say that we
are Confident that We have All Protected the Land Very WelL .. and intend to do so for Many,
Many, Many more Generations to Come! Thank You Very Much!!
We all use this multiple use area to make a living and we are against anymore wilderness in
Moab and Grand County. We believe that "NOW IS THE TIME TO SPEAK UP FOR NO MORE
WILDERNESS!! FOR GODS SAKE!
WE OPPOSE ANY NEW DESIGNATION OF WILDERNESSS, WILDERNESS STUD'(.AREAS,
NATIONAL MONUMENTS, ROAD CLOSURES, OHV RESTRICTIONS, OR OTHERWISE ANYWHERE _
IN GRAND COUNTY AND SAN JUAN COUNTIES!!

Say No to the Public Lands Initiative or any other National designation of Our
Lands.
1

•

We want you to know that We are Not the small vocal minority that are intimated
by the special interest groups that are trying to lock up Our Land!! We will fight for
our land and our rights!

•
•
•

Vote No, No, No, to More Wilderness!!
We are Passionate about this because we Love Moab and our beautiful area that we choose to
Live, Work, raise our family and Recreate in.
• Thank you for your time,
• Aaron & Shauna Lavery
• Proud to Be a Moab Residents
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Pam Hackley [phackley@frontiernet.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:14 AM
Grand County Council
Bishop PLI Comments
PLI 3_24_15_Hackley.docx

Dear Council - Please find attached my latest comments on your efforts to finalize the Bishop Public
Lands Inititative recommendations. Thank you all for your efforts on this process.
Sincerely,
Pam Hackley
HC 64 Box 3208
Castle Valley, UT 84532
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March 24, 2015
Grand County Council
125 E. Center Street
Moab, UT 84532
Re: Public Comments - Congressman Bishop's Proposed Public Lands Initiative
Dear County Council Members,
I greatly appreciate the Council's recent review and recommendations regarding the Public
Lands Initiative CPU). Your willingness to consider a wide range of viewpoints and bring to
the table those groups and individuals whose opinions were previously discounted by the
County Council in 2014, is admirable. There is great value in your efforts to find common
ground and balance for our County. The process you have established for input to the PLl has
been deliberative, fair, and open.
I commend the current County Council for their thoughtful consideration and the work done
so far to achieve balance, in particular:
- Protecting wilderness in the Book Cliffs and the eastern portion of the county (from
Westvvater to Beaver Creek), as well as in Mill Creek, Negro Bill, and Behind the Rocks.
- Dismissing a Book Cliffs energy/transportation corridor.
- Saying "no" to an Antiquities Act exemption in Grand County.
- Closing 10-Mile Canyon to motorized travel, a classic example of how a vibrant desert
riparian area can be so diminished due to OHV travel.
- Protecting the watershed and Colorado River Corridor with a National Conservation Area.
We can go further and I respectfully urge you to re-consider the following:
1) Recommend true wilderness/wild&scenic designations for Labyrinth Canyon. Protecting
the unique and sensitive nature of the Colorado and Green River corridors is really crucial.
There are very few rivers in the country that offer such remote pristine and minimally
developed natural beauty, providing a rare and extraordinary environment for non-motorized
and motorized boaters.
2) Please eliminate motorized travel in Hey Joe Canyon with access to and along the Green
River to further ensure the unique, quiet setting for boaters and hikers along the Green River
Corridor.
3) Recommend strong protections for the Glen Canyon and Castle Valley aquifers. Protection
for these watersheds are supported in section 3.2 of the Grand County General Plan, which
was created through extensIve and broad public participation.
Our local economy is primarily driven by tourism and recreation. Recent updates to the
Headwaters Economic Study show that not only are 47% of jobs in Grand County in the
tourism and recreation sector, but that employment growth in other sectors and additional

economic benefits are closely linked to "Grand County's picturesque and high-profile public
lands-and the environmental and recreational amenities they provide." Increases in tourism
and recreation jobs in Grand County are directly connected to population growth, an increase
in per capita income, and economic growth in health care, construction, and other sectors, all
of which provide stability to the local economy. The update also states, "Nearly 2/3 of local
residents indicate that public lands are 'extremely important' to their business."
Tourist visitation to Grand County continues to increase dramatically and so does the impact
to our public lands. With this increased use comes the need for well-planned protection. It is our
responsibility to protect our home and scenic assets that make the quality oflife and our
livelihoods possible in Grand County.
For all of us now - and for the future of our families, our community, our nation - please stand
true to recoguizing the inherent foundational value of these lands that support us - physically,
economically, spiritually. We all call this land our home.
Thank you for all your efforts to truly protect this very special and unique place.
Gratefully and with much respect,
Pam Hackley
HC 64 Box 3208
Castle Valley, UT 84532

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dan Richards [danrichards.photo@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20159:14 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please Protect labyrinth Canyon and the Moab Area

I'm a SLC local and have been visiting the Moab area since my youth. Moab, and the Labyrinth Canyon in
particular, needs true wilderness protection and quiet places need to be protected now and for future
generations. There are so few places in this world that are still protected in such a way and we need to see the
value in saving a piece of this world for such a purpose, LabYTinth Canyon is one of the crown jewels of
wilderness in the American West.
Please consider closing all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand County.
There needs to be a balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.
Thank you.
-dan richards-
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

richard leech [rll.leech@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 915 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
PLI letter / R. Leech
To all concerned # 2.docx

I wish to submit this letter for consideration. I will also be mailing it to congressmen and state reps.
Thank you
Rick Leech

To all concerned
I must express my concern over the recommendations of the council regarding Congressman
Rob Bishop's Public Lands Initiative.
The council should reconsider its position in removing the exclusionary language of the
Antiquities act.
Circumventing congress to seize millions of acres of previously accessible land is contrary to the
democratic process. It defies traditions of American governance and land use. Yes, it has been
used in the past, and that fact only delegitimizes those acts, it does not legitimize its continued
use.
Additionally, when any US Citizen or national organizations is allowed representation at the
county level, it defeats the whole purpose of local representation.
Council members were not elected by people outside of this district, so why would they
represent them.
It is unfortunate the council chooses this path.
If we must change, I can only agree with proposal # 3, including minor adjustments made by the
council. However, no additional WSA's in the lower eastern portion of the Book Cliff area ,also
the exclusion of a transportation corridor through that area should not be considered.
I oppose all road closures outside of the WSA's including Hey Joe Canyon. Thousands of miles
have been closed previous to this proposal, and that is enough. Councilman Jackson's
suggestion of a compromise on the 10 mile canyon OHV trail is a good idea, I can support that
Idea if the current roads and trails are secured with language guarantying their existence in
perpetuity is contained within this bill.
Mineral extraction should not only be allowed in this county, it should be encouraged by the
council.
A Citizen at the public input forum submitted the idea that money and wealth have no place in
our community, unless the council believes that they can run our Hospital and maintain our
infrastructure with Kool Aid, I suggest they disregard that position.
Also, higher wage industrial extraction jobs should not be regarded as a myth, our northern
neighboring county is proof of that.
In summary, I cannot support any part of this legislation unless it includes the Antiquities
exclusion language, after that, I can be persuaded by reasonable arguments.
Rick Leech
Moab, Utah

Thank You.

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sam Oliver [soliver@missoulahousing.orgj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:19 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

SPECIFIC COMMENT SUGGESTIONS:
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pernlanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined ternlinology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the COlmty desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Sam Oliver

Sam Oliver
Project Manager
Bristlecone Development
1235 34th Street Missoula, MT 59801
Phone (406) 207-7401
soliven'a'nnissoulahousing.org
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:
Keep Moab open

Sunne [sunnelynnlove@hotmaiLcoml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:20 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stephen J. Kelliher [skelliher@apexsystemsinc.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:28 AM
'council@grandcountyutah.net'
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To members of the Grand County Council,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NlCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner
that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated, This requires that
special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you,
Steve

Stephen Kelliher I Account Manager I Apex Systems
1755 Te/star Drive, Suite 305, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80920
Office: 719.62.2.4070 I Mobile: 804.51.6.7180
?_~~J1tJ.~I@2,Q5i.~Ly~_t.~oJ.;~Ltlt;,_~Qm j www.3pexsystemsinc.com
This €w;nait cOmn)iJi;/catbn (ir:ciudit19
aU?tchf'!7ents) may conta,'n confident/or mformation fr;tendco soie!y fer the :Jse Of The i"it{;Htd0C1
rE::clp!~"!.nt:" H ,/o£J are ,iot the intGf1uei1
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Corey Milner [Icoreyl@outlook.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:31 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, v..ith a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, ean and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planuing and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. 1 do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that irthe closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
C'rrand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for whieh the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Landon Jones [jonesJandon10@yahoo,com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20159:32 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Moab

Hello,
My name is Landon Jones and I am from Northeast Tennessee. I recently heard that the Moab
offroad trails are under threat and could become closed soon. I want to express my thoughts
on the subject. Moab is an iconic place in the offroad world and people COme from allover to
experience it. I myself plan to make a trip to see the beauty that places holds. If Moab is
shut down that's tens of thousands of dollars every year, if not more, that Utah is losing in
tourists alone. I urge you to consider the financial benefits as well as letting future
generations of offroad enthusiasts experience the beauty and lifetime memories that Moab can
offer. It's not just a trail, it's an experience and a pilgrimage for some. Thank you for
your time.
Sent from my iPhone

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Raymond Butts [rayb1 kanobi@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:34 AM
Council@GrandCounlyUtah,Net
Grand County Land Use Draft

Dear Grand County Council,
I am writing in regards to the public land's use draft submitted last month. I am an avid outdoors enthusiast that
enjoys many forms of recreation. I hike, bike, ride motorcycles, and occasionally, drive UTV s. Over the years,
my family and I visit Grand County multiple times per year to enjoy viewing the spectacular scenery and
visiting the vast and remote canyons and mesas.

I wanted to share my comments on your proposaL I commend the draft's proposed "No road closures" and
allowing "consideration of new roads & trails" in a new National Conservation Area (NCA), I believe this
appeals to Moab's diverse recreational activities.

I do have concerns \vitb tbe proposal to close up to 100 miles of primitive roads and trails. Some of the best
mechanized riding that is still legal is on your proposed chopping block.
-Left Hand Tusher Canyon - This proposed closure if one of the only ways to ride off of a graded road in the
Book Cliffs.
-Labyrintb Canyon - The proposal cites impacts to riparian and cultural resources and suggests closing
Tenmile Wash from Dripping Spring all the way to the Green River. Closure is extreme when plenty more
could be done to mitigate the impact. Riding such remote and scenic canyons are increasingly rare for OHV
riders.
The seasonal closure of trails around Labyrinth Canyon is unbalanced as welL The best
times to trail ride will be closed (Spring/Fall). Besides, the trails only parallel the river for 12 miles or so. The
rafters have nearly 40 miles of trail free river along Labyrinth Canyon. Not to mention another 50 miles
immediately downriver in Canyonlands National Park. I firmly believe 90% of trail free river is balance enough
to enjoy a raft trip.

I understand you have a tough job balancing the needs of the many. Pleas keep balance your top priority. I
know preservation is chic, but management is the better answer. I'm not advocating for access to every trail for
every type of activity, but I know I can hike pretty much anywhere I like. V\'hen I get to mechanized or
motorized recreation, though, my opportunities are continually attacked by extremists. I ask you to keep a
balanced approach and recognize the need to preserve opportunities for ALL users and not just a specific few.
Kind regards,
Raymond Butts

195 E.

200N.~

Nephi, UT 84648
rayblkanobi@gmail.eom
butts famfw,msn,com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Sharp [jewelchef@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:34 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public lands initiative

Please do not close down anymore trails or roads. I want my children and grandchildren to be
able to enjoy the areas which I have used and loved. I fear that funneling Jeeper's and ATV
riders onto ever decreasing trails will cause them to have a much greater impact on the areas
still open to them.
Julia Sharp
jewelchef@gmail.com
801-921-1835

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eric Ponslet [ericponslet@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25,20159:35 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please make room for quiet recreation in Grand County!

Dear Grand County Council Members:
As a long time resident of the Southwest and very frequent visitor to the Moab area and the
enchanting nature that surrounds it, I am writing to urge you to consider preserving more
areas for natural, quiet recreation only.
Motorized recreation is becoming a real nuisance in some areas in SE Utah. This type of
recreational use has to be balanced with the need to preserve a natural environment and the
rights of those users who deserve to enjoy our natural environment without the impact of manmade noise, and the degradations to the desert soil that come with motorized recreation.
So, I respectfully ask that you consider deSignating Labyrinth Canyon as a true wilderness.
Thank you!
Dr Eric Ponslet.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Shane Brisendine [brisendines@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:41 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail Closures

I was very disappointed to hear about the proposed closures of some of the best trails in the US.
People from all over the world know that Utah is a Mecca of sorts for off-roading. I can't imagine
losing this valuable land. As an out-of-stater who plans multiple trips per year to Utah, I can't
imagine how much of the state's income is from recreation, but I would imagine it's significant.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Sweeney [jamieswny39@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:41 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
KEEP MOAB LEGAL TO OFFROADERS

THIS IS NOT A GOOD IDEA THINK OF THE PROFIT YOU WILL LOOSE AFTER SHUTTING DOWN THE TRAILS.
THAT YEARLY CASHFLOW WILL BE GONE FOREVER
James Sweeney

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Austin Decker [deckernc42@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:41 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trail Closure

Hi,
I am from the central coast in California and wanted you to know that I do not support the closure of trails
around Moab. I have a goal of one day being able to drive the trails in that area, It has always been open to the
public and should continue to be for years to come.
Austin

j

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mikeljon White [mjdw24@live.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20159:42 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Shutting down trails around Moab, Utah? For more reasons than just jeep trails this is wrong.
1 do not support the decision to shut down any trails. 1 am disappointed that this was even
thought of.

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tobin Atkinson [tobinatkinson@gmail.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:42 AM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Council vote on Moab

Hello,
As a Utah native and life-long lover of Moab's wilderness area, I am greatly concerned about the impending
vote of your council regarding the future of Moab's unparalelled natural beauty.
While I am not a tax payer in your county, I do contribute to the area economy as a tourist and would like the
council to please consider the following:
• 1. Keep Labyrinth Canyon a pristine Eden on Earth by designating it as true wilderness .
• 2. Keep proposed wilderness areas "wild" by closing all unmaintained ORV routes in Grand County to foot
or horse traffic only.
Thank you.
Tobin Atkinson
Salt Lake City

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bryan Brown [dexler.brown3@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:47 AM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Do Not Shut Moab Down

For as long as I can remember, all i wanted to do was to take my Jeep to Moab and off-road with the big boys, i
have not yet had the chance to do that because of personal issues, but my dream is not yet done. Please dont
wreck my childhood dream by shutting down my dream Vacation. I think i can speak on behalf of the 4x4
community when i say we do not approve. Thank you for you're consideration.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Nicolas Mansanarez [nickmansanarez@hotmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:48 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

I'm emailing you to say that I support local management of the trails and to not shut them
down to the public. Me and my family has been going there for years and it's our favorite
yearly vacation. It would be devastating to have that taken away from us. We are good people
that love and respect the land and I pass that on with everyone I encounter when I the
trails. We pick up and litter we do find and pack it out with us, PLEASE don't shut down the
trails around Moab and make them into wilderness areas, Thank you for your time.
Nick Mansanarez
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

beast boggan [imdabeast4004@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:51 AM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Shutting Down Trails Around MOAB

I DO NOT appreciate you guys trying to shut down the trails in and around the moab area. Why do want
people don't want you to do? Moab means so much to me and love taking walks on the trails or even having a
good night with my friends. It would mean THE WORLD to me if you guys over at the council would at least
hear want everyone has to say and consider it. Thank you.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andrew [andrewbcrane@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:51 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Access

I do not support the shut down of trails or the restriction of motorized vehicles on trails.
Moab is an amazing place, and what makes it so special is the access to the land. Please do
not restrict access to these trails or land.
Thank you,
Andrew Crane
Provo, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

AJ Siebert [ajsiebert@yahoo.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:51 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public land initiative

To whom it may concem,
As an avide OHV user of the Moab area public roads I am deeply concerned that shuting some of
these public access roads down will not only hurt your community but for me and many others like
me on a personal level as well. I have been on most of the mentioned trails and roads. I can
understand the proper managment of some of these roads is needed but just shuttig them off to the
public is not anywhere close to the correct answer. These roads were put in for the public by the
public and should remain open for the public. My family and I frequent the area for the use of these
roads and are responsible for our own actions, and the actions of a few bad apples. If you look at how
the money works to fund these ideas its obvious that the environmentalists have the the upper hand
as the money comes from all over the world from people who have never even been to or heard
of these places. If you are looking for a financial solution to help maintain these roads then I propose
a permit fee of some sorts for ALL users, yes, that includes the hikers and cyclist who have forever
been able to go anywhere for free simply because they are not motorized yet, they are awarded all
the trails and bike baths that money can buy, money that the motorists and OHV fees are paying. Of
course these people are all for this because it wont cost them anything or shutdown their access, that
is as simple as greed and selfishness. The land is public, which by any defintion means it belongs to
the entire public and not to the privledged few who believe they are superior simple because they
pedal or hike.
My main concern here is that a proper plan is put in to place that will; Make money, provide
maintance and give all the people an oppertunity in life to veiw these beautiful places in Utah. I
believe that the proper plan can be extremely effective and work to everyones advantage including
but not limited to, Bikers, Hikers and OHV users alike.
One of many concerned,
AJ Siebert

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

michael ceja [mex78macem@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 20159:54 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Moab trails

I believe that the Moab trails could be a great asset to your county and shutting it down would be a huge loss for
you and also many offroaders who go to and dream of going to a place like that. I am from YOlmgstown Ohio
and I planned on hopefully going to the Moab trails with my family at some point. I do NOT support shutting
down the trails in Moab, I do NOT support making a wildlife area around the Moab trails and I do NOT support
federal protection for the Moab land. Thank you for your time.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Larry Witt [Iarryconniewitt@msn.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20159:54 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Public Lands

The deck certainly was stacked at the CouncH meeting last week! This Council was elected based on their position
on Public Lands and 7 County Coalition issues. It was in essence a referendum on these issues. Where were these
folks on election day? They're unclear on the concept of a democracy. A majority of voters (the people with a right
to complain) elected this board based on its views. Thanks for subjecting yourselves to the oft unwarranted
criticism, and remember why you were elected. You have moved the proposal closer to the center, not an extreme.

All,
Thanks for bringing balance to the Grand County proposal to Bishop's initiative. The prior three options started at the most
exploited/extractive and went downhill from there. Other possibilities:
One common thread among other Counties is to include Forest Service lands in their proposals. We should do the same for the
LaSals,
BLM protected lands options run from the prior Council's minimalist approach to the Greater Canyonlands vision. Pick
something in between. (Or gp all the way).
Thanks for considering my suggestions.
Larry Witt
Moab, VT

J

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Austin Johnson [hikerjohnson1@yahoo.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:57 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Hello, this email is regarding you shutting down parts of Moab for various reasons. I don't
believe you should just because there are already so many vacations and people planning to go
there for amazing moments with friends, families, and the outdoors, and taking down riding
trails will definitely cause loss of tourism and many good times from people allover the
world, Please reconsider your decision on doing this. Thanks for your time.
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Josh Dennis [joshdennis@charteLnet]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:57 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Recreational trails around moab

I would like it to be known that I do not support the closing of these trails. I am from Westport Massachusetts and would
like to some day visit this area. Shutting down such a beautiful area would not only kill dreams like this, but hurt the
surrounding area as it brings in tourism. The wilderness areas and federal protection are not needed in these areas.
Control should be kept local as they know best what to do with the land. It can be shared and does not need to be
barred off.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

john catto [joncatto@sopris.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 9:57 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john catto
designate Labyrinth as wilderness

Dear Grand County Council Members,
Please designate La brynth Canyon as wilderness! !!!! We need untranlmeled river corridors and wild places for
the benefit of our progeny!
Sincerely, John Catto
Utah landowner and resident of Castle Valley
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alejandra Guevara [alejandraguevara95@outlook.comj
Wednesday, March 25,20159.57 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please do not shut down the trails

Heilo,
I'm from Texas and I always wanted to visit the trails in Moab .. Please don't shut them down, its on my bucketlist to visit. Give this a second thought and think of the people. Please continue to give us the opportunity to
visit this beautiful place.

Thank you for your time.

- Alejandra Guevara
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cole.bayless@yahoo.com
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:02 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Moab trails

Hello council,
I just wanted to let you all know that I was planning on coming to your beautiful state to experience the
views from an angle not everyone can see. Please do not shit down the trails at Moab, it would be a great
loss to the jeeping community.
Sincerely,
Cole Bayless
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

moab king of [kingofmoab@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:06 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please keep roads open

I would like to add my comments to keeping the roads open. I enjoy traveling the back country roads
in all of Utah, but especially grand, and san juan counties. These roads bring my to the Moab area
10-15 times per year. I logged 30 nights in Moab this past year with my family and friends. That is a
lot of dollars out of my pocket and into the business owners in that area. I know it isn't all about
money, but that certainly has to help the economy.
Davy Houle
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Zachary Stein [zacharystein40@gmail.com[
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:09 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trails

I know I'm just one person whose inevitably going against a sea of people fighting to turn the Moab 4x4 trails
away from being accessible by motor vehicles. But hear me out. Every year thousands of people come to spend
money on gas and souvenirs in Moab, they corne to Moab to go fourwheeling, if you take this away a good
chunk of the tourist income that Moab currently revives will be gone. Me and my father and a few of our family
friends had no clue what decisions you're department was about to make however as soon as we got the news
we were speechless. We've been going to Moab every year twice a year and the thought of our tradition being
gone is almost scary. Were not the only one either I know countless family'S that use Moab as a tradition. I
know I probably only know half of the story but when you make the decision remeber the lives you're changing
with this tiny choice.
Have a great day, Zach from Northglenn Colorado
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kody [kodypelers72@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 201510:11 AM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
SAVE MOAB

Please do not shut down the trails we have at Moab! It's just going to cause more danger to
wild life if you shut down a protected area. It's going to make people take there own trails
and hurt wild life even more in illegal situations I We need a place like this so that we
aren't forced to go some place else cause more damage to wild life. This is a hobby that so
many people including myself enjoy! Please take this into consideration and thank you for
you're time
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Piper B [littlemisspiper85@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:14 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net;john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Grand County Proposal.

My husband and I have made it from Texas to Utah just to enjoy the country and visit the OHV trails. We are always
respectful and keep on the marked trails and clean up after ourselves. We plan on taking our daughter to visit later
this year and were hoping to make it an annual event. We love Utah and have discussed making it our new home
(we have looked at houses in the Moab area) once our daughter is done with her schooling here,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
deSignation such as an NCA, can and should "codily" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could
be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily clOSing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the deSignated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined tenminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establiShment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the
specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you for taking the time to read my e-mail,
Piper Duncan.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Clancy Johnson [clancy.johnson5x@yahoo.com]
Wednesday. March 25, 2015 10: 15 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Do not shut Moab OHV trails down.

I would like to voice yet another Utahn's voice on how much shutting down OHV trails in Moab will
affect me, my family and what we do. For years we come down and contribute to the moab
community by participating in the car show and rock crawling. This is why we live in Utah, to us it
defines Utah. We are respectful and pick up any garbage we see, we stick to the trails and don't
abuse them. Please do not go through with shutting these trails down. Sincerely
Clancy Johnson

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mike Hardy [plumcrazy326@gmaiLcomJ
Wednesday, March 25, 201510:19 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Grand County Utah Council
I have recently been informed you intend to close public lands in the Moab area(Grand
County) .
I strongly urge you to reconsider your thoughts! The City of Moab has provided me and my
family since
1999 with the Easter Jeep Safari. We have enjoyed the great people of Moab who make us feel
so at home and will help with any problems we may encounter!!
If you close this area you will be crippling the already struggling Grand County. The income
from the Easter Safari is what a lot of the businesses count on to get them through the year
financially! !
keep public lands
I would encourage you to vote for "No Net Loss"
open for public use!!
Mother Nature will take care of the lands no matter what bills humans pass in Grand County,
Utah.
Thanks for your consideration Mike Hardy 24899 Wendell Dr. Hemet, Calif. 92544.

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nate Williams [nwilliams@interacliverides.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 201510:19 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
closures and wilderness

To Whom It May Concern,
I would like to share with you feelings on the closure of trails, and access to land in Moab and the surrounding areas.
have enjoy using the recreation area around Moab for over 20 years. This is something that I did with my parents and is
something that I continue to do with my own family. I enjoy mountain biking, dirt biking, jeeping, hiking, and sight
seeing in and around Moab. I strongly oppose the closure to access of trails or area. There is plenty of wilderness area
that already exists I the southern Utah area. I believe that We The People should be allowed to recreate in the area
however we choose and not limited to certain parts. I support the responsible usage of the area. The area needs to be
maintained by local land management. I do not support federal protection of the land. I would like to enjoy this area
with my family for many more years and would like my children to be able to use it like I have. I would like to see more
effort in educating people on proper and responsible use of the land and less effort on restricting access. Thank you for
reading this and I hope that I can continue visiting southern Utah.
Thanks,
Nate Williams

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Konner Andersen [konnerandersen15@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 201510:26 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Public Lands Initiative

Hi, my name is Konner Andersen. I am an avid outdoor enthusiast. I love Jeeping, Hiking, Mountain Biking,
and Camping. Moab is absolutely without a doubt my favorite vacation spot. There is no better place in the
entire world to go Jeeping. A lot of my Jeep friends feel the exact same way and we schedule trips down to
Moab regularly. I am from Logan, Utah so I try and shoot down there a lot.

We absolutley do not support shutting down trails in Moab. We do not need to create wilderness areas where
they are simply not needed. Closing all those trails would kill the Moab tourism economy. Not nearly as many
people would visit and it would ruin a place that holds a special place in thousands of offroader's hearts.

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Hunter Bradley [Footballdude2900@yahoo<com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:29 AM
council@grandcountyutah<net
Moab

My name is Hunter Bradley and last week I drove 9 hours from Tucson AZ so I could take my
Jeep Comanche and go off roading. I can say without a doubt it was the coolest vacation I
have ever been on. I plan on returning to Moab many more times with friends. I can not do
this if you shut down the trails. Moab revenue is based off the people who come there to
going hiking, mountain bike riding and off roading. I hope that you decide to keep the trails
open for everyone. Thank you for taking your time to reading my email.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Michael [michael.mcdonnell@comcast.netj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:34 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Hello
As an avid and respectful rider of Utah trails, I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There
seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, aceeptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Mike

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mariah Heaton [heatonm06@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:34 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
No new wilderness and no road closures

I am a fifth generation on one side and fourth generation on the other side Moabite, Both sides of my family
helped settle Moab, One side through ranching the other through mining, I was raised to ef\joy the land by
taking care of it for future generations to ef\joy it as well, My parents, grandparents, great grandparents, and
great great grandparents worked hard to develop, cultivate, farm, and make resources available so that their
posterity could enjoy it and continue in their footsteps, They did not work that hard to have someone come in
and close it all down and shut people out,
I know there is some miss use of the land, Unfortunately with anything good comes some bad seeds, It is more
important to educate people, to make people be aware of our land; not to close if off. It is a small percentage
that miss use the land, Lets continue to enforce the the laws we already have, And use our resources to
maintain roads for everyone to enjoy, Grand County is by far the most beautiful county in the state, Lets let
people see that beauty!
I have experienced road closures, ranching being taken away and an monument being put in place in Escalate, 1
am a back country enthusiast, I love canyoneering there, But I hate how making it a monument has destroyed
the to\'Vn, People can not survive there any longer and have been forced to move, The government took control
of the land, hut does not have the funding to maintain it so everyone can enjoy it. This is the very thing that will
happen to Moab, The government will take over but not have the funding to take care of it. People will lose
jobs, lively hoods and be forced to move,
I have given this much thought and very strongly disagree with the Public Land Initiative proposed, I do not
support any new wilderness designations, I do not support the creation of a national conservation or recreation
or recreation areas, wilderness study areas, or wild and scenic rivers designations.
Thank you,
Mariah Heaton

I

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nick Orlich [nick.orlich@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 201510:35 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Hey im nick from dallas and i adore trails at moab and it would be absolutely petrifying if
it were taken away, i dearly hope you change y'all's mind in converging the trails of moab
into wilderness protection and keep the trails live. The trails are Legendary. Please.
Sent from my iPhone

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Terry [smith.terry61@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:36 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
MOAB

You fellers need to leave Moab the fak alone.
Have a terrible dreadful day.
From -Every Jeeper around
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rick Hulham [hufham4@bellsouth.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:44 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a
designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided!
however! that if the closure becomes permanent! or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which
the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be
given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation! must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Rick Hufham
CNC4x4
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Alan Heaton [alanbh06@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:44 AM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
Public Land Initiative

I strongly disagree with the Public Land Initiative proposed. I do not support any new wilderness designations. I do not support the creation
of new national conservation or recreation or recreation areas, wilderness study areas, or wild and scenic rivers designations.
Thank you,
Alan Heaton
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Lincoln Henderson [link.h255@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:51 AM
cou neil@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

My name is Lincoln Henderson from payson ut. Moab is a great four wheeling spot and my family
gathers there annually. I love those trails and the land is gorgeous. Please don't close down
the land.
Sent from my iPod
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

hincksnatasha@yahoo.com
Wednesday, March 25,201510:52 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative Bill

Dear Council,
Moab & Labyrinth Canyon need true wilderness protection. I hope you really consider how important this is to
Utah & Utah's future. I have been heading south to Moab my entire life. I have traveled the Green River down
Labyrinth Canyon almost every year since I was eleven years old. It's so beautiful and unique. It needs to be
cherished.
Please protect it now & for future generations.
Natasha Hincks - Henderson
Sent from Yahoo Mail 011 Android

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Nick Janssen [nickrjanssen1@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:59 AM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Do NOT shut down MOAB trails

I know that you think it's wise to shut down the trails at Moab but let me tell you where
you're wrong. These trails mean more than anything to a large community of off-roaders. Moab
is a landmark of off road history and that's what it's known for. If these trails are shut
down, it will lose its value. I do NOT support the shutting down of these trails and I do NOT
support you creating wilderness areas where they are NOT needed. I will NOT support Federal
protection of the land. Keep the land management local and keep people happy. I own a jeep
and am part of a huge community of jeepers and off-roaders and I know how badly people love
these trails and the park of Moab itself. These are good people and they just want to do what
they love in one of the prettiest places in the world. Keep these trails alive and filled
with happy people please. I live in California and I drive my jeep all the way up there just
for these trails and the amazing experience of being out there enjoying the best off-road
trails anyone has ever driven. You may not understand but as a jeep owner who enjoys off
roading and the community and the feeling it gives me when driving down a rocky trail in some
of the most beautiful trials I've ever seen, it just hurts that this could become a
possibility. The whole community is shocked and cannot believe this could ever happen. Please
do NOT shut down these trails because they bring together friendships and the greatest
community ever filled with some of the greatest people in America. Please listen to these
people because this land means so much. I hope you come to a realization that if these trails
get shutdown, the greatest off-roading in America is shutdown as well. And that is not a good
thing for you. Not with this community.
Thanks for listening
- jeep owner/off-roader
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Reid Nordin [Reid.Nordin@kmc-usa.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 201511:02 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
No new wilderness please!

Dear Council,
As a regular visitor 10 the Moab area I do NOT support the idea of creating more wilderness in this area. I believe the
area management should be left local and continue to promote responsible usage. Even though I live in So Call frequent
the Moab area and use a variety of areas in nearly every capacity of recreation. That is what makes Moab so unique. I
can hike, Cycle, MTB, Trail ride my MlC, Drive my Jeep, Drive my SXS, I can explore, camp, river raft and rock climb and
just get away and see the beauty of its natural terrain. If I want wilderness I will visit one of the areas 5 National Parks.
Please do not lock us out of our own land. Public Lands are becoming scarce and we do not need more Wilderness.

Reid Nordin
Senior Manager
Kawasaki Racing
9950 Jeronimo Rd. Irvine, CA 92618
(949) 770-0400 x 2222
(310) 489-9313 Mobile
Kawasaki: Let The Good Times Roll
Visit our website: www.kawasaki.com

NOTICE: CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED INFORMATION - This email may contain confidential and privileged
material for the sale use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly
prohibited. If you are not the intended reCipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient), please contact the sender by
reply email and delete all copies of this message.
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KaLeigh Welch

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

GALEN [galenstarr@comcast.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :04 AM
council@grandcountyulah,net
Protect Labyrinth Canyon

I've floated the stretch of river several times and love that canyon.I do not like seeing atvs and
motorized vehicles coming down to the waters edge. Please designate the canyon a Wilderness
area.
Thank you
Galen Schuck
Sandy, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Greg [gffarnam@holmail.ccmJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :05 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Please keep our trails open. Great family relationships and friendships are built while
spending time together on all of Americas trails Thank you
Greg Farnam
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Garrett Uecker [garrettuecker@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 201511:05 AM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Moab Trails

As somebody who travels all the way [rom Nebraska to Moab every summer specifically to explore the
available off road trails. I just wanted to say that I support the trails continued operation

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Zach Waldis [waldis.zach@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :05 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
SAVE MOAB

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes pennanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
errand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including aHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you,
Zach Waldis
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniel Madren [dnlmadren@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :07 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Don't shut down trails in Moab. So much is being shut down that eventually there will be no where left to
wheel. Moab is one of the most iconic places to go for any off road enthusiast. One day I hope to go but that
will never happen if it gets shut down.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Karrie Stewart [kdstew2003@gmaiLcoml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:09 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Land Proposal

March 25,2015

To Grand County Council Members and Concerned Parties,

Long before many of you were here, my family spent their lives building Moab and tile surrounding areas.
They were involved with such roads and trails as Mineral Canyon and Shaffer Trail, along with several other
well known routes. My roots run deep in this community!
I am not entirely sure I understand the ins and outs of the Bishop's Land Proposal and feel even more confused
with the article I read on WashingtonExaminer.com that interviewed Congressmen Bishop.
I am not against a certain amount of land management that does protect the destruction of our magnificent area.
The key word is certain amount! I am opposed to the government just stepping in and seizing whatever they
choose to meet their desires. Sometimes I feel like some such decisions are made as if it was theirs in the first
place and we the people are morons to get in the way' As if we didn't have the sense enough to know what is
good for us!
I am even more opposed when it appears that most of our council members are supporters of the Progressive
popUlation, which would be perfectly happy to have our county secluded from everything and everyone. Hoard
the magic of our beauty all to themselves so to speak. I guess that would be fine if they are prepared financially
to support our infrastructure also. Wc know that is impossible, as most don't even care to have ajob! Yet want
all the "bells and whistles" to come from somewhere and somebody else besides them. Oh yeah, that would be
wonderful to have all the time necessary to prote&1, "'TIte letters, whine, and make a big rucus when things
didn't go my way! However, I do have ajob that doesn't allow me that luxury! And it depends upon our
tourist economy, because, I chose to be apart of the working class in an attempt to make a living for myself
rather than be a dependent of the government!
Closing roads and trails makes this an undesirable place to come since our tourism is based on mountain biking,
jceping, hiking, etc. This affects my ability to support myself which then leads me to search out other areas that
I can survive in. Also takes out my monies to the area. I am just a small potato but, multiply that by many and
guess what?
Mineral rights provide a lot of funds to the community which keeps many GREAT facilities operating in our
area. Take away the money they contribute and I think you should be personally responsible for these facilities
and the welfare of the people they provide for.
1 believe you have cloak and daggered your way through these so called workshops to mect the agenda of
progressive corporations that have no rights or voice here! You have me wondering is this a case of "you

scratch my back and r II scratch yours?" Where do you get your paycheck from? Do the progressives
manipulate you that easily?
I am saddened that our business owners feel they have no voice least they fall prey to the retribution of the
liberal community!
Seems to me you are not considering what is best for our community and all the voices. As council members
you are charged with the betterment of the community, howevr, I charge you with the demise of itl
I refuse to set by idly and watch my community, my state, and my country be overrun by progressive socialists
and my freedoms for me and my future generations denied me,
I echo the words of my brother as I am ashamed alsol

Thank You for Your Time,

Karrie Reynolds
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Mike Abdo (KE7KVR) [mike@mikeabdo.org]
Wednesday, March 25, 201511:10 AM
cauncil@grandcountyutah.net
Rep Bishop's Public Lands Initiative recommendations

Members of the Council,
As a longtime Utahn and former resident of Moab, I respectfully request you include the following in your
recommendations to Rep. Bishop conceming the Public Lands Initiative:
•

•
•

Please request that all of the Grand County portion of Labyrinth Canyon (the Green River from the towu
of Green River to the border of San Juan COlmty) be federally designated as Wilderness as defIned by
the Wilderness Act of 1964.
Please close all unmaintained ORV tracks in proposed Wilderness Areas in Grand County.
Please give highest consideration to nonmotorized, nonpolluting, quiet recreation opportunities in Grand
County.

When I lived in Moab, though I enjoyed the community, it was Grand County's pristine landscapes that made
me grow to love the area, and draws me -- and millions each year -- to Southeastern Utah. You have a solemn,
in many ways unenviable, task and responsibility to secure the best future possible for Grand County. I urge
you to consider most highly the things the County possesses that are of most lasting and highest value: its
unmatched scenery and wilderness. May you have exeeptional wisdom in your choices.
Sincerely,
Mike Abdo
309 Trappers Pond Ct
Tooele, UT 84074
(435) 248 2046

I

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Huffman [huffer04@hotmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11: 13 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Keep Moab trails open

Please keep moab's off road trails open.

David Huffman
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Atlas Fabrication [atlasmetalfabrication@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:15 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trail closures

Hello, we are a metal fab and offroad armor shop out of northern New Mexico and we heard about
environmentalists trying to close down trails in Moab, Utah. We would like to voice our opinion AGAINST
closing down any public land or trails there. Moab is a gathering place for many people, offroad, and alike. And
I personally think that Moab would suffer greatly economically, because it is for lack of a better word, a mecca
for otIroad, hiking and biking enthusiasts, and would be foolish to let anyone close down such an amazing area
to anyone. Hopefully you will see it our way and the way of many others as welL
Have a good day,
Kaegan Schultz
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Hardy [plumcrazy326@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:24 AM
Council
Re: Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Thank you! !
On Wed, Mar 25, 2015 at 10:19 AM, Council <council@grandcountyutah.net> wrote:
> Your email has been received. Thank you.
>
> Kaleigh welch
> Office CoordinatorjGrand County Council
> 125 E. Center Street, Moab, UT 84532
> 0:(435) 259-1346
> F:(435) 259-2574
>
> -----Original Message----> From: Mike Hardy [mailto:plumcrazy326@gmail.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 10:19 AM
> To: council@grandcountyutah.net
> Subject: Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)
>
> Grand County Utah Council
> I have recently been informed you intend to close public lands in the Moab area(Grand
County) .
> I strongly urge you to reconsider your thoughts! The City of Moab has provided me and my
family since
> 1999 with the Easter Jeep Safari. We have enjoyed the great people of Moab who make us feel
so at home and will help with any problems we may encounter!!
> If you close this area you will be crippling the already struggling Grand County. The
income from the Easter Safari is what a lot of the businesses count on to get them through
the year financially! !
> I would encourage you to vote for "No Net Loss"
keep public lands
> open for public use!!
> Mother Nature will take care of the lands no matter what bills humans pass in Grand County,
Utah.
> Thanks for your consideration Mike Hardy 24899 Wendell Dr. Hemet, Calif. 92544.
>
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sbcglobal [extreme. evan@sbcglobal.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :28 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab ohv closures

Please do not close ohv roads. This land should be available to everyone. Many people enjoy
riding these trails and it isn't fair to take that from them. I am from Texas an have never
been able to see them and would like to. Closing them would mean I never will.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rick Vogan [rickvogan@live.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 201511:32AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Off Road Use

Dear Council. Please do not turn your back on the off road community.
We make a very large contribution to your local economy.
We have
volunteers that work at maintaining the trails. I know that the RR4W club that does the
Easter Safari does maintenance and I know that GoneMoab, (the Xterra group) in May has a day
set for those that will
volunteer.
If you have ever gone out in the desert or canyons after
a big storm or rainy season then you know that mother nature does much more damage to the
area than the off-roaders do. We try to police our groups and if somebody gets off trail or
out of line, they quickly get corrected. Most of the damage that we do is just leaving
rubber tire tracks on the slick rock and this washes off in the big rains. I have been
coming to Utah for vacations since around 1979 and have seen many changes. I only took up
off roading a few years ago as I am getting too old for the longer hikes that I used to do.
As you know, there many arches that used to stand that have fallen. Off roaders did not do
this. The desert and canyons are living beings and they change with time
and weather. You live there, you should know this.
Sorry if I ramble.
Thank you for your time,
Rick Vogan
Omaha, NE
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Frank Maddera [FrankMaddera@chapmanchoice.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :32 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom it may concern,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. I support the idea of "no net loss" for
recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from temporarily
closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety.
I was born in Moab UT. And I have several prominent relatives that still live in Moab. Mary Ann
Bullick my Grandmother, Bob Hawks who owns and runs Grand County sanitation dept; my
cousin David Hawks who owns a metal scraping yard. And several other friends Rhonda
Mc'Adams, Tony Eyeman, and to many more to mention.

We all are very aware of how important it is to treat and respect the beautiful country roads and
trails by staying only on the road ways, to help prevent any eco; damage that a ATV or any
other motor vehicle could harm the scenic beauty. For you to close these roads would greatly
impact the people who come to Moab. There is no way a person could enjoy and see all the
beauty of Moab by walking, hiking or biking!
There is too many miles to travel to get into the back country without driving a vehicle or ATV.

~~h()W .i(th~ftlQa~rci!~i'I.se~or ~LM}m~kesa.hymoreroad (;/o!i,:Ui~tQAi:If);~;';f!~lii(;jes

tliatmY'l'a.WiIYi:<1lldm.,i'I;!(,:D,ti1!er!i:lmilies wlll.stop comil19 to MdiliJ'ani/$pehdiici'r'ltBrd
et!!r:,.,;eit;($.m~lley~)thi'l~heJ"~~QiJb .• th";ve;$pe!1cding.m~l1ey ol1fW.tfils,foodr9a~!,

re."tal~CfLiiPtn.enfi9rQtf,tfliiii;PdrkpasSes,·iestauriJntSf~(JUvel'tini.14.;,it'b'bi.!sln¥!si;eS.iiti(j
~f,lffei:(t/)~~.~lhi!g~/os$es.
If you continue to close these trais and roads. Although I have a lot of family and friends who
live in Moab. One of the reasons we come to Moab is to go off-roading! We can promise you,
our visits will be cut dramatically! We come to Moab to go explore these wonderful trails. My
wife has many disabilities. She no way could see and do all the things we do, if we
wasn't allowed to drive a vehicle!!

Best Regurds,
Frunk Muddera & Fumily
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Josh Fleenor [jofleeno@gmail,com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :35 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current
management as a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes ofresource protection or
public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated, 1bis requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved,
Joshua Landon Fleenor
Fleenor's Livestock ~ owner
Peaceful Acres ~ Manager

1408 Oliver rd
Prospect, VA 23960
540~449~1937

"It is not necessary to change, Survival is not mandatory,"

~W,

Edwards Deming

"give me a place to stand and I will move the earth," ~Archimedes
"excellence is to do a common thing on an uncommon way,"
- Booker T. Washington
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin [kkimick@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:37 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
CONCERNED ABOUT THE FUTURE OF MOAB

Hi,
My name is Kevin Kimick. I am a part time resident of Moab having bought a home in Moab in Aug 0[2013. 1
spend as much time in Moab as possible and I love bringing folks with me that have never been to show them
the magic that is Moab. I am deeply concerned about the council wanting to close down trails and access in
Moab. This is a dangerous and slippery slope and I believe very ill advised. Closing down access to these trails
is another step by our government to take away our right to enjoy our land. Heading down this road will have no
end until the town ha~ dried up and there is no longer a reason to visit. Business will suffer. Tourism ,vill suffer.
The town of Moab will suffer.
And to me, worst of all is that it will become a place that is best seen from a computer screen since it is no
longer physically accessible. I'm afraid that future is coming way too soon. As a responsible citizen, Jeeper,
biker, hiker and resident, please do not make these short sighted and overbearing restrictions on the town, its
resident~ and it's visitors.
Sincerely,
Kevin Kimick
663 Byrd Ave.
Moab, UT.
801-750-3064
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KaLeigh Welch
From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ii mjeweIl25@comcast.nel
Wednesday, March 25, 201511:38 AM
council@grandccuntyutah.nel
Moab Wilderness public ccmment

Dear Council,
It is my understanding that there is discussion to disignate areas of Moab as national park area and in by
doing so close many OHV trails. As a resident of New Mexico I find this to be very disappointing. I am a Jeep
owner who have not yet been to Moab but have been planning a trip with my family to go to Moab for an
OHV trip. I plan on staying in one of your hotels, eating at your restaurants, patronizing your offroad garage,
and as we do in any vacation site, buy many keep sakes. I very important set of principles I teach my children is
to leave no trace. I want for them to be able to their children some day to these amazing outdoor locations. I
know that there are indeed some folks who do not practice these principles which I find disheartening to say
the least. We always take our trash as well as whatever we can fit back out of the trails we use and visit.
It is my very strong personal belief that is shared with those I wheel with that closing out wilderness areas to
the public is not the answer but instead we need education. I proudly participated with trail clean up and
maintenance days. Through education we can not only maintain our beloved areas but also improve them.
Thank you so much for reading my comments and for your time.
Tim Jewell,
Albuquerque, NM
Jeep and Outdoor enthusiasts
Sent on the new Sprint Network
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KaLeigh Welch
From;
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Trate Daniels [dslperf@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25,201511:41 AM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Moab are trail closure

just wanted to voice my op,nIon that I do not support the closure of Moab area trails. I
spend a lot of time out there with family and would be very upset if that was taken away from
me.
I

Thanks for your time.
Trate Daniels Spanish fork,Utah
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike McDonald [mikeamcd@comcast.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:47 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@maiLhouse.gov
HELP SAVE MOAB TRAILS!II

To Whom it May Concern:
Shame on you! Since I was a young child camping and driving through the red rock county around Moab with my dad I
have always cherished this vast beautiful area. Now I take my children out to enjoy this fabulous land scape. I hope that
their children will have the same opportunityl
It would be a tragedy to start withholding access to public roads that have been used in the area for close to 100 years!
Please reconsider your actions, as a member of the often silent majority I feel compelled to speak out since you are not
taking into consideration the greater public good and instead favoring special interest groups, I encourage you to work
with Red Rock 4-Wheelers, Ride with Respect, Moab Friends for Whee"n and other such organizations who are trying to
strike a balance with those who want to take away our right to drive on public lands.
Thank you for your consideration,
Mike McDonald
Utah resident since 1956
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

kdbailey@citlink.net
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :46 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Land Proposal
To The Grand County Council.docx

Sent from Windows Mail

1

To The Grand County Council,

As a fifth generation Grand County resident whose family was one of the first to pioneer, ranch, and

raise livestock in the County, my opinions differ from many of the "longtime local" constituents that you
have been hearing from lately, My Grandfather Max Taylor started Taylor Livestock Company in Grand
County in the early 1900s, From an early age, kids in our family were taught the history of
enVironmental protection in Grand County, We were always told that because water was scarce, as was
good soil, it needed to be protected, I can remember our Grandmothertelling us about the local overgrazing, and the out-of-control, and sometimes violent competition for land, that had a huge negative
effect on Southeastern Utah's agrarian livelihood, On family drives around the County, she would point
out washes and arroyos that were the result of this mismanagement, The adoption of The Taylor
Grazing Act of 1934, put some semblance of order to the chaos, restored some of the economy, but
made many of the "old-timers" resentful and angry, But it had to be done,

I would like to convey my support for the effort the Council has done and will be doing to emphasize
Conservation and Environmental Protection of Grand County lands when they address the Bishop Land
Proposal. I support closing routes, protecting watersheds and riparian areas, thoughtful and logical
examination of development, and protecting Wilderness, if that is what needs to be done to save areas
from degradation, I trust that you, as our representatives, will always consider air quality, water quality,
and the preservation of our land for those generations who will come after us, when you make these
decisions,

Sincerely,
Carrie Bailey
Moab Utah

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anthony DaSilva [antoniod9404@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:50 AM
council@grandcountyulah.net
MOAB

Hi, my name is Anthony. 1m from CT and i am a Jeep driver. In CT there is a law that states
no 4 wheel vehicles can offroad, anywhere in the state. I, for one, feel that is some
bulls***. Being a Jeep lover & avid driver i can only make long road trips to go off road
legally and when i found out about MOAB it was like a dream come true. Please do not shut
down the trails for unnecessary reasons. The Jeep community is vast and very supportive. It
would be a disgrace to close the trails, & i would be devastated to never get the chance to
ride on them. So please, let the trails live!!!
Thank you,
Anthony and all other Jeep owners.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ian Falkner [falknerian@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :54 AM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public lands initiative

To whom it may concern,
I do not support shutting down trails in Moab or any where. Those of us that enjoy the
outdoors via off-roading deserve to be able to do so. My family has been visiting Moab
several times every year. We contribute to your town by hotels, restaurants, gas, and many
other means to support Moab and keep it the way we love it! Moab will lose many many visitors
if you close these trails.

Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith R Pedersen [krp12435@yahoo,comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:56 AM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Closures and future restrictions on access to public lands in Grand County

Council,
I am opposed to any closures of roads or trails on public lands in Grand County, I am opposed to the
creation of any further wilderness or wilderness study areas, which would restrict access by bicycles
or motor vehicles,
I believe the people of Grand County have a keen appreciation of the value of our public lands and
that future questions regarding the use of these lands should be largely decided by us, rather than
ceded to desk-bound bureaucrats elsewhere or - even worse - to a legislature, The future of our
community's livelihood and natural heritage are too important to be entrusted to those beholden to
special interests,
Sincerely,
Keith R Pedersen
3 Desert Wind DR
Moab, UT 84532
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

RRiech [randy.riech@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11:59 AM
counci I@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trails

I'm from OK. Moving to NM so I can be closer to the trails. Eliminating the trails would be like closing the
Rubicon trails it is a mecca for jeeps world wide, thus would greatly effect many lives of those that trek a
crossed the globe to visit the trails. This would greatly impact more then just the jeeps, this would effect the
economy that is in the areas forcing jobs loss etc .. , I vote for the trails to be left alone. Stop cutting the budgets
for the natural entertainment of our eountry so we can enjoy what we have tor the years and generations to
come.
Thank you!
Randy A Rieeh
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cole.bayless@yahoo.com
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 11 :59 AM
Council
Re: Moab trails

Sorry I meant to say shut down in the original email

----- Reply message ----From: "Council" <council@grandcountyutah.net>
To: <cole.bayless@yahoo,com>
Subject: Moab trails
Date: Wed, Mar 25, 2015 12:18 PM

Your email has been received.

Thank you.

welch
Office Coordinator I G,rand Coun.ty COl'::J.ci'::'

125 E.

Cente~

Stree~,

0: (435)

259-1346

F: (43!J)

259-2574

~cab,

Ur 84532

From: ~S?.~_e. bayless@yahoo.co:n [mail to: cole .bayl~.:?.§'@yahoo. com]
Sent: vled:lesday, ~farch 25, 2015 10: 02 AM
To:

Sctbj eeL:

I

just wanted to let you all k:::1m1 ::h2.t :::: was plar.ning on coming to your beautiful state

to

the views trOIT, a:1 angle Eot everyone can see. Please do not shit down the

trails at Hoab,

-=-t would be a grea-c loss to the jeeping

Cole
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brian T. Bullock [btbullock@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:06 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Save Moab

Moab is unlike any other place I have visited. Please don't let the State or Federal Government (or any of their
paid lobbyists) determine what is best for your County. Let the residents decide!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

brian, gvc@frontiernetnet
Wednesday, March 25,201512:07 PM
kaleighwelch@grandcountyutah,net; Ijackson@grandcounlyulah,nel;
kballanlyne@grandcounlyulah,nel; rpaxman@grandcounlyulah,ne~
Itubbs@grandcountyutah,net; cbaird@grandcountyutah,net; jhawks@grandcountyulah,nel;
mmcgann@grandcounlyulah,net
Public Lands Initiative

Dear Grand County Council,
I want to voice my concerns about the Grand County Council's recommendation to Congressman
Bishop and Chaffetz to consider while crafting the Public Lands Initiative,
The current county council has chosen to consult with wealthy, national environmental organizations
before listening to the needs of their citizens who are dependent - whether directly or indirectly - on
public lands for their survival. I ask the council to reconsider.
Private land in Grand County is approximately 100,000 acres, and less than 5 percent of the land
overall. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has designated over 300,000 acres of Wilderness
Study Areas in Grand County, This means that, according to the BLM, there is three-times as much
land that meets the definition of the Wilderness Act of 1964, which applies to land "retaining its
primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or human habitation," than there
is private land, I support this recommendation, of 15 percent of the land in Grand County being
designated wilderness in the Public Lands Initiative,
However, Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance (SUWA) is asking for double that amount -- 600,000
acres of wilderness. That would make six times as much wilderness as there is private land in our
county. That would make 30 percent of our county wilderness!
According to the county council's recommendation, more than 90 percent of the county trails and
roads will be subject to fees, regulation or closure. Much of this is by establishing additional federal
oversight on public lands by creating National Conservation Areas, National Recreational Areas, and
additional wilderness areas that do not fit the definition of the Wildemess Act of 1964.
The county council is recommending the closure of 70 to 80 miles of designated roads to "create"
wilderness. It is also recommending wilderness in areas that have existing oil and gas leases that are
adjacent to producing oil and gas fields in the Book Cliffs. This does not fit the definition of
wilderness.

The creation of a National Conservation Area (NCA) that goes to the top of the La Sal Mountains to
safeguard watersheds is unnecessary. Several tracts of rare private land within our county would be
trapped within the NCA. Establishing an MeA on the mountains will result in restrictions to roads and
trails, grazing, recreation - as well as access to private land held by private landholders!
According to the Headwaters Study, two-thirds of local residents said that public lands are "extremely
important" to their business. Recreation is dependent upon access to these public lands, and closure
or additional fees can cripple recreational businesses.
1

Tourism brought in $7.5 billion during 2013, with the majority of that - $6.4 billion - coming from
people who live outside of Utah, according to a report recently released by the Bureau of Economic
and Business Research. That generated $960 million in state and local taxes. We should be
supporting Utah Gov. Gary Herbert, who is working with Westem States Tourism Policy Council, to
advance travel and tourism opportunities on federal lands to produce long-term economic, business
development, educational and recreational benefits, especially in rural areas like Grand County.
Instead of locking up the land, we should be creating more access to increase tourism revenue.
And though the Headwaters Economic Report downplayed contributions from oil, gas and mining monies paid from oil, gas and mineral leases and production on public land greatly alleviates the tax
burden that we all could bear. Grand County received $3.8 million from the oil and gas industry
through oil, gas and mineral leases and production; and Fidelity Exploration & Production paid over
$700,000 in property taxes in 2014 alone.
The Permanent Community Impact Fund Board (CIB) received $7.6 million from oil and gas revenue
between 2010 and 2014. The CIB has funded projects here in Moab - such as the Grand Center, the
Moab Aquatic and Recreation Center and the Canyonlands Care Center. The City of Moab, which
needs to update the sewage treatment plant - will be dependent upon a CIB grant or loan to make $7
million in improvements that are now needed. The council is cutting its own nose to spite its face to
block oil, gas and mineral leasing and development.
Do not destroy our county by making rash decisions that will prevent hardworking citizens from being
able to support their families, by devastating both recreation and natural resource extraction
industries, and by locking up public land for recreational use.
I've lived in Moab for 35 years. I've seen the good times and the lean times. The county council's
recommendation for the Public Lands Initiative is short-sighted and will hurt this community and the
people who live here.
Please listen to the voices of the people who live and work here - year-round. Please listen to the
voices who have made their homes here and who have raised their families here. Please listen to
those who have a long history and understanding of this community, including those whose families
built this community several generations ago.
Sincerely,
Brian Ballard
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alie Falkner [alie.falkner@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:07 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Keep all trails in Moab open for motorized vehicles!!

Please don't close down trails in Moab! Moab is my second home and taking my jeep out on those trails is the most nature I get! Not

everyone likes hiking, I don't. Off-roading is my passion and people have been depriving us of places to go for as long as I can
remember. People say they want compromise, but if that's what they say they are after, its false because with the hundreds of trails that
I know of that have been closed down, compromise is not on their mind. They want to eliminate us :( this is my life. Don't take it away

from me.
Alie.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Allen Rice [jeep_wk@icloud.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:14 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

Please do not close trails for Moab I have been building my jeep for the past year so that I
can follow in the footsteps of all trail riders before me and carryon the Moab test I do not
support what yaH are trying to do from all the way in North Carolina to you think about what
your doing. Thank you
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Masi Timpson [mtimpson808@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:15 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Grand County

Aloha,
As a patriot of this Great Nation, i firmly believe in civil liberties and freedom, one ofthem being "the
govemment doesn't have a right to regulate or restrict my access to anywhere in grand county,"
My family has been bam and raised in Moab, Utah for over 6 generations now, and I would hate for any future
generations to not enjoy it as my family has been able to for over I 00 years.
Mahalo tor your time.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

SD [savaking72@yahoo,coml
Wednesday, March 25,201512:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public Lands

Grand County Council,
Please don't close down the off-road trails in Grand County, I am a member of Treadlightly and I
follow the rules, What ever I bring in, I pack out. Period, I stay on trail. The back country needs to
remain open, Everyone needs to explore this great land, How are people supposed to respect the
land and history of the land if they can't enjoy il,
Scott Dellinger
Midvale, Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

719371 07 59@vtext.com

Sent:
To:

Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:16 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Grand County is a magical place, I am mobility imp",

Subject:

Grand County is a magical place. I am mobility impaired. A Jeep on the trails is my only way
to see it. Don't take that away. Thanks

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nathan Hurst [nathan-hurst@hotmail.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12: 18 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Please don't restrict access!

Hello,
My name is Nate and I love Moab! I've made the 4.5 hour drive from Salt Lake countless times
for 14 years now. I make it down multiple times every year and have attended every Easter
Jeep Safari since '02. Moab is very precious to me for reasons beyond the thrill of offroading. The landscape is completely unique and I would not be able to access all of it with
these proposed closures. The idea of my children and future grandchildren not being able to
access the trails I hold dear ... it deeply saddens me. Please do the right thing and keep
roads open!

Thanks you for your time,
Nathan Hurst
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Scott Gorman [golgorman1234@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:18 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

My name is Scott Gonnan from rice TX. And moab is a dream of mine I hope one day to make it out there to
enjoy the wilderness in my jeep and take in it beauty plz keep moan open to the public as a place to wheel our
rigs and enjoy the scenery.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Shaun Granmoe [flameh2@gmail,com]
Wednesday, March 25, 201512:19 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Moab

My name is ShaUll Granmoe and I am from Fort Collins, Colorado, I love Moab and I love to wheel in Moab.
The scenery is beautifuL Please do not take this away from me.
Shaun

ShaUll Granmoe
Marketing Manager
RamRide, Colorado State University
Student Intern Officer
Longmont Police Department
720-838-6553
sgranl]lQe@rams.colostate,edu
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Neal Hancock [neaLhancockjr@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 201512:20 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closer of Moab Trails

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use Undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Neal Hancock
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Natalia Blackie [mnmz@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25,201512:20 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
GRAND COUNTY PROPOSED PUBLIC LANDS INITIATIVE

I am writing to express why I oppose the Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. My family & I have
been visiting Moab, UT for many years. It has become a family tradition. Our business is Colorado grows each
year based on the exposure we receive from visiting the different trails. We always follow the rules, and stay
on the trail. Shutting down the trails would hurt our business and the local businesses in Moab. Please
reconsider leaving these trails open. America is a wonder country and with all these rules and regulations you
limit our freedoms to enjoy the beauty it provides.

Thank you for taking the time to read this.

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCSj directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

Natalia Blackie
Arvada, Colorado
1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sheila Dailey [dsdaileystaadt2@outlook.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom it may concern:
Please do not close this spectacular area! We are from Colorado and the only other place on earth that we
camp is Moab!
We are always very careful of the land and only use trails!
The proposals need to outline what type of management the county needs.
Sincerely,
The Staadt Family from Colorado
Sent from Windows Mail
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karrie Stewart [kdstew2003@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:23 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Land Proposal

Grand County Council Members,
Just curious as to how much longer before you decided that properties owned, bought and paid for by our
community are in the way of your agenda and will be seized up by the government, and if you'll back that also!
Concerned Citizen,
Karrie Reynolds
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Johnston, Dillon Uohnston@allard.ubc.ca]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:23 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please keep trails open

Hello,
Me and many of my friends from Canada travel down to Moab yearly to enjoy the great trail systems you have to offer.
Please keep the trails open so we can continue to come down, visit, and spend all of our money in your town.

Dillon John/ton
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tyler 89 [tylerstephany@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:25 PM
council@grandcountyuteh,net
Intensions for Moab

Dear Council,
My name it Tyler Stephany, I am an active duty service member and I am writing you to request you do not
close areas of Moab to vehicle access, I hope that this along with other e-mails find you and help to persuade
you to change your mind, Thank you in advance for your time.
Tyler Stephany
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Pamela Nelson [pjnelson@shaw,ca]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public land Initiative

Good afternoon,
It saddens me to hear about this initiative. I sincerely hope that the decision is made to keep these trails
available to the people who enjoy them so much.
I have not yet been to the area, I reside in Alberta, Canada and I hope to visit these areas in October this year, I,
for one, can vouch for the tourism dollars that can be brought to the area as a result of these trails, I had hoped
to visit the area over Christmas break but the snow storm that came through derailed my plans, Many of my
friends travel great distances just to bring their trucks and off road vehicles to these areas since it provides
amazing views and technical trails, It would be devastating to all of us who travel so far to wheel in these areas
as well as the supporting industries (the hotels, restaurants, shops, parts suppliers, et cetera), communities and
people'S livelihoods.
Our group believes in the Tread Lightly philosophy. We believe in maintaining the trails and the environment
for all users. We maintain our vehicles to ensure there are no leaks, and minimize any damage on the trails or
the environment. We all carry extra trash bags and pack out what we bring in, In many cases we pack out other
people's stuff too. We know and understand how important it is for the environment to be cared for. I can assure
you there is a happy medium here for all parties involved.

Tlvmk you!
#SaveMoab

Pamela Nelson
310 201 Samet Drive
Cochrane, Alberta
He OH5

403·8&0·5564
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KaLeigh Welch

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Saunders [graphictim@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please don't shut down our trails

To whom it may concern,
I am shocked of the consideration to deny access to the public trails for jeeping. For
decades Moab has been the Mecca for jeepers from allover the world. The city benefits
greatly from the tourism which the depend on.
Of all the outdoor enthusiasts, jeepers respect the trail more than any users of the land I
have seen. We keep our own trash and live the strict rule to STAY IN THE TRAIL. Hikers and
bikers wander wherever they want leaving skid marks allover the rock. I am a hiker and
biker, I only point this out to illustrate the respect jeepers traditionally have on the
land.
We are loosing more and more access to enjoy nature all the time. Moab is one of the few
places people can come enjoy the endless expanse of red rock freely while staying on the many
amazing trails.
Before jumping the gun to just cut off access, try riding along at Jeep Safari. I guarantee
it will change your life.
Tim Saunders
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Giomanni [gilbert.bandry@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:29 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; yoguihaus@aoLcom
Save MOAB

My name is Gilbert Bandry and I am a resident in Madison Hts, MI. MOAB represents an opportunity for
innovative minds to test tbe bounds oftbeir ingenuity. My brotber-in-law has built a business in designing
custom off-road vehicles to meet the challenges of a rough terrain. I hope to see MOAB saved so these great
minds, like my brother-in-law, can continue to innovate witb eventual application to other areas of need.
Gilbert E. Bandry
Madison Hts, MI

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DR OlD
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sharon L Bnnett [SharonLBennett@charter.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

! oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
Illany local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as all NCA, call and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the dosure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "rnanagement objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifica!Jy outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of ihe Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management Intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, inc!uding OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Sharon Bennett
Grand Island, NE
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Kraft [jkraft@orlandojeepclub.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:33 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Moab - please don't close !rails!

Hi, my name is Janet Kraft and

I

live in Orlando, FL.

Please don't close our trails!!
We bought a jeep in 2001, and immediately started planning our trip to Easter Jeep Safari in
2002.

My family has traveled to Moab a mlnlmum of 15 times, taking part in Easter Jeep Safari, or
the Labor Day Safari, or a random trip in September, October, just to enjoy the area.
Mostly we jeep, we run the trails that everyone runs, that are fun, challenging and an
adventure (trust me, there is nothing like that in Florida!). We also visit the national
parks in the area and partake of the other activities available.
Not only have we come to jeep, we are spending money in your restaurants and stores. We are
taking river trips, we are visiting National Parks. We are eating at the Sunset Grill at
least one time every time we are in town. We are staying in your motels and at your
campgrounds. We are boosting your economy. We are bringing friends, friends like us, that
tread lightly and pick up trash when we see it on the trails.
I discovered Moab because my husband had a jeep, I keep coming back because I have a jeep.
The memories made with my husband, my children, and if the trails stay open, with my
grandchildren, cannot be replaced.
There is no place else in like Moab. Will I still come if trails are closed? Probably not as
much, if at all, the draw for me is spending time with family and friends in an activity that
is fun, challenging and helps build bonds with people, both that I bring with me and that I
meet when there.
Please, please, let us wheel responsibly in your beautiful area.
Please don't close the trails!
Janet Kraft
Vice President 2014-2015
The Orlando Jeep Club
2004 Electric Lime Green Rubicon
ikraft@orlandojeepclub.com
407-376-0684
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith & Vicki Hepler [kvhepler@earthlink.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
ace eptable .
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify"
the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
http:((www.avast.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gary Allen [jeep4x41210@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 201512:35 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Keeping Moab open!
image1,JPG; ATT00789.txt

Please leave Moab open, me and my boys have been there once at thanksgiving and \,e are
planing to come back two more times just this summer! Love this place
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Brian Reynolds [reynoldsbrian7@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Help Save Moab trails

Helio,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route,

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

-Brian Reynolds
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brandon Hunter [Brandon.Hunter@wwbev.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:37 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

My family travels to Moab a few times a year, to hit the trails. It is a tradition 20+ years
in the making. We camp in campgrounds sometimes and hotels the next. Moab is our families
only vacation spot. Please don't shut our trails down!! From my family in Green River
Wyoming.
Brandon Hunter
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dan Nedvidek [DNedvidek@Ensafe.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:38 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is,
with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be
authorized via planning and I\JEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a
designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which
the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be
given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
I hope that the above comments are taken into serious consideration. There is no excuse for not analyzing and
responding to reasonable requests before action is taken. Do not sweep these issues under the rug. All forms of
government should strive for transparency and avoid maneuvers which may give the appearance of arrogance or
subterfuge.
Thank you for your time.
Dall Nedvidel<. EMS Scientist
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

I hear that public
message stating my
Jeep. I do believe
many do. They need

jonathan ruiz Uonathanruizaer@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:38 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Jonathan Ruiz and Family
access to any Moab OVR trails will
position that my Family and I will
that anyone using those lands need
to be educated on not being litter
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be closing. I just want to send a
enjoy the Moab area for trails in our
to be responsible and not litter as
bugs.

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tim Loftis [timI1641@yahoo.com]

Wednesday, March 25, 201512:39 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land restrictions

> I live in Michigan but take 2 weeks each year to visit your area to
> mountain bike, cycle and jeep around meeting several friends for fun under your sun. The
reason I've been traveling west is to get to see everything this country has to offer out of
doors before the politicians take it all away saving it for later corporate usage. Here in
Michigan over the last 30 years the public has lost all areas south of the 45th parallel to
motorized usage and mountain biking restricted down to under a 1000 total acres. The 45th
parallel is the upper third of our state making 2/3rds inaccessible. All state lands are
barred from motorized vehicles with a minor amount open to mountain biking. With the path you
are embarking on , utah will end up the same way and my travel dollars will go somewhere
else. I normally budget several thousand dollars for my trips as well as the folks I travel
with.
>
> Just my thoughts on the matter.
>
> Have a great day
>
> Tim
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniel Hill [Iakefanatik@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:42 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trail Closures

I've never been to Moab, and this Easter will be my first visit for the Easter jeep safari. I'm from Arizona and all
of the off road activities I've participated in on marked trails or private property has seemed beneficial to the
surrounding economy AND wildlife. Marked trails in country as beautiful as Moab is not taken for granted. I've
seen, heard of, and been on more trail clean ups and improvements with other trail riders and off highway
vehicles than I've noticed from the area land management.
The areas with marked trails and designated off highway areas are a way for people to get out and enjoy the
environment, not destroy it. We are choosing to put ourselves in the middle of no where and enjoy the scenery
and wildlife to experience it naturally.
Just like hiking or mountain bike trails, these off road trails are a mean for nature buffs, thrill seekers, and motor
heads alike to come out and enjoy the country.
Keep Moab trails open and land management local, and people (and their money) will continue to flow through
places like Moab.
Thanks
Daniel Hill
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Phillip Van Steenburg [fresh_fill@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:42 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Save Moab

Moab is an amazing place and it is one of the few places where people can combine their
passion for nature and vehicles. The only way to appreciate nature is to experience it.
Closing down trails would also cause a decline in tourism. Keep the spirit of Moab alive and
leave it alone!
Phillip Van Steenburg
Adventure tour guide / Jeep enthusiast
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kevin Fletcher [KevinF@brighlwood.com)
Wednesday, March 25, 201512:43 PM
COUNCIL@GRANDCOUNTYUTAH.NET
MOAB

My name is Kevin Fletcher, I live in Redmond Oregon (about 10min away from Bend Or, my hometown), and visit Moab
2 weeks a year ..
It is an amazing place, my oldest brother lived there and died there, and spoke highly of the activities, weather, and
scenery in Moab and Green River. .. (because of this, we took a trip, and fell in love with Moab and it's community)
I started visiting Moab 8 yrs ago with my family (wife & 4 daughters, now 21-28 ) , and would move there in a heartbeat
if the economy was such that I could make a decent living. I don't mind spending my money in your town at all during
vacations, people are friendly helpful and, it is much like the place we live, except has the red rocks and world class
trails, for four wheeling ...
Central Oregon is not much different, we have biking, hiking, mountain biking, and over 40 lakes within an hour's drive,
and lots of forest and trails. We all co-exist and share the forest and trails, from hikers to horses to hunters ... The sun
shines at least once a day for like 325 days a year .. (if you haven't been here, you too are missing out)

50 Moab although it is gorgeous, doesn't have much on Bend (Central Oregon) other than the red rocks and 4 wheeling ..
I go for the 4 wheeling, but we also bring bikes and also raft when we visit..
I seriously think you need to reconsider clOSing Moab to 4 wheeling, it is what makes this town great and it is what
brings the people to this great place, lots of places have everything you have, but no place in the USA has the challenges
and 4 wheeling that MOAB has ..
Along with this, the community is supportive to 4wheeling, I constantly brag about how clean and respectful the people
who are wheeling are, it's not a place where you see a beer between peoples legs when they are wheeling, people are
serious respectful and there to enjoy the scenery and opportunities that this land presents ..
As soon as you cave into the big political groups and start closing these lands, I will no longer be visiting MOAB, I urge
you to reconsider closing any of the trails, I recommend educating the groups on sharing and CO-Existing ...
They should spend some time with some of the local groups and shops (red rock club) and see that it is a family activity
and revolves around respecting the land ..
Sincerely
Kevin M Fletcher and Family
PO BOX 1723
Redmond Or, 97756
541-325-1943

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Joshua Morris [icopemorris@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:43 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Dont close the offroading of some peoples dreams

Your state and county is home to one of the most saught after places to go in the offroading community, If it
was to be closed some people would never get to experience the dream of seeing such an amazing place. I
would be one ofthose people I have been wanting to plan a trip out there so I could experience such a staple in
the offroading world. I'm not sure on exactly why you want to close moab but whatever the reason I couldn't
imagine this place being taken away from rock crawlers and offroaders. Please take into consideration all those
who would be hurt if you closed this place.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robin Day [robinfergusonday@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25,201512:45 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Please don'l close any more land.

Please don't close any more land from motorists. For some of us that is our only way into the back country. I
still own land there and would like to he able to teach my children and let them experience the back country like
I did.
Robin Ferguson Day

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

nick carling [ncarling50@yahoo,ccm)
Wednesday, March 25, 201512:45 PM
cQuncil@grandCQuntyutah,net
Public Lands Initiative Bill

I have been visiting the Moab area for about 40 years and It would be nice to see some real wildemess protection for the area. Even though!
enjoy ORV riding I feel that they all shou[d be prohibited in the wideness study areas. Lets keep these areas machine free, not for me because
I'll be dead soon, but for the future children who will want to know what the world used to be like,
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Brigitta Hopkins [brigilta5399@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:47 PM
Council@grandcounlyutah,net
Moab trails

Dear Sirs,
I am packing at this moment for our annual trip to Moab. I was both shocked and saddened to hear that the
council, without public input, chose to remove measures that would have secured long term OHV access to
Grand County public lands. We have been enjoying the trails in Moab since the early 2000's and have
encouraged many of our friends to join us in enjoying this magnificent area.
I'm saddened that you feel this area should only be enjoyed by younger able bodied people. Not everyone has
the ability to hike on rock hard surfaces for miles to enjoy this public land, land that belongs to all citizens. My
husband will be having his 2nd knee surgery when we return from Moab in April. Between his knee problem
and asthma, he cannot get into the backcountry on foot or bicycle. Our other friends who join us have broken
their backs, legs, ribs and the like, and cannot venture very far without motorized transport.
This land is for all to enjoy, there will always be a risk of damage to this area from hikers, bikers, rock crawlers,
rain, wind, flash floods, rock climbers etc. This is a dynamic area and will always be in a constant state of
change despite any human effort to " save" it.
Please understand that this is PUBLIC land, it belongs to everyone, and all users needs need to be considered.
Please stop catering to one small segment of the public and keep public lands open to the pUblic.
Thank You,
Brigitta & Glenn Hopkins
Red Rock Valley NV

Sent from Gmail Mobile
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

brandonashley894@gmail.com
Wednesday. March 25, 2015 12:48 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Please preserve jeeping
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Campbell DcampbeI24@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:49 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Shutting down moab from offroading

John,
Even though I have never off-roaded here I stand with the guys who are avid off-roaders.
Please don't shut it down. It is the most amazing place to go off-roading and I would love
to be able to take my kids here off-roading someday.
Please consider the off-roading communities requests.
Thanks, John
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Stanley Prueilt [PrueiltSD@ldschurch.orgJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail closures

Just a reminder that the land belongs to the people, all of them, not just the special interest groups who want to control
it for themselves. Trust me, I used to be a member of the Sierra Group, but they have become more about politics and
control than true stewards of the environment. It is not your place to shut off access to my family, and our future
families, and my friends and their children.

NOTrCE: Tlli.: ,~m;,;ii l\l(~:::;ilgE is for tr:!;' ,;'Jle U~(~ ()'r,h~ illtended recipient(s) :mr:! rll;;Y contain CD:l!;(Jt:I'trai c;f'd p,;\'deg,:<d inio!'rnat'\)rl. ;,ny up .. ',thori?ed rev;,,;.,.. ",,(; (bci(E"re Dr dbtribut,on
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ben Richards [benrichards95@gmail.com)
Wednesday, March 25,201512:57 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trail Closures

My name is Ben Richards, I am from Ogden, Utah. Moab means a lot to me because I grew up on
the trails down there. It helped me learn to respect nature and enjoy it while minimizing my
environmental impact. Keeping the trails open would be more than just leaving the access open
to the public. It would help with teaching young kids, like myself about ten years ago, to
respect and take care of the land and gain a greater appreciation for the earth as a whole.
Please keep the trails open.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron Arm [elronmail@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:57 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel;john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Moab Trail and OHV pOlicies

Dear Grand County Council and Representative
Bishop,
I oppose Grand County"s proposal to close roads and
trails. There seems to be consensus among many
local stakeholders that BLM"s new recreational travel
plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can
and should "codify" the current management as a
baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via
planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational
travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting
public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided,
however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.

1

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague
and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the
County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner
that protects the values for which the components of
the system were designated. This requires that
special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and
trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Ronald Arm
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

.. Tony R Green •• [tonyrgreen@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:58 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Proposed Moab Trail Closures

Dear Sir or Madam,
I've dreamed of riding the Jeep trails at Moab, but haven't made it out there yet, as I'm in NC, I hope to make it
out in the next few years, and r hope the proposed trail closures remain open so that I can experience all of
Utah's beauty to its fullest.
Sincerely,
Tony Green
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram: @Jeepnecks
Sent from my cell phone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Robbins Usnrobbins@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:58 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
No more Wilderness!

I am from Vernal Utah and I really enjoy the out doors. I grew up going to Moab. I enjoy
many different parts of Moab and the sounding area. I am now married and have to boy who
love to go jeeping and rafting in Moab.
We as a family enjoy hiking jeeping biking and
rafting. We are all able to do that. When people want wilderness I think of the people who
enjoy the outdoors but are unable to hike. When you turn land into wilderness it makes it
impossible for people see it. Please DO NOT MAKE ANY MORE WILDERNESS.
Leave the Hay Joe
Canyon road open year around. If people going down the river don't want to see jeeps chose a
different river to go down! NO MORE WILDERNESS!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Bradshaw [rabradshaw13.1911@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 12:59 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhalJ@mail.house.gov
Save Moab

I have read the article on Blue Ribbon Coalition about closing trails at Moab Utah.
I disagree with this. I went to Moab last year for the first time during the Easter Jeep Safari. In a time
in my life when I needed it most Moab provided me with some fun and deep deserved self
discovering therapy. I made friends and had a great time. I may not be able to comment on the
financial issues that would come from Moab losing many visitors and tourists that come for the trails. I
do not live in Utah and would not be able to give you accurate facts. However, I can tell you that the
many friends I have that love to make trips there yearly some even monthly and more during the
summer months would be hurt to learn the trails are closing.
I loved riding the trails of Moab and would love to make the trip again some time. I even hope to make
it part of this years Easter Jeep safari.
The trails in a Jeep, stopping to make friends, and seeing the amazing land that is Utah. To me that is
what Moab is.
To be honest, with out those trails I don't think I would have ever got to the other two parts and further
more if I can't ride the trails in Moab I will morn its loss and search for some where else I can ride me
Jeep on the trails and make friends.
I am afraid to say but Moab was the only reason I have ever been to Utah.
Please don't close the trails.
Feel free to contact me regarding my opinions, any facts you feel I need on the matter, or even just to
let me know the out come on the matter.
Bob Bradshaw
(307) 631-8735
rabradshaw13.1911@yahoo.com
419 East 22nd Street Cheyenne Wyoming

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wiliiam/Angelae Gavin [william_angelae@hotmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 201512:59 PM
<council@grandcountyutah.net>
Please do not shut down areas of Grand County

To the county council;
I do not believe that shutting down areas is the correct path to take. Grand County is a beautiful area with
recreational opportunities for everyone and every ability. Please insure we can continue to enjoy them by
continuing multiple use policies and maintaining local control. Please do not restrict motorized access any
further. Areas and trails that are open should remain open and accessible to everyone. Our family loves to
come and enjoy the Moab area and if you limit areas to anyone group then you are asking us to no longer visit
and help the local economy.
Thank you so much for your time,
William, Angelae and Haylie Gavin
Green River, Wyoming

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

dustin achenbach [duckyachenbach@outlook,com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20151:02 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closure of moab

Please to not shut down land to off roaders, my father went to moab when he was a child, brought me and id like to
bring my children one day to teach them responsible wheeling. Thank you
Sent from my Windows Phone

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kai Herrmann [Kai_Herrmann@genpt.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:03 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Land Use

Please do not restrict my access to what is our land to enjoy and use in our way. As an
adult, tax paying, 4 wheel drive owning citizen, as are the majority of land users, it just
isn't fair to restrict "public land" just because some people think they can. Who is to say
who has more of a right to it? It's my land just as it's anyone else's.
There is no right or wrong here, and legislating our land use really doesn't help. As a
matter of fact, it will simply create more "illegal" land use which will be harder to
monitor and maintain. Why is everyone so shortsighted when it comes to this?
Please conSider my, and other 4 wheel drive owners freedoms, when you vote.

Thank You,
Kai Herrmann
NAPA Tools and Equipment District Sales Manager
502.921.6141

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dawn@markdawnyoung.com
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:03 PM
counci I@grandcountyutah.net
Please do not shut trails down

Dear Grand County Council,
We respectfully ask that you do not shut down trails around Moab. We do not support creating more
wilderness area. There is already abundant wilderness area and plenty of room for hiking and biking. Moab
is truely the best off road jeeping we have ever experienced. They are safe, well managed, well marked,
well maintained and respected by all. The trails also bring in much revenue for the city of Moab by visitors.
We do not support federal protection of the land in Moab, land management there needs to remain local.
We travel from Alaska each year just to visit Moab's off road jeep trails, last year we stayed for over a
month.
Please don't shut down any trails and ruin this unique experience.
Sincerely,
Mark and Dawn Young
PO Box 2016
Sitka, Ak 99835
dawn@markdawnyoung.com

907-738-3517
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessie Polson Uessie.polson@samturcolawoffices.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20151:05 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Bishop Public Lands Initiative

Dear Grand County Council,

I am writing to voice my concerns regarding the threats to close roads and to create more wilderness in Grand County.
My family resides in Moab and have for several generations. Although I've had to move in order to gain employment in
my field, I still consider Moab my home. I graduated from Grand County High School and come home as often as
possible. Growing up, I was able to hike, jeep, and generally enjoy much of the land which is currently under debate. I
have greatly enjoyed the scenery and experiences I've had exploring the trails and roads in Grand County.
When I was a young child there began to be murmurings of designating the La Sal Mountains as wilderness and closing
the roads that canvas the mountains. J Jived in fear that J would not be able to enjoy our mountains. I can remember
crying in my mother's arms because I was so afraid that we would never be able to drive up to the mountains again. I
feel that same fear now as this debate intensifies. Grand County has so much to offer its citizens and visitors and the
designation of more wilderness in the area will not serve to protect the land, it will only serve as a catalyst to deepen
divides among local citizens and national interests. This land should be used responsibly, not bottled up and restricted to
the point that it is useless to the citizens of Grand County.
I understand the concerns that many have regarding the potential misuse of public lands. However, closing off areas will
not serve the public as a whole, it will only serve a select few that are physically able to hike into areas that have been
visited via road for a century or longer. An established road will not diminish the beauty of Grand County. Rather
established roads give citizens and tourists alike a chance to experience all of Grand County. If these areas are
designated as wilderness I will never be able to see them again. My children will not have the opportunity to see them.
What's the pOint of beauty if it cannot be enjoyed?
There are a multitude of ways to protect the land in question other than by closing roads and designating wilderness
areas. However, I know the citizens of Grand County and I know they will take care of their land. They depend on this
land and destroying the beauty of it will not serve them in a financial or personal capacity. The people I grew up with
love and respect the land. They use it responsibly and in taking that right from them you will take more than their right
to use the land, you show them that they are not to be trusted with their own backyard.
please turn a blind eye to outside interests and listen to the people who live in Moab. Listen to the people that have
actually been on the land and revere it. They will take care of the land, if you let them. Restricting access to the land will
only punish the citizens of Grand County.
With All Sincerity,
Jessie C. Polson
AttorlJey at Law

Sam Turco Law Offices
3006 S 87th St
Omaha, NE 68124
(402) 614-7171

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Colton Cook [coltoncook@msn.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:12 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Keep Trails Open

To whom it may concern:
My name is Colton Cook and I live in Lehi, Utah.
I have been recreating in Moab since I was about 8 years old. I love it down there, and the
trails and scenery are beautiful. Please do not close them, or pave them out to become
drilling roads. Please also do not close them for wilderness designation.
I have been part of the cleanup effort at potato salad hill for the past 2-3 years during
Easter Jeep safari, and I have also been part of trail clean ups, and educating others to
keep our trail clean, and to stay on the designated trails. There is other places that are
open OHV in Utah, however I firmly believe that people need to stay on the designated trails,
and to not go off trail. I have helped with multiple tread lightly campaigns, and know it is
a privilege to use this land for recreation. Please do not take that away from us. There is
a lot of good people and good wheelers that do everything they can to keep our trails and
land open. Moab Friends for 4-Wheeling is a groups that is located in Moab that do an
amazing job and keeping our trails clean and open year round when others like myself cannot
make it down there all the time. I back them 199% and help them whenever I can.
Please do not close or pave our trail systems. Please also do not close them for wilderness
study, or hiking/equestrian use only. I have several members of my family, as well as others
that I know enjoy Moab and it's beauty as much as me, but cannot as they are disabled, or
have difficulty moving around,
please keep our beautiful land and trails open for everyone's enjoyment.
Thank you for taking the time to read my email. If there is anything I can to do help you
keep them open, I am all for lending a hand. Whether that be physical, through social media,
or however you would prefer,
Colton Cook
Sent from my iPhone

14

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cheryl Brand [cherylbrand71@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20151:15 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined tenninoiogy. The proposal needs to specifically outline what
type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the
Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV
recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you.
Cheryl!. Brand
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Judy Zumwalt [judyz@cut.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 20151:20 PM
council@grandccuntyulah.net
john.newhali@mail.house.gov
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I am dismayed that the Council would jeopardize the support of a significant portion of the county's residents and those
who come to Grand County to recreate (like me). The addition of proposed road and trail closures at the last minute in
the county's public lands initiative certainly did just that.
I have hunted the laSals and the Dolores area. I have come to Moab to Jeep and tour the county's scenic areas with my
wife and others from the St. George area on our side by side all terrain vehicles. We plan to visit again and to specifically
experience the roads in the labyrinth Canyon area.
I believe it is important for the Council to realize, like most of the motorized recreationists, I wish to keep the access we
have. The Council has not been asked to reopen hundreds of miles of dosed routes in this initiative. It has been asked
only to preserve what is left. More closures only tell me you would rather I went somewhere else to ride and spend my
money.
I sincerely ask you to reconsider any proposed closures. in addition, I believe the Council needs to provide in the
recommendation language that would insure a degree of certainty that existing roads and trails used by OHV enthusiasts
are preserved for future use.
The Council should recognize taking away from one group of advocates to satisfy another group perpetuates the divide
among its reSidents. The Council has a unique opportunity to put forth a proposal that provides benefits for all its
residents. Remove the road closures and provide future access security and the OHV community should be able to
support the Council's proposal.
Your consideration is appreciated.
Glen Zumwalt
leeds, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ron Frye [rfstusterling@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:21 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I appose closing trails for motor vehicle use. I travel to Grand County two to three times a year to explore the
trails in that area. I spend over a thousand dollars in those local communities on each trip. If those trails are
closed I will have to go somewhere else. I hope you re consider and keep then trails open so my family and I
can keep traveling to Grand County.
Ron Frye
Saugus, Ca.
Stusterling@earthlink.net
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patrick Harrison [trailskinpat@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

1 amjust one person in a large group of Vancouver area Canadians that travel annually to Moab specifically for
the diversity of the nwnerous trails in the area open to our Jeeps and Offroad vehicles in general. I know I spend
thousands of dollars each visit on the local economy. If we find the trails being closed down we will move
elsewhere for our recreation and spend our money there.
Regards,
Pat Harrison
250-812-2311 I pat(altrailskinz.com I trailskinz.com

o

Sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

GARY L WANDA M RUSSELL [gandwrussell@msn.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20151:22 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
keeping trails open in grand county

To whom it may concern.
I understand the Grand county council is looking at the possibility of closing trails in Grand county. I've been
to Moab probably a dozen times in the past 10 years, each time spending from a thousand to fifteen hundred
dollars each time. Fewer trails means fewer people like me. I don't think closing trails would be in the best
interest of the residense of the county.
I hope you vote to keep as many trails open as possible, this will keep your trails as uncongested as possible.
appreciate you taking time to read the many emaiisthatl.msureyou.vegotten.This problem the off road
community is having with access to public lands is becoming a real problem.
Thank you for your time,
Gary Russell
Broken Bow, Nebraska

9

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kyle Cunliffe [kcdownhill@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:25 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Keep moab open

I am not a resident of utah but have been traveling there for years and hope that my children
and grandchildren will have the same privilege. I oppose trail closures and outside
influences threatening the ability people have had for generations to explore the beautiful
landscape of moab in the jeeps, bikes, or whatever other vehicle can take them there. Please
keep the entirety of moab open for the people that want to corne explore, and experience what
God created.
Kyle Cunliffe
Sent from my iPhone

8

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

nicfalkner@yahoo.com
Wednesday, March 25, 20151:23 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Please do not take away the trails! I grew up enjoying the beauty and fun ofjeeping in this beautiful town! I
want 10 be able to share it with my daughter and do something together and show her what I grew up doing.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

7

KaLeigh Welch
Brian Sutliff [brian@summitfin.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:26 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
MOAB

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Please continue to allow my family to offroad in MOAB, we leave tomorrow for a week and will continue for years ....

Brian T Sutliff MS, CFP ®,ChFC
NAPFA~Registered

Financial Advisor

7965 North High Street, #350

Columbus,OH 43235·8446
Ph: 6148851115 I Fx: 6148851495 I www.summitfin.coru

The inromldtioo contained in this email may be !ege/{y privileged and confidenbrJi, If}'ol.) lmve received this email in em)f, please notify us immediately and permanently delete
the email ana any attachments. If rceeco/cd in c,m" a;'Iy disclosu'€, dissemination, distribution or copying of this emaif is strictly PiC/II/bited and may be if criminal offense.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Steve arnett [srebeI92@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:27 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trail

We have seen post that the moab trail may not stay open. I personally "vith about 15-20 other jeep/ offroad
trucks come down a few times a year to enjoy your trails. The problem is most of these trails are closing.
Before long there may be none open anymore. Would be dissapointing if the most iconic one in the U.S. were
to close down. I've been making it down there since my dad took me in his jeep when r was a kid. To me it's
more than just a trail you guys would be shutting down.

5

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

mimmothegeeko@gmail.com
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:28 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Stop the madness

Hello
My name is Megan Winters I grew up in Moab and i am a fifth generation. If what I've heard
was true please don't close down trails or other popular places to only let the bikers ride
them. Moab has grown because of these trails, the trails found by workers trying to find a
place to mine. Both party's of bikers and four wheelers are at fault for structures
breaking, not to mention natural causes such as wind and water. Moab means home to me, that's
where my family used to farm and own large amounts of beautiful land. It would be a terrible
disappointment to see things close down. Thank you for hearing me out.
- Megan Winters

4

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Will Decker [wsdecker@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:28 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,net
Public Lands Initiative

This is one of the areas that I would like to spend my hard earned vacation dollars, I know there are many
others who feel the same. If OHV trails are closed, what will sustain the local economies of the area that rely
on tourist income?
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable, legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, orthe length ofthe
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

3

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Danny [Dannynorris250@yahoo.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:32 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Save the Trails!

I'm from grand Junction colorado, I come down every Easter and even just during some
weekends. I have a lot of friends that come with and we try to help spend a little money in
the community to keep it alive, Thank you for your time and consideration Daniel Norris
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Johnston, Dillon [johnston@allard,ubc,caj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:34 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Keep 4x4 Trails open

Hello,
Me and many of my friends from Canada travel down to Moab yearly to enjoy the great 4x4 trail systems you have to
offer. Please keep the trails open so we can continue to come down, visit, and spend all of our money in your town,

Dillon John/ton

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

David Bird [david@davidbird.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:34 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Please keep Moab open for all users

My family enjoys exploring the Moab canyons and slick rock in our Jeep and would encourage you to not choose any
option that shuts down access to any user.
Utah has an amazing amount of Wilderness already available to the subset of outdoor enthusiasts that want that
experience.
Thanks for your careful decision process.
David Bird
Draper, UT

1

DIECIE 1VEn

March 24, 2015

n

MAR 2 5 2015

BY:.
Dear Grand'County Council,

1M .

U
~

We write to once more support as much conservation of our lands, the ecosystems they support, the
natural quiet that many humans and wildlife need, the dark skies, and wilderness. We urge you to close
little-used trails and tracks, and to work to discourage any more roads, trails or tracks. There are more
than enough. Roads in remote places bring disturbance, noise, and the introduction of invasive weeds
that alter the surrounding wild lands.
Though we have not made it to recent meetings, we have commented in writing. We urge the council to
remember both the recent Council elections, and the April 2014 initial public hearing on the PU at the
Grand Center, at which by our count 47 people spoke for conservation values and 17 against them (with
3 in the middle).
Thank you for the tremendous amount of time and effort that you have spent on this subject.

Sincerely,

A1vUVJ );fcilfU;v MuI ~ Sk~
Mary Moran and Dennis Silva
1991 W'1stHighland Dr.
Moab, UT 84532

DECEIVEn

March 24, 2015

n

MAR 2 52015

U

BY:
IMd
Dear Grand County Council Members,
.~
I am writing to tell you my feelings about what I think about locking up our public lands in Grand
County and surrounding areas. The more the government takes, either locally or nationally, the less
freedoms we have and will have. I am against the govemment locking up roads and trails to the places
so many people have used here for generations.
A few years ago many roads were blocked off in the La Sal, Utah mountains. It was very
aggravating for all of us who have used that land for over 40 years, and own private land on the
mountain. One road was blocked off that went to a private cabin on their own private land! Those who
barricaded the road didn't even know what they were blocking offi They were public officials who
were just told to block off a bunch of roads. I have read where officials want to block off more of the
La Sal Mountain roads to mvor the "Water shed" for our county. I am against this! Blocking off the
roads won't change the snow that fitIls or when it melts, how it runs down the mountain!!
I am against making the Greater Canyon-lands also. It will only shut down more of our beautiful
scenery that we and others :from around the world come to see and eIlioy. Just as I stated above, the
more that is taken from us, the more that will never be returned.
We need to allow the development of our lands in a reasonable manner. If we did not have the small
percent of mining, oil and gas revenues fur taxes that comes into Grand County I do not know how our
county would function! Ifwe do not allow mineral and leasing rights our county will be in a really
bad bind. Almost every place that is being considered to be locked up these rights will be taken away.
Since Atlas shut down years ago there is not much for a tax base here! I am one of only 10%
(Some have said 1%) of current private landowners in Grand County and believe me, my private
property taxes are huge!! I have a small business and some land and my taxes tripled when the new
elementary school went in! And yes it was from the school tax, not becanse my land had been held in
the suppressed tax group and then taken out. My property was taken out of that suppressed tax status a
couple of years befure the new school tax. And when the new school tax hit it tripled my taxes! We
need our land free so we can manage it ourselves, not lock it up indefinitely for some furore generation.
Yes, I want my children and theirs to see it and use it but how will it EVER be ''unlocked'' once it is
shut down now, so they can't even use it later? If we are responsible now, as I feel most people are, it
will not be gone for future generations. The land even seems to heal itself if we let it.
An example: Over 30 years ago Arches National Park allowed a movie company to film "Against A
Crooked Sky" inside its boundaries! Imagine that! The area I am aware of that they used was on the
opposite side of the road near the Sand Dune Arch tum off. They had Indian Hogans built, had horses,
who even pooped on the ground and had bay fur them to eat, ( which blew around in the wind) and they
walked to the mini arch west of this area. I know about this becanse I was part of a group doing the
clean up after the film company left. If you go to this area now, you will not find any horse poop, hay
still blowing around, or foot prints in the sand and the crypto soil is still there! We do not need the land
locked up! We can be careful and respectable with the land and it heals itself. The crypto soil gets
washed out with tonential rains that we have no control over. Making the land wilderness will not save
it.
Tourism does not make it for taxes year round in Grand County. As council members who have
lived here, you should know that it takes a good bard bit of work during the summer, :fiill and spring, to
make it through the winter here! We need our lands available and accessible to everyone, to those who
want to see its beauty and those who would like to use it for development.
Everyone is so worried about the land being trashed, it is ridienlous. I beJieve in being responsible
for our land by keeping it clean. It generally is not the locals who trash it, it is a small group who are
not responsible, and don't care who mess it up.
I wish the highway could have been build through the Bookctiffs 30 years ago when it was first

brought up, then we would not still be fighting about it now. We actually need an alternate highway
from one end of the state of Utah to the other. Right now the ouly highway North and South is 1-15.
When you travel it, you know it is a bottleneck, just like Moab, Utah!! Look what closing off 5th West
for repairs does to the traffic on Main street! It is crazy. By blocking off all the areas on your maps
this will also bottleneck our back country so that the roads that are left open will be congested. Leave
the roads open and accessible for our use! Don't lock up acres and acres of land. Over 85 to 90"/0 of the
western states are owned by the Federal QQvernment. I think about 90% of Utah is owned by the
government. So is is any wonder that I fee1like such a minority with my small 98 acres I own?!! Do
we have any say at all about how the rest of the land is managed! I certainly hope so. Consider not
locking up the remaining lands and roads. I would appreciate yon truly looking at this from the "other"
side, my side. 1bank you.

Sincerely,

-;:!/ /:.

~_

I

~~70L
Katherine F. Holyoak
.
956 South Main
Moab, Utah 84532
435·259-6875

KaLeigh Welch
From:

To:

T J McBride [tjmcbride4@yahoo"coml
Wednesday, March 25, 20151:38 PM
council@grandcountyulah,net

Subject:

Save Moab

Sent:

Save Moab
Moab Is a

tradition for us jeepers

Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
Mike Blickenstaff [blick@superiorconcreteinc.netj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:39 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Help Save Moab No More Closuresl

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

I grew up in South Eastern Utah and Jeeping in Moab. Slowly, little by little "they" feel the need to shut everything
down. We have given enough already. When I was Kid "They" were all somewhere else. No one cared what went on
around here. It has not changed much since then except "They" are here raising a big stink and trying to save everything.
If they don't like dust, they can go to the millions of acres and places that Jeeps and UTV, can't go already. There is
plenty of room for them to get lost now. They don't need to come infringe on our rights and close down more of our
trails than they have already. They are shutting down peoples lively hood not just a trail. We the people just give give
give. It's time for them to give some and leave us alone.
Please no more closures, there have been too many already. Thanks Mike.

?lUk 'ef.idb,4I«6t. s~

e._aU

Vice President
Office: (801) 756-3075
Fax: (801) 756-7779
Mob: (801) 420-7425
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeanann Ankrum Ueanann@ankrumtrucking.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:39 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

I live in Billings, MT. We travel to Moab every year to explore your beautiful area using our ATV's. We generally spend a
week with our RV along with several friends. There are about 4-5 campers and a dozen atv's.
Please do not close any trails. You have a beautiful attraction right in your backyard. Without these trails, there is no
draw for us to explore your beautiful area. If you close the trails, you are no different than any other city along the
highway, we go south to find the beautiful riding areas that we cannot do in Montana during April and first part of May.
The trails are what draws us to Moab, we wont be there to spend the nights in private RV parks, go out to dinner in local
cafes and use your stores and gas stations. Moab will not be Moab without those trails.

Jeanann Ankrum
3467 Mitzi Drive
Billings, MT 59101
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brian J. McCarthy [1 nut@comcast.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:40 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Brian J. McCarthy
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom It May Concern,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few
exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should
"codifY" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via
planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length ofthe temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The
proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The
establishment ofthe National Landscape Conservation System (N'LCS) directs the Secretary of
the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of
the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific
management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be
protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Brian J. McCarthy
10213 Guyana Court
Henrico, V A 23233
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cen Cal Crawlers [cencalcrawlers@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:42 PM
council@grandcountyutah,nel
Moab closure

My name is Craig MacDonald and I'm the President of Cen Cal Crawlers Jeep Club in Visalia Califomia, I'm
writing to express our opposition in the closing of any trails or roads in Moab,
There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that ELM's new recreational travel plan is, with a
few exceptions, acceptable, Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use nonnally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a mamler that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including ORV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you for your time and understanding,
Craig MacDonald
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Cacy [cacy@sbbmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:42 PM
council@grandcountyulah,nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Every year several members of our jeep club, Grass Valley 4-Wheelers, make the trek to explore the trails
in Utah, Most members spend from one to three weeks in your state all of the time supporting your loca:
economies, Your last eleventh hour changes to the proposed roadltrail closures is an attempt to nUllify all
of the hard work that was put into the proposal by all of the interested parties,
There for I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus
among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation slIch as an NCA, can and should "codify" the curren!
management as a baseline. Additional uses couid be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do no! wish to preclude federal land
managers frorn temporarily closing or restricting pubiic access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the
length of [he temporary closure impairs estabiished access and use normally provided by the designated
route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the
designated rou!e.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal needs
to specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establisrlment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated. This requires
that soecial attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including
OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.

HAPPY TRAILS - CACY
Tim Cacy
10319 Pekalee Drive
Grass Valley, CA
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

judy zumwalt [judyzum03@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:47 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

I witnessed Washington County's collaborative effort to balance
preservation and development so I know cooperation can achieve a fair
result for the parties involved. Nobody gets everything. I am concerned
that, at the last minute. the Grand County Council apparently had an "ah
HAHII moment and decided it was 'fairer' to include closing numerous
roads!
I have visited Grand County many times, with family and friends, and
ridden Jeeps and all terrain vehicles on the beautiful roads and trails in the
county and enjoyed Moab's hospitality. Closing additional roads (weren't
there enough closed in the BLM travel plan process???) certainly doesn't
seem necessary.
Friends who have been involved with the Grand county public lands
initiative process tell me motorized users did not ask for additional
roads/trails to be designated--they asked only that presently permitted
roads and trails be maintained. That seems more than reasonable to me.
Why is it so unreasonable to you? The message you're sending is that
Grand County would prefer that motorized users ride somewhere else.
Thanks for considering my comments.
Judy Zumwalt
Leeds, UT
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KaLeigh Welch

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Cori N Williams [wiliiams.c.25806@studentrccc.eduj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:50 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Hello,
To \~hom it may concern, I am writing to state my 0pwlon as to why MOAB is so important to
the offroad community. I personally take a trip to Moab once a year with the off-road club I
am currently a member of, Carolina trailblazers. We save our money year round in order to
make the trip to the most beautiful off-road park in the country. Me make it a point to spend
our money at the local businesses there and avoid the franchises for the week we attend. Moab
is the only park in the country that allows one to literally see what the earth look like
from the "top of the world". I would have to see such a beautiful place be shut down. Offroad parks are becoming hard to find and the closer of what I considered to be the best in
the country would be simply heartbreaking. I hope this small letter can influence your
decision and know that you will be making a difference in the off-road community one way or
the other. Thank you.

Cori Nichole Williams
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kevin Sherman [kevin,sherman@aol.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:51 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Closing Moab for 4wheeling

Hello Utah I just saw something on social media saying that you guys might close Utah for
4wheeling? That would really be a tragedy. I have spent some of the best times of my life
with my family out wheeling our Toyota out there and dirt biking every spring break. I was
recently involved in a bad car accident so I wasn't able to make it out to moab this spring
break, which is the first time in over le years. I would be devastated it the next time I go
out there we couldn't go 4 wheeling, or even if my kids can't go out there in the future. I
don't know the whole story but please don't shut down Moab!!!!! So many great memories have
been made there and I hope lots more are to come. Thank you very much. Kevin Sherman
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject;

bohnaszach@gmail.com
Wednesday, March 25,2015 1:52 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.nel
Moab

Dear whom it may concern,
I am young man who has not yet experienced what Moab has to offer. It's basically Mecca for
anyone that enjoys off-roading. I'll admit I'm not completely aware of your full plans but I
ask that you keep in mind how significant Moab is to the off-road community. We've already
lost Jeremy Clarkson today, please spare Moab.
Sincerely,
Zach Bohnas
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amie Crawford Uimnamie@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; rob.bishop@mail.house.gov; jason.chafettz@mail.house.gov;
garyherbert@utah.gov; jasonharding@utah.gov; mikemower@utahgov;
kathleenclarke@utah.gov; codystewart@utah.gov; alanmatheson@utah.gov;
dhinkins@le.ulah.gov
Moab, Utah

To Whom it May Concern:
I'm writing to you today to express my concern of closing off most of Moab, Utah. I do not support this at alL I
do not support you in creating wilderness areas where they are not needed. J also do not support any federal
protection of this land. Moab land management must stay local, where the people of Moab and all of Utah can
use it, care for it and enj oy it's beauty, wonder and awe, without any outside influence.
I reside in West Jordan, Utah, Salt Lake County, and as a family, we make the trek to Moab multiple times a
year. Moab to us is: roek erawling, hiking, adventure, dinosaur footprintibone finding. We are able to talk
about how the rocks were formed, talk about the different types of rock, dirt, colors, plants ... you name it, we are
talking about it, exploring, finding, learning ... growing. Please don't take that away from us ...from all of us.

We have friends that live in Moab. What will closing down more of Moab do to the economy there? What will
happen to the families that work hard to stay in an area they love. Closing oft'Moab and bringing in outsiders
to control the area will stop others from vacationing there, Again, what will the people do that live there? You
will kill an entire city, and for what? Nothing, Absolutely nothing,

J implore you to NOT close off more· of Moab to the citizens ofthis great nation and the world, Moab is a
place we can all love, cherish and take care oL,if you just let us and not let the fed's come in and take it all
away.
Thank you for your time today. I appreciate the opportunity to have my thoughts heard,
Sincerely,
Arnie Cra",ford
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Zac Cheney [zaccheney@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25,20151:53 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Preserving OHV rights in Moab

To whom it may concern,
My name is Zac Cheney. I have lived in Utah my whole life and have enjoyed the tradition of
coming to Moab regularly to enjoy the beautiful country. For years I would take trips down
with friends to mountain bike the trails or ride motorcycles. I have lived being able to get
back into some of the less traveled areas and away from the masses,
A few years ago I was fortunate to take my family down with me in our Jeep.
incredible experience as it has been difficult due to my health to get back
love without the use of an OHV. Also, it would have never been an option to
kids back into some of those areas. A couple years ago we list our 5 yr old
tragedy. How grateful I am of the memories we have with him and our jeep on
trails of Moab.

This was an
into the places
hike my young
son in a sudden
the beautiful

I

It is so important to keep these trails open and not close any of them. So many people will
never have the opportunity to see those beautiful places without OHV access. In my opinion
many more will not be able to enjoy those places without OHV access than the select who are
able to physically hike there. There are many beautiful places where people can hike that are
off limits to OHV's. Please do not take any more of these areas from those of us who rely on
OHV's to enjoy them.
Many of us work hard to communicate the importance of treading lightly and being responsible
with the open areas. Please don't close the trails and instead put more effort into educating
and enforcing the correct usage of the trails.
Zac
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dustin Sowerby [racingranger12@gmail.com]
Wednesday. March 25. 2015 1:56 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab closures

Hello council,
My name is Dustin. I'm from Clinton, Utah. 1 heard your trying to close off-road trails in Moab ...Moab is an
awesome place for those of us who like to get away from the "city" and explore this great country responsibly.
You get to see things that few other people EVER do. They have no idea what beauty they are missing out on.
Closing trails only affects those of us that enjoy using these trails and businesses that rely on these trails being
open. Please don't close down trails. It's where i take my family and kids to get them to realize there is more out
there then just i phones and video games. There is a whole world to explore and hopefully one day they can take
their kids and show them the same things they got to see but that won't be possible if there are no trails open.
Please think long and hard about this and ALL those who will be affected.
Thanks,
Dustin Sowerby
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Jackson [jacksontobrien@me"com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:58 PM
council@grandcounlyulah"net

To whom it may concern,
I've heard about the possible closing of a significant part of the Moab trail, and I am not
okay with this. While I cannot say that I have personally been there (being only 17, and
living in MA) I do hope to go there just for the Jeeping. Please consider keeping this land
open for the environmentally friendly Jeepers and other off roaders out there.
-Jackson
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Renee Pepin [albsunset@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:58 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
What Moab means to me

My name is Renee Pepin from Albuquerque,
Moab to enjoy the beautiful scenery that
vehicle, We love to Jeep, Razor and dirt
to enjoy much of the area is trails were
Sent from my iPhone

NM. For the last several years, my family goes to
we wouldn't be able to get to without s motorized
bike, as well as mountain bike. We wouldn't be able
closed to motorized vehicles, Thank you, Renee Pepin
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

LATHEM, TYLER J CTR USAF AFMC AFLCMC/EBHMO [tyler.lathem.1.ctr@us.af.mil]
Wednesday, March 25, 20151:58 PM
Council@grandcountyulah.nel
Grand County/MOAB Wheelchair Access

I do not support the proposed changes to the MOAB areas. After losing my ability to walk
these trails are one of the very few places in Utah where I can still get outdoors, The
combination of vehicle access and hard smooth rocks make it the perfect place for the
disabled to enjoy the unique outdoor world that is central Utah.
ZIONS and ARCHES are
horrible to visit in a wheelchair, always knowing that the incredible views are out of reach,
watching everyone else hike away as I sit on a walking trail that can see the road, please
don't turn MOAB into the same thing,
Respectfully
Tyler Lathem
CCaR Munitions Integration Analyst
Integrated Data Services, Inc.
801-586-2917
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elijah Lunt [elsnakeyes2@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Save Moab

I support the use of off-road trails and vehicles in Moab.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anthony D Miller [amiller@retire-solutions.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

Dear Council,
I strongly oppose Grand County's proposal to close and restrict access to motorized roads and trails.

Although we are no longer a residents of Utah, my wife an I completed our undergraduate and graduate degrees in Utah, my
mother-in-law lives in Utah, and our children will complete their undergraduate degrees in Utah. We visit Utah 4-6 weeks per
year.
Our family enjoys motorized off-road recreation in Grand County and Washington County. We spend 2-4 weeks per year
recreating, mostly by jeeps in these areas. OHV access allows us to bring along my 82 year old mother-in-law. OHV access will
allow our future grandchildren to participate in family memories and enjoyment of the breathtaking views and OHV trails in
Utah.
It is imperative to keep existing public routes open and to develop new OHV recreational opportunities in Grand County.
Regards,

Anthony D. Miller, MBA, MSFS, CFp®
CLU®, ChFC®, LUTCF, AEp®, REBC®, CASL"', RIPC®
FinancIal Planner'"

.<it.

=RE-,TI",-ltEMENT-... SOI..UTf~'-':O""N--S
406-294-7526
877-720-7526
178 S. 32nd St w., Suite 1
Billings MT 59102
Anlhony n Miller, CFP1!', Registered Representative ofthjng securities through NYLlFE Securities
In(crst~!e Cenier, Suite 800, 401 Nanh 31s\ Street, BilIings,)"1T 59101 Tel 406255.6300

LLC~

Member FINRA, SlPC, a Licensed insurance Agency, 1st

*Financial .I\dviser offering investment advisory services through Eagle Strategies LLC, A Regish:,rcd Investment Adviser.
Retirement Solutions is not owned or operated by Eagle Saategies LLC or its affiliates_
If you do not wish to leeeive email communications f)'om Eagle Stratc-gies and/or Retirement Solutions, please reply to this email.using the words 'IOpL OtiC in the
subjeet IJne. Please copy ~mail QPlQut({;n~~ijrk:ile.c.u1!!
Eagle Strategies 51 Madison Ave., Rm 251_. New York, NY 10010

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLo..SURE: Pursuant to recently.-enackd U.S, Tr<<lsury Dcpanmcnt Regulation:>, you should undt:Tstand we (lre now required to advis.e you Lhal,
the infonllation eontained h<:-reio. unless othcnvise expressly indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this communication, meluding attachments and enclosures, is
not intended or written to bc :Jscd, and may not bc used, tor the purpose of (I) avoiding (ax~reJated penalties lmder the Intcnlal Revenue Code or {H) marketing Of
recommending to another pany any 1m.;·r::-1ated Inattcrs addressed in this com"Oluuication, Taxpayers should al'.\'f\ys. seck and rely on the adv:cc of Lheir 0,\-\11
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jamison Wiggins [wigginsjamison@gmail.coml
Wednesday. March 25. 20152:09 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Start listening to the locals

Council members,
My name is Jamison Wiggins and I am a 5th generation of grand county. I'm taking the time to write to you
explaining on why this county doesn't need to shut do\\'l1 anymore roads, and we don't need anymore
wilderness.The worst part of this email is the fact that the council won't read this and if they do they will
basically roll their eyes like Mary Mcgann did at the last community meeting when conservatives would talk.
The eurrent county council with the exception of a few members have chosen to consult with national
cnvironmental organizations before listening to the true locals that multiple use this county. This council will be
self destructing grand county because of the rash discussions over shutting do,,",," established roads, which will
result in loss of tourism. 10 mile wash is one, if not the most popular trail in Uab.
Please don't shut down anymore roads in this county. I grew up using and respecting them. I wish to show and
teach my kids one day. If we keep making this county wilderness there will be nothing left to multiple use. I
didn't write this email to complain about the mountain bikers or the hikers using the land, I believe in multiple
use! There is no need to shut down a road so the boaters can be in peace and quite. Give me a break, multiple
use is possible and can make everyone happy.
Thank you
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KaLeigh Welch
From;

Sent;
To;

Cc:
Subject:

Tim Park [tapark52@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:14 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

To all concerened
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be
consensus among many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan
is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a deSignation such as an
NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional
uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to
preclude federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public
access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public safety.
Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined
terminology. The proposal needs to specifically outline what type of management
the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner
that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved.

Thank you for your time,
Timothy A. Park
Grand Junction, Co 81506
Tapark52@gmail.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

skylinerider [skylinerider@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:15 PM
council@grandccuntyulah,net
Grand County Public Lands

My name is Curt Hall. I am an avid outdoorsman, Tread Lightly Master Trainer and Leave no Trace Trainer. I
would like to ask the council to respectfully consider proposing leaving our public lands open to multiple uses.
specifically motorized use, The Federal Government has declared that motor vehicle use is a valid form of
recreation and it is one to be planned for. By closing existing trails and routes it pushes an ever greater number
of people onto a smaller and smaller footprint of land greatly increasing the danJage these trails see, By keeping
existing routes open, it provides for more dispersed use and less damage overalL This is not my opinion, but is
sound science that is practiced elsewhere in the world to great results. See Africa and Australia for two
examples,
Encourage responsible use, don't ban all mechanized use.
Curt Hall
Ephraim Utah.
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KsLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

TRACY [babysvt@msn.comJ
Wednesday, March 25,20152:16 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Save Moab

My name is Tracy Morris and I am from Spokane, Washington.
My husband and I were able to experience all of the beauty that Moab had to offer about a year ago when we
hooked up with some locals and were taken to some beautiful locations. We have been making plans to come
back soon. Please don't take these trails away. These places give us great joy and we travel hundreds of miles
to enjoy them with others from all over North America and with your locals there in Moab.
Thank you so much!
Tracy Morris
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason McNellis [jmcnellis@apple.com]
Wednesday. March 25, 2015220 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhall@mail.house.gov
Re: The Grand County Council Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To whom it may concern:
As an avid off road enthusiast who cleans up after themselves, this is very disappointing to
hear what has been proposed. Moab is sacred to most off road enthusiasts and it would be a
big loss to have OHV parks and roads closed. I can guarantee i am not the only that feels
this way. Below are some comments I hope you will take the time to read.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the
current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude
federal land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated
route for purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the
closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access
and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment
of the National Landscape Conservation system (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to
manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were
deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent.
Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing
roads and trails preserved.
Thanks for taking the time to hear my concerns.
Regards,
Jason McNellis
• Apple Inc.
916- 399- 7245
rac~~ar@apple. com
AMR AC Site Support Engineering - iOS

APPLE NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY
This communication (including any attachments) is intended ONLY for the recipient(s)
identified in the message, and may contain information that is business
proprietary/confidential, privileged, or otherwise protected by law. If you are not the
intended recipient, please disregard this communication and notify the sender. An1
disclosure, copying, or distribution of this message, or the taking of any action based on
it, without the express permission of the originator, is strictly prohibited.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tay Haines [tay,haines@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:21 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Preserving wilderness in Grand County

Dear Council Members,
I am a strong supporter for the preservation of natural environments, and the quiet that is inherent in them,
where natural noise is all you hear, I hope you will make decisions in favor of preserving Utah's priceless
natural places.
These three items in particular,

• Designate labyrinth Canyon as true wilderness. So far, the council has not
proposed any wilderness protection for Labyrinth Canyon - despite it being one of
the crown jewels of wilderness in the American West.
• Close all unmaintained ORV routes in proposed wilderness areas in Grand
County.
• Create balance in the Moab area by protecting places for quiet recreation.
'lbank you for your efforts on wilderness' behalf,
TayHaines

Tay Haines
(801) 364-7928 h
652-9390 c
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

valkrye2009@yahoo,com
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:23 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Moab

[ would like to express my opinion of letting off-road vehicles explore your beautiful state, It is tradition for families and friends to
explore the rocks and crevices ofMo.b, Taking that ability away would take away revenue as well as yearly vacations and good times
to many people. 'bank you for your time,
Sent from my LG Optimus G ProTh!, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

Crawford, Jim R [Jim.R.Crawford@delta.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:25 PM
rob.bishop@mail.house.gov; jason.chafetlz@mail.house.gov; garyherbert@utah.gov;
jasonharding@utah.gov; mikemower@ulah.gov; kalhleenclarke@ulah.gov;
codystewart@utah.gov; alanmatheson@utah.gov; dhinkins@le.utah.gov;
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trail access

All
I would like to express my opposition to trail closers in Utah especially Moab. I am for protecting our land but at the
same time keeping it open for use to everyone, I have been taking my wife and kids out to Moab for several years; we
have jumped into our Jeep and searched for dinosaur tracks for school projects, spent hours with friends and family and
most importantly built a strong family core and foundation. Please vote to keep land use open for all of us so we can
keep family traditions and adventures alive and strong. Utah is the best place to raise a family because we have the best
outdoor recreation in the country to build core family values,
Thanks
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

DeWayne Wheeler [propdoc98@yahoo.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:32 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Fw: Keep Moab open

Keep Moab Open
Sent from Yahoo Mail ol)Android

Good afternoon,
My name is DeWayne Wheeler and I live in Arlington, TX. 1 drove through Moab for the first time about 6
years ago on a trip to Salt Lake City. I didn't have a chance to stop and enjoy Moab but] instantly knew that I
would be back as soon as I could. I did go back a few months later and I've been coming back several times a
year since then. I have fallen in love with the area for so many different reasons. ] love the outdoors, the
openness, and the majestic beauty that Moab has to offer. I've enjoyed hiking, rafting, shopping, Jeeping,
and just relaxing in Moab. In my opinion there is no better placc in Earth than Moab. I've built friendships
there and I hope one day to be able to retire in the area. I'm asking the council to keep Moab open for everyone.
There is enough land for everyone to enjoy. Please consider the downside to your choices. The economic
losses that come with closing a parr of such a wonderful area is just one of many negatives. People need to be
able to support their families. Thank you for your time and for your efforts to keep Moab open for everyone.
Sincerely,
DeWayne Wheeler
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

brady callister [quartermileteg@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:31 PM
council
Moab trail closure

Dear city council,
Please reconsider your choice to close trails in moab, it's been a tradition of my family and many others alike to
head down and enjoy the beauty that is southern utah. Not just for its many offioad adventures, but fir.it's
hiking, biking, running etc. If you close down trails you lose the annual easter jeep safari but many other large
events as well. It would be a shame to not.let the future generations enjoy it like I did and continue to do so.
Thank you for your time taken on this matter
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Scott O'Hara [sohara@rochestenr,comj
Wednesday, March 25,20152:37 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

I am an avid outdoors person and enjoy nature as it is intended, With that said I enjoy partaking in all outdoor
recreational activates. As a jeep owner in New York, I am forming a club for nature enthusiasts and we travel
the east cost visiting many OHV areas and are planning a large trip in the upcoming future to the Moab area as
it is the place to go, We hope that by the time we get there, we are able to take in All the sights and
experiences that our predecessors have done,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that ELM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline, Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishmcnt of the National Landscape
Conservation Systcm (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which thc components of the system were designated, This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved,

Sincerely, Scott M O'Hara Rochester, New York
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Carla Stanley [cgrizzmamabear@msn,comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PU)

March 25, 2015

To whom this may concern, I am writing this to express my support to keep MOab off road sports and
trails open for all, for many years to come. We have enjoyed Moab for years, ATV's and Jeep Safari's. It's a
family event that we all look forward to every year and we enjoy all the beauty that Moab Utah trails has to
offer. r don't think it is fair to dose any of the current land to anyone who wants to explore Moab on a
motorized vehicle. Some aren't able to see these areas without these machines to aid them. r also don't think
its fair to give out day passes! Really!! this is Gods country to enjoy for all, not just the few who are lucky
enough to get passes. Don't take away land that has always been available for exploring and expect people to
be ok with this. Not fair!!! Its like looking at a photograph of a place you know you can never go see. lets face
it, the photograph means so much more if you have seen this beautiful place in person and these trails take
everyone to these Breathtaking and Beautiful places. r remember my first time to Moab, blew my mind away!
All these trail to explore and discover. Freedom beyond any. I do think there should always be rules to protect
and respect this land but taking the land away is not a solution to anything. Its shameful to take these trails
away that have been used respectfully for many years, I truly believe Moab is a gift from above and should be
enjoyed and loved by us all.

Thank You,
Carla Stanley
Sent from Windows Mail
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

brady callister [quartermileteg@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:38 PM
council
Moab trail

Dear city council,
Please reconsider your choice to close trails in moab, it's been a tradition of my family and many others alike to
head down and enjoy the beaoty that is southern ntah. Not just for its many offroad adventures, but fiLit's
hiking, biking, running etc. If you close down trails you lose the annual easter jeep safari but many other large
events as welL It would be a shame to not.let tIle future generations
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:

Kasia Schraft [kschraft3@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:38 PM
Council@grandccunlyutah.net

My name is Kasia Schraft.
I have lived Moab most of my life, because of that a lot of my childhood memories are of jeep safari.
Jeep safari has always been a big part of my families lives. It's a wonderful and fun time to bond with your
loved ones.
Moab is known for the amazing landscape, but also known for the famous jeep safari. If that gets taken away,
we will lose basically everything. Moab would die without the income that the people bring in for our events
such as jeep safari.

Thank you for your time.
-Kasia
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kelsey Tebbs [ktebbs716@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 239 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Keeping MOAB Open

I may not be anyone of major importance, but my name is Kelsey Tebbs I'm 28 years old and I live in Layton,
UT. I've lived in Utah my entire life, and from the time I can first remember I have spent two 7 day periods a
year in Moab, Utah running trails in 4x4 vehicles, trucks and jeeps mostly. My dad started taking me to Moab
from the time I was in a car seat all the way up until he dicd in 2007. Moab was his most favorite place in the
entire world and now because he is gone it holds a very special place in my heart. He ah'lays made sure that our
family Moab vacations happened no matter what! I have seen the opening of new trails as well as the closures
oftoo many. E'len from the time that my dad could drive he wOllld take his fathers stock 67 jeep dovm to run
trails. Being in Moab, my dad made sure to teach me, as well as all my cousins what it means to "pack it in,
pack it out" and to leave things better than we found them. Never in my life has it been okay to leave a
designated trail, nor to disturb the habitat of animals that we saw. We weren't even allowed to bring home
small rocks or sand as souvenirs because it wasn't ours to take, just as these trails are not yours to take from us
either. I understand that not as many people were raised the way 1 was and taught the same values, but I can
assure whoever is reading this, if anyone even is, that there are still people out there that know how to treat land,
how to stay on the trails, and how to help pick up after those who don '1... By closing down even more trails in
Moab you are restricting those of us who have memories down there with our parents the right to create just as
wonderful memories with our own children. 1 hope my voice counts ... to someone ... somewhere..
Kelsey Tebbs
1482 N. 160 W.
Lay10n, UT 84041
801.690.5793
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ryan Steel [zak21.rs@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:41 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Save Moab Trails

My name is Ryan Steel and I am from Denver CO. I found Ollt about the beautiful town of Moab and the surrounding area from the Red
Rocks 4 wheel club and the Easter Jeep Safari. My family (some who come from Washington state) make the trip at least once a year to
enjoy the area and our favorite hobby ofjeeping.
We would be very disappointed if these areas and trails we all enjoy would be closed or metered so heavily that you have to book them a year
out. This is one of the reasons that we moved from Washington state as they have closed so much of the great places we used to enjoy due to
special interests that think that only they should be entitled to the land.
Sincerely
Ryan Steel

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Ward Morris [vbpiper@yahoo,com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:40 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Proposed Public Lands Initiative

I am writing to oppose, in the strongest terms possible, Grand County's proposal to close roads and
trails, Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and undefined. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a
manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated, This
requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent Specifically: recreational
uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Please thoughtfully and carefully consider the consequences of these changes upon all facets of the
Moab area, The users of the OHV areas are, with extremely rare exceptions, excellent stewards of
the environment. It is in everyone's best interest that these areas remain available and accessible to
all citizens.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ward A. Morris, DDS
Tacoma, WA
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KaLeigh Welch
From;
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Devin Dresser [devindvodresser@hotmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trails

Dear Grand County Council,
Please reconsider keeping the off road trails open. Some of my fondest memories in the National Parks around
Moab were made on trails like Golden Spikc and Hell's Revenge. These trails not only make memories but also
contribute to Moab's economy. I speak not only for myself, but for the thousands of others who come to Moab
for some of the most technical and challcnging trails in the U.S,A, The beautiful scenery and rock formations
along the trails are unparalleled, and provide a unique experience for those willing to take the challenge of using
the trails. The memories I have made along those trails would be in vain if they were to be shut down. Please
take my opinion into consideration, and choose to keep the trails open for use.
Yours Truly,
Devin Dresser
SLC, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brian Parkin [Brian.Parkin@cve.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:47 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public lands Initiative (PLI)
Brian Parkin.vcl

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BlM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline, Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes, I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Brian Parki n
Cache Vailey ElectriC
D-irector Teledata Drtislon
1414 South Gurtin RD

Salt l.~e Cilji, Utah 34104
f801j 978-1974 C',ect
1801) 386-6070 MD:'i~

Brian,Parfd-n@cve,(Om
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Matt Gannan [mgannan@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel;john.newhaU@maiLhouse.gov
Keep Moab trails open please.

Next week is one of your county's busiest weeks of the year and there is talk of closing some trails that many
access. Next week I ""ill spend close to a $1000 in Moab, and I usually make the trip out there in the fall too.
This area 10 Mile Wash Road and impose seasonal closures on Hey Joe Canyon, Hell Roaring Canyon and the
popular Dead Cow Loop are very popular trails willi many off-roaders.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, willi a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.

I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclnde federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
pnblic safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length ofthe temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.

Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (l\LCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

Thanks for your time!
Matt
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lynasa Nash [lynasa@INSUREMOAB.COMj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:50 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
DONT CLOSE OUR ROADS!

My name is Lynasa Nash. I have grown up in Moab Utah. My best memories of a child is going out on four wheelers,
camping, hiking- pretty much just enjoying the beautiful land. Now as I am an adult I am making my own memories and
traditions out in this beautiful county. I have razor that I love to go out and ride. I have always had a great respect for
nature and have always wanted to protect it while being out and enjoying it. I believe that we can be able to go out
jeeping, four wheeling, riding razors and still have respect for this land. THE ROADS SHOULD STAY OPEN!
Thank You!

LHII\,C!SC!
NC!SV1
()
Central Utah Insurance
170 East 100 South
Moab, UT 84532
PH (435)259-5981
FAX (435)259-5457
Iynaso@insuremoab.com
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dean Phelps [dean.phelps@lhmauto.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 2:52 PM
COUNCIL@GRANDCOUNTYUTAH.NET

moab trails

From: Dean Phelps
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2015 1:37 PM
To: 'council@grandcountutah.net'
Subject: moab trails
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, I HAVE BEEN COMING DOWN TO MOAB SINCE I WAS A L1TILE KID AND HAVE
THOROUGHLY ENJOYED THE TRAILS OUT THERE. I NOW HAVE A GRANDSON THAT IS TWO AND IS TOTALLY INTO JEEPS
AND I WOULD LIKE TO BE ABLE TO SHOW HIM WHAT I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO EXPERIENCE MY WHOLE LIFE. CLOSING
ACCESS TO THIS AREA WOULD DEVASTATE THE ECONOMY AND L1VELYHOOD OF SO MANY OF MY FRIENDS AND FAMILY.
PLEASE DON'T CLOSE THIS AREA. THANKS FOR YOUR TIME SINCERELY DEAN PHELPS AMERICAN FORK UTAH 801-787-

7145
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Mercer [d.mercer1972@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:52 PM
Council@grandcounlyutah.net
Moab land use

I'm from San Diego, CA. We've lost millions of acres of access the last 20 years. There are areas that most
people ",ill never see because they either can't hike(handicapped and etc) or work too much to take a week or
two to hike. Having proper access to our public lands is a right, not a privilege, I have treked to Moab 4 times
since 2008. We off-road mostly but always use our last day for site seeing, Losing any of these areas would be a
crime. Responsible land use is what should always happen. Closing land is completely pointless, there is no
valid research to that makes rhat conclusion. Please consider everyone's opinion before making such a radical
decision. You risk losing what made your area a destination.
Thank you,
David Mercer
San Diego, CA.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Ceniceros [lisaceniceros@gmai1.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20152:58 PM
Council@grandcounlyulah,nel
BPLI: Multiple-Use only

March 25, 2015

To the Grand County Council:

To say that I am disappointed with the way this process has been handled by the new Council in 2015
is an understatement. I am absolutely disgusted, as you are well aware. You have taken the work of
our preceding Council and made a mockery of it. What they did in 2 years, methodical and
thoughtful, you threw out the window and condensed into 2 1/2 months. You rushed it to serve your
own interests when you should have just left it alone. Not only have you disregarded a significant
proportion of your constituents, but you have spit in our faces. You have stirred the proverbial shitpot. How does that spoon taste?

You opened the flood gates by allowing email comments from anyone and everyone, regardless of
residency or citizenship. This, our "local input" proccss, is about what the residents of Grand
County want, not what the Sierra Club, SUWA, and Grand Canyon Trust want. 'Those residents who
affiliate themselves with these no-compromise groups have just as much right as any other resident to
speak, though they should do so as residents, not as a collective borg. Those groups are represented
already when we, the residents, of Grand County are not. You are supposed to be OUR
representatives!

Having fun with Pandora's Box yet?

Also, as you are well aware, I do not support any of the recommendations of this Council. The only
course of action is to allow multiple-use in all areas, non-discriminately, and to include language
protecting our existing roads, trails, and open areas from fixture threats of closure or
wilderness/conservation. We already sacrificed more than half of our roads and trails in 2008 in the
naIT,!.e of compromise. Enough is enough!

Also, you need include language exempting Grand County from the Antiquities Act. This process is
worthless if the President, current or future, decides to make a political move and sign away our way
oflife in a moment.
3B

What should be a well-planned and thoughtful process, which it was before you got your collective
hands on it, has turned into a political circus. I don't know where the chips will fall, no one does, but
what I do know is that you are turning my home into a "Disneyland". We need less government, not
more.

I won't apologize for coming across strongly. You've back the residents of this county into a corner by
drawing a line in the sand. As far as I'm concerned, you can go straight to Hell, unless of course, you
change your tune. You can't expect anything less from me when you threaten my heritage and my way
oflife.

I beg you, don't give away more than half of our county to the Feds. The Feds already own enough
here. Put your foot down IN SUPPORT OF EVERYONE-not, I repeat! NOT in support of
SUWA, the Grand Canyon Trust, Sierra Club, and others like them. Unrestricted multiple-use is the
only way.

Respectfully,
Lisa Knight Ceniceros
6 th Generation Resident of Moab, Grand County
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
To:

Stella Ann Lightfoot [stellaann@outlook.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 201511:22 AM
council@grandcQuntyutah.net

Subject:

PU

Sent:

To: Grand County
Council
I would like to make one final attempt to this council to appeal for a more balanced approach to the
recommendations that this county will be sending to Congressman Bishop. I have closely watched this process
unfold and believe that you have willfully ignored the best interest of the people who live, work and raise their
families in this area. You have blindly allowed the dictates of the large environmental groups in this area to
influence your decisions. By declaring massive amounts of wilderness, NCA's, and NRA's, you are
relinquishing local control ofthe place that YOU call home as well as the rest of us. Government always works
best when it is kept close to the people that it governs. It works best for me and for YOU. The long term fall
out of such a myopic decisions will effect us all. An unbalanced approach is not a fiscally economic approach.
It is purely ideological in nature and while we are a county of varying ideological ideas, we are ALL in the same
economic boat. While my husband has long time roots in this area, I did not grow up here. I grew up an area
that is very similar in beauty to that of Moab .... .5edona, AZ. Sedona long ago went down the same path you
are now trying to take Moab and with disastrous results. Do you realize that due to massive over regulation in
that area, you can even be ticketed for getting out of you car, stopping and taking a picture? The once
beautiful scenic drive through red rock canyons, is now marred by endless signs posting what is allowed and
what is not allowed and if you want to stop along the way and walk down to the creek, you darn well better
have a permit hanging off your rear view mirror or placed where it can easily be seen by Mr. Ranger. It has
not been uncommon for many years to come back from your hike or a dip in the creek to find your car has
been towed to an impound yard in Cottonwood or even Camp Verde because the little yard in Sedona gets
filled up pretty fast with unsuspecting tourist vehicles. Prices on everything in Sedona are off the charts. I do
not want to see Moab suffer the same fate. Many of you on the council are concerned with the affordable
housing problem that Moab is facing. By continuing down the road you are on, that problem will only
worsen. While Sedona and Aspen are considered to be model towns for environmental polices and draw a
more affluent type of tourist and 2nd home buyers, they are a disasterfor the average working person and
their families. Most members of Sedona's own police and fire dept. and search and rescue and teachers and
medical staff and shop owners and restaurant managers, cannot even afford to live there. They commute
from the surrounding towns, a luxury that Moab does not have geographically. Aspen currently has a lottery
system in place for affordable housing. You may be interested to know that Aspen's idea of "affordable
housing" means that if you win the lottery, you get a small apartment for the basement bargain price of
$900.00 a month. Is that what you want for Moab and Grand County? I hear people complaining all the time
that our schools can't draw teachers because the cost of living is so high in our area. By closing off energy
production that feeds the county coffers through PIILT monies, this situation will only become worse. As
elected officials, you need to remember that your actions in lessing multiple use and access in this area will
also affect your pocketbook. too, as well as those whom you consider to be your constituents. I would appeal
to you to remember that we are all in the same boat and that a riSing tide lift's ALL boats. By closing lands and
limiting access to both recreation and the extraction industry, the reverse is also true. You may be willing to
accept the consequences of a higher cost of living in Grand County because you are ideologically inclined to
back more restrictive environmental polices, but I am not. I think we have enough rules and regulations
already in place to ensure that there will be no misuse of our lands; and policies are already in place that will
ensure that the beauty that surrounds us remains in tact for many generations to come. The people of this
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area have been excellent stewards of this land long before it was "discovered" by the masses. By taking it one
step further, you are ignoring the well being of your neighbors and their economic viability as well as your
own. Putting forth a reasonable and balanced proposal for the PLI would, in my opinion, also serve to heal the
ideological divide that has so polarized our community. I believe in abundance. By that, I mean that we are
blessed to live in an area that has more than enough natural resources for all of us to enjoy a good life. While
we may disagree on how the land around us should be used, you cannot deny that there is room for all of us
to prosper. I believe that there are enough natural resources for all of us. The simple fact is that the
recreation economy depends on the success of the extraction economy. Both must be successful for the other
to exist. We are all feeling the bite in our pocket books and family budgets due to the amount of burdensome
regulations being placed on the extraction industry. Our food and energy bills are higher than ever before and
adversely affect both the poor among us and the middle class. Why you would want to further burden the
citizens of this county whom you call your neighbors, is a mystery to me and shows either an unbending
loyalty to these national environmental groups whom you are allowing to dictate local policy or just a flat out
failure and refusal to see down the road where this type of "governance" that you are purposing ends. Aspen
and Sedona are examples that you should look closely at and ask yourselves if that is truly what you want
Moab and Grand County to look like. I would ask you to set your own ideology aside for a moment and really
look down the road and make the decision that benefits the most people. Keeping as much of this county
open to multiple use is the only thing that will bring economic prosperity for all involved. As I stated earlier, I
believe in abundance and no where else have I seen such a wealth of abundance than in Grand County. There
are enough minerals and oil in the ground to sustain those who choose to create their wealth extracting
them; there are enough parks, and trails, and roads, and rivers for those who want to seek their fortunes
providing recreation amenities; there is enough access to surface vegetation to support both herds of cows
and wildlife as well as alfalfa fields and winery's. And, yes, there are even more than enough laws and rules
and regulations in place for those who choose to create their wealth by suing the heck out of their neighbors
for purported mismanagement of these lands. Grand County is truly blessed with enormous abundance which
is why I stand firmly against any further wilderness designations in this area. I oppose any attempt to close
one more inch of roads and trails in this area. I opposed any attempt to limit motorized access to our area. I
am firmly against all NCA and NRA designations that relinquish local control of our lands and watershed to
unelected bureaucrats at the Federalleve!. Those closest to the land can always, always manage it
best.
Respectfully, Stella Ann Lightfoot
Sent from Windows Mail
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alan Taylor [halantaylor@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:00 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel
Keep Moab's trails open

Dear Council Members,
My name is Alan Taylor and I respectfully ask you to keep all current roads and trails open in Moab and the
surrounding area. I have been coming to Moab for most of my 51 years and have shared the trail systems and
incredible landscape with my family and many friends over the years. My kids have grown up exploring the
county via Jeeps, motorcycles and mountain bikes as well as on foot and we treat the area with respect. I have
been involved in numerous conservation projects and education programs in the area and am a responsible land
use advocate. It would be a tremendous loss to the large community ofresponsible motorized recreationists if
these roads and trails were closed. It would also have a negative economic impact on the area that has grown
over the many years I have enjoyed Moab.
Please keep these areas open to motorized recreation and find a way to work with the many clubs and groups in
the area to maintain and protect this access.
Respectful! y,
Alan Taylor
Cedar Hills, UT.
801-376-5555
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lance Maddux [lancemaddux@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:03 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (N LCS} directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Lance Maddux

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

sheldon & windy [sheldonandwindy@aol.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:04 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net

I am against the closing of trails and roads in the area. We love to come to grand county to enjoy the trails in
the area. There's already so much closed ground with the national parks in the area. Please leave the roads and
trails open.
Thank you.
Windybamey
East carbon. Ut.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kim Herp [kim.d.herb@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:04 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
MOAB

Off-roading is in our blood as Americans and there are SO few trails left for us and our children to utilize.
PLEASE don't take Moab from us. Thanks for the opportunity to speak. Herb Family
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Dan Lyman [dan@lymandoor.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:08 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net

Sent:
To:
Subject:

MOAB

Leave MOAB for ALL people and all types or recreation
San Bernardino, CA
Dan Lyman

Cell 951·906·4895
Fax 909-533-2117
dan@/ymandoor.com

President
Ban iYl1llJI1 ClJlISlmClilJ4lnc.
DIR Registration # 1000005560
iJIIIIllI BIIIII'& lIaniWlJl'IlllIC.

This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential infOlmation, privileged materiaL Any
use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited, If you have received this
transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this information from your system. Use,
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not authorized and
may be unlawful.
consider the envi:-onment before pnnting this email
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

keith carparelli [skifreakml@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:13 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
PL!- A plea for no more wilderness or closed trails

Dear Moab Council,
I would like to voice my plea for you to reconsider the long term effects and precedent of closing established
trails and multi-use routes as part of your PLI recommendations,
We travel to Moab every year for vacation and participated in everything it has to offer. MOAB's diversity of
activities is world class, which is why we have chosen it for over 12 years as our favorite annual vaeation spot.
We keep coming back because we know that we can hike in quite Arches NP and Canyonlands one day, ride
epic length single track mountain bike trails the next, and finish our week with driving spectacular and scenic
trails. Our parents are in their 70's and can still enjoy Moab ",ith their grand-kids because of motorized
accessibility to beautiful areas.
We are true multi-use people, Short of Sky Dive Moab (still might do this) we have done everything MOAB
offers, including Westwater rafting and rock climbing wall street. MOAB is rare and unique because it is one of
the few places in the U.S. that offers this level of shared use of public land. We explored the Zion, St George
area one year and were disappointed by the limited activities and eorresponding economic amenities, I believe
that is the direction that trail closures and wilderness expansion will takc MOAB. I fear the trend will ruin what
is best about MOAB for our family.
We do not have the highly modified vehicle to run the more difficult technical trails so we get very concerned
when it looks like we will lose some of our favorites that are accessible ",ith a mostly stock truck or rental
UTV. My kids have grown up with MOAB vacations and have learned to cherish our annual trip there as we
do. I would like to see their kids be able to experience it similarly.
As life long residents of Montana we have seen the down side of trail closurcs and wilderness expansion all too
often. The closing of trails has only served to increase the impact to the land and the trails in the areas that
remain open, It also dilutes the experience of thc trail for users as they get more concentrated on the land and
trails that remain open. For that reason alone, closing trails is a downward spiral. Many of our winter
snowmobile area closures have also killed the small to",ns that used to thrive on that travel business. What is
worst is that my kids can no longer experience many of the great places that our parent, used to take us too
because thcy are too remote for human powered activities and wilderness expansion and trail closer havc locked
out all motorized travel.
Please, no more trail closures or wilderness expansion.
Thanks for listening,
Keith CarpareUi and family
Clancy, Montana
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Keith Carparelli
http://w"Ww.facebook.comlihtrin51mt
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

William T Connor [wconnor@4wheelsandamotoLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:14 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thank you,
-Bill
William Connor
Owner/Senior Editor
Web: 4 Wheels and a Motor
Twitter
Facebook
Email: wconnor@4wheelsandamotor.com
410-900-7653
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brinner [defbob@rocket-olds.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:14 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
OHV trails at Moab
Tim

Howdy folks, my name is Timothy Brinner. I am from Connecticut and love the scenery at Moab.
Every year I take the 34hr drive to enjoy the breathtaking views and the challenging terrain
~loab has to offer for us in the Jeep and offroading community.
Thank you for your time,
Timothy Brinner
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sandy Tangren [sandratangren@msn,comj
Wednesday. March 25, 2015 3:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public Lands Initiative

To The Grand County Council,
My name is Sandy Tangren. I was born and raised in Moab Utah. I must say that your current actions
regarding the PLI are nothing short of inconceivable. In a few short months, you have managed to propose
that the entire area surrounding us be completely locked up, You have followed advisement from non-local
special interest groups and created a big colorful map full of NRAs, NCAs, Wilderness designations, park
expansions etc" You can mask these deSignations any way you want, but we all know that it is just a fancy way
to organize a 'massive land lockup' The most recent proposal represents an absolute blatant disregard for the
majority of the people who call this place their home.
There is talk of how this land must be 'saved' for the future generation. However, I am currently taking an
active role in raising the next generation. The absolute love and respect that my children currently hold for
these lands is something that is beyond commendable. This has been taught to them through multiple
generations of hardworking men and women who felt the same way and wisely passed down their knowledge
and respect. So you see, the 'pristine' land that you want to 'save' has already been saved by generations
before you. Your massive land lock up proposal is not 'saving' anything for the next generation, It is doing
nothing but robbing my children and future grandchildren of learning the ways of the land and falling in love
with the mUltiple uses of this land. You are taking away the opportunity for them to stay here and raise their
children and make a decent living. You are eliminating the chance for my children and future grandchildren to
drive down an old dirt road that one of their great-great grandfathers forged decades before them. I urge you
to stop and take a deep look at what you will be 'taking' away from my children.
We have already given enough. It is time to move on and focus instead, on keeping the land the way it is now
while educating current and future generations on the value of mUltiple use, access, respect and coexistence.
I do not support any new wilderness designations in Desolation and Labyrinth Canyons, the Book Cliffs,
Westwater Canyon, Granite and Beaver Creeks, Behind the Rocks Wilderness Study Area, Arches National Park
expansion, Big Flat-particularly Hey Joe Canyon, watershed protection designation in the La Sal's, "viewsheds",
Duma Point, White Wash, Ten Mile Canyon, Gold Bar Rim, Negro Bill, the Colorado River, Dark Canyon, the
Dolores River, Mill Creek, North Fork Mill Creek, Professor Creek, Salt Wash, White and Green Rivers, Salt
Creek, Mary Jane Canyon, Fisher Towers, Mineral and Spring Canyons, Hell Roaring Canyon, and the Klondike
Bluffs area. Furthermore, I do not support the creation of national conservation or National recreation areas,
wilderness study areas, or wild and scenic rivers designations in any of the above mentioned areas.
It is also absolutely imperative that the Antiquities Act limitation be included in any recommendation that the
council sends.
Thank You
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Chuck Strum [flyfishermt@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:20 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Re: Moab Trail Closures

I am a responsible off-highway trail user. Please vote against any trail closures.
Thank You,
Charles Strum
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cannon [simpleceliservices@gmaiLccmJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:20 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County Council OHV proposal

Hi, I have been coming to Moab at least once a year for the past 15 years. It saddens me that your office would
seek to curb tourist dollars by limiting how and where I can enjoy the wonderful area you have.
The wording in the proposal is vague and it allows for future closures without going through established
procedures such as Nepa and other processes. Why the sudden change?
This letter states in no uncertain tenus how disappointed I am in the way this was handled. Please scrap the
current plan to close these routes.
Chad Cannon
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOHN and CATHERINE FARNES Uohncatherine1@msn.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:24 PM
cQuncil@grandcountyutah.net
closing trails in Moab?

Dear Council members,
I just wanted you to know that we make the journey to Moab every couple years, stay a week, rent
a condo, spend a lot of money, support local business growth, and buy from your stores,gas
stations, and restaurants. The number of trails available to drive in our Jeeps- is part of what keeps
us coming back year after year. I would think it would be in your best interest for your community
to leave as many of the roads and trails open as possible, even to perhaps make some provisions
to protect them. (Like the Rubicon trail is protected now). Part of the draw to Moab is the variety
of trails and skill levels offered. I am not proposing more trails, but coming from Montana ... alii
can say is that once the door is opened to closing trails... it begins a avalanche that doesn't stop,
the goal of the environmentalist movement when it comes to trails is to close them all, to
everyone. f have two handicapped people in my family ... my Wife is blind, and my daughter had
cancer and is unable to walk far distances. The Jeep is a great way to get them back into the the
back country!
I love the few trails left in Montana, but we drive across the county to places like Moab in order to
have the freedom to experience new trails. Something that is harder and harder to maintain in my
own state, and if you don't make efforts to protect your trails, it will become harder and harder to
keep them open. Here the court battles rage ... and normally the roads get closed in the process,
even if it is unresolved.
So for what it is worth. .. I'm tossing in my thoughts about why you should protect the access to the
current trail system you have... for years and years to come. Thanks for listening!
John Farnes
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Charter.net [larry05@bresnan.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:27 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trails

Please consider keeping the off road trails open around Moab open, I live in
beside Montana and Wyoming Moab is my destination of choice. Thanks Larry
Larry Brewster, Billings, MT
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris [connectorschris14@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:32 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab closures

To whom it may concern
I've lived in Utah my entire life, I've lived in southern Utah for the past 10 years, I'm an avid motorcycle rider,
offroader, hiker, camper, fisher and lover ofthe outdoors,

I am writing this letter to STRONGLY OPPOSE any attempts to close, re-route or otherwise prohibit the people
who wish to see these beautiful landscapes.
I beleive that we are a free people and we should have the ability to travel and see these lands however WE see
fit.
Horse, jeep, bicycle, motorcycle, canoe or otherwise, we should be able to travel these lands how we see fit and
not how some idiotic agency sees fit. Furthennore, the people of southern Utah are hurting. They are hurting for
jobs and a means to provide for their families.
We should not stand between jobs and families,
I am so sick of some alphabet soup agency, thousands of miles away telling me and my family how or when we
can enjoy our public lands.
Thank you for reading my lctter, albeit you'll probably think I'm cxtreme, I'm sick of the other end of the
spectrum groups like the Sierra club, wild utah and suwa always getting their way
Thank you
Chris
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

David Smlthbower [david.smithbower@resultstel.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

Sent using CloucL\1agic
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Lund Ulund@compressionleasing.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Save Moab and Grand County!

My name is Justin Lund and I am from Casper Wyoming. My family and I enjoy going to Moab several times a year to
ride 4 wheelers and motorcycles and also to run my rock crawler. We have enjoyed the area because of its remarkable
scenery and shopping. The trails are the main reason we go there. Please avoid taking more land and closing trails.
Thank you for your time.
Justin Lund
Casper, Wy

307-262-5552
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

DMA 4 Art [dma4art@gmail.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:36 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
family

Dear Council,
My name is Daniel, I live in New York City. I travel to Moab twice a year to get away from
the hustle and bustle of the big city. I have been going out there since I was 15 to jeep. Im
about to have a kid and would like him to understand the freedom and beauty that Moab offers.
Closing down trails limits our children's future to experience the world in a different
light. Like my father taught me, leave the land better than you found it and always respect
Mother Nature, these are the same values that my son will have as he grows. Please don't
limit the opportunities of our youth to experience such a beautiful place. When you off-road
you are family among millions. When you are in Moab you are home with friends.
Sincerely,
Daniel May-Applegate
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jeff Wentzel [fhdirtrider@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20153:38 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travcl plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via plarming and NEP A.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefmed terminology, The proposal needs to
speeifieally outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for whieh the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specifie management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Thanks,
Jeff Wentzel
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent;

To:
Subject:

brei madsen [azbert84@yahoo.comj
Wednesday, March 25,20153:35 PM
council@grandcountyulah,nel; Council 1; Council 2; Council 3; Council 4; Council 5; Council
6; Council 7; Council 8
Save Ground County

Dear council members,
My name is Bret madsen. I am a resident of herriman, utah, I moved here from seattle, Wa 3-112 years ago.
Since then I have had the opportunity to visit southern utah multiple times and all I can say is how great of a
place it is. I have enjoyed hiking and offmading between zions, St george, Moab, Sand Hallow and other
surrounding areas, The proposed land act appears to be affected a great area for that has become a desired spot
for people all around the world to visit. A great example is next week during Easter jeep safari. When thousands
will be coming to the area to enjoy the great landscape and fellowship of other off road enthusiasts. 1 know that
there has always been issues with people taking care of the land and not destroying it, we have had similar
issues in Washington. But what is especially great about here in utah. Is all the clubs tlmt te together to take eare
of the land. We, as off-roaders do not want to sec any areas getting shut down and or ruined. I have participated
in the national public land days where we go out and collect as much garbage as possible to heIp clean up. Not
only that but everyone that I know who wheels their off road rigs and '\iho I go out with, cleans up as we drive. I
have had trash in my blazer while off mading so that we can keep the areas clean. We do all we can and will
continue to, all we ask is that you please keep the land locally managed and not turned over to the government.
Even if there are still some areas to go off mading, this shut down will continue to escalate and take away all
recreational vehicle areas. The affect not only be for the people who enjoy OHV vehicles, but the economy will
also suffer, specifically moab. The amount of money that comes into the economy to Moab and the surrounding
areas is heavily influenced by the OHV community. I know the business ovmers down there are extremely
worried about the effect that this would have on them. Please, please keep the land locally controlled and not
given away. Please leave the land exactly how it is, no wilderness areas are needed. I have yet to meet someone
that has been to southern Utah and wanted something changed. Everyone I know and talk to loves the way it is
right now, Thank you for your time.
Bretmadsen
Local offroad enthusiast and outdoor lover

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

mercedes mangarpan [mmangarpan@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:36 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Trails in the Moab Area

To the members of the Council,
While I am fortunate to reside full time in another beautiful location, I
visit Moab on an annual basis to visit your red rocks with my jeep. My
husband and son go too, and we have a fabulous time.
If trails shut down, we will not be returning. Coming from a tourist town,
I know sales revenue is important to rural committees. We stay in local
hotel, dine in the restaurants and visit the shops.
Besides denying trails to those of us who are responsible and enjoy the
back country, please let us continue to support your local businesses.
Also, not all of us are still physically able to hike into the places we can
access via our jeeps. Please don't limit our abilities to view the sights.
Thank you for your consideration,
Mercedes Mangarpan
Sedona, AZ
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Brach Bengtzen [brach.bengtzen@lmlss.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20153:40 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trails

Hey there,
Just taking a quick minute out of my day to ask you to please not take away any of the trails in the Moab area. I frequent
the Moab area a few times a year to build quality time with my family and to enjoy all the beautiful scenery. The
experiences and bonds we have built are the things that we hold very dear to us. These are experiences that I want to
continue to share with my children as they are growing up. I want them to be able to see the beauty that we only have
access to via our Jeep. I want them to be able to look back on our trips and be able to enjoy the memories that were
created. Please don't change Moab. It is our home away from home. We love the area. As do millions of others. Moab's
economy thrives on tourism. A huge part of that tourism is based on the off roading (take EJS for example). If some trails
close, sure the tourists will just go do other trails. But what happens after they have completed all the trails you have to
offer? They will no longer want to come back because they accomplished everything.
In summation, leave Moab the way it is. It is beneficial to the city, to its tourists and to families. Thank you for taking the
time to review this email.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brach Bengtzen
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trails
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:39:15 PM
image001.png

Hey there,
Just taking a quick minute out of my day to ask you to please not take away any of the trails in the Moab area. I frequent the Moab area a few times a year to build quality time with my family and to enjoy all the beautiful scenery. The experiences and bonds we have built are the things that we hold very dear
to us. These are experiences that I want to continue to share with my children as they are growing up. I want them to be able to see the beauty that we only have access to via our Jeep. I want them to be able to look back on our trips and be able to enjoy the memories that were created. Please don’t change
Moab. It is our home away from home. We love the area. As do millions of others. Moab’s economy thrives on tourism. A huge part of that tourism is based on the off roading (take EJS for example). If some trails close, sure the tourists will just go do other trails. But what happens after they have completed
all the trails you have to offer? They will no longer want to come back because they accomplished everything.
In summation, leave Moab the way it is. It is beneficial to the city, to its tourists and to families. Thank you for taking the time to review this email.
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dennem Wolfley [dwolfley@utahpathology,com]
Wednesday, March 25,20153:40 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Trail Closures

Grand County Council,
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of
resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or
the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the
designated route, the land managing agency shall establish altemate access, equivalent to that
provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
I visit Grand County and surrounding areas frequently and have loved recreating in that area. 1m not
a native to Utah but moved here for college and have lived here ever since. The recreation areas you
have in Grand County has had me sometimes question my native roots of my birth state. I love the
area that much. My worry is every time something is closed we lose a little bit more of any area we
will never get back. We all enjoy different recreation 1m would just like there to be balance when
these decisions are being made. I have rode many of the trails that are in jeopardy. I love them and
have enjoyed riding them with friends and family. Ten Mile wash in particular is one of my favorite
trails and it is very unique to any other OHV trail. It would be a tragedy if these trails were closed and
I lost the opportunity to share these areas with my kids and future grandkids. Please carefully
consider the proposals and really try to balance all the different types of recreation that people enjoy.

Dennem Wolfley
Utah Pathology Services Inc.
801-557-3858
dwoli1",y(cil,utahpathology.com
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This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Chance Brown [colorado_chance@yahoo.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:40 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Utah

Moab Utah is a place of beauty and grace, one of the most amazing enviromnents on the planet earth. Some of
my earliest memories are of my family and I riding our bikes and driving the truck around moab, I want to
ensure this opportunity is available to my children and my grandchildren! Do not shut down moab!
Sent from Yaboo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joe O'Malley [dirtrider35x@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25, 20153:42 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; etubbs@grandcountyutah.net; Ijackson@grandcountyutah.net;
cbaird@grandcounlyutah.net; trooperball@hotmaiLcom; jhawks@grandcounlyutah.net;
rpaxman@grandcountyutah.net; mmcgann@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County motorized trails

Good afternoonMy name is Joe O'Malley and I live in Eagle County, Colorado. Many of my fTiends and family take trips to
your area for the purpose of motorized recreation. I oppose any actions to shut down existing trails and roads to
motorized uses. All user groups need to be eonsidered when establishing the use of public lands. No more
wilderness, no more closures. We appreciate and respect the area as it is now.
Thank you for YOUT time,

Joe O'Malley
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Rich Whittaker [reporich@jpsnet]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:43 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

I live in SLC and own a business here. I travel many times a year and by far Moab is the
place I go the most. We come with many friends to jeep all the trails the area has to offer
and would hate to see are access reduced. I speak for many of my group when I saw "please
leave all the trails alone"! Thanks for taking the time to read this. Rich
Rich Whittaker Cars MPRS .. Eagle Group XX
Pres. West Coast Recovery Services Inc.
Utah
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eli Trujillo [mjmd1 O@hotmail.com]
Wednesday. March 25. 2015 3:44 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
SAVE MOAB!!!!!!!!

We want to Vote against closing Trails in moab, moab is the closest and greatest area for us jeepers to play!
Keep it alive!
Save Moab!! !!
Eli,
New mexico

4

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dennis oreilly [dsjeep72@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20153:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Re: No wilderness closures

On Mar 11,20158:53 PM, "dennis oreilly" <dsjeep72@gmail.com>wrote:
Dear Grand County Council and Representative Bob Bishop and Jason Chafettz,
We are writing to you to give our opinions on the upcoming County Council meeting regarding the counties
proposals focusing on the Big Flat area of Grand County.
First and foremost we would request that you honor the work of the Big Flat Working Group. It was composed
of a wide variety of the vested stakeholders in the area that worked very hard to craft a balanced plan for the
area that worked for preservation, recreation, and mineral interests.
Secondly, please do not designate any wilderness in this section as this is an area of our most popular front
country with large amounts of recreation and mineral development, and in all reality contains no wilderness
type lands. One point that we would like to make is just because an area is beautiful, scenic, or out of the way,
should not necessarily qualify it as a Wilderness Area. A perfect example of this is the Green River Corridor.
There are several roads along the banks of the Green River including Hey Joe Canyon Trail, IO Mile Wash, and
Mineral Bottom. All these roads shOUld be left open to allow others, besides rafters, to be able to access, and
enjoy this area.
When you choose to designate Wilderness you take away the opportunity for those unable to hike, walk, or
successfully navigate a multi-day rafting trip from seeing these areas; this essentially disallows an entire
segment of our popUlation from enjoying their public lands. Also, those people seeking "solitude" will have
ample opportunity once they get downstream from mineral bottom, at that point they will essentially be
completely on their o\vn until they reach Lake Powell. We can't see how seeing an occasional off road vehicle
or Mountain Bike could, or would be a detriment to their trip. We do support the Working Groups
Recommendation to include a one mile buffer zone of no mineral leasing or development. This should provide
more than adequate protection of sccnery, and the desired quiet of river users.
Third, the BLMs 2008 Resource Management Plan does an excellent job of providing guidance on what types
of activities are appropriate for this area, and as a result no new Wilderness, National Conservation Areas, or
even Nation Recreation Area should be designated. Current BLM regulations are more than sufficient in this
heavily visited area. Under no circumstanccs do we support any motorized or non-motorized roads or trails
being shut down in this area.
Lastly, we want to see a significant area identified for a SITLA trade to provide for development of oil, gas, and
potash resources. These will provided needed, full-time, year round, benefited positions that will promote the
local eeonomy, and provide good jobs for our local citizens. We feel that the oil and gas industry, as well as the
potash ex ttaction companies have proven they can extract their resources with minimal long term impact upon
the environment while still being able to be profitable.
Thank you for your time and consideration, Dennis O'Reilly, Moab - Utah

3

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

thomas shu\ika [twshutlka@hotmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Dear Members of the Grand County Utah Council,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology, The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires, The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved, Please take this into account before you make any
decisions that will permanently effect our future with this land.
Sincerely Thomas W. Shutika

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Eric McKercher [emc075@hotmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:47 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

Grand County,

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land
managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource
protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the
temporary closure impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land
managing agency shall establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National
Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary ofthe Interior to manage lands in a manner that
protects the values for which the components ofthe system were designated. This requires that special
attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation,
must be protected and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely,
Eric McKercher

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Liz Thomas [moablizard72@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25,20153:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments - Public Lands Initiative: Protect Labyrinth and canyon bottoms

Dear County Council,
Thank you for holding the recent workshops to take public comments in order to draft your recommendations
for Grand County's submission to Congressman Bishop's Public Lands Initiative.
I greatly appreciate your vote to recommend wilderness designation for the majority of the Book Cliffs as well
as for most of the proposed wilderness areas along the Colorado border from Westwater south to Beaver Creek.

I applaud your vote to say "No" to a Book Cliffs highway/energy corridor, and your vote to recommend that
Ten Mile Canyon be closed to motorized vehicles to protect the canyon's rare perennial stream and riparian area
and its irreplaceable archaeology. Riparian areas -- perennial and ephemeral streams -- make up less than 2% of
public lands in Utah, yet provide habitat for over 80% of the wildlife. These areas deserve the highest
protection available to ensure their health and sustainability.
Thus, I urge you to similarly recommend closure of tbe little used routes in tbe bottom of Hell Roaring
Canyon and Mineral Canyon (NOT to be confused witb the Mineral Bottom Road). There are ephemeral
streams in both of these canyons, which are the lifeline for wildlife in the canyons. There are over 4,000 miles
of designated roads on BLM lands in Grand County. Recommending closure of the two dead-end routes in the
bottom of Hell Roaring and Mineral canyons will not significantly affect the mileage open to motor vehicle, but
will greatly benefit the wildlife and health ofthe riparian areas and ephemeral streams in these canyon bottoms.
I urge you to recommend wilderness designation for tbe areas that you've identified as No Surface
Occupancy (NSO) in tbe l,abyrinth area. There is no precedent for legislative NSO areas. Designating
these NSO areas as wilderness will ensure that these canyons (Mineral, Hell Roaring, Spring and Ten
Mile) are protected from future surface disturbance and will help balance the Council's County-wide
recommendation in the PLI process. Why not recommend wilderness designation for the NSO areas?
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of the public's input during this PLI process. Your
recommendations in the PLI process ",ill have long-term benefits to the public lands that continue to enchant
residents of Grand County as well as visitors from around the world.
Sincerely,
Liz Thomas

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

rick@ snohomish transmission [snotrans@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:50 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
john.newhall@mall.house.gOY
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I am writing to oppose Grand Coonty's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable.
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline.
Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate aecess, equivalent to that provided by.
Closing public land to motorized use effectively takes it away from and discriminates against all elderly and
disabled people that have just as much right to use it as anyone.
Richard Pratt
7618 McAllister Rd
Snohomish, W A 98290

KaLeigh Welch
Jeremy Hicks [hickeyjones@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:58 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Please don't close off motorized access

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

To whom it may concern,
My wife's favorite place to go is trail riding in Moab. She is somewhat disabled, and can only walk short
distances.
Closing motorized access would prevent her from visiting and photographing her favorite places.
While I am concerned about too much commercial drilling, closing access to all motorized travel would
severely impact the entire community financially. I would hate to see Moab become a ghost town after a mass
exodus due to lack of business in the area.
My parents first brought me to Moab at 8 years of age, and I instantly fell in love with the trails and scenery. I'm
now 40 and I've spent well over $1 OOk in materials, supplies, and vehicles to center my life around southern
Utah.
I've brought up my 3 children with the same love of Moab. My son's first word was "Jeep".
Please don't close us out! We love supporting the community of Moab!
Jeremy Hicks
Grantsville, UT
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Angel Tapia [uncletap@gmail.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:58 PM
council@grandcountyulah.nel
Moab

I would just like to say closing the trails in or around Moab is an attack on the people who chose to enjoy the
outdoors in their 4x4 vehicles. Please reconsider this action. Moab is hands down the number one destination
for any off-road enthusiast in this wonderful country. Please do not take that from us!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Connor Bartholomew [connor@moaboutfitters.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:58 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Russ Bartholomew
Concerning Moabs Trails

Council Members,
I am writing in behalf of our business Moab Outfitters of Lindon. Although we are not located in Moab, the
name 'Moab Outfitters' comes from the view of what Moab is to off-road enthusiasts. Few places in the world
have the off-road diversity and challenges that are offered in Moab. Our business has been founded upon
helping people build up their vehicle and getting them "Moab Ready."
We have organized many large trips to Moab to ride the rocks. Each year, our "Fall Crawl" will have many
experienced drivers as well as some who are going for their first time. We make sure to teach the rules of the
trail to those who are new. We enjoy the beauty of the landscape and we do everything we can to leave as small
of footprint as we can. These novice drivers always fall in love with the trails. They love the landscape, they
love the adventure, and they love the culture that is present in Moab. As we are leaving town to return home at
the end of the trip, everyone already begins counting down until the next trip. Few other things compare to the
experience of being able to ride those rocks.
We understand the concerns that come with allowing off-road vehicles on these trails. However, we have been
riding these trails for many years and we ask that you leave these trails available for everyone to use, with or
without a motorized vehicle. One could say that the trails have left scars across the landscape. But we see these
trails as an access point to explore the world in which we live.

Connor
www.moaboutfilters.com
www.notchcustoms.com
801-785-6622

E:J
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KaLeigh Welch

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Cesar Gardea [cesarlgardea@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:59 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Hello please leave it open to the public I've only been there one last year and loved ridding
my dirt bike there it's beautiful and looking to go back as often as I can.
Sent from my iPad
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

jesse klooster [klooster.jesse@gmaiLcom]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:00 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Moab is more than a few beautiful trails, it's a mind set, a dream, a destination, an icon. Closing down trails
in Moab would be an atrocity. Moab is the goal, the dream for just about every 4x4 recreationalist in North
America, and beyond.
Every year thousands upon thousands flock to moab to test their rigs against one of the most iconic landmarks
in off roading. Hundreds of thousands of dollars are spent in the communities surrounding moab from
enthusiasts visiting; and even more across the country in preparation for a moab run.
When a company reveals a new product to the off roading market, the stamp of approval is most often moab
tested, moab approved, etc.
Please do not close moab trails even for a week. Moab is the most important ohv in the world!
Jesse klooster
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

nova gramlich [njgramlich@yahoo.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:01 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands Initiative

Grand County Council:
I am writing to inform you that I DO NOT support the Public Lands Initiative. I was born and raised
in Moab. I believe this land should be left open and assessable to not only locals, but people from all
over the world who have come to see our beautiful land in every form; from hiking to motorized
recreational vehicle.
Thank you for your time,
Nova Gramlich

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

drtsqrl@frontiernetnet
Wednesday, March 25,20154:02 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Land Use Initiative

•

I find any loss of existing roads unacceptable without guarantees of new roads to replace those that are
lost. There should also be strong language to protect the current roads. Uncertainty over future access
has long been a major concern, and the motorized community has lost thousands of miles of routes
over the last years. Under the current proposal, what is there to prevent more mass closures down the
road?

•

I do not support new Wilderness designation in the Delores Triangle or Labyrinth Canyon. I can agree with some
Wilderness in the Book Cliffs, and current WSA's, but any more than that puts too many restrictions on future
access or development.
I am concerned about NCA designation of much of the La-Sal Mountains and the area northeast of Moab, which
potentially could place excess scrutiny on the Sand Flats Recreation Area and other existing roads and trails.
I believe there should be language to limit future monuments created via the Antiquities Act. I thought the
whole idea of Bishop's proposal was to keep land use decisions based on local input, not at the whim of the
President and outside influences.

•
•
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Arek Nowak [areknowak@yahoo.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:03 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab Trail Closure

To who it may concern:

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a deSignated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the deSignated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were deSignated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
I love Moab's hiking and mnt biking and 4wd trails. Please do not close them.
Sincerely.
Arek Nowak
Colorado

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dottenwhy, Jason A [JDOTTENW@amfam.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:03 PM
'council@grandcountyutah.net'
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails, There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable,
Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as
a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA,
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal
land managers from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for
purposes of resource protection or public safety, Provided, however, that if the closure becomes
permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs established access and use normally
provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish alternate access,
equivalent to that provided by the designated route,
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal
needs to specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the
National Landscape Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage
lands in a manner that protects the values for which the components of the system were designated.
This requires that special attention be given to the specific management intent. Specifically:
recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.

Jason Dottenwhy
licensed Agency Specialist and Personal lines Supervisor
Julie Sequeira Agency
1200 E Dry Creek Rd Ste 8202
Centennial, CO 80112
Office: no· 733-259!j
Fax: nO-2.2.2-!l4~.~

A Distinguished Agency for Outstanding Customer Service

~,Il
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Alexis James [alexiss,gurl@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:05 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Moab, Utah

My name is Alexis and I currently serve in the united states military. With the free time that I am able to take I
enjoy driving up into the beautiful mountains of Colorado, kind oflike a stress reducer. lve seen pictures ofthe
beautiful Moab in Utah and I have finally gotten the chance to drive down there. There are things nature can do
for us that nothing else can come close to. The fresh air the unaltered landscapes and v.ildlife that flourishes
these areas bring us something no technology ever could. Please continue to allow us to view these wondrous
plaees. Please allow us to experience joy by keeping Moab alive!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Ayres [joshayres801@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:08 PM
council@grandcounlyutah,net
Saving Moab

I hope this email find you well! My name is Josh AyTeS, born and raised in beautiful Salt Lake city Utah. I have
felt impressed to share with you my thoughts on helping save moab. As i kid as young as i can remember, i
always loved offroading, outdoors, hiking, camping etc.... at the age of 15 i bought my first "om-oad" vehicle a
1971 landcnllser. I built and broke down that think 10 times .. .lol it was my passion to be able to use it to go
where i loved the most. i finally got to experience my first Easter Jeep Safari in 2001 and from that day on ive
been hooked. long story short, i took my passion to a whole new level and started competing with my
landcruiser. I competed for 7 years, won lots of events, and cant tell you how many life time friends ive made
on the way. 4 wheeling is what kept we away from the bad growing up. i never wanted to waste money on beer
or whatever else because i needed gas money to get to moab! i remember in an ofT season when we weren't
competing, we came down to Moab 14 weekends in a row!! haba Moab is my second home and feel truly
blessed that i live so close to it.
a point i feel that needs to be considered, is that being in the offraod world for as long as i have and on the level
i have, shutting down trails in moab is one of the worst decisions that can happen. this is why. The offroad
world is only going to get bigger, if you shut down trails, what do you think the offroad world is going to do
stop 4 wheeling??? of course not. they're going to set off and build new trails ... so you're not fixing the
"problem" you're moving it. why not keep it where its already controlled and respected. I am a true believer that
we need to keep the land management local.
I am currently in the process of building a offroad vehicle to take my wife and 2 daughters (l and 4 years old)
with me down to Moab in hopes we can create family memories like i have growing up. I also love making an
effort to be respectful to what i hold to my heart. every time we go down we always try to leave it a better place
than when we came.
thank you for your time and consideration.
Josh Ayres
801-889-5002
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Keri Campolong [90xjgirl@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 4:08 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
What Moab Means To Me
10329879_10152454374148606_6425469249416009292_o.jpg

HelloMy name is Keri Campolong I live in Denver Colorado.
I am an avid responsible Jeeper that partakes in trail clean ups and maintenance all year round even on a
relaxing wheeling day I make sure to clean up even if its not my mess.
When I first drove into Moab it was for my birthday weekend. I saw the sign to exit the highway for Moab and
instantly something changed inside me. I as we got closer and closer to the town, I honestly felt as though I was
at piece. Something about Moab where you can instantly just feel your self relax. I have been all over the US to
wheel and honestly I have never felt like that before.
After we checked into our camp ground unloaded the Jeeps and headed to my first Moab trail, I knew that I was
home and that this was a place that I would need to visit at least once a year to calm my soul. Yes the wheeling
is great, close unlike any1hing I have ever seen in my life. I have been back for 4 years now ( I know it took me
awhile to get there) and truly if it is taken away from just me. I feel like a piece of my self will go with it. The
wheeling community works very hard to respect the amazing nature, scenery and wildlife around us that we will
go out of our way to make sure we "stay the trail" "pack in pack out" and have multiple clean ups through out
the year to keep it just the way it was when we got there.
I believe there needs to be some sort of compromise, we all need to work together and meet in the middle.
I hope to get married one day on my favorite trail this is how much Moab has touched me. Making this a family
ritual in the near future of attending EJS and hopefully some fall wheeling too. People miss out on too much
when they don't go out and explore I feel it is selfish to not want to share the beauty with everyone.
Thank you for listening!
Keri Campolong
(attached my jeep on my favorite trail)
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Jackson [robJackson329@hotmaiLcomJ
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:10 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trails

Hi, my name is Robbie Jackson. I live in Fort Collins, CO. I am sending this in hopes that the trails stay open in
Moab. I visit 2-3 times a year with my jeep and my mountain bike. We have a trip planned to spend a week in
Moab this June. I love visiting to use the trails for both activities. There is no place like it. Please keep the trails
open to jeeps.
Thanks,
Robbie
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nick Thorpe [nickthorpe14@gmail,com]
Wednesday, March 25. 20154: 11 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab

Hello,
My l1lllIle is Nick Thorpe, I am 22 years old, and I am from Logan Utah. I greatly appreciate all of you taking
the time to hear our voices. My family has been traveling to Moab to go jeeping since i was 10 years old. It is a
way of life for us. We look forward every year to be able to enjoy the beautiful scenery and trails in Moab. We
are always very respectful of the land and environment we always stay on the marked trails. We do not support
shutting down the trails around Moab and creating wilderness areas where they are not needed. We believe that
the land should continue to be managed locally.
We love Moab and everything about it. It has been our favorite vacation spot for years. There is no other place
like it in the world to go jeeping. A very large community would be devastated if the trails were to be shut
dO"'TI. Not to mention that this is a very large source of income for Moab. Thank you for taking the time to read
this e-mail. I genuinely hope that you will reconsider shutting down the trails around Moab. Thank you for your
time.
Sincerely,
Nick

Nick Thorpe
IVC Services LLC
(435) 890-2160
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

dominic tanner [dtan84@icloud.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:12 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Public Lands initiative

Dear Council Members,
Good Day. My name is Dominic Tanner. Though I am a resident of New Mexico, I often refer to
Utah as my second home, specifically Moab. I have deep family roots in Moab that go back to a
small town with a dirt road serving as Main Street. I travel to Moab several times a year for
recreation and to visit family, and I cannot imagine going elsewhere for these purposes. The
landscape and scenery is unlike anything I've witnessed anywhere else in my short time on
earth. In fact, I often tell people who ask what is like, that there are no words to describe
its beauty and photos do not capture the way a place makes you feel.
I have recently been a witness to several social media outlets that are aiming to shed
light on the debate that is at hand with regards to the land management proposal brought
forth by congressman Rob Bishop. I have reached out to Congressman Bishop to seek a clear
understanding of what exactly he is trying to achieve by proposing more overreach. Please
keep the decision making out if the hands of the Federal Government. Keep it local, promote
self sustainability, and be independent.
I urge you all to please be clear minded with open hearts when you make this decision, as it
impacts more than the locals, it impacts generations of family's who have ties in one way or
another to Moab and the beautiful state of Utah.
Kind Regards,
Dominic Tanner

9

KaLeigh Welch
Ky [zerorules27@yahoo.comj

From:
Sent:

Wednesday, March 25, 20154:14 PM

To:

Council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab trails

Subject:

Hello
Please don't shut down the Moab trails. I would love to take my jeep there and see the
sights. I know Moab is very important to the off-road community and a lot of people would be
impacted and saddened if the trails were closed.
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Art Erwin [offroadart@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:16 PM
council@grandcountyutah.nel
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Art Erwin and I live in Golden, Colorado. I have been traveling to Moab for 20 plus years. r think it
is amazing country and needs to stay open to alL I am not physically able to hike or walk very far and motorized
transport is the only way for me to enjoy the area. Please do not close it down!

Thank You,

Art Erwin
offroadart@gmail.com

7

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Art Erwin [aerwin@cdodge.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:17 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Art Erwin and I live in Golden, Colorado. I have been traveling to Moab for 20 plus years. I think it is amazing
country and needs to stay open to all. I am not physically able to hike or walk very far and motorized transport is the
only way for me to enjoy the area. Please do not close it down!

Art Erwin
Human Resource Director
art.erwin@cdodge.com
Christopher's Dodge World, Inc.
Christopher's Mitsubishi
16655 W Colfax Ave.
Golden, CO 80401
Main 303.238.7311
Toll Free 800.426.6032
Fax 303.590.7018
Direct 303.590.7012
Cell 303.590.7002
Hours:
Sales: Mon-Fri 8:30-9, Sat 8:30-8
Service & Parts: Mon-Fri 7-6, Sat 8-4
Collision: Mon-Fri 7-6, Sat by appointment
We offer after hours/early bird drop off & pick up along with alternate transportation such as rental cars and shuttle
service. Ask about Our no appointment necessary Express Lube oil change service .
••••••••••••••••••• PLEASE NOTE ................... This E-Mail/telefax message and any documents
accompanying this transmission may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is intended solely for the
addressee(s) named above. If you are not the intended addressee/recipient, you are hereby notified that any use of,
disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance on the contents of this E-Mall/telefax information is strictly prohibited and
may result In legal action against you. Please reply to the sender adviSing of the error in transmission and Immediately
delete/destroy the message and any accompanying documents. Thank you.

**********************************************************
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tracy Martinez [tracyjohnmartinez@hotmaiLcomJ
Wednesday, March 25,20154:19 PM
council@grandcountyutah,net
Public Lands Initiative

To The Grand County Council,
My name is Tracy Tibbetts Martinez I was born and raised in Moab, Utah and my heritage runs
deep here. I have 2 children whom I am raising in Moab along with my husband who works hard
for us to stay here. We teach our children to respect and love this area as I was taught. It
is so frustrating to me to hear the words "protect" and "save" this area because I feel we
have done a pretty good job so far in doing so. I feel that the PLI is nothing short of
inconceivable and in just a few short months you have managed to propose that our entire area
be completely locked up. Well I don't feel that this is fair by any means what so ever and I
know I am not alone in this. The most recent proposal represents an absolute disregard for
the majority of the people who live here, work here, and visit here. To look at my kids and
say that there is a possibility that they will not be able to come to a place that I have
taken them to since they were able to walk as my father and his father and so on have done
for generations makes me very angry. My daughter said to me the other day and I was
discussing this issue with my husband "mom they can't do that this is everyone's land for all
of us to enjoy and love how can they say I can't go there" well i t broke my heart. My
children are the future generation and how are they supposed to educate their children how to
respect and love this area if it is not available to them. This is not saving anything from
our future generations it taking it away!! This land grab will affect so many people and when
its all said and done and things have changed for the wOrSe its nobody's fault but the people
who allowed this to happen. I am glad that is not on my shoulders and that I am going to do
everything I can to prevent this land grab so my children and grandchildren can learn the
ways of the land and fall in love with the multiple uses of this land. You will take away
that opportunity for them to stay here and raise their children and make a decent living;
because if this happens they won't have that opportunity.
We have already given enough. It is time to move on and focus instead, on keeping the land
the way it is now while educating current and future generations on the value of multiple
use, access, respect and coexistence.
I do not support any new wilderness designations in Desolation and Labyrinth Canyons, the
Book Cliffs, Westwater Canyon, Granite and Beaver Creeks, Behind the Rocks Wilderness Study
Area, Arches National Park expansion, Big Flat-particularly Hey Joe Canyon, watershed
protection designation in the La Sal's, "viewsheds", Duma point, White Wash, Ten Mile Canyon,
Gold Bar Rim, Negro Bill, the Colorado River, Dark Canyon, the Dolores River, Mill Creek,
North Fork Mill Creek, Professor Creek, Salt Wash, White and Green Rivers, Salt Creek, Mary
Jane Canyon, Fisher Towers, Mineral and Spring Canyons, Hell Roaring Canyon, and the Klondike
Bluffs area. Furthermore, I do not support the creation of national conservation or National
recreation areas, wilderness study areas, or wild and scenic rivers designations in any of
the above mentioned areas.
'
It is also absolutely imperative that the Antiquities Act limitation b& included in any
recommendation that the council sends.
Thank You
Tracy Tibbetts Martinez
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:

Julie Jackson Uuliejseamons@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 4:19 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net

My name is Julie Seamons. I was born and raised in Cache County, UT and coming from a large family of 9 kids,
every spring break of my growing up years, and many of my adult years, were spent in Moab. My parents couldn't
afford a lot of big vacations so this was a way to get everyone together with cousins, siblings, and grandparents.
Now we all have our own families and if you were to limit certain trails to 3 vehicles, my family, alone, wouldn't be
able to experience those trails. My kids and my grandkids would miss out on the memories that I have lived off of
my entire life! One of the last big trips to Moab was with my Dad, before he passed. There were 15 vehicles with
my siblings and our families. Please, please reconsider and don't put limits on the trails. There has to be other
alternatives that could be put in place,
Thank you.
Julie Seamons
Cache County, UT

1

KaLeigh Welch

Subject:

Ballantyne, James L [James.L.Baliantyne@tsocorp.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:19 PM
'council@grandcountyutah.net'
Multiple land use Vote

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:

To:

Dear Council,
I am writing in regard to the proposed lockdown of vast amounts of land within your jurisdiction. I am
totally opposed to any land use proposal that discriminates against the disabled and elderly. I am 60
years old and have been coming to Moab since I was a student at the University of Utah forty plus
years ago. I love southern Utah. In one years' time I plan to retire to continue my passion of being in
the dessert out-of -doors. I love the area surrounding Moab and hope to purchase property nearby.
My issue is that I am not a young man anymore and have a rather bad back that doesn't allow me
access without a motor vericle [Jeep). To close these lands allowing only able bodied people to
enjoy their beauty is totally discriminatory.
Please keep our lands open to all with a well-planned multi-use plan that does not discriminate
against older and disabled persons.
Soon to be a Grand County Resident,

Jim Ballantyne
Senior Instrument Engineer
Tesoro Refinery
900 Old Red Trail NE
Mandon. ND 58554
Phone: 701-667-2486
Enjoy life now
It has an expiration date
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Kanngiesser Oay.kanngiesser@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:21 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Moab area land closures

Ladies and gentlemen of the council:
I have been coming to the Moab area every year for several years to enjoy the Moab area off road trails. I am
unable to hike etc. due to physical limitations.
A couple of our group has been coming to Moab every year for more than 20 years!
I generally come with a group that varies between 5 and 10 people and we spend ten days.
We not only use our Jeeps, but also utilize other recreational services available in the Moab area.
Our financial benefit to Moab (and Grand County) is to hotels, restaurants, parts and tire shops, as well as
significant other tourist shopping and activities.
Our annual expenditures are typically $25,000 - $ 30,000 per year.
We are a small group, but multiplied thousands of times for other off road visitors this is a significant impact.
If the plan to close these areas and trails goes forward, there will be little incentive for our group to continue to
visit your area.
The Red Rock Four Wheelers do an excellent job, with county assistance to maintain and police the trail
system.
I have rarely seen anyone abuse the tread lightly concepts, and have witnessed an attitude correction in the rare
case I have witnessed.
Please, keep Moab open for our business.

Jay Karmgiesser
Ph 780 916-1618

2

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jack Losco Jr [jloscojr@hotmaiLcomj
Wednesday. March 25, 20154:23 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

My name is Jack Losco. I am disabled from a spinal cord injury suffered more than 25 years ago. I am writing
to ask that public lands in Grand County remain open and accessible to all. These roads are my only access
into such backcountry areas.

Thank you for your understanding and consideration of my concerns in this matter.
Sincerely,
Jack Losco

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Heather Conroy [hvaugha@yahoo.coml
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:26 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
OHVuse

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not \',;sh to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposalnceds to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.
Sincerely, Dr. Heather Vaughan

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amanda Spring [passion4chocolate27@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 4:30 PM
counci I@grandcountyutah.net
Please do not close Moab ...

Hello,
My name is Amanda Spring. I live in Laurel Montana but, I am from California. Though I have never been
to Moab, I know people who have and I have been to many trails in So Cal and also now up here in
Montana/Wyoming. I can tell you the clubs I have been involved with respect trail regulations and even help
keep up trails. Unfortunately I know there are those who disrespect the land and it is ruining it for the rest of us.
I support if areas need to be closed but please do not close it all down. Off roading and canlping are fun for
families and a way to get away from all the hustle and electronic world. I support fining and legal action to
people who disrespect the land and trails. Our club here in Montana was on a trail with our jeeps and trueks and
found a group of people riding ATVs, well the rangers were out and about and told us ail we had to stay on trail
(lots of snow banks/drifts) even if that meant we could not get to the end lake. We got to a point of a hill with
large snow drifts and played in it, one jeep made it to the top but we were not able to go any further. We had fun
though! However the ATV s decided to hit the side of the hill (off trail) to get to the top. Fortunately we were
not far from the rangers, we go to this land a lot so our president went and got a ranger so he could see it was
not us, he caught the ATVs coming back down. We are welcome back, they are not. Just one example of how
most clubs respect the land because we want to continue the fun and adventures.
Thank you for you time
Amanda Spring
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

girani@glenirani.com
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:30 PM
Council@GrandCountyUtah.Net
Moab UT land use initiative

To Whom this May Concern:
I am an avid OHV user that frequently travels to Utah from my home state of California to experience the
outstanding nature that the Moab area offers. I've taught my son to respect the trails and the surrounding
nature as if they were his own - because they are. These lands belong to all who can use them respectfully so
that we can all enjoy them. As a member of Ride With Respect, an organization that tends to many trails, is
active in the political process of trail maintenance, creation and preservation, I implore you to consider OHV
use as valuable way to bring people to the deepest experience of Moab and all OHV designated areas in Utah.
Respectfully,
Glen and Marlo Irani
410 Sherman Canal
Venice CA 90291
Sent from Windows Mail
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Corey Andrews [corey.andrews.30@icloud.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20154:32 PM
council@grandcounlyulah,nel
Moab

To whom it may concern, I am writing this to voice my oplnlon about the back country ORV
trails. In particular for Jeeping. My family and I all are avid jeepers between siblings,
cousin, aunts and uncles, and parents. My Grandpa even has a jeep, though he hasn't been able
to hit the trail in a few years. It's an actively we all enjoy. And would like to keep
enjoying in your great cities back country trails. Thank you for your time. Please keep Moab
open for Jeeping.
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Tamara Parris [tamaraparris@yahoo.comj
Wednesday, March 25,20154:33 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

What moab means to ilie Parris family here in Colorado is just like many, iliose wheeling tTails ain't just bout
jeeps buggies and what our rides can do its about freedom the outdoors and views only these trails can take you,
brings many people together iliat all enjoy the same things and enjoy together as ones. Please keep iliem open
for us all! Been there and respected all land, all apologies for iliose who didn't and therefore shouldn't be
allowed
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Don James [donjamesjr@comcast.net]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:35 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

I have been visiting Grand County for more than 30 years. For the last dozen years, I've visited more than 8 times per
year, for 4-6 days per visit. I have many friends in the area and contribute to and participate extensively in trail
maintenance and conservation activities in your county. In fact, I was there this past weekend working with Ride with
Respect.
Consequently, I was very disappointed to read about the current version of the County Public Lands Iniative. I oppose
Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local stakeholders that
BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA,
can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and
NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to specifically
outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment ofthe National Landscape Conservation
System (NLCS) directs the secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the values for which the
components of the system were deSignated. This requires that special attention be given to the specific management
intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and existing roads and trails
preserved.
Specifically, I vehemently object to the proposed closure ofTen Mile Wash and restrictions on Dead Cow Wash. 90% of
the use ofTen Mile Wash happens in the immediate area around Dripping Springs. The rest ofthe wash, from the Dead
Cow cut-off to the river, is modestly used and could be easily and wisely managed, with minimal effort. The area around
Dripping Springs needs work, but closing all of it is a radical overreaction. Groups like NCTR and Ride with Respect
can/would be willing to work with the County / BLM to mitigate OHV impact in the Dripping Springs area, as they have
with Enduro Loop and numerous other projects in that area. Closing Dead Cow for eight months, and coincidentally the
only time of the year it is used by OHVs, so a few rafters can enjoy 100% of the river without even the small possibility of
hearing any OHV traffic, instead of 95%+ if Dead Cow remains open, is prioritizing one group of users over another.
Dead Cow is a very unique and important resource for motorcycle users. It is the signature trail in that area and closing
it is unfair.
I also object to closing the Dolores Triangle area near/behind Top ofthe World. That is a particularly beautiful area and
forcing all userS in that area onto a single road/trail is unnecessary and counterproductive. All of those trails are so far
from the river that rafters will never know if they are open or not, and the amount of activity O[) those trails is so limited
that the odds of anyone even being in the same area is microscopic. However, forcing more users onto fewer and few!'r
resources is going to result in more law breaking and more damage to existing roads/trails because of overuse.
Please reconsider your plan and give the same weight to ALL users.
Thanks,

s

dj
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

David McCoy [dmccoy113@gmail.comJ
Wednesday. March 25,20154'36 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Grand County Proposed Public Lands Initiative

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codifY" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses
could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers
from temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or
public safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes permanent, or the length of the temporary closure
impairs established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall
establish alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives': are vague and use undefined terminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. '[be establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to
the specific management intent. Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected
and existing roads and trails preserved.

-David McCoy

5

KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
SubjlX:t:

William Hatcher [billhatcher1965@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:45 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Labyrinth

Dear Grand county Council,
Please help protect Labyrinth Canyon by designating it Wilderness.
Sublime beauty like Labyrinth does not happen every day -- perhaps only every few million
years.
In doing so, this will close Labyrinth to OHV use and help restore balance in the types of
backcountry use available in the Moab area.
Thank you for your consideration.
Bill Hatcher

4

KaLeigh Welch
Brian Osborn [bosborn@safetyinc.org]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 4:48 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net; john.newhaJJ@rnail.house.gov
Oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among
many local stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions,
acceptable. Legislation, even a designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current
management as a baseline. Additional uses could be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I have created years of memories visiting Moab to explore trails via OHV and MTB with my father
and I hope to continue that with my children and grandchildren.

Brian Osborn
Operations Manager
Cell: 970-683-0439
Office: 970-858-1081
Toll Free: 844-6SAFETY (844-672-3389)
bosborn@safetyinc.Qrg

JAF£'TYI4e

~
.,.ing, Compliane", and Rescue

l1li

Linked Lm",

CONFIDENTIALiTY NOTICE: This communication is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain information that is proprietary, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If
you arc not the intended redpifmt, you arc notified that any USC dissemination, distribution. or copying of the communication
is strictly prohibited. [f you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete
the original message from your system.
j
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Stacey Lamson [stace1814@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25,20154:49 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.net
Moab Trail Systems

Hello,
I'm writing to discourage the council from closing motorized trails within Moab. Not only does 47% of the
town population work in tourism-based businesses, but the town itself is alive because of it. Moab is my
favorite place in the world and I've been allover. I have a quad and a plated dirt bike and I still haven't been
able to see all there is to see in Moab. Nearly all oflhe others that I have encountered on the trails are very
respectful and there is no fact-based reasoning to do something like this. Please use common sense and tell
those who want to close the trails NO!
Thank you,
Stacey Lamson
Parker, CO

2

KaLeigh Welch
From;
Sent;
To:
Subject:

Clayton Bryan [ciaytonbryan15@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:52 PM
council@grandcountyutah,nel
Moab

SAVE MOAB!
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KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kelly Dastrup [kdastrup@deseretpower.comj
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:54 PM
council@grandcountyulah.net
Comments on Grand County Public Lands Initiative (PLI)

To whom it may concern, I am a tax paying public land user. It has been brought to my attention that proposal is
being sent to legislators that would cause road and trail closures to OHV use.
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails. There seems to be consensus among many local
stakeholders that BLM's new recreational travel plan is, with a few exceptions, acceptable. Legislation, even a
designation such as an NCA, can and should "codify" the current management as a baseline. Additional uses could
be authorized via planning and NEPA.
I support the idea of "no net loss" for recreational travel routes. I do not wish to preclude federal land managers from
temporarily closing or restricting public access to a designated route for purposes of resource protection or public
safety. Provided, however, that if the closure becomes penmanent, or the length of the temporary closure impairs
established access and use normally provided by the designated route, the land managing agency shall establish
alternate access, equivalent to that provided by the designated route.
Grand County's "management objectives" are vague and use undefined tenminology. The proposal needs to
specifically outline what type of management the County desires. The establishment of the National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS) directs the Secretary of the Interior to manage lands in a manner that protects the
values for which the components of the system were designated. This requires that special attention be given to the
specific management intent Specifically: recreational uses, including OHV recreation, must be protected and
existing roads and trails preserved.
Kelly Dastrup

2173 N 2500W
Vernal Utah 84078
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Stacy Mallory [mallorystacy@yahoo.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 2015456 PM
cou ncil@grandcountyutah.net
Restricting access to the land will only punish the citizens of Grand County

I was bom and raised in Grand County, and married a wonderful man who also has roots in Grand, and San Juan County.
Out families we.re some of the first settlers in Grand and Sao Juan County, doing a numher of jobs that made these counties the
wonderful places that they axe today. My grandfather was a farmer and cattle rancher and during World War II he enlisted in the
war only to be sent home to raise beef~ pork and grow food for our nation. My family ran a SaW mill on our mountain property,
when you drive aCIOSS our land you cannot even tell it has been timbered, which is very different from so much of the state and
federal lands that show so much beetle kill At one point my family owned leases to run cows when: Arches National Park is now,
and a national monument was announced. They were told that it would never become a National Park and that their grazing rights
were not in danger. Our family has gone from a huge ranching family i11 the area, to just a few owing grazing rights in the area.
Grand and San Juan County offer many resources for our friends and families livelihoods and the proposed road closures are only a
beginning to dosing down all the resoutees the axea provides.
I am saddened that my hushand and I have had to move away from the area to be able to pursue our livelihood. I am
disappointed in the people that have joined our community that don't know where their food and resources come from. Part of me
wants to take an acre of land or close a road in another part of the country for every acre of land and road that is asked to be taken
from our counties, but [ am a logical person and understand that just wouldn't work. So please take a look at what you are asking of
your community. Please no mote national monun1ents and road closures_
Thank you for your time,
Stacy Holyoak Mallory
25 year resident of Moab, Utah

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Wandzek [mcwandzek@gmail.comj
Wednesday, March 25,20154:56 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
I oppose Grand County's proposal to close roads and trails to OHV Users

To Whom it may concern,
I have been going to Moab multiple times a year for over 15 years and enjoying the public areas, pumping
money into the economy, and recreating in the beautiful desert of Utah. Recently I was able to take my lcids
with me last fall to Moab so that they could also enjoy the beauty of the area. They had an amazing time and
we can't wait to go bacL.but we may not.
By closing areas to OHV you cut offwhat BLM land is meant for. .. the public. When you close public areas to
the public you stop the flow of money to the community and you end up with over use of the other open areas
by forcing all the users into very few places.
Moab is an amazing place! 10 Mile wash road, Hey Joe Canyon, Hell Roaring Canyon and Dead Cow Loop are
fantastic places to explore and we need to protect existing roads and trails for the future.
Please DO NOT close these places to the use of the public and OHV users, My kids depend on you making
sound choices to keep public roads and trails open to the public!
Thank you for your time,
Michael Wandzek
Denver, CO
Responsible OHV User
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Veronica Bullock [rckymlngrl@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:57 PM
council@grandcounlyulah.nel; kaleighwelch@grandcountyulah.nel
PLI

As a citizen ""ith deep roots to this area i vote NO to any and all "wilderness designations".
I believe that 'locals' and i am not using that work lightly, do respect this land and take care of it. Ranchers,
miners, roughnecks alike respect this land as it is how they make their living, and they think of the generations
to come as did the ones before them. It IS their livelihood at stake.
Tourism is a large part of the economics in this town and it is what brought the progressives here. You don't get
to have it both ;,'aYS, you vote to turn our back yard into a wilderness, and we, as locals, will no-longer be
playing or earning a wage.
Exploration, recreation, ranching and farming have been able to co-exist for many years without "tearing up the
place" that you now like to call home,
Those of you wanting to shut it all down are already compromising... As I'm sure the tires on your
bikes/vehicles, the soles on your shoes and your water bottles were not made from grass.
So unless those of you are ready to go totally native, I urge you to look at the big picture for ALL 10,000 of us.
I hope the Seven of you can represent ALL the citizens of this County.
Do the right thing, for our future. WE come first
Veronica Bullock
Spanish Valley
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Veronica Bullock [rckymlngrl@gmail.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:57 PM
council@grandcounlyutah.nel; kaleighwelch@grandcountyutah.net
PLI

As a citizen with deep roots to this area i vote NO to any and all "wilderness designations".
I believe that 'locals' and i am not using that work lightly, do respect this land and take care of it. Ranchers,
miners, roughnecks alike respect this land as it is how they make their living, and they think of the generations
to come as did the ones before them. It IS their livelihood at stake.
Tourism is a large part of the economics in this town and it is what brought the progressi ves here. You don't get
to have it both ways, you vote to tum our back yard into a wilderness, and we, as locals, viill no-longer be
playing or earning a wage.
Exploration, recreation, ranching and farming have been able to co-exist for many years vv'ithout "tearing up the
place" that you now like to call home,
Those of you wanting to shut it all down are already compromising... As I'm sure the tires on your
bikes/vehicles, the soles on your shoes and your water bottles were not made from grass.
So unless those of you are ready to go totally native, I urge you to look at the big picture for ALL 10,000 of us.
I hope the Seven of you ean represent ALL the citizens of this County.
Do the right thing, for our future. WE come first.
Veronica Bullock
Spanish Valley
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kalen Jones [kalen@withgaia.com]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:57 PM
Council
PLI letter
GCC PLI March25.pdf

Hello;
Please set attached for what is hopefully my final comments to you on this issue.

Thank you,
Kalen

2

Grand County Council

March 25, 2015

125 East Center 5t"
Moab, UT 84532
Re; Pli

Dear Council Members;
Thank you for your thoughtful work attempting to balance the
diversity of interests on Grand County's public lands, I have lived in
Grand County for 24 years and have not seen a Council devote this
much energy towards a comprehensive, balanced recommendation
for public lands managemenL I greatly appreciate that you have
elected to stop the Book Cliffs Hwy,; say no to an Antiquities Act
exemption; protect wlldernes> In the Books, the eastern county, and
Mill and Pack Creeks and Behind the Rocks; and protect the
watershed and Colorado River Corridor with a NCA,
This is the time for Grand County to affect the PLL It is important
that you speak clearly and decisively on which lands we want
protected, before the PU transforms into a US House bill and we
lose influence in the process and outcom", I hope you will continue
to show leildership in making the choice to protect the amazing
lands we share with millions of visitors,

As you enter the home stretch, please;
•

Recommend true wilderness in Labyrinth Canyon, its rims,
and tributaries,
Close infringing routes in the Big Triangle-Beaver Creek
proposed wilderness,

Thank you,

Kalen Jones

.t

900 Kane Cr<;ek Blvd,
Moab, UT 84532

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

colleen@watsonemail.com on behalf of Colleen Watson [photobugs1@comcastnet]
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:58 PM
council@grandcountyutah.net
Road Closure

Grand County Council,
I am retired and my wife is disabled. If you close these roads then it is impossible for me and my wife to access
these areas. This is truly a form of age and disability discrimination. We are responsible drivers and believe in
taking care of the wilderness. I highly encourage you not to close any more roads.
Concerned Driver

1

KaLeigh Welch
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Dylon [dylonmcclure@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 4:58 PM
Council@grandcountyutah.net
Don't close Moab

Please don't close Moab!
Sent from my iPhone
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matt Ceniceros [matt,ceniceros@gmaiLcomj
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:59 PM
council@grandcountyulah,net
Public Lands Initiative

Dear Elected Representatives of Grand CountyWhile I don't envy your position of trying to rationalize the deep rooted beliefs of your neighbors, you do have a
responsibility to do what is best to contribute to the long term prosperity of our County, This means what is
good for your Citizens, the local Economy and Viability of Resources, This is not a hard decision, or it really
shouldn't be, if you are being ethical and true to yourself- while questioning authority and educating yourself
before taking action,
I have seen and heard arguments from all sides in this initiative. And I believe that there is no right answer at
this point, particularly when whatever you may vote to do will be forwarded off to the Congressman's office
who will ultimately decided on what to or not to include, in a plan. Because of this I urge you to think for
yourself, listen to your neighbors and question their motivations for comment- and use this as a guide to adopt
your stance, have no regrets.
I personally believe many Grand County citizens and many Council Members have been persuaded to believe
that the only way to protect our public lands is to encompass them in a boundary that is regulated, The irony is
that these persuaders cannot relate to the physical presence of the land they are suggesting to manage. The
policy makers and lobbyists don't live here, they don't rely on the land to provide for their family. They suggest
protections here because our backyard is beautiful, it makes for a great picture that they hang on their wall in
the middle of their urban concrete jungle, A picture taken with a rugged backdrop of an eroding landscape far
from the dredges of their congested, crowded urban life. Yet they can't accept that their urban lifestyle and rural
vacation habit is environmentally destructive. 'Their rationale is "it needs protected, because I need to know
there is somewhere like that- and I'm doing my part by putting those lands in a boundary so that others might
enjoy i1..." This rationale did not originate here, it came from them! Why is the only way to "protect" these
lands is by imposing another layer of government oversight? It's not! How about being an ethical human being,
exercise some compassion and common sense in your daily actions and be responsible for your own local
community.
There is not a Citizen I know that wants to live in a smog-filled, noisy, traffic heavy, water-polluted dust bowl.
Yet the conservation groups that are driving their urban-based protection argument by categorizing the
conservative efforts as harmful, and unsympathetic to the environment. Essentially telling us that they know
better. 'They couldn't be more wrong we have opened this land for all to enjoy and have worked to build a
prosperous community in it. The notion to "protect" it is nothing but short sighted rhetoric seeking to limit
access to a select few.
I don't agree that we should allow the creation of Conservation Areas or Recreation Areas or the Expansion of
Wilderness or the classification of Wild or Scenic Rivers or placing regulation on Surface Occupancy or
restricting use of trails and rivers to select user groups or allow the application of the Antiquities Act. This is
because I don't believe that a management group derived by government influenced by conservation groups
should regulate PUBLIC access to PUBLIC lands, The creation of a protection zone requires resources to create
policy & boundaries, maintain said boundaries and enforce access- those resources are not needed if the
boundary is not created.
This can be compared to building a glass house around a child's playground, once it is in place it must be
maintained and regulated access to so that the children don't hurt themselves if they accidentally break the glass,
7

The only reason to create the boundary is to inflate a megalomaniac desire to protect and ovcrsee that which
doesn't benefit from the delusional rationalization of being some sort of environmental savior.
Creating a fence on public lands to protect us from ourselves doesn't make any sense. The whole concept seems
very un-American to me.
I agree that some areas within our borders are unique, and access into those areas should be monitored to ensure
that private industry use is compliant with adopted land use code, land ownership, as well as ensuring that
proper reclamation practices are implemented. And that public safety for all involved is paramount. But in
reality we live in a technologically connected advanced world, and industry practices are much cleaner and
more efficient then they were 100 years ago why are we trying to limit innovation, by calling it conservation?
This hurried 2-month process this new council has muddled together, that has taken input from extreme
conservation groups, ignored local comment, disregarded a process that has been worked on for years,
arbitrarily created boundaries that encompass over 90% of recreational trails, expanded wilderness into nonconforming zones, sent formal "recommendations" from unofficial votes and accepted comments from the
entire world; cannot be taken seriously as a collaborative effort. It has further cemented the view of Grand
County from the rest of the state, a~ an uncooperative, easily misled, seething pool of ceo-fascist zealots.
Do the right thing, and don't support the agenda of unwarranted regulation.
Matt Ceniceros
Grand County UI Citizen
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KaLeigh Welch
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

valerie woodard [valerie.woodard@gmail.comJ
Wednesday, March 25, 20154:59 PM
Council@grandcounlyulah,nel
closing of trails

I am writing to tell you how much my family enjoys offroading in Moab, We have been coming down for years
and recently purchased a vacation home in Moab, Please do not limit the trails we can use. It is a huge park of
the economy in this area.
Valerie Woodard
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